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ILLUSTRATIONS

Frontispiece: The three Belvedere pilots who formed the crew for the Placing of

the ‘spire’ and sculpture on Coventry Cathedral in April 1962—left to

right:

Fit Lt J H Martin (crewman), the author (captain), Fit Lt R Salt (co

pilot).

Prologue

Mr Raoul Hafner flying (tethered) his R-2 heUcopter—being the second experimental

machine he designed and built in Vienna, and the one he brought back with him

when he came to England in 1933—Heston airport.

C-30 Autogiro, the RAF’s first rotary wing aircraft—1935—named ‘Rota’, it was

used during the second World War for ground radar cahbration.

Cierva W9 (1947), one of the series of experimental helicopters by Weir.

The Cierva Wll or Airhorse (1948).

Scale model of the Fairey Mk 1 Gyrodyne—selected in 1950 for use in the Malayan

operations but superseded by the more readily available Dragonfly.

The Mk 2 Gyrodyne having two forward facing propellers. It was used

experimentally only.

Sikorsky R-4—the first helicopter to enter RAF Service as the Hoverfly 1 (1944).

The first helicopter pilot training course in the UK, held at RAF Andover in 1945.

The instructors are seated with the unit commander, Sqn Ldr Basil Arkell, in the
centre.

Cierva Skeeter prototype—1950. Much development work was needed to bring it
into service in the mid 1950s.

Bristol 171 prototype (1947) which entered RAF service in 1962 as the Sycamore.

Sikorsky R-4 (Hoverfly Mk 1) carrying mail for Balmoral while on loan to the

King’s flight—1947/48.

The Sikorsky R-6, which entered RAF service in 1945 as the Hoverfly II: here

bring flown by Major N Gow of No 1906 AGP Fhght. Note the central collective

lever; the pilot must sit on the opposite side from the stretcher which has to be on

the starboard side because of cyclic control Hmitations.
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Chapter 2

The Far East Air Force Casualty Evacuation Flight, Changi, 1951. Officers from

left to right; Fit Lt J R Dowling, Fit Lt K Fry (Fit Cdr), Fg Off A J Lee, Fit Lt

Partridge (Engineer Officer).

Initial handhng trials in Malaya, 1950. The Dragonfly HC2 has a starboard external

pannier fitted. The condensation in the tip vortex shows the high level of humidity.

Initial handling trials in Malaya in 1950—the external pannier for the Dragonfly

HC2 with a practice casualty.

The Dragonfly basket stretcher, which replaced the external pannier, being used to

load a casualty in North Malaya in 1952.

A casualty receiving medical attention in transit in the Dragonfly basket stretcher—

Malaya 1950.

Re-fuelling a Dragonfly in the rain from an air dropped ‘flimsy’ petrol can in Malaya.

The fuel had to be poured through a special filter.

Dragonfly servicing at Changi (1950-53); an Auster Mk 5 of No 656 AOP Squadron

is seen in the background.

A typical clearing cut in Malaya in 1952, used in this case for the evacuation of a

complete patrol of the Cameronians—see text.

A supply drop parachute is used as a marker and the platform from which the

passenger embarked while the aircraft hovered can be seen just above it.

Chapter 3

Operational trials with the Sycamore Mk 10 in Ulu Langat clearing near Kuala

Lumpur in 1953.

The Mk 14 sycamore could carry 2 stretchers athwartships (but rarely used the

upper stowage). A stretcher was sometimes not available and had to be

manufactured ‘on the spot’. The passenger doors enlarged in the Mk 14 to facilitate

stretcher carriage are clearly shown.

Malay troops deplaning by rope from a Whirlwind Mk 4 of No 155 Squadron in

Malaya in 1957.

Deplaning from a landed Mk 4 Whirlwind.

A Whirlwind Mk 4 of No 155 Squadron in a training clearing in Malaya.
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Troops deplaning by rope from a Sycamore Mk 14 of No 194 Squadron in Malaya
in 1956.

Whirlwinds Mk 4 of No 155 Squadron near Kuala Lumpur in 1956.

A Sycamore Mk 14 of No 110 Squadron paying a regular visit to a jungle fort in

North Malaya in the closing days of the ‘Emergency’. (Pilot Fit Lt B Cann).

Prototype of the Bristol 173 (1954)—developed from the Sycamore and with

Sycamore rotor blades (front rotor blades reversed) and powered by two Leonides

piston engines, it was the forerunner of the Bristol 191 and 192 (the Belvedere).

The Bristol 192 pre-production version of the Belvedere with two Napier Gazelle

turbine engines and four bladed rotors, but still with wooden Sycamore blades and

fully manual controls: used for service trials. (In the background: Ampleforth

Abbey.)

Chapter 5

Sycamore in transit in North West Cyprus.

Sycamore troop lift from Nicosia—Cyprus. Baggage and cabin doors have been

removed. Note extra passenger carried by rotating the co-pilot’s seat to face aft.

Troop training in Cyprus—deployment by knotted rope which is jettisoned by the

pilot in the absence of a crewman.

Cyprus rescue of the crew of the trawler Suyeznik near Famegusta in January
1960.

Sycamore in typical troop deployment position—Cyprus.

As above.

Chapter 6

Mk 11 Sycamore of 1906 Air Observation Post Flight on exercise in Germany

(1952/4)—Major B Repton and Captain J Spittal—the only two pilots.

Mk 11 Sycamore of 1906 Air Observation Post flight landing on HMS Implacable

for transit to Guyana—October 1953.

Whirlwind Mk 2, Sycamore Mk 14, Dragonfly Mk 4 of the CFS Helicopter Unit at

South Cerney—late 1950s.

Skeeter on trial at CFS—1955.

Sycamore Mk 13 showing the duplicated collective lever which was replaced by a

single central collective lever in the Mk 14 production aircraft.
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The Queen Mother alighting from the CFS Dragonfly borrowed later and absorbed
into the Queen's flight—1956/7.

The entire CFS Helicopter Wing in transit from South Cerney to its new home at
Ternhill in 1962. 9 Sycamores, 1 Skeeter, 3 Whirlwinds, one Dragonfly.

Chapter 7

Winch fitted to Sycamore Mk 14.

Double lift development.

Double lift training.

‘Sproule’ Net.

Trawling for survivors with ‘Sproule’ net.

Hehcopter crewman preparing casualty for hehcopter lift while the rescue helicopter

stands off out of danger from pitching superstructure.

Bringing a casualty aboard in the Neil Robertson stretcher.

SAR training by the CFS Flight at Valley.

SAR chfl rescue training by the CFS Flight at Valley.

tm

SAR training with Mk 10 Whirlwind with crew of three.

Chapter 8

The three wooden-bladed pre-production Belvederes leaving Weston-super-Mare on

dehvery to Odiham by the Belvedere Trials Unit—October 1960.

Pre-production Belvedere of the BTU near Odiham. Note the small wheels and

large tail stabilisers—both modified in the later production aircraft.

Last flight of the wooden-bladed full manual controlled pre-production Belvedere,

just prior to the crash while rehearsing for the 1961 SBAC show at Farnborough.

The Sycamore type rotor blades are clearly shown.

The result of loss of a nut retaining part of the Belvedere control linkage—Aden.

Avpin starter explosion—Aden.

Avpin starter explosion and fire—Singapore.
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Chapter 10

Refuelling a Sycamore of 225 Squadron detached to Kenya from Odiham for flood
relief duties—November 1961.

Belvedere recovering a forced landed Whirlwind Mk 10 in Germany during a 38

Group Exercise—1962.

Rehearsals at Odiham for Coventry Cathedral operation using a mock up of the
fleche.

Coventry Cathedral operation rehearsal using a mock up of the sculpture.

Carrying the fleche along the Coventry Cathedral roof.

Securing the fleche on Coventry Cathedral.

Preparing to insert the sculpture into the fleche.

Completion of the Coventry Cathedral operation.

Chapter 11

26 Squadron detachment on HMS Albion during the Mombasa/Tanganyika

operation in January 1964.

26 Sqn Belvederes on HMS Centaur bound for Dar-es-Salaam during the Mombasa/

Tanganyika operation in January 1964.

Casualty Evacuation to Thumair by Sycamore of Khormaksar SAR Flight.

Sycamore of Khormaksar SAR Fit training with RAF Marine Craft near Steamer
Point—Aden.

Kohrmaksar SAR Fit Sycamore over Aden.

Khormaksar SAR Fit Whirlwinds over Aden.

Gulf SAR Fit Whirlwind Casualty Evacuation to Bahrein {1967—shortly before

replacement by Wessex in Comsar Bahrein).

105 mm gun having been positioned by Belvedere, being re-supplied with

ammunition by a Whirlwind of the Khormaksar SAR Flight in the Gebel North of
Aden.

Troops being deployed by knotted rope to defensive position near Thumier.

Beverley and Belvederes on the Strip at Thumier.
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Machine gun mounting in rear hatch of Belvedere in Aden.

Belvedere positioning 105 mm guns North of Aden.

‘One ton containers’ ready for re-supply in forward area. Dust problem very evident

in the prolonged hover required.

Belvedere landing near a Beverley at Beihan.

Belvedere at Thumair attempting to land ahead of its dust cloud.

Belvedere refuelling at Thumier using 44 gallon drums and a mechanical pump.

Note the proximity of the front engine jet pipers.

Belvedere re-supply at Obad—6000 ft above sea level and 15 miles West of Beihan.

The tail stabiliser constituted a considerable problem amongst the rocks.

Re-supply in the Radfan 2 miles East of Thumier. Note the front wheels ‘castored’

to prevent movement down the slope.

Belvedere in the Radfan 4 miles East of Thumier.

Engine change at Beihan (XG474 is the RAF Museum Belvedere).

Arab village used as an army defensive position with the Wadi Taym in the

background.

One of the key positions overlooking the Wadi Taym—named ‘Cap Badge’ (also

known as ‘November One’).

Defensive position South of Wadi Taym (Foxtrot 3) showing the typically limited

space for re-supply operations.

78 Squadron crew in Aden showing the 0.76 mm GP Machine Gun mounted in a

Wessex. The crew are wearing Flak Vests and a ‘Mae West’ fitted with a Sarbe
beacon.

78 Squadron Wessex operating near Sharjah in 1971.

78 Squadron Wessex operating near Sharjah in 1971.

Chapter 12

Unlike the Whirlwind, the Sycamore could be loaded into the Beverley without the
need to interfere with the rotor hub and blades. This method of deployment was

used as part of the immediate response to the Brunei revolt.

The first Belvederes in Malaya were shipped to the Singapore Naval Base and

towed by road to Sembawang overnight for re-assembly.
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Helicopters requiring redeployment between Singapore and Borneo were usually

carried as deck cargo either on RN Aircraft carriers when available, or on civilian

ships.

Manoeuvring a Belvedere on a supply ship deck prior to being lifted off by crane.

It was possible to fly single Belvederes directly on to the supply ship deck.

Four Belvederes and one Scout as deck cargo on the Maxwell Brander,

Twelve Whirlwinds of 230 Squadron on HMS Bulwark in Singapore Naval base

estimate from UK to Borneo early in 1965.

Preparing to re-deploy a 105 mm gun near the Indonesian border.

Re-fuelling the front tank of a Belvedere at a forward base in Borneo. Note the

proximity of the front engine jet pipes to the re-fuelling airman, and the fuel

dipstick which passes through the rotor disc.

Belvedere re-fuelling at a typical semi permanent Army base near the Indonesian
border.

Forward semi-permanent army post near the Indonesian border, with 105 mm

positioned by helicopter in its emplacement centre left of the picture. Note also the

extensive use of corrugated iron, all of which had to be delivered by air.

105 mm gun placed by helicopter in its firing position near the Indonesian border.

The height which the troops had to jump from the Belvedere was rather too high

for comfort wearing full kit, but to use the ladder was even more difficult and slow.

Semi permanent Belvedere LZ in Borneo.

Semi permanent Belvedere LZ in Borneo.

Recovering a forced landed RN Whirlwind Mk 7 from Brunei to HMS Albion in

January 1963.

Belvedere preparing to deploy ‘Green Archer' radar near the Indonesian border.

Deploying Bloodhound anti aircraft missile to Kuching from the ship in which it

was sent from Singapore.

Whirlwinds Mk 10 over Singapore.

The Whirlwind Mk 10 could deliver the 105 mm gun and ammunition, but the gun

had to be stripped to allow the load to be spread over several sorties.
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The Belvedere had a permanent LZ built for it on the top of Penang Hill in North

Malaya, where the aircraft was used extensively to deliver components for the

Ground Radars station being built there.

The permanent helicopter base at Nanga Gaat had sites for five helicopters, one

large enough for a Belvedere.

Nanga Gaat from ground level in its usual state of brisk activity.

The first operational use of the SHNAP was made at this site in a rubber estate in

central Malaya when several re-supply sorties were carried out in total darkness

by a Whirlwind of 103 Squadron as part of an Army/RAF exercise. The three poles

for the red lights (see Appendix 4) have been enhanced on the photographic print.

A Belvedere of 66 Squadron positioning the cross on the steeple of the Hakka

Methodist Church in Evelyn Road Singapore in December 1966. The technique was

the same as that for placing the sculpture in the fieche in the Coventry Cathedral

operation. The ground handling party can be seen at the base of the steeple.

66 Squadron near the end of its life in early 1969, flying all eleven Belvederes in

formations round Singapore.

66 Squadron air and ground crews on the day of disbandment in March 1969 with

the eight aircraft used for the final ceremonial demonstration at Seletar.
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FOREWORD BY AIR CHIEF MARSHAL SIR PETER HARDING

KCB CBIM FRAeS RAF

Since its introduction into service, the helicopter has had an increasingly important
role on the battlefield and has made an invaluable contribution to search and rescue

operations and light communications. This history provides a most comprehensive

insight into the first 20 years of Royal Air Force helicopter operations, covering

their various roles and theatres of operation. It also describes many of the decisions

taken by each of the three Services on the future employment patterns of this

aircraft type.

I have a close personal interest in the history of the helicopter in the Royal Air

Force for, during the 1960s, I commanded No 18 Squadron which at the time was

equipped with the Wessex and was based successively at Gutersloh, Acklington

and Odiham. Since then I have seen the technological advances which have led to

a significant improvement in our overall operational capability. For example, modern

twin-engine helicopters with their comprehensive avionics fits are able to operate

freely at night and in many weather conditions. A Chinook can carry 44 seated

troops or up to 80 standing, whereas the Whirlwind MK2 ‘could carry only four

passengers with half an hour’s fuel and then only up to 3000 ft’. But these modest

beginnings helped lay the foundation for many of the operating techniques and

tactical considerations that stiU hold good today.

John Dowling is to be congratulated on writing this authoritative work of reference

for, not only will it be of considerable value to present and future generations of

rotary wing men, but it will also be of great interest to the layman who seeks

information about the origins and development of this most versatile of aircraft—
the helicopter.
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WING COMMANDER J R DOWLING MBE DEC* AFC CFS* AMRAeS

RAF (RETD)

Wing Commander Dowling was educated at Ampleforth College. He joined the

RAF in 1941, and after pilot training in Arizona, flew an operational tour on

Lancasters in 1944/45, followed by a period flying Spitfires and Hurricanes with

a bomber defence training flight. After the war he was with the Middle East

Communications Squadron and then flew Yorks of Transport Command on the

Singapore route. He flew in the Berlin Air Lift and then joined the Transport

Command Development Unit where he flew his first helicopter in 1949. From that

time onwards he specialised in helicopters.

He went to the Far East with the first RAF operational helicopter unit (1950-53)
and on return to the UK became the first unit commander of the CFS Helicopter

Unit constructing the pilot and instructor training syllabi and visiting all overseas

helicopter units. After a staff tour in Air Ministry he commanded the Belvedere
Trials Unit at Odiham (1960) and formed successively the three Belvedere Squadrons

before returning briefly to staff duties at No 38 Group (1963). In 1964 he was back

in Singapore in command of the Helicopter Wing at Seletar consisting of one

Belvedere and two Whirlwind squadrons operating mainly in Borneo. After staff

duties in Air Support and Strike Commands he began writing the RAF helicopter
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INTRODUCTION

The history of helicopters in the Royal Air Force starts at the point when they

were first employed operationally in 1950 in Malaya. The earlier period, when

autogiros gave way to helicopters with no real operational capabiUty, is outhned in
the Prologue.

Thereafter the history is divided into four phases, the first (1950-52) dealing mainly
with the Casualty Evacuation Fhght in the Far East, which proved the readiness

of the helicopter to enter the field of military operations and laid the foundation

for the subsequent expansion.

In the second phase (1953-60) an enthusiastic growth of the helicopter forces
nevertheless restricted by financial constraints and also by the limited operational
capability of the available aircraft, many desirable roles for the helicopter being
excluded simply because they were beyond the scope of the aircraft then in service.

Even so, their contribution to the campaigns in Malaya and Cyprus was crucial.

At the end of this second phase however there came a significant breakthrough

with the arrival of turbine engines with their great advantage in power/weight

ratio. The third phase (1960-70) thus belongs to the Whirlwinds Mk 10, the
Belvederes and later the Wessex, with the Borneo and South Arabian operations

occupying the centre of the stage. Phase 3 is extended into 1972 in the Far East
in order to complete the withdrawal of the last RAF helicopters in Malaysia.

The fourth phase (1971 onwards) is only introduced here and will in due course

cover the formation and operations of the Puma/Wessex/Chinook squadrons
tactical helicopter army support force in the NATO context, with the Northern

Ireland operations as the mciin example of various other activities undertaken after
1970, eg detachments in Oman, Belize and the Falklands.

Running continuously from 1953 and in parallel with operational aircraft type
developments is the Search and Rescue helicopter force in the UK maritime

environment, and also, after 1954, the Central Flying School HeUcopter Unit. Both
of these appear in each phase after the first, as do the communications helicopters
of The Queen's FUght and the MetropoHtan Communications Squadron.

In each phase an outhne is given of the policy considerations at Ministry level

which affected the choice and procurement of heficopters, and incidentally dictated

the scope of role development, and so ultimately the rate of helicopter type
development.

The background to the RAF’s responsibiUty for the procurement of helicopters for

army tasks but not for the Royal Navy is explained in Chapter 1.

was

as a
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PROLOGUE (1)

The Royal Air Force came into existence in 1918, that is near the point when the

dream of early helicopter inventors of achieving vertical take-off and landing was

in sight of reahsation, but before any truly useful solution had been proved. The

side by side contra rotating rotor arrangement with two forward facing propellers

designed by Sir George Cayley in the early 1800s was the earliest effort of any

practical significance in this field, significant also because that side by side twin

rotor idea was later chosen by Focke to produce the first practical helicopter, and

also forms the latest configuration for tilt rotor/wing VTOL aircraft. In 1842 a

single rotor heUcopter model weighing 44 lb designed by W H Phillips is reported

to have ‘crossed two fields’ with a tip jet driven rotor powered by gas produced
from the combustion of a mixture of charcoal, nitre and gypsum, and in 1859 the

first British patent was granted to Henry Bright for a scheme comprising contra
rotating co-axial rotors. In 1893 Sir Charles Parsons experimented with a rotor

driven by a steam engine and in 1905 a comparatively large machine was built by

Denny having six 25 ft diameter lifting screws and is reported to have left the
ground briefly. In 1908 Breguet finally succeeded in matching with a hehcopter the

Wright brothers’ success with the fixed wing aeroplane.

The mechanical difficulties with rotating wings led to a comparatively rapid advance
in fixed wing development and in the 1920s and 1930s the rotary wing field had
come to be regarded as an eccentric sideline in aeronautical development and even
tended to generate ridicule.

In later years (after 1950) the RAF was to suffer  a good deal of uninformed criticism

by new enthusiasts for having apparently failed to grasp the potential of the

helicopter with adequate enthusiasm, but the true perspective derived from the
facts leads to a different conclusion. Even inside the RAF itself during the helicopter
renaissance of the mid 1950s there was inevitable frustration due to the inability
of the technical and commercial system as a whole to meet the sudden urgent

demand for useful helicopters and the Air Ministry inevitably came in for a large
share of the criticism. In fact the Air Ministry had already itself experienced some

thirty years earlier the frustrations being felt by its later critics. In 1923 when

even the continued existence of the five-year-old independent Air Force required

strenuous defence in Parliament, the Air Ministry announced a prize of £50000 for

the successful completion of certain flight tests of ‘a helicopter or equivalent
flying machine’. This attracted a censorious comment by the Council of the Royal

Aeronautical Society that such an offer ‘gave a wrong view of the relative values
of serious work on well established fines (ie fixed wing aircraft) and such highly
speculative constructions as the helicopter’.
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In this environment Louis Brennan built and tested a helicopter at the Royal

Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough in 1925. It had a 60 ft diameter rotor

driven by two propellers mounted at the blade tips and connected to a centrally

mounted rotary engine. A crash in 1926 brought this work to an end. In 1928

Vittorio Isacco, who had been experimenting on the Continent for some years, came

to England and built a helicopter to a contract from the Air Ministry, but it never
flew.

Just as fixed wing development leapt ahead of rotary wing development for technical

reasons, autogyros started to occupy the centre of the stage for rotary wing aircraft

because they were technically simpler to design and build than helicopters. Juan

de la Cierva, having experimented with a number of unsuccessful models, achieved

in 1923 his first autogyro flight. In 1925 he demonstrated his C6 Autogiro* at the

RAE, Farnborough and the Air Ministry was sufficiently enthusiastic to order a

number of them. As a result, the Cierva Autogiro Company was formed to handle

the patent rights etc, the construction work being done by A V Roe Ltd.

One consequence of this purchase of Cierva autogiros by the Air Ministry was that

the RAE became involved and a good deal of investigatory work into the theory

and mechanism of the flapping rotor was generated. The autogiro became quite

popular and demand for it grew. Series production was set up not only in the

United Kingdom but also abroad, under licence, especially in the United States and

France. Flying demonstrations were given in many parts of the world, one notable

one being by R A C Brie (later as a Wing Commander in the RAF to generate the

first helicopter procurement in quantity for British forces)** who, in the mid 1930s,

demonstrated the capability of the autogiro to land and take off from a ship—the
Italian cruiser Fiume—in the Mediterranean. In 1932 the Cierva Flying School was

created and operated at Hanworth under H A (Alan) Marsh as Chief Instructor
until the outbreak of war in 1939.*** In this period nearly 10000 hours were flown

and 368 people qualified as autogiro pilots.

Autogiro' was the registered trade mark for the autogyros produced under the

licence of the Cierva Autogiro Company.

**Brie flew as an observer in the First World War with the Royal Flying Corps,

afterwards becoming a pilot in the RAF. He was on the RAF Reserve of Officers

from 1922 and test pilot for Cierva from 1930.

***Alan Marsh was originally a flight sergeant pilot in the RAF between the wars.

He was commissioned on rejoining the RAF in 1939 and, after about two years in

the RAE at Farnborough, took command of No 1448 Rota Autogiro Flight in place

of Wing Commander Brie, who had been sent to the United States for autogiro

deck landing trials.

2



Also in 1932 the first successful direct control autogiro was flown in which attitude

control was achieved by direct tilting of the rotor hub and thus rotor thrust, rather

than by elevators and ailerons as in previous machines. This advance produced the

C30 autogiro, six of which were purchased by the Air Ministry in 1934 for the

RAF School of Army Co-operation at Old Sarum. Other orders followed and the

ultimate development of the Cierva autogiro followed soon after: the C40 with jump

take-off ability.* The Air Ministry obtained 5 C40s in 1939.

*The jump take-off was achieved by applying engine power to spin the rotor at low

blade pitch angle in excess of auto rotation speed before take off, and causing the

blades to revert to their normal pitch angle when the engine torque was directed
to the traction propeller instead of to the rotor shaft. This caused the machine to

jump off the ground where rotor speed could be maintained by the acquisition of

forward speed by means of the propeller. The blade pitch change was achieved

automatically by tilting the blade hinges so that application of torque through the

rotor shaft caused the blades to reduce pitch temporarily while the rotor was being
accelerated by engine power. The pilot had no means of increasing blade angles for
landing.

**Closely associated with the Cierva Company was  G & J Weir Ltd which, under

licence, built a number of small autogiros, Wl, W2, W3 and W4. The last had a

direct take-off capability and was demonstrated in 1936 at Hounslow Heath together
with the Cierva C40 autogiro. In 1937 Weir turned its attention to the helicopter

and built the W5 and W6 which were side by side configurations. Both flew

successfully, but the outbreak of war put an end to them. At about the same time

Raoul Hafner, who had built two experimental hehcopters in Austria and then
come to England in 1933, formed AR III Construction (Hafner Gyroplane) Company
and built an autogiro which first flew in 1935. It differed from the Cierva machines

meiinly in its rotor control and blade suspension which were hke those in modern

hehcopters. Thus, instead of tilting the rotor hub, it achieved tilt of the rotor disc

by cychc feathering; it also had coUective pitch under the pilot’s control. As a

result, not only could it perform more controllable jump take-offs, but the degree

of control for zero speed landings was greatly increased. Weir in postwar years

gave birth, through the Cierva Autogiro Company which it then controlled, to the

Air Horse and Skeeter hehcopters, while Raoul Hafner, after designing the Rota-
chute rotary wing glider during the war, went on to design the Sycamore and
Belvedere hehcopters.
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Wartime Developments

At the start of the Second World War the Air Ministry sent two of the C40

autogiros with RAF pilots to France for Army Co-operation duties, but the aircraft
did not return after the evacuation from Dunkirk. Ail the remaining autogiros,

including civil C30s and C40s which had been promptly requisitioned, about 16 in

all, were collected at RAF Duxford, given the RAF title of Rota and formed into

No 1448 Rota Calibration Flight under Squadron Leader Brie. Its task was to

provide facilities for the calibration of radar sites, work hitherto attempted cumber-

somely by barrage balloons which proved of very limited use. The autogiros could

not hover (except in very strong winds) but they could orbit at the required spots

and heights while performing a turn of sufficiently small radius to achieve the

desired effect for the radar operations. The technique was successful. No 1448

Flight was re-formed in 1943 at Halton as No 529 Autogiro Squadron under Alan

Marsh then a squadron leader.

For radar calibration work the individual Rotas operated as independent units with

a pilot, engine fitter and a rigger. These ‘units’ moved around the coastal radar

stations in much the same way as operational helicopters were to do later with

their crewmen. After navigating to the required points, usually over the sea, a sea

marker was dropped and the Rota then performed a very tight orbit over the

marker at various heights as required to enable the ground radar station to calibrate

its equipment. During the war, No 529 Squadron carried out almost all the ground

radar calibration in the country and in five years over 9000 hours were flown. It

moved to Upper Culham Farm at Henley on Thames in 1944 and was not disbanded
until October 1945.

Shortly after handing over No 1448 Flight to Squadron Leader Marsh in 1941,

Wing Commander Brie (as he had then become) was loaned to the Admiralty which

had now become interested in the possibility of employing the autogiro for anti

submarine convoy protection. Brie, who had demonstrated the Cierva autogiro on

the cruiser Fiume in the 1930s, joined the British Air Commission in the United

States and achieved the first landing of an autogiro on a small platform mounted

on a merchant ship (the Empire Mersey) in Chesapeake Bay. This was done in a

PA 39 of the Autogiro Company of America—an American version of the C40 and

one of seven ordered by the Air Ministry for radar cahbration purposes. Igor

Sikorsky witnessed these trials and Brie received an invitation to see his experimen

tal single seat helicopter, the VS-300, in eeirly 1942. He was much impressed, and

later sought and obtained an opportunity to fly its production successor—the YR-4

(later known in England as the Hoverfly 1).

Brie was the first British pilot to fly this helicopter and from that moment the

autogiro had had its day. Brie went straight to the head of the British Air

Commission in Washington, Air Marshal Sir Roderic Hill, and explained that a
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helicopter had at last appeared which effectively eliminated the only serious dis

ability of the autogiro—the inability to hover. Its lifting capability was scarcely an

issue; it was the principle which mattered. Action was swift and from then on only

the helicopter was given further consideration. An order for YR-4s was placed on

behalf of the Admiralty and this marked the beginning of the Naval involvement

in helicopters for anti-submarine and, later, SAR duties.

To obtain pilots trained to fly these helicopters  a training school was set up in

conjunction with the US Coastguard Service at Floyd Bennett Field near New

York (the US Navy was unenthusiastic about this diversion of the war effort) and

because the Royal Navy had no rotary wing pilots on whom to draw, RAF assistance

was requested. Brie obtained British instructional staff from No 529 Autogiro

Squadron, starting with Flight Lieutenant ‘Jeep' Cable* and later Squadron Leader

Basil Arkell. Deck landing trials on a merchant ship, the Daghestan, continued

with the first two R-4 helicopters delivered, both in Long Island Sound and during

an Atlantic convoy crossing in 1943.

The larger R-5 helicopter followed the R-4 and had sufficient power to carry a pilot

and observer and some sort of weapon weighing about 200 lb in addition. An order

for R-5s was placed on behalf of the Admiralty and construction commenced but

in late 1944, with the submarine menace being brought under control, the Royal

Navy decided to reduce its main helicopter commitment and cancelled the order
for R-5s.

Arkell and Brie persuaded Sikorsky to modify the R-5 to enable the pilot to sit in

the perspex domed nose instead of the observer, as was originally planned, and
then recommended that this aircraft (which became known as the S-51 and later

the Dragonfly, and could now accommodate a winch operator behind the pilot)
should be ordered on behalf of the RAF for SAR duties.

This urgent effort by Brie and Arkell to persuade the RAF to take up the cancelled
Naval order failed because of what was to become  a familiar refrain in the next

few years—there was no demonstrable specific need for the aircraft. The US

Army was by now becoming interested and enthusiastically absorbed the surplus

production thus created. When the R-4s already purchased eventually started to

arrive in England, a so-called training school (really a demonstration flight) was

set up under Squadron Leader Cable at Hanworth—the site of Cierva’s old autogiro

training school. This was the first use of helicopters in the United Kingdom. The

RAF had also purchased R-6s—Sikorsky’s modified version of the R-4 for Army

Co-operation duties. It had a more powerful engine than the R-4 but was still

*Marsh and Cable were both killed in the crash of the Air Horse in 1950.
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dangerously underpowered for most conditions and in addition was extremely

unreliable because there seemed to be no way of preventing oil leaking from the
engine into the magneto.

Postwar Developments

In the last months of the war nine R-4s, including the flight from Hanworth, were

formed into the RAF Helicopter Training School at Andover under Squadron

Leader Arkell with the object of training Army AOP pilots to fly helicopters. First,
however, 12 autogiro pilots of No 529 Squadron were converted and one R-4 was
added to that unit for trials in the radar calibration role. Cable, with some of the

RAF pilots, took the first two R-4s to the Airborne Forces Experimental Establish
ment (AFEE) at Sherburn in Elmet and later to Beaulieu, where an experimental

rotary wing flight was formed. Later some Army pilots joined this unit. The Army

AOP squadrons would fly into Andover from Germany in their Austers for a five-

week 30-hour helicopter conversion course, afterwards returning in their Austers.

Twenty-nine Army pilots were trained in this way but they never obtained oper

ational hehcopters. RAF Andover also operated a Maintenance School and provided

instructional courses for helicopter ground crews.

During 1947, with No 529 autogiro Squadron disbanded, an RAF pilot (FHght

Lieutenant K Fry) carried out a variety of trials concerned with radar development

based at Defford, hovering in an R-4 at heights of up to 6000 feet with a 2 ft

diameter metal ball of known radar response suspended from a 1400 ft length of

wire. This helicopter was also used for simulating the flight of a balloon for radio

sonde trials, drifting slowly upwards with gradually increasing forward speed.
Trials of an Airfield Surface Movement Indicator were also carried out, as was a

brief evaluation of the R-4 in the SAR role by the Air/Sea Warfare Development

Unit at St Mawgan.

By the end of 1947 the RAF considered that they had exhausted the development

possibihties of the R-4 and R-6 and reluctantly concluded that they could not be

used operationally. There were no replacement aircraft and these helicopters were

maintained only by using the few still crated as they had arrived from the United

States to supply spare parts. It was a rapidly wasting force. Two R-4s were
borrowed, one each from Brize Norton and Hanworth, for the King’s Flight in 1947

and again in 1948 for mail deUveries from Aberdeen to Balmoral when the King

was in residence there. They were flown by Flying Officer A J Lee and Flight
Lieutenant E B Trubshaw (later Concorde Test Pilot). The operation was not

repeated subsequently. A few were maintained by the Royal navy for SAR develop

ment and training until the Dragonfly appeared in 1950, and the remaining R-6s

were allotted to the Army for AOP development work—No 1901 Fhght of No 657

AOP Squadron formed for the purpose at Andover in May 1947 (Captains N Gow,
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Mr Raoul Hafner flying (tethered) his R-2 helicopter—being the second experimental machine he
designed and built in Vienna, and the one he brought back with him when he came to England in
1933—Heston airport.

C-30 Autogiro, the RAF s first rotary wing aircraft—1935—named ‘Rota’, it was used during the
second World War for ground radar calibration.

Cierva W9 (1947), one of the series of experimental helicopters by Weir.
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mm
The Cierva Wll or Airhorse (1948).

Scale model of the Fairey Mk 1 Gyrodyne—selected in 1950 for use
in the Malayan operations but superseded by the more readily
available Dragonfly.

■

The Mk 2 Gyrodyne having two forward facing propellers. It was
used experimentally only.
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Sikorsky R-4—the first helicopter to enter RAF Service as the Hoverfly 1 (1944).

Cierva Skeeter prototype—1950. Much development work was needed to bring it into service
in the mid 1950s.
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Bristol 171 prototype (1947) which entered RAF
service in 1962 as the Sycamore.

Sikorsky R-4 (Hoverfly Mk 1) carrying mail for
Balmoral while on loan to the King’s flight—1947/48.

The Sikorsky R-6, which entered RAF service in 1945
as the Hoverfly II: here bring flown by Major N Gow
of No 1906 AOP Flight. Note the central collective
lever; the pilot must sit on the opposite side from the
stretcher which has to be on the starboard side

because of cyclic control limitations.
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P Wilson and R Smith). This RAF unit with Army pilots did a considerable amount

of demonstration and AOP trial work and managed to prolong its life as No 1906

Flight to within a few months of receiving Sycamores as replacements in September

1951, so maintaining a substantially continuous existence until the formation of

the separate Army Aviation organisation in 1957.*

*Although its early life belongs in this Prologue and extends in diminishing strength

through Phase 1 (1950-52), the main operational life of No 1906 AOP Helicopter
Flight is part of Phase 2.
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PHASE 1

1950-52



CHAPTER 1 (1)

RAF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PROVISION OF

HELICOPTER SUPPORT

In the later chapters of this study instances continually occur of the problems

posed by inter-Service rivalry in the field of aircraft procurement. In order to

explain the responsibility of the RAF for the provision of adequate helicopters for

Army support, as well as the competition between the Navy and the Air Force for

the limited supplies of Dragonfly and Whirlwind helicopters available during the

Malayan Emergency, the relationship between the Services in this respect needs

clarification—a relationship which goes back to the formation of the RAF itself,

the allocation of responsibilities at that time and the changes which were negotiated

subsequently. What happened then bears a striking resemblance to later develop
ments in the helicopter world and the relevance of recounting the salient features

of these events here will become readily apparent.

It is usual to regard the history of the RAF as beginning with the amalgamation

of the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) and the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) in 1918,

but in fact the original flying service established in 1912 was one body—the

RFC—comprising a Naval and a Military Wing maintained at the expense of and

administered by the Admiralty and the War Office respectively. There was also
established a single Royal Aircraft Factory, common to both Services, and a Central

Flying School. From the very first there was a tendency for the two Wings to drift
apart and by the start of the First World War the Naval Wing of the RFC had
already changed its title to the Royal Naval Air Service. With the outbreak of

hostilities the separation of the two Wings was virtually complete. For the first
two and a half years of the war the two branches of the Air Service developed

independently, both in organisation and supply, the RFC all in France, and the

RNAS consequently charged by Lord Kitchener with responsibility for home

defence. Each Service placed orders for aircraft, equipment and engines with the
Royal Aircraft Factory, or with civilian firms as seemed expedient at the moment.

The result was described in 1922 by the Lord Privy Seal (Austen Chamberlain) as

a ‘fierce inter-departmental competition in a market having inadequate resources,

a haphazard, accidental and therefore dangerous arrangement involving overlapping

and waste of effort, one Department bidding against another in the distribution

and application of available resources, not according to a considered view of the

Country’s needs, but to relative skill in securing departmental advantage’.

Many detailed examples of this confusion are described elsewhere, for example by
Hilary St George Saunders in his account of the rise of British air power in Per

Ardua. He includes a reference to problems arising from French aircraft industry
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involvement—yet another echo from the past of subsequent events in the helicopter
world. In the context of the First World War, however, he described French

shortages of materials which resulted in manufacturers being induced to fulfil

orders only ‘by a process of bargaining in which it is hard not to detect the essential

features of blackmail and bribery’, and gives examples. The point was that in Britain

not only were there two quite separate policies for the choice and employment of

aircraft, but no policy at all for the coordination of supply.

The first attempt at setting up a coordinating body—the Joint War Air Committee-

lasted less than two months, its chairman, Lord Derby resigning on the grounds

that the committee, having no executive powers, had no authority either. Later in

the same year—1916—it was succeeded by an Air Board under the chairmanship

of Lord Curzon, charged with recommending to the two Services the types of

aircraft they should order and coordinating the supply of material to prevent

competition between them. Such was the antagonism of the Admiralty, however,

to any interference with its plans, that the Air Board’s power merely to ‘recommend’

a course of action was quite inadequate to achieve effective coordination. When in

late 1916 the Admiralty obtained Treasury sanction to spend some £3000000 on

aircraft and engines without reference to the Air Board, a formal protest was met

merely by a formal denial of the Board’s right to protest.

In November 1916 Asquith was replaced by Lloyd George. The new government

widened the powers of the Air Board and transferred responsibility for the design

and supply of aircraft from the Admiralty and War Office to the Ministry of
Munitions. The new Board under Lord Cowdray was thus an embryonic Air Ministry

and the Aeronautical Department of the Ministry of Munitions became in effect a

Ministry of Aircraft Supply, although the actual power of the Air Board to direct

policy had to await the report by General Smuts in August 1917 recommending

the formation of an Air Ministry. The Air Council was established on 21 December

1917 and the Royal Air Force on 1 April 1918 under Sir Hugh Trenchard.

The formation of the RAF was thus no easy option, but one stage in a series of

attempts to coordinate the air arms of the Army and the Navy and to foster the

development of air power in its own right. The opposition was intense and while

the arguments for an independent Air Force may have been convincing to many, it

the pressure of events, including the bombing of London, which forced the

government to act and resolve the dispute. No sooner was the war over however

than the Admiralty set to work to reverse the decision and, supported by the War

Office, mounted a political campaign to sepzirate the Fleet Air Arm from the RAF.

An essential element in all the arguments for and against was the question: who

was to be responsible for the selection of aircraft and equipment, and it was this

question which turned out in later years to be at the root of the matter, particularly

in the case of helicopters. In the House of Commons debate on the Navy Estimates

was
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of 1922 Austen Chamberlain, now Leader of the House, resisted the proposal to

dismantle the RAF in the course of a long speech in which he reviewed all the

stages which had been gone through in order to achieve the formation of the Air

Ministry, adding: ‘It will be seen that it was war experience which led to the

creation of the Air Ministry, and to the constitution of a homogeneous Air Force.

It was not theory derived from speculation in the past, but it was practical

experience, after trying a great many other experiments, and the deficiencies which

they left, that proved to the Government in the pressure of the War, and for the

successful conduct of the War, the necessity of creating the system now in force

.  . . However elaborate the machinery for coordination, whatever the goodwill and

the desire to cooperate between the different Departments, it was found during the

War supremely difficult to achieve full efficiency in the Air Services as long as

those Services remained divided—part under the War Office and part under the

Admiralty. As long as the supply of machines and engines remained under the two

Departments, there resulted only a disastrous and wasteful competition.’

At a later point in the debate the Prime Minister was careful to point out that he

was describing a solution which would hold good for the foreseeable future, adding:

‘If the Air Services were required only as an adjunct to the Naval and Military
Services, there would be much to be said for their reabsorption, though I do not
think that even then the case would be conclusive, for there would remain the

necessity for preventing the kind of competition which took place with such

unhappy results during the War.’ The Admiralty, however, maintained unrelenting

pressure for many years and nearly twenty years after the end of the First World
War, in 1937, the Fleet Air Arm was divorced from the RAF and placed wholly

under Admiralty control, along with the responsibility for the choice of aircraft

and equipment. Another twenty years or so later, in 1957, the Army followed suit

and an independent Army Air Corps came into existence. It did not, however,

assume responsibility for all army support aviation since this was clearly impossible,

including as it must all transport as well as ground attack aircraft. The line was

drawn at aircraft with an all-up-weight of 4000 lb, the Corps’ roles being restricted
to AOP and light liaison. The RAF was therefore left with the responsibility of

providing the Army with cargo and troop lift and  a casualty evacuation service.

The appearance of the helicopter can now be seen to have recreated, in principle at
least, all the problems which the Air Force had been designed to solve, but with

three contestants where before there had been only two. Without it the Fleet Air
Arm would have ceased to exist, the last Naval fixed wing pilots’ course having

been completed in 1968—and without helicopters the Army Air Corps could scarcely
have gained a separate existence.

The restriction of 4000 lb all-up-weight for Army aircraft prevented the Army Air

Corps from entering into direct competition with the Navy and the Air Force for
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the supply of helicopters, at least until after 1960 by which time the Fairey,

Saunders Roe and Bristol Aeroplane Company helicopter divisions had been

absorbed by Westland, and the suppressed—but in time inevitably successful-

ambitions of the new Corps had succeeded in eroding the all-up-weight limitation.
Apart from orders for comparatively large numbers of small helicopters, it was not

until the fourth phase of RAF helicopter development (the Wessex and Puma) in

the early 1970s that Army orders for the Lynx emerged as a potential challenge to
the RAF position.

In the three main conflicts involving British helicopters between the end of the

Second World War and 1966—Malaya, Suez and Borneo—it proved necessary to

bring in Naval helicopters to supplement those of the RAF in the task of army

support. At Suez the RAF contribution was provided through the short-lived Army/

RAF Joint Experimental Helicopter Unit. In Malaya the diversion to the RAF of

helicopters ordered by the Navy was most reluctantly agreed and came about only

as the result of an overriding decision by the Chiefs of Staff in response to the

demands of General Templer. Experience has shown therefore that in time of peace

the ambitions of the Air branches of the Army and the Navy have led to the

disintegration of the system of centralised control of resources, and in war it has

been necessary to bring in an external authority to impose whatever degree of

unity of effort could be achieved in the time available.

To sum up, the RAF has played no part in the choice of Naval aircraft since 1937,

but has been wholly responsible for selecting the helicopters used by and for the

Army (except for the AOP and hght liaison roles where the choice has been the

responsibility of the Army since 1957). These facts explain why the Air Ministry

found itself the target of Army criticism in the areas of both development and

supply (the shortage of heUcopters being always acute), while at the same time

being obliged to compete with the Navy for limited production facilities—once

Treasury approval had been obtained to buy helicopters to support the Army.

The procedure for ordering aircraft consisted of constructing a formal operational

requirement (OR) which the Ministry of Supply, controlling research and develop

ment, would attempt to match with a suitable aircraft type. It was normal procedure

to consult with the Ministry of Supply to see what might be available, so avoiding

the risk of constructing a totally impracticable requirement. This was, in fact, the

fate of the first helicopter OR, drawn up to meet troop and cargo lifting tasks;
failure in this case was inevitable because there were no helicopters in production

at the time from which to assess with reasonable accuracy what could be achieved.

Thus OR 280 prepared in 1949 had to be withdrawn and reconstructed as two

separate ORs in 1954 matching current technological developments.

Such was the background against which Air Ministry pohcy evolved and decisions

were taken during the hehcopter renaissance in the 1950s, a renaissance which
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sprang from the need to evacuate battle casualties from the jungles of Malaya.

The response to this emergency requirement was the provision of three Dragonfly

HC Mk 2 heUcopters based in Singapore from 1950; and it was their activities in

the following two years which provided the ‘launching pad’ for all subsequent RAF

helicopter development (with the exception of that of the SAR units, whose origins

were quite separate). To understand the problems and tensions which arose in the

course of this development, it is essential to distinguish between two quite different

attitudes held by helicopter proponents. Without this understanding many of the
decisions taken and much of what resulted will seem strangely inappropriate.

In the 1930s and 1940s RAF leadership in this new field of aeronautics was accepted

as natural; radar calibration, field trials, army cooperation were all obvious outlets.

The idea of wings whirUng above the aircraft to achieve take-off and landing may

not then have seemed so outrageous an alternative to rushing along the ground

out of control and with inadequate brakes as it did a short time later when fixed

wing aircraft had acquired a relatively conventional image. The question was rather
what could be achieved in terms of vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) performance

than what purposes could be served thereby. To question the rationale or even the

economics of encouraging rotary wing development would have seemed absurd and

irrelevant. The advantages would have been obvious and it was not until several

years later that the epithet conventional came to be used when comparing fixed
wing aircraft with hehcopters.

It was however the failure of early autogiros and helicopters to achieve a perform

ance which had any true mifitary relevance which came to determine the different

attitudes of the three Services towards rotary wing development. A serious intention

to proceed with the helicopter in a hard unfriendly financial climate could be based
on one or other of two assessments: that there would inevitably be an infinite

variety of tasks arising in the future merely by reason of the helicopter’s existence
(the doctrine of inherent flexibihty), or that the tasks for which it was needed were

solely helicopter tasks and unsuited to fixed wing aircraft.

An example in this second case would be the Naval need to move and hover over

the sea, while the ambition to airhft practically everything an army uses is
characteristic of land forces worldwide. The RAF therefore was left without an

identifiable single Service use for the helicopter and in 1948 had to withdraw except
for a residual and theoretical interest in maritime applications and a ‘toe hold’ in

the AOP role—No 1906 AOP Flight was maintained by the RAF ostensibly for

this purpose at the insistence of the Army. The result was that the Royal Navy
demanded sea hovering for anti-submarine work and sea rescue from the very

earliest days—and thirty years later was making exactly the same case, having

added only such specialised applications as anti-surface ship weapon launching and

troop carrying roles as they were developed elsewhere. The Army meanwhile had
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conceived a virtually unlimited number of roles for helicopters to match its con

stantly developing pattern of operations and equipment.

The RAF shared the Navy’s interest in anti-submarine and SAR work, but not as

an exclusive helicopter role, and the Army’s enthusiasm for the inherent flexibility

of rotary wing aircraft, but not to the exclusion of other and more important

aspects of air power. It felt however that it had nearly had its fingers badly burned

by a premature venture into the heHcopter field and was determined to be more
careful in the future.

The RAF’s heflcopter policy thus became in 1948 one of waiting for tasks to arise,
and has remained so ever since in the face of the ever increasing pressures of

financial stringency. Bids had therefore to be not only exclusively appropriate to

helicopters but also to have a clear priority over other air operational demands.

The case had to be made and the resulting conflict of priorities resolved before the

first steps could be taken to fulfil any task with helicopters.

For more than half of the twenty years of maximum hehcopter expansion after

1950, therefore, events must be seen against the background of a clear, consistent

but highly specialised Naval requirement which virtually monopolised Britain’s

Hmited heUcopter manufacturing capacity. At the same time the RAF was obliged

to meet a succession of emergencies worldwide without having had the opportunity

to respond by other than theoretical contingency planning in the heUcopter field.

Meanwhile the Army was applying increasing pressure to develop the range of

heUcopter tasks, but found itself compelled to formulate its demands within the

restraints imposed by the currently accepted definition of the roles appropriate to

Army Aviation and the RAF poUcy of establishing in advance that the proposed

task was not only essential but also exclusive to the heUcopter. Thus discussion

centred on AOP, then AOP and Ught Uaison, followed by light Uaison and reconnais

sance, although the true demand was for an adequate supply of helicopters with

which to develop all the helicopter support roles which were found to be fully

estabUshed by 1970.

Although the roles of tactical troop movement and logistic resupply by heUcopter

remained at least officially an RAF responsibiUty, the formation of an independent

Army Air Corps in 1957 went a long way towards reUeving the psychological
frustrations inherent in the situation. The twin constraints of financial stringency

and limited industrial capacity remained however, although the shortage of suitable

helicopters was now no longer blamed automatically on the RAF alone.

A further element was that while in the fixed wing field it was large-scale military

demand which engendered rapid development with consequent benefit to the civil
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market, financial limitations made the reverse true of the helicopter, at least in

Britain. All the early development was aimed at the civil market, with the RAF

buying in emergency whatever was immediately available. Thus the great range of

promising developments by Short (Air Horse), Bristol (large tandem rotor helicop

ters), Percival (low pressure tip driven rotor), Fairey (Rotodyne), Westland (larger

developments of Sikorsky helicopters) and others all withered away and eventually

disappeared completely, leaving the field to helicopter manufacturers in the United

States, where huge purchases of crude and barely satisfactory helicopters by the

armed forces were of great benefit to the aircraft indusry—with consequent long

term advantages for helicopter development—but also in the short term vitiated
the drive towards radical research and innovation.

Into this partial vacuum the French aircraft industry was able to insert the whole

range of Sud Aviation helicopter developments and by 1965 the RAF was committed
to a mixture of these and American designs made under licence by the only

manufacturer remaining in Britain—Westland Aircraft Ltd. In the meantime the

postponement of the large (medium lift) helicopter for yet another year on the

grounds of economy had become an annual event.
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CHAPTER 2

THE MALAYAN EMERGENCY I

The call, when it came, for the RAF to start actual helicopter operations was clear

and urgent. It originated in the Far East and was addressed to the Chiefs of Staff

in London on 8 March 1949.(1) Operations against ‘bandit gangs’*, the signal

stated, were likely to intensify in the coming year in the more remote jungle areas

of Malaya. They were being hindered or even cancelled because of the need to carry

wounded men for long distances through the jungle. The remedy was to use

helicopters whose presence would also have a considerable effect on the morale of

the troops. The signal specified no particular type of helicopter or required perform

ance, but referred to ‘production models of a British helicopter likely to be available

in the autumn’. Three were requested for casualty evacuation trials.(2)

In the Air Ministry it was remembered that the possibility of using helicopters for

casualty evacuation had been mooted in the latter part of 1948, but that in the

absence of a firm Air Staff requirement and an agreed establishment, no unit could
be formed.(3) But to meet such a need was described as a long term policy and the

Ministry of Supply had been asked to investigate the possibilities. As a result of

their studies, the aircraft they had in mind were the Fairey Gyrodyne and the

Bristol 171 (Sycamore), but neither was expected to be in production before 1951.

The Admiralty, however, already had in production at Westland the British version

of the American S-51, and if speed of response was the most important criterion,

this rather less satisfactory type would probably meet the Malayan casualty

evacuation requirement. The Admiralty were reluctantly prepared to release three

aircraft from the production line after their first six had been completed.

Note was duly taken of the urgency of the Malayan requirement and the threat to

a successful outcome to the military operations there, and the Commanders-in-
Chief, Far East were told that the best solution was being sought. Ministerial

pressure was also evident and a question in the House of Commons by Sir Anthony

Eden (later Lord Avon) elicited a response from the Minister of Defence (Mr

Shinwell) that helicopters would be sent. The War Office, while deeply concerned,
was content to leave the choice of aircraft and the manning of the unit to the RAF.

There was no argument about those aspects.

The choice of aircraft, however, had a dramatic effect on later helicopter development

and provides an insight into the level of understanding current at the time. The

Gyrodyne, Sycamore (Bristol 171) and Dragonfly (S-51) were compared in terms of

*Later known officially as communist terrorists.
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performance, suitability, availability (by far the most important element in these

discussions) and cost; a significant difference was expected between the three main

contenders and they were accordingly graded in terms of effectiveness in the order
listed above.

Information, however, on performance was inadequate and proved to be optimistic.

The Skeeter, for example, which was also considered briefly, was thought to be

able to lift a casualty but was disqualified because it would not have been able to

carry a nursing attendant as well to look after him. In fact, the Skeeter would not

have been able to carry a pilot under Malayan conditions, and the performance of

the Dragonfly too was similarly over-estimated (see below p 31).

An element of confusion had been introduced by the Ministry of Supply advice

given at an Air Ministry meeting which suggested that even if the Dragonfly was

chosen because the better candidate, the Gyrodyne, was not available, there need

be little concern over the lack of tropical trials for the Dragonfly so long as it was

to operate only in Malaya—because the atmospheric conditions there were believed

not to be tropical and the reduction in performance compared with that in an

English summer would be only slight.(4)

This extraordinary misconception seems to have been accepted without comment.

Indeed, the chairman of the meeting noted that even if tropical trials were not

needed for the Dragonfly when destined for Malaya, they would eventually be

needed for the aircraft finally chosen because it would have to be able to operate

anywhere, that is by implication in more difficult climates!

The Sycamore did not show up very well in the course of these comparisons mainly

because there seemed little chance of it being ready in time. There was also adverse

comment from the Far East about the alleged inadequate height of its main rotor

above ground obstacles. Three years later it was to prove so vastly superior in

performance to the Dragonfly that it replaced it and for twenty years was operated

successfully in all theatres where helicopters were used.

As the Gyrodyne never went to Malaya there is no evidence about it under those

conditions. However, its projected performance was greatly superior to that of both

the Sycamore and the Dragonfly and it was also preferred by the medical staffs

because the casualties were carried internally, unlike in the Dragonfly, and length

wise, unlike the athwartships arrangement in the Sycamore which they disliked.

At no time was the radically different aero-dynamic principle of the Gyrodyne a

factor in the discussion, except that its mechanical simplicity was commented on

favourably by the Ministry of Supply. Nevertheless, the Gyrodyne was preferred

by the Air Staff and although the need for haste eventually dictated the decision

to send three Dragonflys to the Far East initially ‘for experimental purposes', that
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is with strong misgivings, the Air Staff intention originally was to replace them as

soon as possible by enough Gyrodynes to form a complete unit with 100 per cent

backing. Shortly afterwards, however, one of the two prototype Gyrodynes crashed,

killing the test crew, and the type was not proceeded with in that form. By the

time it reappeared some years later with a tip propulsion rotor, both the RAF and

the Navy were committed to pure helicopter types.

There remained the problem of crews for the new unit and it was decided that 25

ground crew would be trained at the manufacturers (Westland) and that they,
together with a technical representative of the firm, would be enough. Thus the

RAF was now entering the helicopter field with actual operations in prospect and

with only three operational aircraft which were, practically speaking, irreplaceable.
As for pilots, expertise in this field had not been husbanded, the time scale was

short and training faciUties were uncertain—although it was assumed that Westland

could obhge. In the event, they were unable to provide the training for the four
pilots needed immediately.

Personnel records showed four pilots still in the Service who had helicopter experi
ence. One however was due to leave shortly (Brian Trubshaw); the other three were

given a mere 15-hour famifiarisation course on the Dragonfly at AFEE and sent to
the Far East where it was discovered that one of them had a hearing defect which

made it impossible for him to use headphones—a disability which did not prevent

him from being sent on initially to Malaya, but made it essential to replace him as
soon as possible.* Two vacancies thus remained and were filled by volunteers who

still needed the basic helicopter training which Westland were unable to provide.

In this situation the only option was to call on the Admiralty for help, although it

was later realised that as the first Dragonfly had only just been delivered to the

squadron selected (No 705) the Navy was scarcely in a position to offer normal
training faciUties, a conclusion which was borne out by the stark facts on the day

the two RAF pilots arrived in Gosport. The first Dragonfly was laying on its side
outside the flight office, a tangled mass of twisted rotor blades. The embarrassed

squadron commander (Lieutenant Commander J Suthers) explained that further

machines were being assembled and everyone would soon get the hang of them.
Meanwhile, some of the old R-4s from the 1945-48 era were still available and

although on no account were they to be trusted at heights above six feet they

could still be used for initial hovering practice.

*He was a test pilot at AFEE where apparently it was usual for some of the

helicopter pilots to fly bare headed, the reason given being that this enabled them

to detect more easily by ear any significant changes in rotor speed! Whether this

practice had caused the hearing defect or merely allowed it to go unnoticed is not
known.
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Thus the Far East Air Force Casualty Evacuation FUght came into being in May

1950 with three Dragonfly helicopters whose performance in the tropics was

unknown, two pilots with some limited Hoverfly experience and a brief Dragonfly

conversion course at AFEE, and two more whose experience consisted only of a

period of mutual pioneering with the Navy at Gosport—none had any heflcopter

The unit however was a resounding success from the veryexperience overseas,

beginning and operated throughout Malaya for 20 months before losing its first

aircraft to the far from neutral jungle. It grew in time into a fully fledged squadron

and practically every type of task and technique was developed as a matter of

necessity with the sole exception of winch operations for which the aircraft perform

ance was inadequate. The true significance of these events was that they demon

strated that the provision of a tactical troop carrying hehcopter squadron was now

a necessity.

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS (5)

The arrival of the helicopter in the Far East almost coincided with the appointment

of Sir Harold Briggs as Director of Operations to coordinate the efforts of military

and civilian authorities in anti-terrorist operations. The first outburst of communist

activity had slackened off, but in late 1949 a second and more organised offensive

began. The ‘Briggs Plan’ consisted in essence of concentrating the scattered and

mainly Chinese ‘squatter’ farmers into defensible ‘new villages’, so forcing the

terrorists to operate in the jungle fringes, and enabling the military authorities to

withdraw their long range jungle patrols except for specialised units. The plan took

some two years to implement—although it had the effect of reducing the terrorists

to near starvation almost at once—and patrolling continued on a substantial scale

throughout that period together with a number of larger coordinated operations.

The expression ‘jungle fringes’ should not be thought of in terms of European

woodland. Almost every area not under cultivation in Malaya consists of either

primary or secondary jungle, the former made up of continuous forest with an

average tree height of 180 feet (roughly the height of Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar

Square, London), and the latter of extremely dense and often almost impenetrable

undergrowth up to 60 feet deep. A patrol’s rate of travel on foot varied greatly,

depending on the nature of the surface and the general topography, but was

generally found to be about three miles a day in primary jungle and 500-1000

*Flight Lieutenant K Fry, Flying Officer A Lee, Flight Lieutenant J R Dowling,

with Flight Lieutenant A J Clarke in reserve with the Far East Communications

Squadron.
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yards a day in secondary jungle, rates which might be reduced if there were
casualties to be carried. For the RAF the restriction of operations to jungle fringes

merely altered the distances to be flown. The problems of operating helicopters
remained because, although the existence of roads near the scene of operations

made it possible for the final operating base to be close by and fuel loads to be

satisfactorily low, it in no way reduced the reliance placed by ground troops on
hehcopters if there were casualties to be removed. Nor did it reduce the problems

faced by the ground forces in finding or making clearings large enough to allow

helicopters of extremely fimited power to descend or chmb away among such tall
obstructions.

Weather

The weather in Malaya is conditioned by the north-east monsoon in ‘winter’ months

and the south-west monsoon in ‘summer’ months. Except on the east coast, which

experiences strong on-shore winds during the north-east monsoon, there is Uttle

difference in seasonal weather or temperature throughout the year at the low levels

used by helicopters. Winds have a generally small value at transit cruising heights

of 2000-3000 feet and only very local and extremely variable effects at tree-top

height. There was no wind at all where hehcopters were confronted by their main

problems, that is, at the bottom of clearings, although great care had to be taken

to face into any sfight wind there might be while entering or emerging from a
clearing.

The main problems were low cloud, heavy rain and turbulence. There seemed to be

no rehable pattern of weather, although low stratus, impenetrable because it

mingled with the tree tops, could be expected for about three hours after dawn

and also after the passage of heavy rain. Thunderstorms could be expected anywhere

and nearly always over the hills, especiaUy after midday, and turbulence was then
at its worst. Heavy rain had to be avoided because of its effect on the rotor blades

and because it restricted visibility; the Dragonfly was particularly bad in this
respect because of its curved perspex surfaces and the impracticabiUty of fitting
them with wipers.

Turbulence produced control problems for the early helicopter pilot rather than the

bumps characteristic of fixed wing flight and was particularly unpleasant because

of the limited control margins of the Dragonfly coupled with the often impractical

provision for obtaining a satisfactory centre of gravity position. This is described

below, as is also the reason why an aircraft on its way to Uft a casualty normally
had its C of G on the aft limits (see p 34). In this situation, in order to obtain a

reasonable cruising speed of 60 knots, the stick was often held hard against its
forward stops for up to 20 minutes at a time. As the effect of up currents is to

increase both rotor and air speed, the nose up pitching and rapid throttle and pitch

adjustments needed to regain control were particularly tiresome in turbulence. No-
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one on the unit was knowledgeable or experienced enough to realise the potentially

dangerous effects of flying for such long periods on the limits of cyclic control, but

it is difficult in retrospect to see what the alternative was. Disposable ballast in

the cabin would have greatly increased the risk of vortex ring during the steepest

descents, which were already often being done beyond the limits of control in terms

of power.*

Temperature and humidity conditions significant for helicopters were encountered

at the bottom of jungle clearings and it was not necessary to measure them

scientifically to realise that both were usually at higher values than those measured

by the meteorological instruments at the nearest airfield. Attempts to do so showed

that they were extremely variable in the jungle, but values of 100 degrees Fahrenheit

and 100 per cent humidity had to be expected, that is 10-20 per cent higher than

open space measurements. It is likely that this was one of the main reasons for

the extraordinary underestimation of aircraft performance in preliminary calcu

lations. Blade distortion due to damp and tropical rain had a variable effect which

had been foreseen, at least in principle.

*Vortex ring is a phenomenon which may be experienced when the helicopter flight

direction is at right angles to the plane of the rotor disc when the relative airflow

is from below—for example, during a powered vertical descent in still air. If the

downward flow of air produced by the rotor (induced flow) is balanced by the

upward flow resulting from the rate of descent (relative flow), the result is reduced

mass flow through the rotor disc and a vortex at its periphery. The effect is a very

greatly increased rate of descent for a given engine power, coupled with a marked

instability in aircraft attitude and therefore direction. The recovery consists of re

establishing air flow through the rotor disc. This may be either upwards air flow

by reducing power and blade pitch (involving loss of height of several hundred feet)

or by increasing the downward flow by a large increase in engine power or by

establishing forward flight or by a combination of these two. So, if vortex ring is

allowed to develop when a helicopter is in a confined space and already with

maximum engine power appUed, the resulting loss of control is not recoverable.

When the descending helicopter gets close enough to the ground to experience

ground cushion effect (below 50 feet) the vortex ring phenomenon disappears, but

the ground effect may take some seconds to be established. An element of luck

thus appears in whether or not the rate of descent is too great to allow the ground

effect to decelerate the helicopter sufficiently to avoid damage before it makes
contact. A further element of luck is involved in whether this point of inadvertent
touchdown is suitable to allow the aircraft to remain upright.
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Distribution of Bases

The main RAF bases in the Far East were all in Singapore Island; during the

emergency in Malaya however Kuala Lumpur was the main centre of flying
operations. In the later stages Butterworth assumed progressively more importance

in the support role, but there were no other purely RAF flying bases in the

Federation. The Dragonfly helicopters, based at Changi, had a cruising speed of
60-65 knots and an endurance of about three hours with a full fuel load. On transit

flights it was prudent not to stray too far from recognised communication features—

roads, railways or rivers—not only because a failure of the single engine would

almost certainly be fatal if there was no space into which to attempt an engine off

landing, but also for the more important reason that the irrecoverable loss of a

virtually irreplaceable helicopter would have had  a crippling effect on the ability of

the unit to maintain a continuous standby to meet emergency calls, an essential

feature of its usefulness and credibility in the eyes of the troops in the jungle. The

helicopters were regarded as so valuable that until the expansion in 1953 flights

across large areas of jungle were accompanied whenever possible by a fixed wing

escort—usually an AOP Flight Auster.

In addition, the Dragonflys had no instrument flying capability, could not fly at

night in this area, and had to avoid flying in heavy rain because of the risk of
damage to the wooden-ribbed fabric-covered rotor blades. They carried only VHF
radio and used 100 octane fuel. As a result of all this, operations more than 30
miles from Singapore had much of the character of an ‘ad hoc’ safari. All first line

servicing equipment had to travel with the aircraft, including grease guns, engine

oil, hydraulic fluid and an extremely bulky fuel filter, as well as sten guns and

ammunition, and jungle survival kit. Refuelling had to be arranged by air drop (in

four gallon disposable tins) wherever the helicopter found itself obliged to stop, the

pilot using either Army or police radio or, if fortunately available, the civil telephone
to make the demand. For most of the time these were the only channels for

reporting progress or receiving new tasking.

In these circumstances the presence of the Auster flights of No 656 Air OP

Squadron (RAF) on airstrips at Johore Bahru, Seremban, Taiping and Termerloh

was of very great assistance. They did not store the 100 octane fuel needed by the

helicopters and had no hangars or permanent servicing facilities, but they did have

RAF ground crews and static, if not permanent, domestic accommodation. More

important, they had Army pilots who were thoroughly trained as professional

aviators and had an absolutely expert knowledge of their local area and what was

going on within it. Best of all, they had the ground stations of the AOP M/F radio

‘net’ through which voice communication was possible between all the flights as

well as with any Auster, whether airborne or not, throughout the Federation. They

could also talk to the troops on the ground, which the helicopter could not do

except when directly overhead using a walkie-talkie (Type 88) set.
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There were additional ground stations on the AOP ‘net’ at Kuala Lumpur, where

the AOP squadron headquarters and HQ Flight were based, and also at RAF

Changi. The result was that if the helicopter pilot could get to an Auster flight or

even to a strip which had an Auster on it at the time, he could speak both to his

base at Changi and to his tasking authority at Kuala Lumpur, as required. This

facility had important operational implications as will be readily apparent.

Tasking and Control

The helicopters belonging to the Fast East Air Force were placed under the

operational control of Air Headquarters Malaya based at Changi. By the time they

arrived, however, operational control of air activity in the Federation was being

exercised by the Advanced Air Headquarters established at Kuala Lumpur along

side the Army Headquarters, Malaya District, which directed all military operations

connected with the emergency. Unfortunately, with the helicopters based at Changi

on Singapore Island and therefore under the direct control of the main AHQ until

they crossed the Johore Straits and entered the area controlled by the Advanced

AHQ, the main AHQ represented a further link in the tasking chain and one which

was not only superior to the Advanced AHQ operations staff who were processing

tasks, but also completely divorced from the military staffs at Kuala Lumpur who

were submitting bids.

This arrangement sometimes caused needless delays in warning the Casualty

Evacuation Flight to prepare for action, the difficulty being that the steps to be

taken varied greatly, depending on the distance involved, the numbers and types

of casualty (walking, sitting, lying), whether immediate life or death considerations

applied, enemy tactics, and especially what type of clearing existed or was in the

course of preparation. As there was no way of de-fuelling the Dragonfly short of

dismantling part of the fuel system, the regular standby fuel load permitted one

hour of flight only—this was necessary to enable tasks to be undertaken within 30

miles of Singapore.

Not only was tasking often delayed for these reasons, but also in the early months

there was nearly always a shortage of detailed information of the kind described

above, and no easy way in which the helicopter pilot could obtain by question and
answer the facts which were vital to him but which often seemed of doubtful

relevance to some or all of the links in the chain. Thus a very elementary problem

in communication and tasking appeared in a highly critical form at the outset and

it was purely fortuitous that the AOP radio ‘net’ had a terminal at Changi and

that the set was located in the same building as the helicopter flight. It was

discovered that all the detailed information the helicopter pilots needed could be

obtained by an AOP Auster wherever the incident had occurred. It could then be

passed directly to the pilot on stand-by at Changi who would also have the
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opportunity to finalise any further details connected with the transit arrangements

and timings. In this way the pilots usually received prior warnings of tasks and

frequently knew far more about the essential details than the tasking authorities
themselves.

Later it became possible to feed this information directly into the tasking chain

and Advanced AHQ Malaya learned to use AOP Austers as a vital reconnaissance

element before accepting a helicopter task. The Auster pilots quickly became expert

at assessing whether or not a clearing would prove acceptable to a helicopter pilot.

If not, they could either advise the ground troops on what was needed to bring

the clearing up to standard or instruct them how to move to a better position near

by. The Auster pilot’s judgement in these matters was entirely reliable and came

to be trusted implicitly. During the time of the Casualty Evacuation Fhght all the

casualties whose lives depended on minimum delay in obtaining treatment were

saved because of the preparations made by the Auster pilots while the heUcopter

was beating its laborious way to the scene. Once there, the helicopter pilot’s task

was further simplified because not only were the ground troops properly organised

to receive the helicopter, but also the Auster was able to escort it to the site in an

area often strange to the helicopter pilot but quite familiar to the Auster pilot. In

this way vital time was saved and a waste of valuable heUcopter hours avoided.
As a communication Unk with the outside world the Auster was invaluable.

Operating Techniques

In Malayan jungle conditions of temperature, humidity and a total absence of wind,

it was found that the Dragonfly could not be expected to hover outside ground

effect with more than 30 minutes’ fuel (at cruising consumption rate) and a payload

of 200 lb, that is one passenger, and even then hovering could not be reUed upon.

For take-off in a jungle clearing with no approach or cUmb out path it would be

necessary to cUmb vertically about 180 feet. Sometimes the Dragonfly would just

manage this, but often it would not. Very small variations in temperature or

humidity could occur and make all the difference between success and failure in a

delicately balanced manoeuvre, but a more significant and even more unpredictable
variable was distortion of the rotor blades due to heat, damp, weather and wear.

Tropical rain on the rotor blades even when stationary was liable to accelerate a

tendency for the fabric to lift away from the rib formers, and if this happened the

blades were ruined; even a sflght degree of distortion, too small to be detected

visually, could have a very marked effect on rotor performance.

The troops themselves varied considerably in weight: the lightest Malay or Gurkha

might be no more than half the weight of some of the others, the King’s African

Rifles or Fijians for example, and the average British soldier would be somewhere

in between. It was also usual for a soldier being evacuated by helicopter to have
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his kit thrown in after him, but after one or two experiences in which the kitbag

appeared to have been filled with pig iron, it became standard practice to refuse to

carry any kit out of deep clearings—a procedure which the troops found very

difficult to understand. Again, because of the risk of the engine not restarting from
the aircraft’s internal accumulator, it was never shut down in a clearing unless

some special circumstance made this absolutely essential. The pilot was therefore

unable to let go of the controls and still less to judge the weight of what was being

loaded into the heUcopter, other than by watching carefully the amount of physical

effort which seemed to be employed in carrying it.*

Control range was so limited that the aircraft’s centre of gravity had to be adjusted

for all significant weight changes in the cabin. Six 17^ lb lead weights were provided

for this inconvenient procedure and stowages for them were constructed in the

nose of the aircraft behind the instrument panel and near the base of the tail cone

externally on either side. Two weights were to be moved from the front to the rear

stowage for each passenger carried in the cabin, but to transfer these weights in a

clearing with no crewman and the pilot unable to let go of the controls was usually

out of the question. In any case to carry all six weights would have left inadequate

aircraft performance with a heavy passenger; the practice therefore was to carry

two weights in the forward stowage, two on the floor under the stretcher carrier at

the back of the cabin and none in the rear stowage, and so fly into the clearing

with the C of G on the aft permissible limit. The aircraft then embarked one

passenger and flew out with the C of G nearer to the forward permissible hmit. On

at least one occasion when the ground surface did not permit landing and loading

was being carried out at the low hover—fortunately in a large and comparatively

open area—a second soldier unexpectedly climbed into the hovering helicopter which

immediately dashed off into forward flight. The pilot just succeeded in translating

this inadvertent manoeuvre into a continuous steep turn while shouting for the

baffled man to jump out.

As it was not the practice at that time to fit either torquemeters or blade pitch

indicators, there was no accurate way of measuring engine performance without

tying the aircraft to the ground, applying full take-off power and pitch, and

observing the rotor speed achieved. This manoeuvre required a comparatively

elaborate fixed facility which existed only at Changi. As the test did not reveal

*On one occasion when the pilot became suspicious of the weight of a sack which

the troops were proposing to load, because of the way they were handling it, he

insisted on inspecting the contents. He was shocked to find that it contained five

or six severed heads—high priority freight for bandit identification, as it was

impractical at that time to carry the bodies out complete.
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any loss of climbing power which might be due to blade deterioration, diagnosis of

the cause of a vertical chmb performance which seemed even worse than usual was
often difficult.

To measure vertical climb performance an arbitrary standard of 200 feet per minute

was decided upon for a payload of 200 lb and 30 minutes’ fuel load—seemingly

quite fast but in fact involving motion which is scarcely discernible except when

near to fixed objects for comparison: it would, for example, take between 50 seconds

and one minute to reach treetop height. It was also very important to detect any

diminution in the rate of vertical climb out of clearings, because if the chmb stopped

before the aircraft could transfer to forward ffight, there would be insufficient power
to hover and the aircraft would start to sink. The circumstances would then be

ideal for the onset of vortex ring and a very hard landing.*

As for practical purposes it had to be assumed that there would be insufficient

power to hover outside ground effect, provision was needed for transition to forward

flight at about 100 feet after acceleration to this height from within ground effect.

It was also desirable—for reasons of visibility as well as performance and the

avoidance of vortex ring—to be able to keep moving forward during the descent

for landing until about 50 feet from the ground. Both these requirements could be

met if there was a gap in the trees on one side of the clearing, and consequently

the minimum requirement first put forward was a clearance area with surrounding

obstructions forming a 45 degree slope in at least one direction, with a 30 degree

*An emergency procedure was developed for the Dragonfly for use if the aircraft

climbing vertically was almost clear of the trees but showed signs of stopping the

climb too soon to allow transition to forward flight. The collective pitch lever was

raised slightly and the extra power to prevent consequent over-pitching obtained

by reducing the tail rotor pitch to zero by application of half right rudder. This

resulted in a small if temporary surge of lift which raised the aircraft about 20 feet

while in an accelerating turn on the spot to the right. On reaching treetop height

the aircraft was flung into forward flight in whatever direction it happened to be

facing. This dangerous procedure had to be used in severe conditions when the

ground troops were still unaware of the helicopter’s limitations in vertical perform

ance and the need for inchned approach and take-off paths. There was considerable

argument subsequently as to the theoretical efficacy of this manoeuvre, but what

was often not appreciated was that extra power was made available to the main

rotor by thus unloading the tail rotor, and although this diminished in proportion

with the rate of turn and consequent reduction in blade true air speed, an advantage,

albeit diminishing, was obtained so long as the rate of turn was increasing. The

early Dragonfly pilots were very conscious of this brief advantage on the occasions

when the procedure had to be used.
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slope preferred. When helicopters with better power margins become available, this

requirement was retained to give added safety and better visibility during the

descent. The ground clearance requirement consisted of a circle 30 yards in diameter

cleared to ground level, with a further 10 yards all round with obstacles no higher

than two feet. These requirements were rarely met in Malaya, but they became the

standard criteria demanded for tactical helicopers for the next 25 years or more.

The space required on the ground could be reduced if the angle of descent was

more shallow, but there was no way of devising a formula for this which would be

simple enough for ground troops to use to make their own adjustments. They had
to do their best to meet the standard criteria and the helicopter pilot had then to
assess the results and decide whether the task was acceptable or not.

The size of the clearing demanded was in fact a compromise between aircraft safety

requirements and the difficulties involved in clearing areas of jungle. The ground

troops would often find the requirements impossible to achieve and the pilot had

always to guard against asking for too much. On the other hand, to accept a

clearing which was too dangerous was to risk losing the aircraft and with it the

chance of helping an unknown number of future casualties. Each new clearing had

to be reassessed, and with special care when the casualty was dying. These

considerations, together with the strain of flying a manually controlled, single-

engined helicopter over many miles of primary jungle imposed a high degree of

stress on the helicopter pilots of this period.

OPERATIONS (5)

The FEAF Casualty Evacuation Flight formed officially on 1 May 1950 at Kuala

Lumpur, although it was not to reside there for another two years. In addition to

its three officers (pilots), it had thirteen airmen, with three NCOs from an Air

Ministry Aircraft Servicing Development Party attached to assist with the

assembly of the three crated Dragonfly HC 2s which had arrived by sea during

April and also with the training of the servicing crews.

The aircraft were assembled and test flown at Seletar during April and May, the

first helicopter flight in the colony of Singapore taking place on 22 April. The flight

moved to its permanent base at Changi on 22 May and began operational trials

immediately. It was not however thought practical to move the technical support

away from Singapore at this early stage.

These operational trials lasted two months and were followed by the submission of

reports and recommendations (though casualty operations did in fact start at
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The Far East Air Force Casualty Evacuation Flight, Changi, 1951. Officers
from left to right: Fit Lt J R Dowling, Fit Lt K Fry (Fit Cdr), Fg Off A J Lee,
Fit Lt Partridge (Engineer Officer).

V A .
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V

Initial handling trials in Malaya, 1950. The Dragonfly HC2 has a starboard
external pannier fitted. The condensation in the tip vortex shows the high level
of humidity.
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Initial handling trials in Malaya in 1950—the external pannier for the Dragonfly
HC2 with a practice casualty.

The Dragonfly basket stretcher, which replaced the external pannier, being used
to load a casualty in North Malaya in 1952.
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once). After winching trials* and stretcher pannier demonstrations in the breezy

atmosphere of Changi a jungle clearing was made available by the Far East Land

Forces (FARELF) Jungle School in south Johore and on 12 June a helicopter landed

in a clearing for the first time. It became apparent immediately however that there

was no possibihty of carrying a stretcher pannier if the aircraft was to have a

reasonable chance of negotiating jungle clearings in the operational areas. This

conclusion was confirmed by one of the hehcopter pilots who had gone up to Kuala

Lumpur to carry out helicopter trials at 4000 feet at Fraser’s Hill, and had then

made a brief experimental sortie over the central mountain range to the AOP

Auster strip at Temerloh.**

There were in any case objections too from the medical authorities, who had at one

stage practically ruled out the Dragonfly on account of its external stowage. Flying

in the stretcher panniers was a terrifying experience: the patient was completely
enclosed in a metal coflin-like structure, his vision restricted—through small perspex

panels at the head—to the whirUng rotor hub. There was also considerable vibration.

Consequently, one of the first tasks of the engineering officer who joined the unit

in June 1950 was to help in the design of a stretcher and stretcher carrier which

could be stowed internally without modifying the aircraft. This was quickly done

and consisted of a hghtweight platform (canvas on  a metal frame) fitted to the

cabin floor and door sill, projecting diagonally forward out of the door far enough
to accommodate the foot of the stretcher. The latter was a coffin-shaped basket

about 12 inches deep and able to accommodate virtually any combination of ad

*The hydrauhc hoists provided with the first three Dragonflys were installed in the

ordinary course of assembfing the aircraft, and successful trials were carried out

at Changi. The performance of the Dragonfly in jungle conditions, however, preclu

ded their use while hovering outside ground effect, and the occasions on which the
hoist would have been useful when the aircraft was able to get within ground effect

for hovering were soon judged to be so rare that the equipment had no practical

role. Moreover, the weight penalty (1101b) was found to be wholly unacceptable

for jungle operations and the time taken to fit and remove the hoist precluded its

use on an occasional basis. After a few weeks the Dragonfly hoist was discarded
and never refitted.

**The specification had asked for a helicopter to Hft two casualties and a nursing

attendant and fly for over an hour at 75 knots. In practice, the Dragonfly in

Malaya, though designed to carry two patients in external panniers, could not carry

even one with both panniers fitted, and flying with only one pannier produced

control problems. With both panniers removed and the casualty carried as the sole

passenger inside, it could only lift vertically from a jungle clearing with enough

fuel for 30 minutes’ flight at 60 knots.
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hoc splints and bandages. It was fixed to the platform with four quick-release

spring-loaded pegs and cost an insignificant sum of money having been custom

built by a basket furniture maker in Changi village. After approval in July 1950
this admirable arrangement was the only stretcher used in the Dragonfly throughout
its service in the Far East.*

In the first weeks the helicopter unit was engaged in discovering the capabilities

of its aircraft, and also enjoying a formidable number of visits from important

personages, civil and military. It was however only half way through the month of

June when the first casualty evacuation call was received. On 14 June 1950 a

British soldier, shot in the foot during one of the frequent ambushes of the night

train from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur, was brought to Changi by helicopter from

the Auster strip at Segamat, which was waterlogged at the time, so inaugurating

RAF helicopter operations a few weeks before the first American operational

helicopter sorties in Korea. Five days later a Gurkha soldier with glandular fever

became the first casualty to be Hfted from a jungle clearing, and on 28 June 1950

a Malay constable with gunshot wounds in the thigh became the first casualty

whose life can be said to have been saved by the helicopter when he was lifted

from a village compound in south Johore direct to the British Military Hospital at

Johore Bahru. At the end of June a fourth pilot arrived to replace the non-effective
member of the trio.

This splendid start to helicopter operations in Malaya went some way towards

convincing the very large number of sceptical observers that the helicopter might

have to be taken seriously after all. It also had the effect of translating some of

the existing enthusiasm into euphoria, particularly among the ground troops.

The distances covered in these operations were very short and the heights above

sea level were negligible. Most important of all, no very small or very deep jungle

clearing had yet been negotiated and no communications problems had occurred.

In sum, anyone who believed that true VTOL flight in deep jungle was now well

established had a great deal to learn in the following months.

In fact, there were three significant failures in the course of the very next month

and no successes (apart from the stream of demonstrations given to important

onlookers and the formal acceptance of the locally designed stretcher basket and

*The disadvantage was that the casualties were not wholly inside the aircraft, but

this had to be accepted. On many occasions too, when the helicopter was unable to

land because of the wetness or unevenness of the ground, the stretcher could not

be loaded and the casualty had to be bundled in by any means. Even with severely

injured patients this was clearly preferable to inevitable death in the jungle.
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platform). Of the three attempted casualty evacuations, the first could not be
carried out because the clearing was far too small; the second involved a flight of

over 350 miles only to find that the task involved operating on a cliff face and well

outside the capabilities of the helicopter; and the third required a flight of nearly
400 miles before it was discovered that the call was a false alarm brought about

by a misunderstanding due to communication difficulties. So many wasted flying

hours could not be tolerated; the solution lay in the coordination of operations

through and with the Auster Flights of No 656 AOP Squadron.

In the following month a single long-range casualty evacuation marked a turning

point in three respects. The patient was a Malay soldier with serious gunshot

wounds received during a river ambush in Kelantan state (corresponding in Malaya

to the geographical position of Northumberland in England).* A Dakota escort was

provided for that part of the flight which lay east and north of Kuala Lumpur

(corresponding to Birmingham). This was the last occasion on which such elaborate

assistance was given, and in the event the Dakota pilot erroneously declared the

landing site to be inadequate for the helicopter.

The new basket stretcher was now used for the first time and its value was

immediately apparent. The patient’s wounds had been very bulkily dressed and he

was in great pain when moved; the basket however provided very satisfactory

restraint. He was also apparently in extremis, resigned to death and with good

reason as without the helicopter his situation would have been hopeless. Tended

and encouraged by a second pilot in the aircraft he showed a dramatic recovery in

spirits when the open rice fields and coconut trees near Kota Bharu (corresponding

to Newcastle) came into view. Had he travelled in the external litter it is more

than Ukely that he would have died from shock.

This was the last occasion on which two pilots were carried; the intention had been

to provide both training and experience in unfamihar territory, and also to relieve

the strain of long hours of flying. The Mk II Dragonfly had manual controls and

required an awkward hunched forward sitting position to operate them, always in

the atmosphere of a tropical greenhouse. In addition, the pilot was busily engaged

throughout the flight maintaining continuous control of the rotor RPM with the

manual throttle. He had also another problem to face: the Dragonfly was provided

with elastic cords in parallel with the control cables to counter steady control forces

in one direction, and electric motors controlled by a switch on the cyclic stick

(trimmer) to alter their tension as flight conditions varied the feedback loads.

Unfortunately, the randomly varying control forces were of a magnitude which,

*To enable the relative positions of the places mentioned to be more easily

appreciated they are compared with roughly corresponding places in England,

where for example the Isle of Wight corresponds to Singapore, and the Scottish

border to the Malay/Thai border.
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A casualty receiving medical attention in transit in the Dragonfly basket
stretcher—Malaya 1950.

Re-fuelling a Dragonfly in the rain from an air dropped ‘flimsy’ petrol can in
Malaya. The fuel had to be poured through a special filter.
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when coupled with the vibration, made it difficult for any but quite experienced

pilots to detect whether these electric motors were giving assistance or not.

As experience was gained, the pilots found that they began to match the three-

hour endurance of the helicopter, but that it was usually necessary to lie down in
the shade for 20 minutes afterwards. There were however other tasks to be carried

out—refuelling the helicopter from four-gallon cans, greasing 20 or so points on the
rotor hubs and transmission (after each five hours’ flying), and removing or replacing

all the gear which had to be carried but was taken out before setting off on the

actual jungle lift. More urgent was the need to rectify, or at least diagnose, each
technical defect as it became evident. For these tasks a qualified technician was

needed, and so was born the helicopter crewman, a technician first and a pilot’s

assistant second. In place of a relief pilot, therefore, senior NCO aircraft fitters

were carried, able to deal with both engine and airframe faults. Later, experienced

corporal engine or airframe fitters were employed, who had learned enough of the

others’ duties to carry them out satisfactorily. This practice had yet to receive the

formal approval of the engineering staffs, but it was dictated by common sense

and operational necessity, and worked well.

There was no shortage of enthusiastic volunteers for the work—enthusiasm being

an essential prerequisite—but although these men accepted most of the risks which

were part of the aircrew task and all the discomforts of these particular duties, it

proved impossible to find any way within Service regulations of providing an

appropriate financial reward. Twenty years later the problem of obtaining a fully

satisfactory helicopter crewman policy still remained, made worse by economic

pressures.*

*When purely search and rescue units (as opposed to transport support) were

formed for operations in the coastal areas of the United Kingdom, the helicopter

crewman task became so highly specialised that it clearly called for a full time

aircrew category, and later when crewmen began to operate from the lower end of

the winch cable they earned many flying awards for bravery. But in point of fact

the first two helicopter crewmen awards were to technicians employed as support

helicopter crewmen. Sergeant Bowman and Flight Sergeant Moss, the senior NCOs

successively in charge of the Casualty Evacuation Flight servicing groundcrew.

They were not formally described as crewmen as the role had no official existence

until later and they had no official aircrew status. Both however did so much

operational flying with the Casualty Evacuation Flight Dragonflys that they

received the distinction as aircraft fitters of being awarded the AFM and DFM

respectively at the end of their tours. The citations refer to them as ‘crewmen

technicians’ and record the comparatively large amount of flying they carried out

and the numerous operations in which they took part; stress is also laid on their

courage and resourcefulness and on the fact that ‘the risks were always apparent’.
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The Later Months of 1950

By the end of 1950 the unit was exceeding its planned flying task as a matter of

course, so many and so varied were the demands upon it. In the course of a few

days in December, for example, a single helicopter rescued a Chinese woman from

near the Thai border; flew the AOC Malaya to Kallang (the Singapore civil airport),

where it carried out a rescue demonstration, with its winch fitted for the occasion;

and then was back near the Thai border again on the following day to evacuate a

Malay soldier.

It was however the case of the Chinese woman which was most instructive. She

had been found, one of a party of four bandits, suffering from malignant malaria

and semi-starvation, and with ulcers and maggots between her toes. All four

terrorists were naked, one was wounded but escaped, and two died of starvation;
in all, a dramatic illustration of the effects of the food denial policy contained in

the Briggs Plan, and of the contrast between life as usual in the controlled areas
and the dire conditions outside them. It was also  a contrast which the helicopter

crews experienced at close quarters and in rapid succession.

The year 1950 closed with the Maria Hertogh riots in Singapore when hysterical

and disorganised Muslim mobs roamed the streets. The city was rapidly placed

under curfew and a helicopter loaded with tear gas grenades provided for police

use. None of the grenades were in fact used because whenever the helicopter

appeared all activity ceased and everyone stood still to stare up at it. Apart from

this the helicopter’s reconnaissance capability was of the utmost value; the only

occasion on which a helicopter had appeared previously in this role was when a

Hoverfly of No 1906 AOP Flight had been similarly employed in May of the same

year during Communist rioting in Berlin.

By the end of the year, after six months of operations, the Casualty Evacuation

Flight had evacuated 29 casualties, established new operational techniques, and

enabled Air Headquarters to issue an operation order embodying the lessons learned

so far in what amounted to standard operating procedures. Included was an official

statement of the role of the AOP Flight Austers in reconnaissance and escort

duties for the helicopters.

A gradual shift in role however was already becoming apparent. Casualty evacuation

remained the primary function of the unit and had first priority throughout, but

the enormous tactical potential of the helicopter was too obvious to be ignored.

The Chinese woman terrorist mentioned above was certainly a casualty, but her

evacuation by helicopter would have been required in any case for intelligence

purposes. Again, when the helicopter pilot arrived at the starting point for an

evacuation he would quite commonly find a soldier waiting to be carried in to

replace the one due to be brought out. In the hght of subsequent developments.
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this can be seen as an embryonic form of tactical troop movement, while the spare

batteries and radio replacements which were often carried on the outward flight

were elementary resupply.

Flying the High Commissioner (Mr Malcolm Macdonald) between his residence in

south Johore (Bukit Serene) and his office in Phoenix Park, Singapore was becoming
a frequent task and anticipated the wide use of the helicopter by General Templer

in Kuala Lumpur, General Harding in Cyprus and many others elsewhere, for

reasons partly of speed but more especially of security. Again, in January 1951

the helicopter was called upon to assist a government sponsored party carrying
out a survey for a possible road route between Kota Bharu (corresponding to
Newcastle) and Grik (corresponding to Windermere) to be built out of American

aid funds (Operation Noel).

The party had crossed the wild and mountainous, bandit-infested jungle which lay

across the northern part of the country and emerged at the remote hamlet of Grik.

It had failed however to complete the vital contour plotting owing to the failure of
the party’s barometer. To repair the omission on foot would have taken several

months and considerable military support; the helicopter completed the task in an

hour and a half by hovering at various points on the Perak river. In those

circumstances it was hardly necessary to argue the propriety of using a casualty
evacuation flight in such a role, and it also seemed sheer common sense for the

crewman to spray the surrounding jungle with sten gun fire before the aircraft

settled into the hover. The principle was thus established of arming the support
helicopters with removable crewman-operated machine guns for prophylactic defens
ive fire—a tactic often used thereafter and reaffirmed, after much discussion, twenty
years later for the Wessex and Puma force.

Grik was the scene of another incident one late afternoon a few weeks later when a

policeman reported that he had just escaped being ambushed by four terrorists at
a spot only three miles away on the road to Kroh. Ambushes late in the day were
one of the bandits’ favourite ploys as they were well aware of the comparatively

long time which the security forces took to respond by surface travel and could

usually count on no action being taken until the following morning. On this occasion

however, although the helicopter pilot had completed his task for the day and was

preparing to night stop, the opportunity was too good to miss. A soldier was seated

in the doorway of the helicopter armed with a Bren gun and not more than ten

minutes later the patch of secondary jungle where the terrorists were hiding was

thoroughly sprayed at close range with two magazines of Bren. This incident must

be classed as a rapid reaction air strike, and although the follow up next day did
not discover direct evidence of terrorist casualties, the speedy and aggressive
response must have caused some urgent reappraisal of tactics. Such activity was
not, however, accepted as an established role for the helicopter.
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The Next Two Years

In the following six months the Casualty Evacuation Flight, still with only three

Dragonflys, continued to maintain its daily standby successfully and evacuated a

further 42 casualties from positions throughout Malaya. It also added further roles

to its repertoire: search and rescue in the case of a Brigand pilot who baled out

after an air strike (he was unfortunately found dead) and crop spraying. A small

area of grass (15 acres) specially maintained by Singapore Cold Storage for the

only herd of dairy cows in the country had become infested by some type of insect,

so threatening the city’s only source of fresh milk. Rapid action was therefore

required: a spray rig was locally designed, built and fitted, and the helicopter

completed the task in under three hours.

By the middle of 1951 resettlement under the Briggs Flan was largely complete

and regular troop activity could be restricted to the jungle fringes, deeper pene

tration being limited to special forays by the Malayan Scouts, a commando type

force under Colonel Calvert which was later to become part of the Special Air

Service Regiment (SAS). It was therefore the Malayan Scouts who began to

absorb an increasing proportion of the helicopter effort, and after a brief lull for

reorganisation in August activity rose once again to its previous level and then

began to exceed it. There were special reasons too for this close association with

the Malayan Scouts: they had a higher sickness rate because their patrols tended

to last for several weeks; they suffered a number of accidental self-inflicted injuries

because their techniques involved a great deal of work with explosives; and most

important of all, they were now the troops most likely to meet the enemy in

comparatively large numbers, as his jungle fringe activities tended to be conducted

by very small parties.

Helicopter tasks however were now expanding beyond the capability of the three

aircraft available. The Dragonflys were also becoming more difficult to maintain:

not only were the rotor blades and electrical components in repeated conflict with

the damp conditions, but the general spares provisioning also was inadequate. This

last fault was due at least in part to the unit’s origins. It had been described as

experimental with no expectation that it would have to last for more than a year,
and there were some who believed that its life span would be even shorter.

Additionally, the sole reason for acquiring the Dragonflys in the first place was to

meet the needs of the Malayan Emergency and by late 1949 there was some hope

that it would be over before the helicopters needed replacing.

In the Far East, however, it had become clear within six months of the unit’s

arrival that three helicopters would not be enough and in January 1951 Far East
Air Force asked for two more. The Air Ministry agreed and duly raised the unit

establishment—an action which unfortunately had no immediate result because the

situation at home was, if anything, more difficult than before.
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Then, in October 1951, after sixteen months without a major accident, the Casualty
Evacuation Flight lost its first aircraft. The cause was almost certainly some sort

of technical failure of engine or airframe, but this could not be established from
the evidence because the aircraft fell back into the deep jungle clearing from which

it was attempting to climb with a Gurkha casualty in the basket and was completely

wrecked. Both pilot and passenger suffered only superficial injuries—a remarkable

testimony to the basket stretcher design—and each was individually evacuated

next day by another Dragonfly. It proved operationally impracticable to put an

investigating team into the jungle at this point in the remote hope of determining

the cause of the accident. Meanwhile the helicopter flight was reduced to two
aircraft.

Simultaneously it began to suffer severely from a shortage of spares and the next
three months were very lean. There followed however a sustained burst of activity

in February and March 1952 during which the two remaining helicopters broke all
previous records in flying hours and in the number of casualty evacuations, mainly

in the course of two notable large-scale operations, one a planned support operation

and the other the emergency rescue of a complete jungle patrol. Both attracted

widespread interest and helped to crystallise the view that larger helicopters were
needed to function in a tactical role. Some account of these operations from the
helicopter pilot’s viewpoint will serve to illustrate what took place in the course of
many other similar operations at about that time.

The objective of Operation Helsby in February 1952 was the evacuation of the

entire population of the remote Belum valley in the far north of Malaya. Lying

very close to the Thai border, it is a wild and mountainous part of the country
where the main ridges run north and south, and the only inhabitants are a handful
of aborigines. The valley itself lies in the centre of this region and is in contrast to

it, running east and west and possessing a flat floor. This was cultivated by a

group of some 200 Patani Malays, who were almost totally cut off from the rest of
the country, being visited by the District Officer in Grik only every six months or

so (his mode of travel on the two weeks journey being at one time an elephant).
Because of their remoteness and their position astride the bandit routes to and

from the Thai border they were wholly under the domination of the terrorists and

were obliged to grow rice for them—a further consequence of the food denial

aspect of the Briggs Plan. That they were doing so was clear from photographic
reconnaissance. Resettlement was therefore desirable and with it the destruction

of existing crops.

The operation marked the first use of parachute troops (SAS) in Malaya, who were

to mop up any terrorists caught in the valley and provide organisation and

protection while the move was being supervised. It was not however a drop into

primary jungle, a technique which was developed more fully later, although a few

of the parachute troops ended up in the trees. For the helicopters it was ideal
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country because although the landing sites on the generally wet surface of the

valley were small, vertical performance was scarcely needed; flight time from Grik
was 45 minutes.

Between 8 February and 9 March 1952, 21 SAS casualties were evacuated to Grik

and also 15 Patani Malays who for one reason or another were unable to join the

difficult trek out of the valley on foot, shepherded by the SAS. Passengers in and
out also included the District Officer and his assistant, a medical officer, the colonel

of the SAS and the GOC Malaya District. Obviously however the whole operation

could have been carried out in the space of a few days with a smaller number of

troops and no casualties if troop carrying hehcopters had been available.

As it was, with only two Dragonflys in Malaya—the replacement for the one which

had crashed in October had arrived but was not yet operational—neither aircraft

could be allotted exclusively to Operation Helsby. Both had to dash to and fro to

deal with other casualties elsewhere in Malaya and then return to Grik to run the

shuttle service to the Belum valley carrying one or two passengers on each sortie.

At the same time as Operation Helsby another helicopter operation of equal

significance was taking place. This however was unplanned. At the beginning of

February a patrol of the Cameronians—seventeen men in all, including a civiUan

reporter, an Iban tracker and a terrorist who had surrendered, with a tracker dog-

entered an area of primary jungle, mostly swamp, near Sungei Tinggi {corresponding

to Stafford) not far from Kuala Lumpur. The patrol was expected to last for about

three or four days. On 7 February they requested their first casualty evacuation,

but the terrain was so appalling that their first attempt at making a suitable

clearing was unsuccessful. On the following day after much effort the hehcopter

managed with great difficulty to evacuate the casualty and rejoined the other

aircraft at Grik for Operation Helsby. Three weeks later and still manoeuvring

laboriously through the jungle swamp in pursuit of a party of terrorists, the patrol
had two further casualties. On this occasion two unsuccessful attempts were made

to reach them before the clearing was made adequate and the evacuation completed.

The aircraft then returned once again to Grik.

At the beginning of March the patrol was still in the jungle and in dire straits

because of the proximity of the enemy, and their own exhaustion and sickness. The

swamp level too was rising. After careful consultation with the helicopter pilot the
decision was taken to evacuate the whole party by helicopter, in spite of the

awkward implications of having to do so one man at a time, and with only one

heUcopter and no reserve. It was also stipulated by the Army that if the operation
took more than one day, not less than six men had to be left overnight.

As usual, the work of the reconnaissance Auster pilot had been excellent and when

the hehcopter joined him on the Auster strip at Sungei Tinggi the patrol had made
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Dragonfly servicing at Changi (1950-53); an Auster
Mk 5 of No 656 AOP Squadron is seen in the
background.

A typical clearing cut in Malaya in 1952, used in this
case for the evacuation of a complete patrol of the
Cameronians—see text.

A supply drop parachute is used as a marker and the
platform from which the passenger embarked while
the aircraft hovered can be seen just above it.
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a very deep and narrow, but satisfactorily elongated, clearing (about 70 yards long)

with a platform at the deep end from which the soldiers could jump into the

hovering helicopter, landing being out of the question on the surfaces available.

The distance from the Auster strip was estimated at a three or four day march

and a ten minute flight by Dragonfly. The Auster pilot had arranged tins of 100

octane fuel, enabling the hehcopter to be refuelled after each 20 minute sortie, and

also a supply of batteries in case the frequent engine starts which would be

necessary proved too much for the aircraft’s internal accumulator.

The helicopter was able to start the evacuation on the afternoon of 2 March and

after successfully extracting six of the soldiers retired at last light to Kuala

Lumpur. Early next morning, the usual low stratus cleared well, the heUcopter
remained serviceable and the lift was continued—a nerve wrecking experience for

all concerned as the patrol was progressively reduced below a viable size. The dog

handler obviously had to travel with his dog, but as he was the only one who could

pick the animal up he had to throw it into the hovering helicopter before he could

climb in himself. The last man in the clearing—the patrol commander. Lieutenant

Cameron—stood on the platform with his radio strapped on his back, gun cocked

in one hand and a grenade in the other, waiting hopefully for the helicopter to

return. The task was completed by midday on 3 March and the hehcopter then set

off to Kampong Kuala Aur (corresponding to East Anglia) where a police casualty
was evacuated that afternoon.

Operation Helsby and the Cameronian patrol evacuation took place shortly before

the three Commanders-in-Chief in Singapore formulated and submitted their bids

in mid 1952 for more hehcopters, and for a larger type of aircraft able to carry

troops for tactical deployments. Indeed, by the time that a trickle of new Dragonflys

and pilots started to arrive in the later part of 1952, the pre-planned attendance of

hehcopters at the scene of major operations had become standard procedure.

Examples of the great development in hehcopter activity are provided by the events

of July and August 1952, when three major ground operations—Habitual, Pilchard

and Hive—attracted pre-planned hehcopter attendance and required a total of 40

casualty evacuations. Reconnaissance sorties were flown in searches for a crashed

Dakota and a Hornet, mis-aimed bombs were plotted, an eye kept on enemy

movements after air strikes, and area patrols mounted for Army commanders. It

was also becoming possible to estabhsh detachments specifically for these purposes,

instead of operating the hehcopters exclusively from Changi, and during this period

temporary detachments were mounted at Kuantan (corresponding to Boston), Kuala

Lumpur, Seremban (corresponding to Warwick) and Grik.

It was at about this time that preparations were being made for the next major

development in the anti-terrorist campaign, the establishment of jungle forts. By

now the terrorists had been effectively denied food and support from the populated
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areas and were relying more and more on the jungle dwelling aborigines, the Sakai.

The plan therefore was to create permanent centres in the remote jungle areas

where the Sakai could be persuaded to settle and where administrative and medical

services could be provided; these centres could also act as bases from which military

and eventually police authority could be extended over each area and its aborigine

population. Helicopters were later to play a vital role in the establishment and

maintenance of these jungle forts (it was only later that they acquired airstrips);

in the meantime the Casualty Evacuation Flight contributed by providing (in mid

1952) transport and support for the reconnaissance parties responsible for siting
the first of these vital new centres.

It was in November 1952 while engaged in this task that a helicopter crew first

found itself under active attack on the ground. Senior Army and police officers had

been flown into the site of the first fort (Fort Legap, corresponding to Huddersfield)

for a tour of inspection when it was attacked by  a sizeable force of terrorists. Pilot

and passengers had to join the SAS troops in defensive positions to beat off the

attack. The heficopter happily escaped damage and the take-off was made behind a

hail of covering fire without waiting for the Auster escort which was due to arrive
later.

In the previous month the first aircraft loss due to pilot error had occurred. One of

the newly arrived pilots landed in a clearing where the troops had failed to prepare

the landing point adequately. Being inexperienced the pilot placed too much refiance

on their efforts and committed himself to a full landing. The ground collapsed under

one wheel, the helicopter fell over and although no-one was badly hurt the aircraft
was wrecked.

One further pointer to future activities was an experiment carried out by scientists

in December 1952 employing the Dragonfly spray rig which had previously
to the rescue of Singapore’s dairy pastures. The aim of the experiment was to test
the feasibility of destroying the small hidden areas of cultivation on which the

terrorists were becoming increasingly dependent in their attempts to obtain food
supplies in the remote jungle areas. The results were very promising.

come

The last two months of 1952 and the first month of 1953 saw the beginning of the
build up of the Casualty Evacuation FUght into No 194 (Helicopter) Squadron.
Two Dragonfly Mk 4s were received, with metal blades and hydrauUcally assisted
controls, and three new pilots appeared. A permanent detachment at Kuala Lumpur

was estabhshed. But in the very last month of operation as a Flight (January 1953)
the first fatality occurred when one of the new aircraft flown by one of the new

pilots, with a senior policeman and an Army officer on board, lost a rotor blade at
3000 feet owing to a fracture in the rotor head. The aircraft fell to the ground
disintegrating on the way; all aboard were killed.
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The Casualty Evacuation Flight had been in existence for two years and four

months, had evacuated 265 casualties, pioneered operational helicopter techniques

in support of ground forces in the most difficult conditions of climate and terrain

in the world, with grossly underpowered aircraft, and had experienced only one

major accident due to pilot error—inexperience. The foundations for No 194 and

later helicopter squadrons were thus well and truly laid.

DEVELOPMENTS IN WHITEHALL (6)

In June 1950 the helicopter proponents in the Royal Air Force had listed its military

roles as casualty evacuation, AOP and seaward defence, but their arguments had

been opposed on the grounds that its usefulness had not been demonstrated. A

proposal to provide a VIP helicopter link between Northolt and the Air Ministry

roof was also first put forward at about this time, but received no support partly

because of the expense and partly because examination revealed that the Air

Ministry roof could not easily be strengthened.

However, in August 1950 (that is, two months after helicopter operations had

begun in Malaya) the Air Staff issued the first helicopter operational requirement—
OR 280—which foresaw the need for an air transportable helicopter with four seats

(including that of the pilot), a speed of about 75 knots, a range of about 400 nautical

miles, and the ability to hover at 5000 feet outside ground effect. Its roles were to

be primarily ambulance, with easy conversion to passenger and freight carrying,

signal line laying and rescue duties. Three months later in November the Air

Ministry pointed out to the Ministry of Supply that it was not enough merely to

wait for civil developments in the helicopter field in the hope that something useful

or easily adaptable to Service needs would appear, and strongly urged that research

and development in this field be accelerated.

By the end of 1950 the two RAF helicopter units in the United Kingdom equipped

with R-4s—No 1906 AOP Flight and the Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit

(ASWDU) in Coastal Command—were arguing strongly for re-equipment with the

Sycamore helicopter; the War Office however in its Land/Air Warfare Policy
Statement No 9 concluded that two types were needed, one for AOP and one for

light communications. The former requirement was aimed at the Sycamore, the
latter at the Saunders Roe Skeeter. The Air Staff was not convinced by the

arguments in favour of two types for these roles, but the replacement in due course

of the Hoverflys in No 1906 AOP Flight and ASWDU by Sycamores was agreed,

and ASWDU with its four Sycamores was seen as developing eventually into a

SAR unit with 16 helicopters.
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However FEAF’s bid in early 1951 for two more helicopters for service in Malaya

to be met by Dragonflys and not Sycamores partly because of the technicalwas

difficulties of adding a second type to the hard pressed unit in Singapore and partly

because the Sycamore was stiU not ready for operational use.(7) The problem was,

also, that only Westland were producing Dragonflys and all were reserved for an

Admiralty order which would take up to two years to complete at the expected

rate of production of four a month; and what was obvious to the Air Ministry—
that there was no alternative to the FEAF bid being met out of this Admiralty

order—was by no means obvious to the Admiralty. Explanations therefore took
most of 1951 and it was not until October that the Admiralty announced that the

very earliest date for releasing the two Dragonflys from their programme would be

April 1952.(8)

As October 1951 was also the month in which the FEAF Casualty Evacuation

Flight lost its first aircraft, a stream of very urgent signals reached the Air Ministry

from Singapore stressing the importance of an early deUvery of the two Dragonflys

approved at the beginning of the year and at the same time arguing the case for a

third aircraft which would bring the unit’s establishment to six. In December the

Admiralty agreed to release one Dragonfly and to explore the possibility of finding

a second; their existing plans however were on no account to be interfered with.(9)

The promised Naval Dragonfly was transferred to FEAF by February 1952, thus

restoring the Casualty Evacuation Flight to its original strength of three aircraft

exactly one year after an establishment increase of two had been agreed. By now,

however, FEAF’s demands were becoming very insistent and in February 1952 a

claim was put forward for straight priority over the Navy. Reference was made to
that earlier occasion on which access to materials in short supply had been gained

exclusively by one Service and to the conclusion of the ensuing Smuts Committee
in 1917 that the formation of a unified air service was more economically efficient

than separate air arms in the Army and the Royal Navy. FEAF argued that while

the Navy was interested in establishing (inter alia) a rescue service for their carrier

aircraft, fives were actually at stake in Malaya where there was demonstrably no

alternative means of rescue.(10) The Air Ministry replied that FEAF’s position was

appreciated and that in addition to the three Dragonflys already in Singaore a

fourth aircraft might be expected in March, a fifth in August and a sixth in

September, with a seventh in March 1953 which would ultimately have to be

returned to the Navy.(11)

Helicopters however had made their mark in Malaya and there was no going back.

The Air Ministry’s piecemeal approach was brushed aside and in May 1952 the
Commanders-in-Chief in the Far East submitted a bid for a squadron of 12

helicopters immediately and for its establishment to rise to 18 in 1953 with six

larger helicopters for tactical troop movements in addition. General Sir Gerald
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Templer, the newly appointed Governor of Malaya, added a footnote: the bid was
undoubtedly justified but further examination was needed and the true requirement
was likely to be of the order of 50 larger aircraft.*

A reappraisal of the situation revealed that apart from comparatively large Naval

holdings the available stock of Dragonflys could be counted in twos and threes.

Westland production had turned out to be slightly higher than had been expected
(five a month instead of four), but this increase was compensated for by the

somewhat embarrassing fact that sales had been arranged in small quantities to

France, Belgium, Egypt and Yugoslavia and an Iraqi bid was receiving favourable
consideration.(12) Any interference with these sales was generally opposed by the
Foreign Office; however, in most cases the aircraft were either powered by American

Pratt and Whitney engines or prepared to a standard which made them unsuitable

for Malaya. The fundamental problems with the Dragonfly remained the slow

production rate and the fact that to increase it would require capital investment

out of the defence budget—a quite unacceptable proposal at that time. The Chiefs

of Staff therefore decided that Naval priorities would have to be adjusted so as to

release the required number of Dragonflys for Malaya.

This was however by no means the end of the hehcopter problem. All the first

Whirlwinds had been ordered for the Navy programme and even if they were

diverted to the RAF there was no hope of their being ready in time to meet the

Malayan requirement in 1952-53. Further, the only source of larger helicopters was

the United States and attempts to obtain the American S-55 under the provisions

of the US Aid Programme became bogged down in legal difficulties (for example,

the status of Malaya as a colonial dependency). The alternative was to start the

Naval build up with a squadron of American S-55s suppUed as part of the NATO

defence forces and—in response to pressure from General Templer for the provision

of tactical trooplift helicopters in Malaya—to divert this squadron temporarily to

the Far East until it could be replaced by Whirlwinds diverted to the RAF.

American agreement was obtained in October.**(13)

The stage was thus prepared in the middle of 1952 for a steady build up of

Dragonflys to a planned squadron strength of 12 by the end of the year and 18 in

1953, and for the addition of a squadron of Naval S-55s in 1953, to be replaced in

due course by RAF Whirlwinds.

*He had succeeded Sir Henry Gurney, who had been murdered in a terrorist ambush

on the road from Kuala Lumpur to Fraser’s Hill, and had assumed the dual role of

Governor and Director of Operations.

**As the squadron was officially part of the NATO anti-submarine  force it was

considered necessary for the Navy to operate the S-55s while they were in Malaya.
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While Malayan requirements were being met, the broader issues were not neglected.

In March 1951 the Army made the first of many bids for a helicopter Hft of 10000 lb

payload and requested the formation of a development unit of three Bristol 173s.

By itself, this expensive proposal found little favour, but when a few months later
the Naval and Air Staffs jointly put forward a bid for a helicopter in the maritime

role with much the same performance as the Bristol 173, the idea seemed more

attractive. There was also a British European Airways requirement for a 30/40

seat hehcopter with a 10000 lb payload and a radius of action of 150 nautical miles.

Towards the end of 1951 the general feeling in the Air Staff was that helicopters

had reached the same stage as fixed wing aircraft in 1910: there were definite uses

for them, but insufficient experience to determine precise roles and therefore

to define proper operational requirements. It was considered, however, that the

achievements of the Casualty Evacuation Flight in Malaya, together with Naval

experience in the sea rescue role, justified in principle proceeding with the projected
SAR unit for Coastal Command.

The belief that the helicopter had a role to play was confirmed by American

experience in Korea and in 1951 an official American report stated that the

versatility of the heUcopter as an instrument of war had received formal recognition
in the United States. Indeed in 1950, before Korea, the United States had 105

helicopters on order; by the end of 1951 this figure had risen to 2085.(14)

In January 1952 British Service bids for heUcopters included, in addition to Malayan

requirements, 16 Whirlwinds or Sycamores for SAR (including a bid by Fighter

Command); 4 Dragonfiys and 4 Whirlwinds for No 1903 AOP Flight in Korea; 3

Sycamores, 3 Skeeters and 3 Whirlwinds for a flying training squadron; 4 Sycamores

and 2 Whirlwinds for Transport Command; 3 Whirlwinds for technical spares

delivery; and 4 Bristol 173s for the maritime/army heavy lift requirements. There

was also a bid for 20 heUcopters for civil defence in time of war.(15) These

extravagant and consequently (with the exception of the SAR role) unsuccessful

proposals serve to indicate the swing of opinion in the first 18 months after the

Casualty Evacuation FUght was established.

In June 1952 the Air Council approved a general transport squadron with an

estabUshment of 18 S-51s and 6 S-55s for use in Malaya while the emergency lasted,

and also approved in principle SAR flights for Fighter and Coastal Commands with

4 S-51s and 4 S-55s respectively, and 3 Bristol 173 twin rotor, twin engined

heUcopters for evaluation. Further orders were to await the results of the expected
defence review.(16)
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PHASE 2

1953-60

INTRODUCTION

The second phase of RAF helicopter development stretches from 1953 to 1960, but

excludes the turbine engined helicopter units which were introduced shortly before

the end of the period. They belong to the start of Phase 3.

It was during this second phase that the helicopter became a useful aircraft in

widespread demand and several operational helicopter units were born in various

parts of the world. The period begins with the formation of hehcopter squadrons

in Malaya immediately after Phase 1 and in the Malayan context continues until

the end of the emergency there. Overseas Units were formed in the Mediterranean
and Aden areas as well as Christmas Island under the Far East Air Force. In

Europe helicopter units were formed at Sylt and in Northern Ireland, while elsewhere

in the United Kingdom Search and Rescue squadrons, the Central Flying School

helicopter unit and the Joint Experimental Helicopter Unit came into being in the

course of this second phase. Helicopter sections were introduced into The Queen’s

Flight and the Metropolitan Communications Squadron. The helicopter types

involved during this period were the Sycamore Mk 14, the Skeeter and the
Whirlwind Mks 2 and 4.
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CHAPTER 3

THE MALAYAN EMERGENCY II

The turning point in the development of the tactical helicopter had been reached

in principle in 1952 in Malaya, coincidentally with the much more ambitious

American operations in Korea. The impetus in the British case came from the High

Commissioner and Director of Operations in Malaya, Sir Gerald Templer, and the

beginning of 1953 saw this initiative coming to fruition.

The Mk 2 Dragonflys were now being rapidly replaced by the metal bladed Mk 4s

with hydraulic power assisted controls. Payload was not increased because the

aircraft was now heavier, but the overall performance and consequently the safety

margins were improved and, more important, were more accurately predictable.

The power assisted controls allowed a much greater degree of precision in control

movements and so of efficiency, and reduced the physical strain involved.

The three original Casualty Evacuation Flight pilots (Flight Lieutenants K Fry,

A J Lee and J R Dowling) were tour expired at the end of 1952, but Flight

Lieutenant Dowling was retained for a further nine months (partly to carry out

operational trials on the Sycamore) and he, together with the three newcomers who

had joined the unit during 1952 (Flight Lieutenants A J Clarke and G L Jacques,

and Master Pilot Cox), continued to meet the operational tasks by means of a

detachment at Kuala Lumpur, and provided training for the new No 194 Squadron

forming at Sembawang in Singapore under the command of Squadron Leader D R G

Henderson. At the outset the squadron had six Dragonflys against an establishment

of twelve, but by the end of April 1953 its strength had risen to 11.(1)

In the meantime No 848 Squadron (Royal Navy) with ten American built S-55s had

arrived at Sembawang in HMS PERSEUS on 8 January 1953 under the command

of Lieutenant Commander Suthers, who had provided the training facilities for two

of the Casualty Evacuation Flight pilots in 1950,  a coincidence which made the

introduction of the Naval squadron to helicopter operations in Malaya compara

tively easy. Nos 848 and 194 Squadrons jointly formed the operational strength of

No 303 Wing (Wing Commander W R Williams), which was established at Semba

wang on 2 February 1953 with operational control of both squadrons, and adminis

trative and training control of No 194 Squadron. Administrative services for the

RAF squadron were provided during this period by RAF Tengah, and for the Naval

squadron by RNAS Sembawang.(2)

The policy directive for No 194 Squadron listed its roles as follows:

a. the tactical movement of troops, including the reinforcement of outposts;
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b. tactical reconnaissance;

c. casualty evacuation from forward areas;

d. search and rescue.

The relegation of the casualty evacuation role to third place did not represent a

diminution of its importance: on the contrary, it was now possible to keep two
aircraft at one hour readiness for this task instead of only one. What it did mean

was that the tactical roles were now formally stated instead of being a departure

from standard behaviour requiring special authorisation.

The new pilots on No 194 Squadron needed a considerable amount of training

because the arrangements for their conversion and training at home had been less

than satisfactory.* With insufficient knowledge of helicopters and the pilot training

required, the Air Ministry had been obliged to accept a pilot conversion course at

Westland which specified little more than that it should include 50 hours flying

(the generally accepted figure at that time). The pressure on the one and only test

pilot originally entrusted with the training task at Westland had resulted in a very

variable product. AU the pilots arriving in Singapore had 50 hours training recorded,

but in fact some had only six or seven hours dual instruction and one only just
over four.(3)

The Naval squadron however was in the happy position of arriving as a fully

manned unit in full flying practice (it had even had the opportunity to make a

number of training flights from the carrier while on passage from the United

Kingdom) and with a full complement of serviceable aircraft. All it needed was

theatre conversion training, which would give it an introduction to the geography

of the country and the manner in which operations were conducted. As with the RAF

pilots this theatre familiarisation was carried out mainly by means of individual

attachments lasting one or two weeks with the ubiquitous and ever helpful Auster

flights of No 656 AOP Squadron. Performance trials were carried out immediately

and established that the S-55s could carry five fully armed troops to large cleared

spaces. They could also operate to small clearings, prepared to the same standards

as for the Dragonfly, with four armed troops, but their cruising speed was no better

than the Dragonfly’s (about 60-65 knots). For casualty evacuation the S-55 could

carry three stretcher cases and two walking patients; the aircraft was fitted with a

winch and had a cargo hook underneath which was able to carry netted loads of

up to 800 lb.(4)

*See below p 108.
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For tactical troop deployments as opposed to casualty evacuation, it was clearly

necessary to deplane troops from the hover in places where there was no one to

prepare a landing site, a practice later known as ‘roping’. True to tradition the

Navy experimented with scrambling nets for this purpose, but these were swiftly

abandoned—a soldier equipped for landing in an operational environment consists

almost entirely of protuberances, some blunt and some extremely sharp. Contact

with the scrambling net therefore produced a series of hopeless entanglements and

the alternative of providing a thick rope knotted at intervals became standard

practice.

In the event, the S-55s of No 848 Squadron had already carried out a triple casualty
evacuation at Kuala Pilah (5) a week before the formation of No 303 Wing, and

then in February were able to proceed immediately with transport operations,

including 17 casualty evacuations and two tactical trooplifts, the second one of

which was significant enough to be described in some detail.(6)

A Dragonfly pilot from the No 194 Squadron detachment at Kuala Lumpur had

been briefed on 15 February to carry out a reconnaissance near Port Swettenham

in the delta of the Klang river, an area of low lying wet land with much mangrove

swamp. Near the seaward end of a long spit of cultivated ground surrounded on

three sides by water or mangrove swamp was a small hut believed to be the home

of Siew Hoong, the terrorist district committee chairman for the Pun district of

West Selangor. All previous attempts to raid this hut had been abortive, because

news of the entry of security forces at the landward end of the peninsula was easily
transmitted to the terrorists at the other end. On this occasion however the

intention was to approach overnight by Sampan along the river and the purpose

of the reconnaissance was to identify at surface level the entrance of the particular

creek running from the river through the mangrove to the edge of the cultivated

area near the hut. It was hoped that a dawn assault by boat from the end of this

creek would achieve the necessary surprise.

The Dragonfly pilot however thought this a desperate plan and recognised the

situation as one ideally suited to a troop assault using the S-55s. With his helicopter

he called personally that same day at his own headquarters and that of the

Army unit concerned to obtain agreement to this novel procedure. As further

reconnaissance might mean the loss of surprise it was decided that the Dragonfly,

flown by the same pilot, would lead three S-55s each with four soldiers.

They would fly at very low level down the river and along the creek to surround

the hut at first light and within 30 seconds of the aircraft becoming audible to the

inhabitants. The Dragonfly, with an armed soldier in the doorway, would be able

to prevent anyone leaving the hut while the troops were deplaning for the assault.

The operation was codenamed Wellington II.
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The troops employed on this operation were mostly national servicemen, none of

whom had ever been in a helicopter before. However, half an hour’s troop training

was carried out with the S-55s together with a brief practice formation sortie with

the Dragonfly. It was found that the maximum speed which allowed the S-55s to

keep up with their leader while manoeuvring was 50 knots. The operation was to

be mounted at dawn on 16 February 1953.

The intention was to take off as soon as the horizon became visible (just before

dawn), but at the moment of take-off it was discovered that the cockpit lighting

had been removed from the Dragonfly concerned and not replaced—Dragonflys

were not used for night flying in the Far East theatre. Consequently, the pilot

could not see the all important rotor rev counter and an anxious 15 minutes passed

before he had enough light to do so. After that however the operation went exactly

as planned. Contact was made on VHF with the ground liaison officer (GLO) who

had positioned his vehicle at Port Swettenham, and height was reduced to just

above ground level (20 feet). Landmarks were followed without much difficulty, the

formation being half way between line astern (to allow the Dragonfly to make rapid

turns) and echelon (to avoid flying in one another’s slipstream, all being at the

same height). At the final landmark before the last straight run into the target,

the S-55s were brought to line abreast and the order to break was given a moment

later as the target came into sight. The four aircraft reached their hovering positions

without difficulty and the troops were all disembarked within 30 seconds of the

target coming into view. The S-55s then withdrew and landed alongside the GLO

at Port Swettenham, where reinforcements were waiting in case they were needed.

The Dragonfly meanwhile was in a commanding position next to the target, hovering

above the ground troops’ field of fire with its gun trained on the doorway of the

hut at a range of about 30 yards. As soon as the troops entered the hut, the

Dragonfly landed and disembarked its armed passenger who now acted as liaison

officer with the ground forces. The solitary occupant of the hut was captured

without a shot being fired (not however Siew Hoong, as had been hoped), the S-55s

were recalled to embark the troops and their prisoner, and everyone was back at

their bases in time for breakfast.(7)

For the aircrews there were two lessons: it was unwise to discard cockpit lighting

(or any other role equipment) merely because there was no formal intention to

employ the aircraft in the role for which that equipment had been provided; and in

the case of the S-55 the pilot needed a better method of signalling the troops to

deplane than stamping his foot on the floor! The paratroop light signalling system

subsequently adopted was an obvious requirement. It was also clear that troops

could be taught to use the helicopter with only a very short period of training.(8)

Further, the employment of a pathfinder helicopter with a fire capability had

anticipated by some 20 years the procedure which the American forces developed

independently and used in a more advanced form in Vietnam.
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Indeed, Wellington II had a profound effect on operational planners and ground

troops alike. Although it was appreciated that the target was altogether exceptional

in the Malayan theatre, the scenes of most operations being able to accommodate

only one helicopter at a time, the tactical troop movements which the S-55 made

possible had been dramatically demonstrated within a few weeks of the unit’s

arrival. This new capability was accordingly exploited without further delay and

by the end of 1953 the S-55s had carried 12000 troops.(9) Paratroop trials using

dummies were also initiated with the S-55s during February; the results were

encouraging and the trials were satisfactorily completed by July.(lO)

Troop carrying operations by the S-55s immediately revealed that there were certain

basic considerations to be taken into account. First, the number of aircraft which

could be employed was found to be limited by the size of both the dehvery point

and the departure area. Operation Commodore in May 1953, for example, was a

maximum effort and eight S-55s were used, with the result that not only did the

aircraft completely fill the Auster strip which was being used as the loading area,

but flying hours were wasted in queueing at the delivery end of the shuttle because

there was room for only one aircraft to land at a time. The conclusion was that it
would have been more efficient to have used half the number of aircraft with a

relief pilot in each.(11)

Second, where more than one landing site was being used a locally based controller
was needed to direct each element of the lift to its correct destination. The first

answer was to use a Dragonfly as an airborne command post or air coordinator,
but as a ground controller was also needed with a VHF radio and direct contact

with the unit being lifted, the air coordinator was later dispensed with and the

despatch of a ground based operations controller from RAF Kuala Lumpur became
standard practice.(12) From these control teams and the parallel units developed
to support airborne operations by fixed wing aircraft sprang the Mobile Air
Operations Teams (MAOTS) which were later established in all three Services.

The third consideration was the training of the troops involved. In Malaya rehear
sals with troops and helicopters were at first carried out automatically, but the

very severe competition for helicopter flying hours led to this practice being
questioned and may have unduly influenced the decision that, although no crewmen

were carried in the aircraft and a very high proportion of the troops concerned

were quite unused to any form of flying and many spoke no English, rehearsals

were unnecessary, although desirable, and that a comprehensive briefing would be
adequate.(13)

Problems of low level navigation and the identification of the correct landing zone

(LZ) without the appropriate navigation equipment would be solved, so it was

hoped, by using coloured smoke marking and fluorescent identification panels. The

use of both did in fact become a standard procedure, but the practice of relying on
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a Dragonfly to provide a pathfinder and initial prophylactic strike service had to

be abandoned after a few operations as far too wasteful and often impossible to

arrange. Austers provided any smoke marking required and Brigands, and later

Hornets, carried out precautionary air strikes when appropriate.(14)

Meanwhile, during the build up period in early 1953 No 194 Squadron was facing

two major problems: a heavy pilot training commitment, as explained above, and

an acute shortage of aircraft. After the fatal rotor head failure in January 1953 all

the Dragonflys had been grounded and were released only after Magnaflux crack

detection of the rotor hubs, a time consuming procedure which had to be repeated

after every 100 flying hours (reduced to 50 hours when two hubs were found to be

cracked).(15) Only with the arrival—more than six months later—of rotor hubs in

which the spider arm threads were milled instead of cut (the eventual solution to

the problem) was this requirement withdrawn. Consequently, for the first few

months of 1953 the squadron’s entire operational effort was provided by the small

detachment at Kuala Lumpur, while the S*55s carried out that part of the task,

mainly casualty evacuation, which the Dragonflys could not meet. The Sycamore

at Kuala Lumpur, still undergoing trials, was also a considerable help in fulfilling

operational tasks.

No 303 Wing at Sembawang therefore was fully stretched in providing enough

serviceable Dragonflys to maintain both the detachment at Kuala Lumpur and the

pilot training programme. Its difficulties were made worse by an organisational

structure which was untidy in the extreme. Much of the Dragonfly second line

servicing was carried out at Changi; the squadron headquarters was located at

RNAS Sembawang; administrative services were provided by Tengah; tasking was

in the hands of the Advanced Air Headquarters at Kuala Lumpur. To remedy this.

No 303 Wing proposed that all these functions should be centred on Kuala Lumpur,

although the technical, office and domestic accommodation required there was

not yet ready. Accordingly, both the Wing and No 194 Squadron moved their

headquarters to Kuala Lumpur on 1 May 1953, and the squadron's second line

servicing followed two months later.

With RAF Kuala Lumpur, until then little more than a forward operating base

under a Wing Commander, now in the process of becoming a full RAF station, it

was natural and automatic for No 303 Wing to become the station flying wing, and

for the second line servicing, along with the squadron engineering officer, to become

part of the Technical Wing.*(16) A further organisational change was made in

*In view of later arguments about the respective merits of centralised as opposed

to autonomous squadron-controlled servicing for helicopter units, it is important

to note this early decision to centralise second line servicing and to observe that it
(continued on foot of next page)
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February 1954 when No 303 Wing was disbanded as a separate unit and Air

Headquarters Malaya moved from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur.

By the end of 1953 the Malayan Emergency was moving into its decisive phase.

With the terrorists driven back into the jungle and away from the populated areas,

the helicopter and its qualities of mobility and flexibihty could be exploited to

counter the enemy’s natural advantage of inaccessibility and security from surprise.

This was done in three ways: troop deployment and redeployment in the course of

offensive patrol operations in selected areas; siting and supplying the jungle forts

until airstrips had been built to take the Austers and Pioneers; and, following the

experiments made at the end of 1952, locating the clearings which the terrorists

were cultivating and destroying their crops with defoliant spray.

These crop spraying operations by heUcopter began in August 1953 using the spray

rig developed two years previously to spray the Singapore dairy herd grasslands.

The chemical eventually chosen was a mixture of trioxine and diesolene—anything

with a high toxic effect on human or animal Hfe was avoided—carried, in the case

of the Dragonfly, in a 40-gallon Hastings engine oil tank fitted with an electric

pump which fed the mixture into the spray boom, mounted athwartships, through

which it was discharged at the rate of ten gallons a minute by means of metered

nozzles.(17) A similar arrangement was devised for the S-55.

The location of the clearings to be sprayed was plotted by the AOP Austers and

when a suitable group was found a spraying operation was mounted, the Auster

pilot identifying the target and directing the helicopter accordingly. The technique

was for the latter to fly at about treetop height (200-350 feet) at between 0 and 30

knots, according to terrain and altitude, and to traverse the clearing as often as

necessary to cover it, with the crewmen directing the pilot and at the same time

controlling the electric pump which deflvered the fluid. As the hehcopters were

operating over territory with no friendly troops below and sometimes obviously

occupied by the enemy, these highly vulnerable spray runs were preceded by

strafing air strikes which were normally carried out by a pair of Hornets. Their

effectiveness could be measured by the fact that no helicopter was known to have

been subjected to enemy fire while spraying. The effect of the chemical spray was

to kill all vegetation and make the ground unusable for cultivation for some weeks.

was accepted without challenge; it made little difference at a time when No 194

Squadron was the only operational squadron fully based on the station (Naval

second Une servicing remained at Sembawang). The transfer of first line servicing

to the technical wing was regarded as quite inappropriate and was never seriously
considered.
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Most of these spray operations took place in late 1953 and early 1954; they were

codenamed Cyclone and numbered 1 to 5.(18) The AOP Austers filled the dual role

of reconnaissance and providing smoke marking for the locations where the Hornet

rocket and bomb strikes were required, and on at least one occasion this procedure

was specially called for by a Dragonfly pilot who had seen four figures in the

clearing he was about to spray. A Hornet strike was provided two minutes later.

These spray operations lasted for three or four days and up to 20 clearings could

be dealt with each day.

The Dragonfly proved to be quite a satisfactory vehicle for these tasks and after

the first operation the S-55s were reserved for the trooping role which had a higher

priority.(19) The shortage of hehcopters in early 1954 put an end to crop spraying

for a time and apart from a few Whirlwind sorties later that year, the technique

was abandoned as the requirement diminished. The value of spraying operations

had been proved, but by early 1955 the tide had irrevocably turned in Malaya. The

establishment of the jungle forts had ended the inaccessibility of the remote jungle

areas and at the same time provided the jungle dwelling Sakai with very welcome

protection from terrorist demands. It was still vital, however, both to maintain the

advances so far achieved and to keep up the pressure on the terrorists by mounting

jungle sweeps by the military to meike their position ultimately untenable. In both

these aspects of the anti-terrorist campaign the helicopter had an essential role to

play.

TYPES OF RAF HELICOPTER USED IN THE MALAYAN EMERGENCY

The further development of the helicopter role in Malaya in the 1950s depended on

the introduction of the Sycamore to replace the Dragonfly and of the Whirlwind

Mk 4 to replace the S-55 from which it was derived.

Introduction of the Sycamore Mk 14 in Malaya

What follows is an account of the Sycamore’s first appearance in Malaya, the

experiences which dictated its final Service form and its relationship to the Dragon

fly for which it was the proposed replacement.

A comparison of the Sycamore with the Dragonfly in 1949 when it was first

proposed to set up a Casualty Evacuation Flight showed little to choose between

the two aircraft. The Sycamore was ruled out at the time for two reasons; it was

not yet available and the low sweep of its main rotor was thought to be a

disadvantage in jungle clearings. In addition the medical authorities were at that

time dissatisfied with the athwartships stowage for casualties. In late 1952 when

much more was known about the Sycamore and plans were being made to introduce
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it in the SAR role, the Vice Chief of the Air Staff came to the conclusion that the

Sycamore was likely to be a great improvement on the Dragonfly and that if

tropical trials confirmed current opinion, FEAF’s doubts would disappear.(20) It

was therefore arranged that as soon as the Sycamore Mk 10 at AAEE Boscombe

Down had completed its trials there it would go to the Far East for tropical trials,

still under the aegis of Boscombe Down, after which it would be handed over to

FEAF for operational assessment.

The Sycamore was delivered to Singapore in a Bristol Freighter belonging to the

Bristol Aeroplane Company in early 1953 and the Boscombe Down team then got

down to work. Servicing was carried out by a small team advised by one of

the manufacturers’ representatives, David Vicary, who was accompanied by an

enthusiastic member of their sales department, Alex Langfield. The helicopter pilots

from the Casualty Evacuation Flight, who now formed the nucleus of No 194

Squadron and were acutely conscious of the marked difference in aircraft perform

ance between flight into jungle clearings and over open airfields, watched the

conduct of these trials with considerable surprise. Vertical cUmbs without airspeed

were measured in light wind conditions by climbing to 2000 feet while formating

on a Land Rover driving down wind along the runway at the same speed as the
wind under the direction of an observer with a hand held anemometer. The squadron

pilots knew well that the dramatic effects on the rotor of the lightest wind, when

at the limits of power, could be clearly seen against a background of trees but

would scarcely register on the instruments normally available for this kind of test

flying. As the days went by surprise became tinged with impatience as the squadron

pilots awaited their chance to fly this new aircraft and discover what it could really

do: how many passengers could it lift from a clearing and at what height?(21) After
a week or so the Boscombe Down team became dissatisfied with the irregularity of

their results and transferred the trials to Kuala Lumpur in case more representative

conditions could be found there. Consistent readings, however, were still not
obtained and after another two or three weeks it was found that the wooden

rotor blades, already far from new when the aircraft arrived, had suffered severe

deterioration owing to the climatic conditions. Such defects as the swelling of the

wooden members, the failure of glue joints and, perhaps most damaging to morale,

dry rot had appeared and could be remedied only at Bristol.(22) Any further delay

to the Boscombe Down team, however, was unacceptable both to them and to

FEAF, and they returned home in mid March.

Fortunately the blade deterioration had not occurred before the squadron pilot who

was to carry out the operational trials (Flight Lieutenant J R Dowling) had been

converted to type. In this instance, conversion to type consisted of two hours’ dual

to first solo, one and a half hours’ running landings and engine-off landings, and

half an hour’s night flying. In retrospect this allowance would seem hardly enough

but in these particular circumstances it had to suffice.
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The set of replacement blades arrived a month later and operational trials began
at once. The new blades were in fine condition at the outset and this was thought

to be the reason why no noticeable deterioration had occurred by the time the trials

ended three months later in June 1953.(23) The original blade problem was thus

submerged and no recognisable indication was present of the trouble which was to

follow much later. In the light of subsequent events it would seem almost certain

that the declining performance of the aircraft during the operational trials and

noted in the trials report was due to blade distortion not identifiable by visual

inspection rather than to engine deterioration as was suspected at the time.

The aircraft remained based at Kuala Lumpur but operated throughout Malaya,

on occasions undertaking detached operations lasting several days accommpanied

by the permanent servicing team (Sergeant Feeley, LAC Williams and Mr Vicary
of the Bristol Aeroplane Company).

The progress of these operational trials was of the greatest consequence in the

development of the helicopter role for many years to come and the manner in which

they were conducted was unusual in many respects. The Sycamore, for example,

though part of No 194 Squadron, was operated exclusively by the pilot detailed for
the task.

The all important superiority of the Sycamore’s vertical climb performance in still

air over that of the Dragonfly was immediately apparent (although it deteriorated

noticeably during the trial period). Further advantages were the relatively comfort

able seating position (with pilot and observer side by side); the feeling of positive

control which had been noticeably lacking in the Dragonfly; and the provision of a

centre of gravity adjustment under the pilot’s control, achieved by the electrical

pumping of fluid between two tanks sited in the front and rear of the aircraft.

What really established the aircraft in pilots’ eyes, however, was the determination

of the manufacturers to make whatever changes were needed as the result of

operational experience on the direct advice of their service representative in the
field, who, it was discovered later, was in almost daily communication with his

Company to which he reported everything that occurred and most of what was

said, including crewroom comment. When normal RAF supply channels produced

no positive results, he would obtain any special spares he needed direct from his

company via the BOAC Comet service then newly operating into Singapore. The

serviceability rate of the Sycamore therefore was always highly satisfactory.(24)

The trials lasted for just under three months, with some 100 hours flying in all the

roles undertaken by the Dragonfly, and including some special communications

flights for the High Commissioner. Because of its high serviceability rate the

Sycamore was a very valuable operational asset to No 194 Squadron, then in a

particularly difficult phase of its initial growth and suffering at the same time from
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severe technical problems with the Dragonfly rotor heads. It was hardly surprising,

therefore, that the Sycamore began its operational life rather sooner than had been

intended. On 10 April 1953, only three days after operational practice flights had

begun, a casualty occurred in a clearing being cut for practice and training purposes

by troops of 22 SAS, the position being only fifteen minutes flying time from Kuala

Lumpur in an area known as Ulu Langat.* The Sycamore, as the only serviceable

helicopter available at Kuala Lumpur at the time, was used for the task and

successfully lifted the casualty into the nearby British Military Hospital.

The final report on the Sycamore operational trials contained no surprises for the

manufacturers because they had been kept so well informed throughout. Indeed

the flow of information they had received from their technical representative in the

Far East had been put to good use in modifying their Sycamore Mk 4, and

consequently when the Air Ministry and the Ministry of Supply approached them

to discuss the matter, practical solutions to the problems raised were, for the most

part, already in existence. The initiative shown by the manufacturers, and the

expense to which it had put them, had much to do with the substantial orders for

production aircraft (Mk 14) which swiftly followed, and first deliveries to Malaya

to replace the Dragonfly were being made within the year. A total of 178 Mk 14

Sycamores were eventually manufactured, of which the RAF and the Ministry of

Supply received 115. Fifty went to the German Air Force, three to the Belgians,

nine to the Royal Australian Navy and one to the Royal Australian Air Force.(25)

The Sycamore had certain handling peculiarities, the most prominent being direct

manual cyclic control and powerful spring trimmers to balance stick forces. It was

also necessary to displace the stick in opposition to these trimmers before take-off

in order to avoid moving forward or rolling to the left during take-off. See

Appendix 1. The lowness of the rotor blades, originally thought to be a disqualifying

disability, was always a matter of concern when passengers were entering or leaving

the aircraft and when there was foliage in and around landing sites, as there

invariably was, but handling techniques and careful stick positioning were usually

able to reduce these risks satisfactorily.(26)

The Sycamore might therefore seem an especially awkward aircraft, but apart from

the problems of dual control, caused by the provision in the Sycamore Mk 14 of a

single central collective lever, something of the same impression might be obtained

when comparing the handling qualities of an advanced sports car with those of an

old fashioned family saloon of equal power. In fact the analogy would be particularly

apt; the initial discomfort of feeling the stick forces in contrast to the neutral feel

*The Ulu Langat clearing, considerably enlarged and thoroughly cleared, was used

over the next four years as a pilot training clearing for crews at Kuala Lumpur

and was regarded as a good example of what a standard clearing should be.
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Operational trials with the Sycamore Mk 10 in Ulu Langat clearing near Kuala
Lumpur in 1953.

The Mk 14 sycamore could carry 2 stretchers athwartships (but rarely used the
upper stowage). A stretcher was sometimes not available and had to be manufactured
‘on the spot’. The passenger doors enlarged in the Mk 14 to facilitate stretcher
carriage are clearly shown.
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of the hydraulic controls in the Dragonfly and Whirlwind was swiftly overcome by

the Sycamore’s rapid and precise response to its controls. The feeling of positive
and direct contact with the main rotor through the stick gave a feeling of confidence

and provided an immediate warning of the need to make adjustments to the flexible

tabs on the blade trailing edges, by which the vibration caused by tracking and

aerodynamic balancing errors had to be corrected with annoying frequency. Apart

from these frequent rotor blade adjustment requirements, the Sycamore had a very

satisfactory serviceability rate compared with both the Dragonfly and the Whirlwind
Mk4.

The Sycamore was regarded with enthusiasm from the start in Malaya because of

its advantages over the Dragonfly in cabin size and performance, its positive

handUng characteristics and larger control margins, and its high serviceability rate.

It was a stimulating aircraft to fly and, with its positive stick feel and apparent

stability, it came as a great relief after the Dragonfly. For the first half of its 20

years in RAF service it shared with the Whirlwind Mks 2 and 4 all the helicopter

tasks undertaken by the RAF. As a result it was usually compared with the

Whirlwind and often to its disadvantage because of its smaller cabin space. But in

some circumstances, particularly at heights of 3000 feet and above and at high

temperatures as in Cyprus or Kenya, it proved superior to the Whirlwind Mk 2 in

performance. Nevertheless the Sycamore was originally adopted as a light helicopter

to replace the Dragonfly while the Whirlwind was described as a medium helicopter

and thought of as a troop carrier. That the Sycamore was frequently a satisfactory,
and sometimes even a better alternative in some theatres to the newer Whirlwind

Mk 2 was a tribute to its advanced design, which dated from the mid 1940s. It

became very popular with the pilots and when the last Dragonfly was replaced by

the Sycamore in July 1956 there were few regrets and many long sighs of rehef.

Introduction of the Whirlwind Mk 2/4 in Malaya

The Whirlwind, unlike the Sycamore, was not a new design, but a British copy of

the American Sikorsky S-55 built under licence by Westland. It had the standard

twist grip throttle and hydraulically assisted controls for cychc stick and collective

lever only, as in the Dragonfly. With its rotor head and blades derived from

the S-51 it had obvious similarities in handhng, but nevertheless represented a

considerable step forward from the Dragonfly.

The Whirlwind was the first in a line of Sikorsky helicopters using the configuration

in which the engine was housed in the nose with the pilot above and behind it, an

arrangement which allowed a relatively capacious cabin directly beneath the rotor

head and, combined with a larger offset of the flapping hinges, permitted loading and

unloading without the very awkward centre of gravity compensatory adjustments

necessary in the Dragonfly where the whole cabin was forward of the rotor head.

In addition the Whirlwind had the advantage of a large cabin seating ten passengers.
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Malay troops deplaning by rope from a Whirlwind Mk 4 of No 155 Squadron
in Malaya in 1957.

Deplaning from a landed Mk 4 Whirlwind.
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Disappointment however was to follow because the aircraft turned out to be

decidedly unsatisfactory in performance. It had been assumed, reasonably, that the

British version of an American aircraft already in service would be broadly similar

to its forbear in this respect and although the Whirlwind had undergone Ministry

of Supply trials it had not been possible for any of these to take place in Malaya.

Demonstrations too could be misleading: for example, in 1951 an S-55 belonging

to Westland Aircraft Ltd took part in an Army exercise on Salisbury Plain and

with judiciously arranged refuelling on a cool day and a brisk wind flew several

times with ten passengers on board. It was also claimed that the aircraft could

carry six stretcher cases and an attendant,(27) whereas in severe conditions in

Malaya, when the S-55 would be limited to four passengers the Whirlwind would

be struggling to hft two.(28)

Worse, an anomaly in the redesigned fuel system resulted in some 40 gallons in

the reeir tanks being unusable in flight and in consequence the actual payload would

be reduced to one soldier.(29) Even when this anomaly had been removed together

with various safety features (including the fire extinguishing system and self sealing

fuel tanks) the aircraft was still substantially heavier than the S-55 because certain

parts were constructed from standard gauge materials and when the British
standard varied from the American the thicker had to be used. Further, in these

early days of heUcopter operations it was not yet widely understood that a five per

cent increase in the basic weight of the aircraft (which was approximately the

increase in the weight of the Whirlwind over that of the S-55) was not a simple

matter of a small reduction in range, but required a compensatory reduction in

cabin payload (which could itself be as little as 11 per cent of the total weight). In

hmit conditions a variation in weight of less than one per cent could make the
difference between a successful 200 feet a minute vertical climb and failure to rise

from the ground cushion—and in Malaya that was often the same as being unable
to take off at all.

The Whirlwind Mk 4 was derived from the Mk 2 by altering the supercharger ratio

from 10.1 to 12.1. The purpose of this modification was twofold: to improve

performance at heights of 3000 feet and above,* and provide an emergency reserve

of power below that height by permitting overboosting of the engine when vitally

necessary. It was left to the pilot not to misuse this facility, which could be

employed by merely turning the throttle twist grip. No mechanical obstruction

existed to prevent this being done and in consequence there was a considerable

*The need for improved performance at higher altitudes was brought about by the

changing character of anti-terrorist operations in 1954 and the need for the security

forces to penetrate the more remote and mountainous jungle areas. The supercharger

ratio change conferred the minimum improvement necessary to permit operations

at higher altitudes.
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risk of engine damage—leading to an engine change or at best a period of unservice

ability while a special inspection was carried out—if overboosting had to be used.

Additionally, it was easy enough for overboosting to occur accidentally either

through mishandling or as an instinctive reaction to a dangerous situation. As a

result, pilots’ reports of such occurrences would on occasion take on some of the

character of a confession and it says much for their self-discipline that there was

never any evidence to suggest that these mishaps were being concealed.

The driving force behind the accelerated introduction of the Whirlwind into service

in Malaya was the urgent need to relieve and then replace the hard worked Naval

S-55s. High level discussions about the supply of additional S-55s from the United

States were proving inconclusive and throughout 1954 the overriding preoccupation
was the rate at which Whirlwinds could be obtained as an alternative. Further, as

the S-55s were dependent on American spares the arrival of the Whirlwinds—after

intense pressure—came as a considerable relief politically.(30)

However, even when a grossly inadequate performance had been improved by the

measures described above, a further disappointment was to follow. Weighing and

reweighing the aircraft as various items of equipment were removed revealed

unexpected anomalies and, belatedly, the fact that if the aircraft was weighed with

the blades on, the recorded centre of gavity position varied with the position of

the blades.(31) More disturbing was the discovery that continuous flight with the

centre of gravity position near either end of its permissible range—a state of affairs

which the pilot would hardly notice because of the greatly improved control range

as compared with the Dragonfly—caused a drastic reduction in the expected life of

the main rotor drive shaft.(32)

The engine installation in the Whirlwinds, both Mk 2 and Mk 4, was the Pratt and

Whitney Wasp which was also used in the Harvard, and of which large surplus

stocks were available—some 300 in 1955. These engines were overhauled by BOAC

under contract and subsequently modified for helicopter use by Alvis with dollar

purchased conversion kits.(33) At times throughout their service in Malaya—where

helicopter engines would spend a much higher proportion of their time at full power

than would a fixed wing installation—the Wasp engines suffered from a number of

faults. These included unexplained power deficiencies, very frequent magneto

defects, oil starvation and consequent mechanical collapse, as well as incorrect

assembly clearances, in the tappets for example. Starter troubles were also com

mon.(34) That the Whirlwind Mk 4 was eventually employed with success in Malaya

was therefore a triumph for the RAF engineering staffs and to some extent for the

pilots as well.

For the latter the Whirlwind Mk 4, when serviceable, was pleasanter and easier to

fly than the Dragonfly except for its awkward power limitations. Although it had full
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hydraulic assistance in cyclic and collective controls it could be flown successfully for

short periods in manual control in the event of hydraulic failure. Accurate flying in

manual control however was an art which had to be acquired; the main difficulty

lay in resisting the somewhat heavy lateral stick force which increased in proportion

to the forward speed.*

The Whirlwind was provided with duplicate hydraulic systems to guard against

total failure, but such failures could and occasionally did occur. Duplication however

did not extend to the operating jacks at the rotor head, and there was also a

condition in which failure in one part of the system could cause all the hydraulic

fluid—including that in the serviceable part of the system—to be exhausted. Regular

practice flights in full manual control were therefore introduced at the outset, pilots

being required to fly for about ten minutes before completing an airfield landing in
full manual control.

At first this exercise had to be carried out monthly by every pilot and it was

considered adequate if a pilot reverting to manual control in a genuine emergency

could under Malayan conditions reach an open space or even an Auster strip in up

to 30 minutes’ flying at 45 knots—which was normally possible. Pilots with greater

physical strength might manage a slightly higher speed or a slightly longer

period.(35)

In October 1955, however, practice flights in manual control were forbidden in

Malaya pending the installation of an emergency servo control modification.(36)

The emergency servo system consisted of supplying engine oil pressure to assist
the pilot with the lateral stick forces encountered when the hydraulic servo systems

failed; it by no means balanced the heavy forces encountered, but merely reduced

the side loading on the stick to some extent.

In February 1956 the restriction on practice flights in manual control was lifted,

but mandatory monthly practices were not reintroduced, probably because flying
hours were too valuable. It was also an uncomfortable and therefore unpopular

exercise. Thereafter manual control came to be regarded as a great misfortune and

one pilot who experienced it in May 1958, in spite of the assistance provided by

the emergency servo system, was so alarmed that although there was an Auster

strip only a mile or so behind him, he did not dare to attempt the turn necessary
to reach it. Instead, he laboured on for about 20 minutes in the approximate

direction in which he was facing until he came to  a small padang (village green)

where he made a running landing under only partial control and had to brake the

aircraft so fiercely that the tail cone jerked up into the main rotor disc causing

*The reactions of pilots to this feature provided  a very revealing insight into their
attitudes and opinions.
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considerable damage. He was warmly congratulated on his survival and on avoiding

the trees at the end of the padang.(37) Such was the shift in the official attitude to

flight in manual control in the course of the first four years of operations.

POLICY DEVELOPMENTS TO MEET THE DEMAND FOR HELICOPTER

SUPPORT IN MALAYA

By 1954 the problem of providing enough helicopters to meet the commitment in

Malaya was causing the greatest concern at the highest political and military levels

and a surge of activity in the policy-making and engineering fields. Time had always

been short: with no tactical helicopter force previously envisaged, the task had
been to assemble within a few months of Sir Gerald Templer’s arrival as Director

of Operations in late 1952 a fleet of suitable helicopters and the facilities for keeping
them serviceable. Hence the use of the Naval S-55s as a stopgap and the plan to

replace them with RAF Whirlwinds after a year, at the beginning of 1954.(38)

The commitment to the Director of Operations was plain: to provide a helicopter

force to meet his clearly defined requirements. It should consist, according to his

calculations, of enough medium helicopters to lift two infantry companies in different

parts of the Federation on any one day, and periodically to lift the Federal Reserve

Battalion of four infantry companies.(39) Further, by the beginning of 1955 medium

helicopter support (Whirlwinds or S-55s) would be required to start one deep jungle

operation every month and complete any previous operation; provide reliefs for two

operations in progress; carry out 21 area domination operations and provide six

airlifts of 90 men each against opportunity targets. In addition, up to five jungle

forts required regular relief every six months and eight required monthly visits by
teams of administrators.

For the light helicopters (Dragonflys or Sycamores) the task was estimated at two

casualty evacuations, three communications and two tactical reconnaissance sorties

every day.

For these tasks a minimum of ten medium and ten light helicopters would be

required at any one time, or an establishment of 18 in each case.(40) To meet this

requirement it was planned to provide 17 Whirlwinds plus three in reserve and 14

Sycamores with a gradual build up of Single Pioneers to undertake part of the

communications task. As a precaution against delay in delivery, arrangements were

also made to retain the Naval squadron of S-55s in Malaya at least until April
1955.(41)

It was a precaution which was soon to be justified: by mid 1954 the delays in the

manufacture and clearance of the Whirlwind were causing considerable concern and

the Ministry of Supply ‘Controller of Aircraft release’ (CA release) for the Sycamore
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Mk 14 which was due to replace the Dragonfly in the latter part of 1954 was also

taking longer than expected. As a result the Air Ministry, mindful of General

Templer’s warning that the rapid build up of the helicopter force to its planned
size was essential to success in the anti-terrorist campaign,(42) applied heavy

pressure to the Ministry of Supply but was eventually forced to circumvent all

normal procedures (including financial) (43) to arrange despatch by sea in May

1954 of both Whirlwinds and Sycamores before the pending CA releases were

obtained.(44)

As the Sycamore had already undergone a brief operational trial period the haste

with which it was despatched to the Far East did no harm. It performed well from

the outset and progressively replaced the Dragonfly between October 1954 and

July 1956.(45)

The Whirlwind however was in dire trouble immediately. The change in the super

charger ratio which produced the Mk 4 had been no more than a last minute

attempt to improve performance for Malayan conditions (46)—the first supercharger

modification being carried out at Seletar when the aircraft arrived there in mid

1954. It failed however to disguise the Whirlwind’s gross inadequacy in other

respects, and the fact that the Whirlwind’s payload did not match even that of the

Sycamore and was only marginally better than that of the Dragonfly (47) caused

consternation among the RAF and Army authorities in Malaya, as did the revelation

that some 40 gallons of fuel in the rear tanks—often the maximum fuel load in

Malaya—was unusable in flight as already explained.(48)

The consequences of this setback could have been of the utmost seriousness as the

success of forthcoming operations depended on the availability of the 10 S-55s a

day (or their equivalent) as had been promised. T regret to tell you,’ wrote the

AOC Malaya to the Director of Operational Requirements (Air), ‘that your wretched

Whirlwind is a complete washout, mainly because of its average increase in weight

of 374 pounds above the S-55 and its fantastic fuel system . .. Apart from this the

workmanship and inspection of the aircraft has been appalling ... However, the

significant feature is that it cannot do the job for which we have it . . .’(49) And by

now the problem had reached ministerial level.(50)

The solution proposed by the new Director of Operations, General Bourne, in a

report to the Chiefs of Staff (30 November 1954) was to retain No 848 Squadron

beyond April 1955 and until further notice against his reiterated demand for 10

S-55s (or their equivalent) a day.(51) The eight S-55s which remained in No 848

Squadron were expected to be reduced by wastage to six by December 1954; of

these three or four could be available each day and by then there would also be
four or five Whirlwind Mk 4s. If each of these carried between half and two thirds

of the payload of the S-55, the daily availability would still be no more than the

equivalent of six S-55s.(52) General Bourne did not describe this as merely inad-
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A Whirlwind Mk 4 of No 155 Squadron in a training clearing in Malaya.
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Troops deplaning by rope from a Sycamore Mk 14 of No 194 Squadron in Malaya in
1956.
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equate; it would quite definitely place very severe restrictions on prospective

operations, a statement which indicated the status which the helicopter had achieved

after three years of activity. His recommendation therefore was for a further

application to the United States to obtain more S-55s.(53)

The RAF was not alone in the Whirlwind fiasco. Five Naval Whirlwind Mk Is

(similar to the RAF Mk 2s) had been sent out to support the S-55s in No 848

Squadron when it had become known that it was to be retained in Malaya beyond

the middle of 1954 and would therefore become a wasting force. With the same

10.1 supercharger ratio as the Mk 2, the Mk 1 was even more unsuitable than the

Mk 4 for service in Malaya (54) and suffered from all its other defects. It could not
be said however that the Mk 1 had been forced into service with undue haste,

although it might be argued that the intention had never been to operate it inside

Malaya but merely to use it as a replacement for the S-55 in the anti-submarine

and SAR roles. The Mk Is were therefore rejected even as support for the

Sycamores, which were already being described as highly satisfactory and were

normally carrying a useful load of three men in the communications role.(55)

A detailed examination of the situation by the Air Ministry and the Admiralty
then followed at the end of which two conclusions were reached; first, that the five
Mk Is should be returned to the SAR role for which they had been intended, and

second that there was no prospect of re-engining the RAF Whirlwinds before 1957,

by which time the twin engined twin rotor Bristol 173 on order for SAR duties

and as the Whirlwind replacement should be in service.(56) It was also agreed that

an approach to the United States for more S-55s would be unwise as the original

one year only diversion of No 848 Squadron from the NATO area had required the

authority of the President himself (57) and the question of the squadron’s with

drawal from Malaya might therefore be raised—the United States being generally

unenthusiastic about giving assistance in colonial problems.

The solution therefore was to reduce aircraft weight by clearing the Mk 4 to fly

without fire equipment, replacing self-sealing tanks with bag tanks and obtaining

from the Ministry of Supply a list of all the equipment and structural members

(cabin doors, cowlings etc) which could be removed for special operations.(58) Urgent

action was also to be taken to modify the fuel system and remove the anomaly of

the unusable fuel. By these means it was hoped to reduce the performance gap
between the Whirlwind Mk 4 and the S-55 from three troops carried to one, and,

by retaining No 848 Squadron indefinitely, to meet the trooplift requirement of 10

S-55s a day with a mixture of S-55s and Whirlwind Mk 4s by the end of March

1955.(59)

Meanwhile, the Air Ministry suggested, the Sycamore could be used to some extent

for trooplifts. The objection raised by FEAF had been that its low ground clearance

made it unsuitable, but in fact the fuselage ground clearance of the Sycamore
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Mk 14 was greater than that of the Whirlwind and its smaller rotor ground clearance

could often be offset by pilot handling technique (60)—a view which was fully

justified when in later operations in Malaya the Sycamores carried out all helicopter

tasks required, including troop deployment.

Technical and Supply Problems in the Whirlwinds and Sycamores in Malaya

Both Whirlwinds and Sycamores suffered severely during the main period of their

employment in Malaya (1954-60) from chronic shortages of various classes of

spares, and from incorrectly assembled or badly manufactured components sent

out from the United Kingdom. The Whirlwinds, for example, were plagued from

the outset by bad electrical connections and soldering, and by the inadequate

weatherproofing of components.(61)

By February 1955 the modifications to the Whirlwind fuel system had been

incorporated, but in May a long saga of servicing problems began when the first

signs of trouble appeared in the wooden rotor blades of the Sycamore, a fault which

remained uncured for the next four years.(62) The Whirlwind rotor also was not

immune to blade problems as in August FEAF Headquarters reported that the

Whirlwind rotor blades headed the list of unserviceability problems with servo

control jacks in second place.(63)

In addition to the difficulties already mentioned (starter motor troubles in both

aircraft types, a modification to the emergency servo system in the Whirlwind, and

a succession of faults in its Wasp engines)* there were other problems, notably a

periodic slipping of the torque limiting clutch in the Sycamore transmission,t often

caused by inadequate degreasing of the units before despatch to Malaya (an

aircraft crashed in 1956 in consequence) and tail cone attachment difficulties in the

Whirlwind which led to a fatal accident and the consequent grounding of the fleet.

One of the most constant sources of trouble, however, was the unexplained vari

ations in performance which afflicted the Sycamore rotor blades (see p 68). A

modification consisting of a new coating for the blades only added to the trouble

as it did not achieve the constant blade performance improvement required and its

abandonment was followed by a critical shortage of unmodified blades.(64) That

radical changes of this kind could be carried out only at Filton, where the rotor

blades could be subsequently whirled and balanced on a special test tower, added

to the problem.

*See p 74.

tA device to protect the main rotor and transmission from shock loading in the

event (frequently experienced) of an accidental engagement of the centrifugal main

clutch due to a burst of power during engine starting.
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A quite separate joint service decision in London to colour all helicopter rotor

blades medium sea grey on top aggravated the difficulty because the result in

Malaya was an increase in internal blade temperature of 25 degrees Fahrenheit

compared with white painted blades.(65) Meanwhile although the manufacturers

were making strenuous efforts to solve the Sycamore blade problems, they were

proving very difficult to identify. One line of experiment was an attempt to

devise a finish which would exclude the damp Malayan atmosphere. Eventually a

modification involving an adjustment to the cordwise C of G was made and shortly

afterwards, in February 1959, a Sycamore suffered the first complete blade failure

in flight with fatal consequences for all on board. Two months later an exactly

similar incident led to the grounding of the whole Sycamore force for a complete

re-examination of the rotor blade problem.(66) Almost exactly a year later a new

standard of rotor blade was ready for testing at Seletar and between March and

July 1960 the Sycamore progressively resumed its original role in Malaya.

However much heUcopter operations in Malaya might be coloured for individuals

by such traumatic occurrences as the Whirlwind tail cone failure and the two

complete Sycamore rotor blade failures, the fact remained that the helicopter force

had been created in response to an urgent operational requirement and without the

opportunity for adequate planning. The assembling of the required number of

aircraft was only one aspect of the problem; the absence of organised pilot training

at the start was largely offset by the experience and flying background of the pilots

selected for the task (nearly all were over 35). The lack of technicians with helicopter

experience was partly overcome by the expertise of the RAF engineering branch,

assisted from time to time by representatives from the aircraft and engine manufac

turers; hydraulic controls and metal blades, for example, were fitted to Mk 2

Dragonflys to convert them into Mk 4s by airmen who had never previously worked

on hehcopters.(67)

The technical problems in the Whirlwind would have had less impact had there

been an adequate spares backing; in November 1955, for example, seven out of 17

Whirlwinds were unserviceable awaiting spares from the United Kingdom.(68) There
had been no data however from which to construct  a satisfactory spares supply

system and no time to establish one; nor were the manufacturers geared to meet

the demand or experienced enough to foresee the problems which might arise. The

Sycamores were not plagued by the same general technical unrehability and their

spares supply was not placed under the same degree of strain. What made the
defects in their main rotor blades so much more serious was that the remedy could

be applied only at Filton and as the wooden blades were largely hand made no

rapid increase in production was possible to meet changes in standard of finish.

In sum, in terms of the all important factor of regular availability, the Whirlwind

in one of its best years, 1956, achieved a serviceability rate no higher than 41 per
cent and the entire Whirlwind force was out of the line on four occasions in 1957
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for technical reasons.(69) Before its long grounding in 1959 the Sycamore had a

decidedly better record: in 1957, an average year, its overall serviceability rate,

was 63 per cent.(70)

ADDITIONAL HELICOPTER ROLES IN THE MALAYAN CAMPAIGN

Once the helicopter force in Malaya had reached the minimum size needed to meet

the requirements of the Director of Operations—that is, broadly speaking by late

1954—its task was to maintain the roles already developed for as long as the war

went on. The Sycamores progressively replaced the Dragonflys of No 194 Squadron
between October 1954 and August 1956 and by late 1955 No 155 Squadron
operation at full strength with Whirlwind Mk 4s. The roles of tactical trooping,

casualty evacuation and communications were successfully fulfilled, and—character

istically with helicopters—further roles were added from time to time.

was in

Apart from crop spraying, which had already proved its strategic value in the anti

terrorist war, by far the most important new role was the use of helicopters in

urban areas when disorder or rioting was occurring or threatened. The Dragonfly

had shown the importance of aerial patrolling during the Maria Hertogh Muslim

riots of 1950 (see p 44) and during the much more serious political riots in Singapore

in October 1956 three Whirlwinds of No 155 Squadron played a very important

part in giving aid to the civil power in collaboration with the police and the Array,

flying 136 sorties for a total of 90 flying hours.

After eight years of emergency regulations in Singapore including the death penalty

for carrying arms, helicopters could operate without fear of opposition. The weapons

they used were of three kinds: tear gas to disperse crowds, indelible dye to make

participants identifiable later and propaganda leaflets. In addition, helicopters could

often disperse crowds, and prevent them from reforming later, entirely by their

own action and without summoning the ground forces; a crowd of 200 students,

for example, stoning vehicles on the Bukit Timah road was dispersed by the use of

tear gas and indelible dye.

The helicopter’s greatest advantage was its ability to monitor the situation continu

ously from a platform immune from retaHation and to direct police and Army

patrols rapidly to wherever they were needed, so generating an awed respect for

the security forces and their capacity for rapid response. The part which the
helicopter played in Singapore in 1956 was therefore of considerable significance,

and the results were to have far reaching consequences. ‘The successful suppression

of these poUtical riots,’ wrote the officer in charge of the Singapore Government’s

Information Service, Mr G G Tompson, ‘enabled the leaders to be removed and

Lee Kuan Yew to meet the political challenge as prime minister in 1961-62;
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otherwise the story would have been quite different.’ The riots were thus ‘a critical

point in the history of Singapore’.(71)

Before the riots of 1956 helicopters had not been written formally into Singapore’s

internal security contingency plans and there was the seemingly inevitable problem

of radio incompatibility. But from then on helicopters were invariably called upon

to assist the police whenever the situation demanded,(72) and in September 1957

two Sycamores were detached to Hong Kong in readiness for the October elections;

there was no trouble however. In the same year a modification was developed which

permitted the safe launching from the Whirlwind of tear gas grenades in clusters

of eight in a three second period with a 10 yard accuracy from heights of between
100 and 200 feet.(73)

One local modification found necessary was a type of stretcher cage fitted beneath

the Dragonfly in which to carry dead terrorists back for identification. It was no

longer necessary to decapitate them and send only their heads back, as had once

been done (see p 34), but with the security forces beginning to gain the upper hand

after 1953 there were enough of the terrorists to be transported to make their

carriage outside the aircraft eminently desirable in a tropical climate. A special

body carrier was therefore constructed to be fixed beneath the fuselage, making

loading and unloading simple and expeditious.(74)

Among the many communications flights carried out by the helicopters those for

the Director of Operations were of special interest. In Malaya the terrain offered

infinite opportunities for ambush and for General Templer to travel by road was a

difficult and dangerous procedure involving large troop deployments to secure the

route and the use of a heavily armoured convoy, in all an operation which was

expensive in manpower, uncomfortable and, not least, bad for the morale of those

being visited. Additionally, the High Commissioner’s taste for arriving at remote

places by helicopter, usually unannounced for security reasons, resulted in a

degree of alertness and purposeful activity whenever a passing helicopter landed

unexpectedly, perhaps through fuel shortage, unserviceability or crew fatigue.(75)

The Paratrooping and Search and Rescue Roles

Paratrooping had been foreseen as a helicopter role at an early stage of operations

and successful experiments had been carried out in the S*55s of No 848 Squadron

during their initial performance trials in Malaya in 1953.(76) In fact, however, at

the same time as the helicopter demonstrated its value as a paratrooping aircraft,

it also virtually eliminated the parachute as a method of delivering troops in

strength—it was obviously better to land them by helicopter wherever possible.

Since the first use in Malaya of paratroops from fixed wing aircraft during Operation

Helsby in February 1952 (see p 47) considerable thought and training had been
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devoted to developing and improving the techniques of parachuting into jungle and

a very satisfactory method had been discovered of using abseil gear to reach the

ground once the parachute canopy had been lodged in the tree tops.(77)

Few opportunities, however, occurred for major paratrooping operations against

the terrorists after 1954 because an expanding helicopter force was proving itself

capable of landing a greater number of specialist troops in the jungle more quickly

and with less risk of personal injury than could be parachuted from the fixed wing
transport aircraft previously used.

When paratroops were used on combined operations they were usually the precur

sors of troop carrying helicopters, but if it was necessary to achieve an extremely

accurate drop into a very small target area, the heHcopter could be used to great
effect, particularly when the objective was rescue and no clearing existed for the

hehcopter to land. Thus the technique for parachuting into trees became a special

ised element of casualty evacuation and rescue operations, and proved to be of the
greatest value on a number of occasions.

Drops were made from Whirlwinds at a height of 1000 feet with a forward airspeed
of about 20 knots heading into wind and using static fine parachute deployment.

Ground speed was thus insignificant, the dropping zone was in full view of the

paratroops and the drops could be made with full parachute deployment in the

vertical position without swing or oscillation. Great accuracy could therefore be

achieved with the minimum of practice by aircrews or ground troops. The beam
fitted to the cabin roof beneath the gearbox for static fine attachment was not

used except by the despatcher because of the risk of the static fine being fouled

during the drop. Instead, an additional attachment point was fitted on the main

fuselage member at the forward port side of the cabin. A felt cover was fitted to

the cabin floor, the shding door removed and the starboard undercarriage members

covered with masking tape; no other preparation was required. On operational

drops no more than three paratroops and a despatcher could be carried because

each paratrooper had up to 80 lb of arms and equipment with him including the
abseil gear for lowering himself to the ground after his canopy had lodged in the
tree tops.(78)

It was the troops of 22 Special Air Service Regiment who developed and became

the main exponents of jungle paratrooping. They supphed jungle clearing parties

for the construction of helicopter landing zones and parachute trained doctors for

the emergency treatment of casualties where no helicopter landing zone existed. In

June 1956, however, a Far East Air Force Jungle Rescue Team was formed at the

Far East Parachute School at Changi from volunteers and trained in parachuting
into the jungle.(79) It corresponded to the Desert Rescue Teams in the Middle East
and the Mountain Rescue Teams which were formed much later in the United

Kingdom.
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One example of their work may be recorded as it shows something of the conditions

under which the rescue helicopters were operating.(80) In August 1957 a Valetta

crashed at 4000 feet up a jungle covered ridge in central Malaya after completing

a leaflet drop. The wreck was found by an AOP Flight Auster and it seemed

scarcely possible that there could be any survivors. The FEAF Jungle Rescue

Team, however, was flown to Kuala Lumpur to join the Special Air Service rescue

team. A combined party of 12, including a doctor, were then flown by Whirlwind

to near the site of the crash and parachuted into the trees. All completed the drop

without injury and reached the wreck only two hours later.

So severe had been the impact of the crash that no part of the aircraft was

immediately recognisable but closer inspection revealed the badly burned front

portion beneath the twisted and wholly collapsed fuselage. Of the three aircrew

and four RASC despatchers there was no sign until  a roughly built shelter was

discovered 30 yards from the wreck and then another 300 yards away with two of
the RASC men inside. The other two had also survived but were attempting to

walk out of the jungle. They were found by helicopter, supplied and told to rejoin
the others. The three aircrew had aH been killed but the four despatchers in the

back of the aircraft had survived because they had received an emergency warning

from the captain and were strapped into their rearward facing seats. AU were

burned to some extent as the aircraft exploded shortly after they left it. They then

moved away from the crash, contrary to normal survival training, because they
were afraid that there were terrorists in the area, and had been unable to find their

way back although the second shelter they built was only 300 yards away.

The distance to the nearest road was some 10000 yards, two days’ travel for a

patrol and seven to ten days’ with casualties. Eight members of the rescue team

began preparing a helicopter landing zone using plastic explosives and mechanical

saws supplied by helicopter parachute drop, and at the end of the second day six

more men were parachuted in to help. By noon on the third day the landing zone

was ready to receive a helicopter, and a Sycamore, operating from a nearby

detachment specially set up for the occasion, began a shuttle service bringing in

members of the Court of Inquiry and taking the casualties out one at a time (the
altitude was 4000 feet).

On the fourth day the helicopter continued the shuttle intermittently, as the cloud

base varied, lifting out the Court of Inquiry members and some of the rescue party

while awaiting the return of the two survivors who had attempted to walk out (the

heUcopter could not afford to stop its engine to wait on the landing zone). At noon

on the fourth day the two arrived back at the crash site and in the late afternoon

the helicopter was able to get in and out of the landing zone twice more to lift
them out.
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The remaining members of the rescue team had to walk out because at that point

the helicopter pilots declined, once the operational urgency had been removed, to

attempt the very difficult landing zone approach again. In this they were acting

wholly in accordance with established principle in the theatre, but it was also a

decision of peculiar significance: acting on their own initiative, they had decided
that once all the survivors had been taken out further risk to the aircraft was no

longer justified. The need to conserve the aircraft, and its appreciation by all

concerned, is therefore one of the insights which this rescue operation provides; it

also illustrates the problems caused by the terrain and the use of underpowered

helicopters, and not least the skill of the pilots and the degree of stress under

which they worked.

For those operating helicopters in Malaya, paratrooping from them was important

mainly in the rescue role as an extension of the casualty evacuation task and

became indistinguishable from what was known elsewhere as ‘search and rescue’

over land. In December 1957 serious flooding in Ceylon led to a request for

international assistance. Three Sycamores of No 194 Squadron were embarked on
the American aircraft carrier Princeton and taken to Ceylon where they flew 105

hours in seven days on supply and evacuation duties, subsequently returning to

Singapore by the same means.(81)

As the Malayan emergency drew to its close, the helicopter force was reduced in

numbers and moved from Kuala Lumpur to Butterworth in August 1959. Trooplift

ing operations continued at a declining rate, but casualty evacuation remained a

responsibility with, as an added task, a sea rescue standby for the Australian

fighter squadron then stationed at Butterworth. The Sycamores could undertake

winch operations over the sea and in February 1960 those at Butterworth were

fitted with SARAH (Search and Rescue Aerial Homing) radar equipment which

permitted search and rescue aircraft to home on a survivor.(82)

Thus the role of search and rescue was naturally assumed by the tactical helicopter

force, having been its second (but not necessarily secondary) role throughout its

life in Malaya from the time when it grew out of the Casualty Evacuation Flight,

itself specifically established in 1950 for that role alone. This sequence of events,
the quick transition from an identifiable search and rescue role to a much larger—but

unquantifiable—tactical army support requirement was repeated in other overseas

theatres, notably Cyprus.

SQUADRON FORMATIONS AND DEPLOYMENTS IN FEAF

The RAF Whirlwind squadron, No 155, was formed at Kuala Lumpur in September

1954 with most of its personnel, including the squadron commander, Sqn Ldr N H

Jackson-Smith, drawn from No 194 Squadron which was already in residence there.
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In formal terms the new squadron’s roles were identical with those of No 194

Squadron although the intention was to use it mainly for trooplifting. However,

the various technical problems already described prevented it from taking its full

part in trooping until the second quarter of 1955. In June 1955 the Naval Mk 1

Whirlwinds which had been attached to the squadron in the forlorn hope of helping

it through its early difficulties returned to Naval SAR duties in Europe (83) and

the Mk 4 Whirlwinds, now under Sqn Ldr L L Harland, began to make their main

contribution to the trooping task alongside No 848 Squadron.

By the end of 1955 the 20 Whirlwinds of No 155 Squadron with the 10 Sycamores

and four Dragonflys of No 194, and the remaining S-55s of No 848, were just

able to meet all reasonable demands for helicopter support. The improvement in

availability also permitted a degree of decentralisation with the result that more

permanent detachments could be located near the major scenes of operation, able

to respond to opportunity demands—a far better practice than that of allocating

temporary detachments for the duration of individual pre-planned operations. In

May 1955, for example, three Whirlwinds and one Sycamore were deployed at

Kluang in Johore in support of the 17th Gurkha Infantry Division, and one

Sycamore was detailed to Ipoh in Perak in support of the 1st Federal Infantry

Brigade. Operations in south, central and north Malaya were thus covered;(84) all

the helicopters involved however remained under the direct tasking control of the

Joint Operations Centre established in February 1954 at Kuala Lumpur.

In March 1956 the Whirlwind/S-55 force was redeployed to facilitate second line

servicing: the Whirlwinds of No 155 Squadron were withdrawn from Kluang to

Kuala Lumpur and No 848 Squadron was moved back from Kuala Lumpur to the

Naval servicing base which was still at Sembawang whence it continued to provide

the Kluang detachment in the south until December 1956. By then the S-55s had
reached the end of their useful life and a series of accidents compelled the withdrawal

of No 848 Squadron after an exacting tour of nearly four years in Malaya.(85)

The disestablishment of the S-55 squadron at the end of 1956 left 17 Whirlwinds

of No 155 Squadron and 14 Sycamores of No 194 Squadron to meet all demands

for helicopter support in Malaya, a target which they just succeeded in achieving.

The demand for helicopter support began to fall away in 1957 as the situation in

Malaya improved, a decline which—as fortune would have it—coincided with the

growing technical problems with the Whirlwind.

Concurrent pressures to supply helicopters to the Middle East and to build up

SAR units at home led the Air Ministry to carry out a worldwide survey of new

requirements, which showed that there was a net shortage of Whirlwinds. Priorities

had therefore to be adjusted. No 224 Group (which had replaced Air Headquarters

Malaya on 31 August 1957 following Malayan independence) responded by offering
in October 1957 to reduce their Whirlwind establishment by five, and after a further
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Whirlwinds Mk 4 of No 155 Squadron near Kuala Lumpur in 1956.
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A Sycamore Mk 14 of No 110 Squadron paying a regular visit to a jungle fort in
North Malaya in the closing days of the ‘Emergency’. (Pilot Fit Lt B Cann).
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plea from the Air Ministry in November agreed to  a total reduction of nine, leaving

eight Whirlwinds and 14 Sycamores.(86) Shortly afterwards the Air Ministry

decided that since the Whirlwind was limited by inadequate performance in Malaya

and the Sycamore by cabin space for SAR work at home, it would be better to

withdraw the Whirlwinds from Malaya and use them to replace the Sycamores in

the SAR units at home, leaving the Malayan tasks to be carried out by Sycamores
alone.

The latter had by this time acquired an excellent reputation in Malaya. In spite of

continuing problems with rotor blade distortion, evidently caused by the high-

temperature, high humidity atmosphere, the Sycamore’s general serviceability rate

was high—while that of the Whirlwind was very unsatisfactory and getting worse.

EarUer fears about the low ground clearance of the Sycamore rotor had been

dispelled by experience and the operational payload was scarcely less than that of
the Whirlwind.

FEAF Headquarters readily agreed to the changeover and the Whirlwind rundown

was due to be completed by early 1959.(87) By March 1959 No 224 Group was able

to advise FEAF Headquarters that when RAF Kuala Lumpur was transferred to

the Royal Malayan Air Force later in the year and RAF helicopters moved to the

RAAF base at Butterworth to support residual operations near the Thai border,

the whole helicopter support task, including tactical troop deployment, could be

carried out with an establishment of 12 Sycamores.(88)

In the following month, however, the second of the two fatal Sycamore crashes

caused by main rotor blade disintegration and the consequent grounding of the

whole Sycamore force for a radical reappraisal of the rotor blade problem put a

temporary stop to these plans.(89) As operations in Malaya still depended on the

helicopter for troop deployment and casualty evacuation there could be no question

of withdrawing the Whirlwinds from the Far East whatever the pressures in Europe

or the Middle East. The five remaining Whirlwinds had therefore to stay in Malaya

and even be reinforced by three from the United Kingdom. Nos 194 and 155

Squadrons were disbanded at Kuala Lumpur in June 1959 and together reformed

as No 110 Suadron with five Whirlwinds. In August 1959 the squadron moved to

RAAF Butterworth with an establishment of eight Whirlwinds, the remaining 13

Sycamores being stored at Seletar awaiting a solution of the rotor blade problem.(90)

The arrival of No 110 Squadron marked the beginning of the last chapter in the

story of helicopter operations in Malaya and also formed a link with the second

great occasion on which helicopters provided essential support to the ground forces

in the Far East—the operations in Borneo.

One Whirlwind remained at Kuala Lumpur in support of mopping up operations in

eastern central Malaya until the end of 1959, while the squadron's remaining seven
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Whirlwinds, based at Butterworth, carried on with the main troopUfting and

casualty evacuation task near the Thai border.* By the beginning of 1960 operations

were concentrated in the north and the troops employed were mainly Malay,

Australian and New Zealand. The heUcopter crews, although still faced with the

same difficult terrain, were no longer under the unremitting pressure of earlier

years. The war had been won and although trooplifts and aeromeds continued in

some degree until early 1963 the emergency ended formally in August 1960

when the atmosphere became more relaxed. Seaside Butterworth was much more

congenial than the humid claustrophobic atmosphere of Kuala Lumpur and the flat

open paddy fields were a welcome relief from the sinister jungle. Most families

lived on Penang Island, then and until after the Borneo campaign a most popular
leave centre.

In February 1960 the Sycamores began to emerge from their enforced retirement,

trials being held at Kuala Lumpur with a new batch of rotor blades. The tests were

satisfactory (91) and in the course of the next four months the Sycamores began

once more to replace the Whirlwinds a year later than originally planned, the last
of the Whirlwinds leaving in June 1960 and the thirteenth and final Sycamore

arriving on the squadron in the following September. The modified Sycamore blades,

combined with a new clearance to use an extra 2" engine boost, were now giving a

very satisfactory performance.(92)

Of special interest among Sycamore operations between the summer of 1960 and

the end of 1962 were: the rescue in July 1960 (in conjunction with the FEAF Jungle

Rescue Team) of two Australian pilots who had ejected into the jungle after a

collision; and the lifting three months later of 200 men of the East Anglian

Regiment by shuttle with four aircraft. In July 1962 a record lift of 582 troops

and 9300 lb of freight was carried out by nine Sycamores. By the end of 1962

however operations had been reduced to the basic tasks of aeromed (a total of

822 had been carried out since the unit moved to Butterworth) and the regular

communications flights round the jungle forts, a task known as Fort Express.

Additionally, every six months or so two Sycamores were required to take part in

internal security exercises in Singapore, helicopters having been included in these
since the 1956 riots.(93)

From 1958 to 1960 as Sycamores replaced Whirlwinds (1958), Whirlwinds replaced

Sycamores (1959) and Sycamores replaced Whirlwinds again (1960), aircraft type

conversions for new pilots were included in the normal squadron operational training

responsibilities. In addition. No 110 Squadron attempted some experimental night

flying training in June 1961—the first heficopter night flying for those pilots who

had undergone basic training at CFS before it became part of the syllabus. As for

*Casualty evacuations were now called aeromeds.
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a formal CFS categorisation scheme, none was applied to No 110 Squadron until

July 1962 (when crews found little difficulty in reaching a very satisfactory stan

dard), although there had been periodic standardisation visits by a CFS helicopter
team since 1955.(94)

There was a short hiatus in September 1962 when a fatal accident was found to

have been caused by tail rotor blade disintegration.(95) All Sycamores tail rotor

blades had then to be replaced by sets with a different blade finish—final proof, if

any was still needed, that the use of wooden components in Malayan atmospheric

conditions was a recipe for trouble.

In October 1962 one Sycamore was detached to Gan in support of the RAF

Regiment which had been sent to the Maldives in response to civil unrest there
(Operation Flair). The aircraft returned to Butterworth in February 1963. A

Sycamore was again sent to Gan in September 1963 for SAR duties where it

remained until June of the following year to be activated if required, although the

crews were withdrawn in the previous October; the aircraft was never called upon
to function in the SAR role.(96)

For the helicopters in Malaya 1963 was a period of transition between the end of

Malayan operations and the start of the Borneo campaign, and throughout that

year No 110 Squadron had concurrent responsibilities in both areas. The operations
in Borneo began in December 1962 with the Brunei revolt and on Christmas Eve

two Sycamores were flown to Seletar and taken to Brunei by Beverley to support

the ground troops there.(97) The build up of helicopters in Borneo was to come

mainly from the United Kingdom but the initial two Sycamores from No 110

Squadron—itself the resident helicopter garrison—were reinforced by a third in

January and developed gradually into a permanent detachment continuing through

out the year. In addition, in July a long term detachment of six Whirlwinds Mk 10

from No 110 Squadron began operations at Kuching in Sarawak.

The second generation of RAF operational helicopters was now beginning to appear
in the form of Belvederes and Whirlwind Mk 10s, turbine engined helicopters to
replace their piston engined predecessors (Phase 3). The Mk 10 Whirlwinds began

to arrive on No 110 Squadron in July 1963 and replaced the Sycamores on the

Brunei detachment in September, moving to Labuan in February 1964.(98)

As Seletar was the new main helicopter base in the Far East No 110 Squadron
found itself operating the Brunei and Kuching detachments through Seletar, while
continuing to meet the Malayan support commitment from Butterworth.

Trooplifts were still continuing in the north of Malaya and in April 1963 a

detachment of Sycamores was sent to Kroh in support of joint Malayan/Thai troop
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operations over the Thailand border; by July the cumulative total of aeromeds had
reached 1221.(99)

From July 1963 Whirlwind Mk 10s gradually replaced the Sycamores, although the

latter continued to support Malayan operations until September 1964 when they

were finally withdrawn from the Far East with the exception of two retained at

Seletar until May 1967 for VIP communications duties.

In January 1964 Seletar became the squadron base and Butterworth the detachment

for the disappearing Malayan commitment, reduced by the latter part of 1964 to a

search and rescue standby—with Whirlwind Mk 10s—on behalf of the AustraUan

fighter squadron at Butterworth. Support for the jungle forts came to be provided

by the new Royal Malaysian Air Force using Alouette hehcopters and Pioneers,

and RAAF Iroquois helicopters also began to carry out some of the tasks. The

RAF Butterworth detachment was finally withdrawn to Seletar in October 1964

except for one Whirlwind Mk 10 left behind for SAR duties. All effort was now
directed to Borneo.(lOO)

HeUcopter Crewmen

From 1950 to 1965 heficopter crewmen were found from among servicing personnel.

The need for them had been officially recognised at the time of the Casualty

Evacuation Flight (1950-52) and they were formally included in the establishments

of Nos 194 and 155 Squadrons at corporal or junior technician level. The shortage

of helicopter ground crews, however, meant that this part of the establishment was

rarely filled. As late as November 1954 No 194 Squadron still had no crewmen

posted to it to fill its eight vacancies, and was selecting and training technicians

as crewmen from among its own servicing personnel.(lOl) With the arrival of the

Whirlwind with its passenger compartment separated from the pilot the need for

crewmen became all the more urgent, but power Umitations still prevented them

from being carried on the final stages of operational sorties, and with the aircraft

away from base the technician function of the crewman was still regarded as of

first importance—a situation which still continued even with the growing frequency

of maritime SAR tasks after 1960 when No 110 Squadron was based at Butterworth.

The technical personnel chosen were trained to a perfectly acceptable standard on

the squadron—winch operations were included in the training—and it was not until

the end of 1965 that they were replaced in the Far East by senior NCO aircrew in

the form of retrained flight engineers.(102)

Summary

Between 1952 and 1960, the formal end of the Malayan emergency, the total

number of troops lifted by helicopter exceeded 110000. In the communications role

19000 passengers and two and a half million pounds of freight were carried. Between
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1950 and 1960 almost exactly 5000 casualties were evacuated by helicopter in

Malaya, numerous lives being saved in the process.(103) In addition, helicopters

had been largely responsible for carrying the offensive to the terrorists’ jungle

hideouts, a major factor in their ultimate defeat.

So ended an era not merely for Malaya, but also for the helicopter which had begun

its service as a very doubtful proposition and at best a useful adjunct to ground

operations, and finally became estabUshed as an essential element in fighting the

guerrilla kind of war.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE MALAYAN EXPERIENCE ON THE CHOICE OF

THE NEXT GENERATION OF HELICOPTERS

From 1953 until the end of the Malayan emergency the normal helicopter roles in

Malaya remained on the one hand casualty evacuation, communications (passengers

and light freight mainly for the jungle forts), VIP transport and special tasks; and

on the other tactical troop movements, logistic re-supply and heavy freight lifting

(eg earth moving and construction gear to build light aircraft strips and the jungle

forts). In both cases the choice of helicopter was natural and inevitable: the

Dragonfly and its successor, the Sycamore, for the lighter tasks, the S-55 and its
successor, the Whirlwind, for the heavier lifts.

There was however Httle chance at that stage of influencing the numerical balance

between the larger and smaller types of helicopter because at no time was there

enough of either to meet all demands. By the time that success was in sight in

Malaya mounting demands for helicopters elsewhere led to a shift in priorities. In

consequence, the choice of hehcopters for Malaya continued to be dictated by the

shortage of resources. Nevertheless, the theories generated by the Malayan experi

ence as to the kind of helicopters needed were to have a profound influence on the

next major stage in hehcopter development.

The surprisingly disappointing performance of the Whirlwind Mk 4 in Malaya was

one of the factors influencing the timely decision to abandon the larger and more

powerful (but heavier) Leonides Major piston engined version and obtain instead

the Gnome turbine engined Mk 10 which was to give many years of excellent

service in the RAF. The need for a medium sized helicopter able to carry 15 fully

armed troops or 5000 lb of freight was confirmed and provided much of the impetus

which finally brought the Belvedere into existence. The Whirlwind Mk 10 and the

Belvedere made up the RAF heUcopter contribution to the Borneo campaign, in

the course of which the helicopter was once again seen to be a crucial factor in

operational success.
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Argument tended to centre on the size of the heUcopter in relation to the number

for which financial resources were available; very little attention was paid to cruising

speed in the 1950s. Unlike the American experience in Korea where little or no

vertical performance was needed in a largely treeless terrain and where operations

were normally conducted at or above the officially permitted aircraft all-up-weight,

VTOL performance was what mattered in Malaya and ranges were generally very

short. It was seemingly irrelevant, therefore, that an aircraft which could climb

200 feet vertically out of the jungle could then fl y at only 60 knots.

Thus the British military requirement was for VTOL performance, payload and

cabin space, and it was left to civil operators with their concern with flying time

(ie expense) per pound weight or per passenger to demand higher cruising speeds.

The relationship between cruising speed and the weight lifted in a given time by a

given number of helicopters came to be recognised by the military only some years

later when the shuttle type of operation became standard. Until then larger and

more powerful helicopters were seen as the whole solution.

It was this attitude which explains, at least in part, why no steps were taken

officially to propose the redevelopment of the autogiro with VTOL capability. It

also explains by contrast the enormous civilian effort to build and demonstrate the

Rotodyne. Meanwhile, in the early 1950s, RAF and Naval hopes were centred on

the development of the twin engined, twin rotor Bristol 173 which seemed to be

the aircraft most likely to provide the lift capacity required for both the trooplifting
task and the anti-submarine role, and from which the Belvedere eventually emerged.

Both the Gnome engined Whirlwind and the Belvedere appeared in 1960 and it

was on these that the development of helicopter operations in Phase 3 were mainly

to depend.
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CHAPTER 4

POLICY DECISIONS IN PHASE 2

So far, helicopter policy decisions have been considered only in relation to the urgent

requirement for helicopters generated by the Malayan emergency. Admittedly, the

demonstration of the helicopter’s potential by the Casualty Evacuation Flight and

the pressure exerted by the Director of Operations in Kuala Lumpur did produce a

great upsurge in helicopter production and an increase in general interest, and in

due course similar demands for helicopters were put forward in Cyprus and—on a
smaller scale—elsewhere.

It would be wrong, however, to conclude that RAF activity in this field was inspired

solely by operational pressures. Rather do these pressures seem to have been a

justification for the very considerable effort, frustrated mainly by lack of money,

already being made by the Air Ministry to introduce the helicopter in a wide variety

of roles. The sudden expansion of the heUcopter force which occurred in 1953 and

1954 justified earher hopes, thwarted by the inadequacies of the R-4 and R-6, but

it still fell far short of what the Air Ministry intended. That the hehcopter was only

reluctantly adopted by the Air Ministry was therefore a gross oversimplification of

a complex problem, one aspect of which was the conflict of priorities which the
RAF had still to resolve.

Air Ministry policy at the start of the second phase of military helicopter develop

ment can therefore be understood only against the background of its earlier efforts

to develop the helicopter before the Malayan emergency introduced a note of
urgency. In October 1945 the War Office could do no more than ask quite simply

for two types of helicopter, one hght, one load carrying; development in Britain

had not yet reached the stage where the requirement could be stated with greater

precision.(l) The Air Ministry accordingly asked the Ministry of Supply to put
three types of helicopter in the 1946-47 research and development programme: a

two seater AOP helicopter, an eight to ten seater, and a flying crane with a ten

ton Uft capability.(2)

In January 1947 an operational requirement was issued (OR 232) for an AOP

helicopter based on projects in hand at the Bristol Aeroplane Company and at

Fairey Aviation Ltd (the Sycamore and the Gyrodyne), but there was no project

then in being which might meet the other two requirements.(3) The Land/Air

Warfare Committee was therefore asked by the Air Ministry to define its needs

more precisely. However, in December 1947 Service interest in the Bristol and

Fairey projects was withdrawn as a result of the economy measures being rec

ommended by the Defence Research Policy Committee (DRPC).(4) The War Office

concurred in this decision and it was agreed to wait until a suitable helicopter had
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been produced to meet civil needs and buy it ‘off the shelf' if necessary.(5) It was

therefore financial stringency which produced the situation in which the RAF found

itself at the beginning of the Malayan emergency when it had no suitable helicopters
available.

Early in 1948 the Ministry of Supply offered to allot one of the three Sycamores,

then on order, for evaluation. The offer was gratefully accepted.(6) By mid 1951

the Hoverflys at Middle Wallop, with which No 657 AOP Squadron had been

endeavouring to keep alive the use of helicopters for AOP work, had been grounded

for over six months because of old age and the total absence of spares.(7) In

replacement the Air Ministry offered three Sycamores in late 1951, enabling No 1906

Flight to continue—ostensibly in the AOP role, although in practice these essentially

civilian passenger aircraft (with the military designation Mk II) were used, until

the appearance of the Skeeter in 1957, mainly for carrying VIPs and for light

liaison tasks during Army exercises. For the earlier part of this six year period

(1951-57) they were almost the only military helicopters in the United Kingdom

apart from the embryonic SAR squadrons which were building up slowly through

1953 and 1954 and the CFS helicopter unit which also dated from 1954. They did

much to stimulate enthusiasm among senior officers, successive Chiefs of the

Imperial General Staff being regular passengers as well as the AOCs-in-C of

Fighter Command and the AOCs of No 81 Group in whose formation they were

established.(8)

The Army's policy for helicopters was defined in successive Land/Air Warfare

Policy Statements. No 9, issued in 1949, laid down a requirement for a general

purpose helicopter with casualty evacuation, communications and the carriage of

light freight as its main roles (9) and this requirement eventually formed the basis

for the order for three Dragonflys for the Casualty Evacuation Flight in Malaya.
This order however was the result of force of circumstances and the Dragonfly

came nowhere near to meeting the requirements laid down by the Air Ministry

(OR 280 issued in 1950 in response to Land/Air Warfare Policy Statement No 9)

which called for a very advanced performance particularly under tropical con-

ditions.(lO) The Sycamore and Whirlwind were likewise makeshift attempts to meet

an urgent military commitment and the Air Ministry was well aware that neither

could ever meet the requirements of OR 280 even if the Whirlwind was re-equipped

with the Leonides Major engine (a development which in consequence was tempor

arily abandoned in September 1953).(11)

The General Purpose Helicopter

By this time, however, experience had shown that OR 280, as it stood, was not the

best or most economical way of meeting the full requirement for a general purpose

helicopter, and it was decided that the needs of both the Army and the RAF could
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best be met by two types: one able to perform small scale casualty evacuation and

light liaison tasks for the Army, and a second and larger twin engined helicopter

for the more rigorous casualty and troop transport requirements. The Sycamore

Mk 14 was accepted for the lighter roles, and OR 325 was issued in April 1954 for

a general purpose version of the twin engined twin rotor Bristol 173.(12) There

were therefore two further types still to be found: the two seater AOP aircraft and
the 10 ton crane lift.

The AOP/Light Liaison Helicopter

As early as July 1948 the Air Ministry had asked the Ministry of Supply to keep

it informed on the development of the Cierva Skeeter which seemed to be a possible

contender in the AOP role.(13) The prototype which flew in 1948 was not a success

and the Mk 2 version which followed was rather larger and considerably modified.

The Air Ministry was understandably anxious not to commit itself to a production

order without convincing evidence that the aircraft would be successful—a reluc

tance which no doubt contributed to the feelings of frustration evident at the War

Office, where the slowness of helicopter development was the target of some
criticism.

Development of the Skeeter, however, turned out to be a very slow and sad story

mainly owing to severe ground resonance problems which led to the loss of two of

the three prototypes. In November 1952 the War Office revised its ‘outline user

requirements’ for an AOP helicopter and reissued them in a paper entitled ‘Military

Characteristics of an Ultra Light Helicopter’,(14) which called for a small, simple

and robust helicopter with an advanced performance for the AOP, reconnaissance

and communications roles. The resulting OR 319 (Ultra Light Reconnaissance

Helicopter) was sent by the Air Ministry to the Ministry of Supply for action in

July 1953. Seven aircraft firms produced design tenders, the winner being Fairey

Aviation whose design was selected because the Ministry of Supply considered

that it was the only one which could be produced in time to meet the target date

of June 1957. The order, however, was cancelled, partly on economy grounds, and

attention returned to the Skeeter which by 1954, although still in prototype, had

been equipped with the Gipsy 10 engine and at last showed signs of having reached

an acceptance stage of development at AAEE, Boscombe Down. It was, however,

January 1957 before the first delivery could be made to No 1906 Flight of No 657

Squadron for AOP work.(15)

The Heavy/Medium Lift Helicopter

When proposals for a 10 ton crane helicopter and  a 10 passenger transport helicopter

were shelved in 1947—in the hope that both might be developed by civilian

enterprise—the two projects were referred back to the Land/Air Warfare Committee
for a more detailed definition of the requirements.(16) At the same time the Air
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Ministry maintained its interest in the development of the single engined three
rotor Cierva Air Horse as a possible future contender for the Army’s heavy hft
requirement. It seemed however to be too small for the purpose and the Ministry

of Supply was told by the Air Ministry that although the Army had referred to it

hopefully in Land/Air Warfare PoHcy Statement No  7 a much larger capacity would

be needed.(lT) In 1948 the Air Ministry’s interest in the Air Horse was reaffirmed

and the Ministry of Supply was asked to continue reporting on its development

and particularly on the results of its initial flight trials.(18) The first prototype flew
in December 1948 but crashed in March 1950; as a result there was a serious

setback to development and after considerable redesign and ground running work
the project was abandoned in 1953.

From the experience gained with the Air Horse, it was evident that the development
of a helicopter to meet the heavy lift requirement was a long way off—it proved in
fact to be even further away than was thought at the time. Meanwhile, the War

Office had produced a more detailed requirement calling for a lift of 10000 lb over

a 75-100 nautical mile radius of action; this was put before the Land/Air Warfare

Transport Sub-committee in August 1951.(19) At about the same time British

European Airways (BEA) announced their intention to issue a requirement for a

large passenger helicopter and, as their requirement seemed to match that of the

Army, the Air Ministry agreed to enter into consultation with BEA in the hope of
producing a joint requirement.(20)

A considerable amount of work was done along these lines in 1952 and although a

draft operational requirement was produced no action could be taken to issue it

until a paper stating the helicopter requirement for the Services had received the

approval of the DRPC. At a meeting in October 1952, however, the DRPC decided

that in view of the research and development costs it could not approve the

development of a helicopter to meet the heavy hft requirement.(21) So ended the

Air Ministry’s first attempt to hasten the development of a helicopter in this class.

In the years after 1945, therefore, the financial restrictions to which the Air

Ministry was subject had twice been the cause of severe cutbacks in the research

and development programme, in 1947 and again in 1950. The production of offensive

aircraft inevitably took precedence over heflcopter development and there could be

no question of risking funds on helicopter projects before they had been proved

successful by industry. This policy was fully justified in the case of the Air Horse,

and the Fairey Gyrodyne, into which the Air Ministry might have sunk considerable

funds before finding that both were failures in their existing form.(22)

All this activity was quite separate from—though coincidental with—the urgent

steps taken to provide helicopter support for Malaya. The Air Ministry’s reluctance

to be stampeded into committing itself to unsatisfactory helicopters was thus based
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on practical experience rather than on what might appear to the recent convert to
be a distaste for a radical new development.

To sum up: the Air Ministry had not wanted the unsatisfactory Dragonfly, but

had been compelled to accept it, replacing it with the Sycamore as soon as possible.
Even before the Whirlwind Mk 4 had arrived in Malaya and seemed likely to prove

fiasco, OR 325 had been issued (April 1954) and the Bristol 173 selected, not as a

heavy lift helicopter but as a general purpose aircraft—to do the task required of

the Whirlwind. The Sycamore too had been provided for the AOP task pending the

fulfilment of OR 319 (the ultra light helicopter) with the Skeeter as a doubtful ‘long

stop’; the 10 ton heavy lift project had been abandoned on the grounds of cost.

With so much accomplished the Air Ministry could turn its attention to its own

pressing requirements in the helicopter field: anti-submarine, search and rescue,

pilot training and communications aircraft.

a

The communications role was in fact the first task to be identified in practical

terms, as the result of a tentative inquiry in June 1950 from the Secretary of State

for Air to DCAS about VIP transport between Whitehall and Northolt.(23) The

idea was quickly discouraged on the grounds of expense. The SAR role, however,

was an obvious need, but there was still no firmly established miUtary requirement

on which to base a positive demand.(24) The Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit

(ASWDU) was another clear contender and the SAR function was expected to

emerge in conjunction with it.

Two years later the picture was little clearer, but official attitudes had changed

considerably: it was now recognised that there was an immediate need to put an

adequate number of helicopters into service not only to gain wide operating

experience but also to stimulate industry to undertake the design and production

of more advanced types.(25)

At an Air Council meeting in June 1952 the whole field was surveyed again and a

number of tentative conclusions were reached which give some indication of official

intentions at the time. The Sycamore would be found a suitable role at home

although its rotors were thought to be too low for Malayan operations.

That there was now a definite requirement for helicopters in various parts of the

world was accepted. Indeed, VC AS said that the RAF must experiment in the

heUcopter field and help in encouraging the aircraft industry to develop new types,

adding that if more helicopters were ordered than were actually needed, there would

be no difficulty in disposing of them to other countries where there was already a
market for them.

the difficulty in formu-Plainly the restraining factor in helicopter development was

lating a precise enough justification for their use in advance of practical experience.
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However, it was decided that in addition to the Mcdayan requirement which seemed
to justify a general transport squadron (18 S-51s and 6 S-55s), the order of priority
was the Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit (already formed with three Sycamores),

a Search and Rescue Flight each for Fighter and Coastal Commands and, somewhat

doubtfully, No 1906 AOP Flight with Sycamores.(26) A transport squadron in

Transport Command was accepted as a reasonable proposition, but the establish

ment of a full squadron in Malaya was held to cover that need, at least for the

time being. In addition, VCAS proposed an evaluation of the Bristol 173 in the

maritime and army support roles, in conjunction with the BEA study for a 30/40
seater civil helicopter, with the Army bid for a 20000 lb lift helicopter in mind.

There was still some hope that the Fairey Rotodyne, then in an early stage of

development, might show the way in this respect.(27)

Such was the state of official opinion when, in 1953, events began to race ahead of

policy, starting with the rapid build up in Malaya already described. At this point,

however, the reliability of the helicopter was challenged at a high political level.
The Prime Minister (Winston Churchill) asked for accident figures for the year

ending April 1953 (28) and a Ust was submitted showing two Dragonflys destroyed
in Malaya and four Sycamores at home. The RAF rate was 18.75 major accidents
per 10000 hours (6 in 3200 hours). Three of these accidents involved fatalities; in

one case a soldier walked into a Sycamore tail rotor during relief operations in

Holland in February 1953 when all available heUcopters were sent there to help in

the aftermath of disastrous floods. On 15 July 1953 the Prime Minister followed

up his original inquiry with a request to the Secretary of State for Air for a report

(in not more than 1000 words) on the feasibility of using large parachutes stowed

in the rotor pylon to protect helicopters from the consequences of engine failure

below 300 feet. It was further suggested that the engine itself might be jettisoned

by an emergency lever, so slowing the helicopter down, a ‘good bump’ being

preferable to a fatal crash.(29) These inquiries, however, had two salutary effects:

they reminded large sections of the staff that heUcopters could no longer be ignored,

and they led many to brief themselves rapidly on the auto rotative characteristics

of the heUcopter at various heights and speeds in order to refute such absurd

suggestions.

Two further events in mid 1953 contributed to the atmosphere of urgency which

was beginning to pervade more and more departments. Lord Dowding announced

his intention of raising in the House of Lords the question of estabUshing SAR
heUcopters in the Suez Canal Zone,(30) and he was advised by the Air Staff that

the C-in-C Middle East had asked for one heUcopter each to be provided for the

Canal Zone/Sinai, Aden and Jordan/Iraq.*(31) A few days later the Minister of

*AOC No 205 Group in the Canal Zone had asked for SAR heUcopters in the
previous year, but had been told that there were not enough available.
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Supply wrote to all departments concerned with helicopters asking for a meeting

to discuss probable future requirements; development at home, he said, had suffered

because too few helicopters had been ordered.(32) In particular, the design studies

for the 40/50 seater helicopter submitted by the five leading helicopter manufac

turers (Bristol, Fairey, Saunders Roe, Percival and Westland) to meet a BEA

requirement should be co-ordinated with the needs of other potential users.

The reply from the Minister of Defence (Earl Alexander) was distinctly unenthusias-

tic; he pointed out that neither the Royal Navy nor the RAF would require in the

foreseeable future a helicopter larger than what would be termed ‘medium’ and

that the only possible military requirement for a helicopter of the size proposed

was ‘a not very clear one for a heavy helicopter for the Army’.(33) Lord Alexander

pointed out that the Chiefs of Staff had not given a very high priority to helicopter

development and hinted that if the radical review of defence expenditure then being

carried out led to cuts, helicopters would be among the first to suffer.

Nevertheless, the meeting which the Minister of Supply had proposed did take

place on 30 June 1953 and the three Service ministries as well as those of Defence,

Supply and Civil Aviation were obliged to state their current attitudes. The Ministry

of Supply felt that the Americans were forging ahead in helicopter development

mainly because substantial orders were being placed for helicopters, while the

United Kingdom had nothing more than a few hopeful projects and some unco

ordinated aspirations on the part of the Services and civil aviation.

The Admiralty restated its firm requirement for SAR and anti-submarine helicop

ters, the former need being met by the S-51 and S-55 and the latter by either the

projected Bristol 173 or, if that was too large and expensive, the S-55. The

possibility of a 40/50 seater troop transport was envisaged, but not as an Admiralty

responsibility.

The Army reiterated its ultra light helicopter requirement, mentioned the slightly

larger casualty evacuation helicopter (confirming that this was an Air Force

responsibility) and reported that a working part was expected to confirm within

three months a War Office requirement for a heavy lift helicopter for tactical use.

BEA considered the Rotodyne too noisy and the RAF said that its take-off

performance would not meet the military requirement. The Bristol 173, in BEA’s

view, was too small for economic operation; the RAF said that discussions with

BEA had revealed a difference in their technical requirements, the military need

being for powerful vertical lift while BEA required speed (see above p 94).

Mr Profumo for the Ministry of Civil Aviation, however, professed to have detected

a certain community of interest between the Services and suggested that the Bristol

173 should be ordered for the good of the export market; BEA might be able to
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order 10, financial problems notwithstanding, in order to get the aircraft into

service. Mr Nigel Birch for the Ministry of Defence warned of impending cuts in
defence expenditure which would leave httle room for hehcopters. Mr Low for the

Ministry of Supply reiterated that helicopter development could be undertaken only
if there was more than one user, and that if the Services did not share in the costs

it would be uneconomic to develop a large hehcopter for civil purposes.

The course taken by the discussion tended to encourage a suspicion already existing

in RAF circles that the real purpose of the meeting was to persuade the Services

to support research and development on behalf of civil aviation as well as them

selves,(34) whereas Air Staff policy was to await the successful development of a

civil aircraft and then buy it for the Services.

At the end of this important and revealing meeting the surprising conclusion was

agreed that while technical experts from all parties concerned would continue to

explore the possibihty of moulding the various requirements for a large helicopter

into one development project, an order would be placed for the Bristol 173 and the

various departments involved would co-ordinate their production demands.(35)

So, the heavy lift helicopter, stifled in 1952 by the DRPC, was thrown back into

the melting pot at the very point where a joint agreement was all that was needed

to obtain full backing for its production. The opportunity was not to recur within

the time scale of this history and by the time that BEA had begun to buy its own

larger passenger helicopters from the USA in the 1960s, the financial restrictions

on the RAF were so severe that an intention to purchase, reformulated annually,
was withdrawn at the moment of decision (also annual) and some 24 years later

there was still no heavy or even medium Hft hehcopter in service.

However, the political decision taken at the time to go ahead with the Bristol 173

(neither a medium nor a heavy hft hehcopter), apparently on purely commercial

grounds, had a most significant consequence: after many vicissitudes it resulted in

the eventual appearance in 1961 of the Bristol 192 or Belvedere, just in time to

play a major part in the Borneo campaign and in operations in the Aden area.

By 1953 tension between the Army and the RAF was considerable and tending to

increase. A formal bid by the Army early in that year for the more rapid development

of experimental transport hehcopters had received an equahy formal reply from

the Air Council: The Army's desire to obtain wider experience of the hehcopter in
all theatres was weh understood, but the restrictions imposed by the defence budget

coupled with the inadequacies of technical development in the hehcopter field made

it premature to proceed with the formation of hehcopter transport units at the

inevitable expense of combat units.(36) Within the ministry, the Air Staff was

making the point that although the hehcopter front hne was smaU, the RAF was
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far from indifferent to the possibilities which the hehcopter opened up, and it was

therefore of prime importance to spend money on research and development rather

than on large numbers of current aircraft for which there was no essential task.(37)

The cause of the tension between the Army and the Air Force was thus clearly
revealed.

In mid 1953 therefore the known operational commitments, apart from Malaya,

consisted of the development of the newly estabhshed SAR unit in Fighter Com

mand based at Linton-on-Ouse, the Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit at

St Mawgan (from which was to be formed a SAR unit in Coastal Command), the

provision of three SAR helicopters for the Middle East Air Force as a result of

prodding from Lord Dowding, and the maintenance of No 1906 AOP Flight at

Middle Wallop, which the Army was clearly prepared to defend, come what may

(even if it was used mainly for VIP transport).

Almost at once two further commitments appeared. Some action had to be taken

to put training on a better footing than that provided by the ad hoc civil contracts

or the unsupervised unit type pilot conversions which had been organised in the

absence of formal Service arrangements. Secondly, the question of VIP transport

was brought suddenly to the fore at the end of May 1953 when the Duke of

Edinburgh expressed a wish to the Captain of The Queen’s Fhght (Sir Edward

Fielden) to fly by hehcopter from Buckingham Palace to Pirbright and Woolwich.

The Chief of the Air Staff, when consulted, repHed that if a-formal request was

made he would advise the Secretary of State that while there were only single

engine hehcopters available, flights by VVIPs such as the Duke of Edinburgh over

central London involved dangers which, although shght in terms of risk, would

nevertheless not be justifiable, especially just before the Coronation.(38)

The Duke of Edinburgh, however, obtained a helicopter from the Admiralty and

flew to Pirbright, to the embarrassment of the Secretary of State for Air who had

not been consulted by the Admiralty.(39) Urgent arrangements were therefore made

to ensure that a helicopter would always be available in future, since it was obvious

that the request would be repeated, and a few months later in early 1954 a RAF

helicopter appeared in The Queen’s Flight, borrowed from the Central Flying School.

In the previous December agreement had been obtained from the London County
Council for the former Festival site on the south bank of the Thames to be used

by Service VIP helicopters, while it remained available and subject to permission

being sought on each occasion.(40) VIP hehcopter transport was thus estabhshed
on an official basis.

AU the same, it remained official poHcy that since helicopters were ‘the most

expensive form of mechanical transport in existence’ they were to be employed

only on tasks which could be shown to be essential and not merely desirable.(41)
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The Air Staff was informed that the cost of providing the general purpose transport

squadron desired by the Army, so increasing the existing force of 34 helicopters

by 50 per cent, was equivalent to that of half a squadron of Swifts (at 22 UE).(42)

In retrospect the equation might seem an excellent reason for providing helicopters,

but in 1953 it justified an automatic, immediate and total rejection of the proposal.

However, the opportunity was taken to emphasise once again the Air Ministry’s

keen interest in research and development and the Air Staff’s confident expectation

that the results would lead to a soundly based expansion of the helicopter element

in due course.(43) In the meantime, a strong bid for helicopters to be established

for civil defence purposes was not unexpectedly thrown out by the Chiefs of Staff
Committee.(44)

As far back as February 1952 Flying Training Command had put in a bid for a

helicopter establishment at the Central Flying School (CFS) and the Royal Flying

College at Manby for the study of instructional techniques and procedures.(45) The

Malayan situation, however, had led to so severe  a shortage of helicopters that

there was no way of satisfying the requirement at the time, though note was taken
of it as a future commitment. In late 1953 it was decided that with Sycamores

replacing Dragonflys in Malaya, a unit could be set up in CFS, equipped initially

with three Dragonflys, to develop a training plan and the instructional techniques

for pilot training; the CFS helicopter unit accordingly came into existence in April
1954.

Between raid 1953 and mid 1954 the Air Ministry was engaged in a hectic round

of consultations as they juggled with conflicting priorities—on the one hand the

overriding needs of the Malayan emergency, and on the other the replacement of

the Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit’s Sycamores with S-55s or Bristol 173s (the

latter were nowhere near ready). At the same time the conflict between the build

up of the MEAF, Fighter and Coastal Command SAR units, the priorities of CFS

helicopters and pilot training facilities, and the demands of VIP transport and The

Queen’s Flight continued against the background of a chronic shortage of aircraft

and the continual failure to meet promised delivery dates. In May 1954 the Vice

Chief of the Air Staff found himself having to explain to an angry Secretary of

State for Air that the promise of helicopters for the Middle East made to Lord

Dowding in the previous year had still not been honoured because of the need in

the light of Malayan trials experience to modify the Mk 11 and 13 Sycamores to

produce the Mk 14.(46) Delivery was promised for September.

Army/RAF Helicopter Responsibilities

In December 1953 the Air Council made a series of major policy decisions which

defined the place of helicopters in the Royal Air Force, and at the same time took

the fundamental step of passing responsibility for the operation of light helicopters
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to the Army.(47) The intention was to counter the false impression felt to be current

that the RAF was unduly backward in the helicopter field and not sensitive enough

to the demands of the Army. After due discussion the dramatic proposal put

forward by the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff was accepted: that 90 ultra hght

helicopters should be provided to replace the 112 AOP Austers in the AOP and

light liaison roles and that they should be flown and controlled entirely by Army

personnel. In addition, the existing No 1906 AOP Flight should continue with its

three Sycamores until they had to be withdrawn.

The reduction in aircraft numbers (from 112 to 90) was to be balanced by giving

the Army access to RAF Pioneers or Beavers and to communications  helicopters,

the latter being established at the rate of two Sycamores at each RAF command

headquarters, eight in Germany and two at Hendon for Air Ministry use. (Of these

communications helicopters only the two at Hendon received financial approval and

even they did not become available until helicopters were added to the Metropolitan

Communications Squadron at Northolt seven years later.)

It was also agreed that positive action should be taken over the Army’s desire to

study the use of tactical troop/cargo helicopters in forward areas by creating a new
unit in Transport Command, initially with four Whirlwinds which would be replaced
in due course by Bristol 173s. The unit was to be available for exercises on the

continent as required and would study freighting techniques with the Army. It

would also act as an emergency pool, so releasing the RAF from its dependence on
the Admiralty and the United States in such circumstances.

On the RAF side continued support was affirmed for the four categories of research

and development: ultra light, basic training, general purpose and anti-submarine.
Considerable increases in the front line establishment were also agreed: the number

of SAR Sycamores in No 275 Squadron, Fighter Command was to be increased

from eight to 16; the eight SAR Whirlwinds planned for No 22 Squadron in Coastal

Command were to be replaced by Bristol 173s, as were the three Whirlwinds

planned for the Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit.(48) Two Sycamores were to be
established in the SAR role at the Armament Practice Camp at Sylt, and in

anticipation of future training requirements 10 ultra light helicopters were included

in the total package whose cost—£4^ millions—would have to be found at the

expense of some other project. The Air Council hoped that its action in placing

AOP and light liason hehcopters under Army control and in creating a tactical

helicopter unit in Transport Command would remove  a long standing source of

friction between the War Office and the Air Ministry.(49) It did not.

On 24 May 1954 War Office frustration at the continued absence of battlefield

helicopters boiled over into a frontal attack on the Air Ministry launched by the

Secretary of State for War (Mr Anthony Head).(50) On this occasion the requirement

put forward was for helicopters to replace road vehicles against the background of
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a nuclear war, the Army arguing that as it was not fair to expect the Air Ministry

to give up other aircraft to provide helicopters for another Service, that other

Service (the Army) should have full authority to buy (and control) its own. Head
discounted the Air Minister’s claim that aircraft were his sole responsibility on the

grounds that the helicopter was only ‘a very distant cousin of the aeroplane’ and

would be used ‘exclusively for functions which are the close and domestic affairs

of the Army’. The echoes of 1912-17 and of the Fleet Air Arm controversy of 1937
were not lost on the Air Minister and the attack was repulsed.(51) Further evidence

of the Army’s intention to gain complete control was provided by an article in the

Manchester Guardian of 8 May 1954—in itself proof that there was no intention

on the Army side of confining the discussion to an ‘in-house’ debate.*

History was now repeating itself with the Army in the role played by the Navy

after the First World War. Within three years (in 1957) the establishment of the

Army helicopter force (officially for AOP and light liaison duties), accompanied by

a further Air Ministry initiative which passed the responsibility for operating the

Beavers to the Army, was to justify following in the footsteps of the Fleet Air

Arm in 1937 and lead to the formation of the Army Air Corps.

Another example of the delicate state of Army/Air Force relations at this time was

the question of obtaining landing sites in London for VIP helicopters. In addition

to the clearance given to the South Bank site for civilian use (see p 107) Buckingham

Palace had been cleared for royal flights under pressure from the Duke of Edinburgh.

However, No 657 AOP Squadron, established with Sycamores and Army pilots,

was in the habit of flying Army VIPs into Burton Court, Chelsea, a site which

after official examination was declared to be definitely unsuitable. The Secretary of

State for Air, being responsible for these RAF aircraft, felt it necessary to bring

Army pilots into line with generally accepted safety standards, but thinking that

a ban would be resented in view of the Army’s mistaken belief that the RAF was

lukewarm about the provision of helicopters for Army purposes, invited the Minister

of Transport and Civil Aviation to originate the letter which he would otherwise

have sent himself.(54) The Army, however, continue to fly VIPs into Burton Court

until the Westland heliport at Battersea opened on 23 April 1959.

*An insight into the situation in the Air Ministry at the time is provided by the

use to which the Air Staff put a detailed requirement from SACEUR for the

provision of helicopter borne radar aids to navigation for the NATO bomber force,

to be available for instant deployment throughout the AIRCENT tactical area in

Europe by day and night, and in all weathers, in large, low flying heUcopters.(52)

There was scarcely any need to comment on the absolute impracticability of meeting

this requirement in the foreseeable future, and the request was forwarded by the
Chief of the Air Staff to the Air Minister as ammunition in the controversy over

RAF control of helicopters in forward areas.(53)
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A further source of conflict was the projected heavy lift helicopter. In 1954 there

were high hopes of the Fairey Rotodyne which many confidently expected would

go into service with the civil airlines. The RAF, however, was sceptical about its

usefulness to the Service, mainly because it did not believe that the Rotodyne’s

hovering performance and vertical lift would meet the Army’s requirements.(55)

Moreover, at night with tip jets in action it would resemble a huge Catherine wheel

and make an unprecedented amount of noise; it could hardly therefore be described

as tactically discreet. In addition, the RAF was very concerned about using such a
technically complicated machine in forward areas.(56)

However, on 25 September the War Office informed the Ministry of Supply directly

of their staff requirement for a heavy cargo helicopter, pointing out that the

characteristics sought were close to those of the proposed Rotodyne.(57) The Air

Minister then circulated his copy of the Army statement to the heads of the Air

Staff branches in the Air Ministry with the comment that it appeared to be the

Army statement of requirement promised ‘within three months’ time’ at the meeting

held on 30 June 1953.(58) In the event the Rotodyne was not purchased and the
second prototype was never built.

The RAF still pinned its hopes firmly on the Bristol 173 while waiting for the

heavy lift requirement to be formulated adequately and practical evidence to be

produced that a suitable helicopter was likely to be available.(59) As the Bristol

173 meanwhile seemed likely to fulfil a variety of existing roles there was consider

able anxiety in the Air Ministry (well justified as events were to prove) that the

Navy would again go to the head of the production line, as it had done with the

Dragonfly and Whirlwind, by placing firm orders for large numbers of the 173

before the RAF could obtain Treasury approval to buy it for the various purposes

it had in mind (the Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit, the SAR role, Malaya and

the projected transport unit in Transport Command).(60)

In April 1954, therefore, the Air Staff issued its operational requirement for the

Bristol 173 (OR 325) without waiting for a meeting of the Operational Requirements

Committee (ORC), using as its excuse the plea that a Naval order for 65 aircraft

was probably on its way to the Ministry of Supply.(61) Two months later a further
operational requirement (OR 326) was issued for the turbine engine version of the
173, which was expected to be available in 1958/59, the grounds being that the

piston engined version would have neither the range required by Coastal Command,

nor the single engine performance required for long unescorted sea crossings.*(62)

With BEA also interested in the turbine engined version, Bristol Aircraft suggested
dropping the piston engined version in order to concentrate on the turbine engined

aircraft, but the Air Ministry was not prepared to agree at that stage.(63)

♦This was the beginning of the Belvedere story.
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By late 1954 Sycamores were in use with the Air/Sea Development Unit and No 275

SAR Syadi’on, Fighter Command, Whirlwinds Mk 2 in No 22 SAR Squadron,

Coastal Command, and Dragonfiys in the Central Flying School (Instructional)

Development Flight (one being detached to The Queen’s Flight). By early 1955

three further major deployments had been initiated: in the Middle East (Cyprus
and Jordan, in the Arabian Peninsula and Aden, and in Kenya at Eastleigh). At

the same time the Joint Experimental Helicopter Unit (JEHU) came into being.

The Joint Experimental Helicopter Unit

The formation of the Joint Experimental Helicopter unit with the task of developing

troop and cargo carrying techniques in tactical situations was a matter of consider

able delicacy. The Air Council had agreed in 1953 to the formation of a RAF unit

in Transport Command for this purpose when allotting helicopters to replace

Austers in the AOP squadrons (see p 109). Throughout 1954 as the Army attempted

to take over responsibility for the whole tactical helicopter field, the RAF argued

cautiously against any division of supply and, especially, servicing facilities, and

most vigorously against any attack on the principal of Air Force control of aircraft

(including helicopters).(64)

The immediate problem however was how to equip all the new helicopter units

being formed at the very moment that the operational demands of the Malayan

emergency were taking first priority and the Treasury was exercising a rigid control

over all orders for helicopters.(65) Every priority in fact seemed to be overriding.

Building up the SAR units at home, already delayed, was a constant battle for
aircraft allocations; the Middle East Air Force was demanding not only the SAR

helicopters promised to Lord Dowding for Cyprus in 1953 but additional aircraft

for casualty evacuation in the Mau Mau operations in Kenya; and there were

further demands still for SAR helicopters for Aden and Sylt.

In addition, the Treasury’s refusal to allow the RAF communications helicopters

to be ordered,(66) as planned in the Air Council decisions of March 1954, meant

that the CFS (Instructional) Development Flight was spending much of its time

attending to high priority bids for VIP transport. Consequently, in July 1954 the

Deputy Chief of the Air Staff was compelled to say that at the end of a long

argument lasting many months the alternatives were—short of stopping all develop
ment and instructional work on helicopters in the RAF—either to establish two

helicopters in The Queen’s Flight or to be prepared to tell the Royal Family that

the RAF could not meet their requirements.(67)

In the event, two Whirlwinds were established in The Queen’s flight, the flow of

helicopters to Malaya was maintained, and the projected Transport Command

Evaluation Unit (Army troop/cargo development) was given equal priority with the
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home based SAR units.(68) Even so, it seemed improbable that its first two

Whirlwinds would be available before the last quarter of 1955.

The Army’s attitude at this time was revealed in  a report on the Chief of the

Imperial General Staff’s conference in 1954 on heavy lift helicopters.(69) The Deputy

Chief said that heavy helicopters should be very simple to control—‘he envisaged

a man standing in the corner of the field with a flag’ and he thought it would be

unnecessary to have anything on the lines of ‘wireless like they have in Fighter

Command’. Navigation should be restricted to map reading.

Air Force comment was broadly to the effect that if, as was envisaged, helicopters

were to replace lorries, all weather capability would be needed, ie full instrumen

tation, radio and navigation aids. Elaborate maintenance base facilities would also

be needed and the running cost of the 450 helicopters proposed would be very high.

Privately, the RAF conclusion was that the impossibility of imitating in the United

Kingdom the American practice of operating large fleets of helicopters in clear day
weather was not understood and that to drive this lesson home the proposed RAF

helicopter transport development unit should be set up as soon as possible. If

necessary, the Array should be allowed to set up its own development unit, the

RAF retaining control of all air traffic and navigation aids in forward areas.(70) By
November 1954, therefore, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had agreed to the formation of

an inter-Service unit to be known as the Joint Helicopter Evaluation Unit,(71) later

renamed the Joint Experimental Helicopter Unit (JEHU). Although this action

removed the need for a Transport Command Evaluation Unit in the RAF, it was

still hoped that Transport Command might be able to justify helicopters as a

logical extension of the medium range transport force and for spares deUvery at

home.(72) This line of argument did not prevail.

The Army now had authority to order aircraft for the Joint unit, although it was

to be manned by equal numbers of Army and RAF pilots, with a colonel in charge

and a squadron leader as second in command. Servicing would be undertaken by

the RAF. Formation was to take place in two phases, the first in early 1955 and

the second in 1956. The two sections were initially (and predictably) called platoons,

but in due course as co-operation developed, the more easily understood and

appropriate title of flight was adopted. With competition for Whirlwinds intense

at this stage of the Malayan build up, the only helicopters which could be obtained

were Sycamores, and the first flight duly formed on 1 April 1955 with six; the

second formed a year later with six Whirlwind Mk 2s.

In 1957 the decision was taken to transfer from the Air Ministry to the War Office

full responsibility for AOP and light liaison aircraft, the dividing line being drawn

at an aircraft all-up-weight of 4000 lb. It was this decision which opened the way

for the formation of the Army Air Corps. In the same year, as the result of the

findings of a government committee—the Bingley report—the role of air transport
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in support of the Army worldwide received acceptance and in consequence the RAF

was made responsible for, inter alia, helicopter tactical troop and cargo lift in

forward areas, a task which was assessed as requiring 12 Bristol 192s. This

assessment was in itself a step forward of the greatest significance as it was the

first occasion on which a helicopter task had received the formal definition on which
the RAF could base its aircraft demands.

The JEHU’s position in the light of these two developments clearly required

redefinition and in July 1957 the Secretary of State for War proposed modifications

in its charter.{73) His proposals would have had the effect of altering the JEHU’s

current task of determining whether helicopters might solve the Army’s (and

perhaps the RAF’s) problem of mobility, organisation and administration in the

field, to one of defining the optimum methods of operating a force of VTOL and

STOL aircraft for logistic support in the field. The JEHU would also have had to

take account of a possible Army requirement for a 4/5 seater utility aircraft, both
VTOL and STOL, for use in the tactical role.

The Air Ministry was markedly unenthusiastic about these proposals, as they were

seen as a manoeuvre to circumvent the 4000 lb weight limitation imposed on Army

controlled aircraft, with the JEHU being used as ‘a stalking horse’ to cover the

Army’s approach to its final target (control of all tactical helicopters).(74) There

was also a danger that the way was being prepared for the possible addition of

fixed wing (STOL) aircraft to the JEHU establishment.

Additionallj/^, in the Air Ministry view, nothing of value seemed to have been

demonstrated by the JEHU in the course of two years’ work on the tactical

employment of helicopters which the RAF had not already learned from operations

in Malaya and Cyprus, and to make advances in such techniques as instrument

flying and night operations specialist facilities would be needed which the unit did

not possess.(75) Field trials, it was felt, could be carried out, when required, by

existing RAF tactical helicopter units or, where appropriate, by the Army’s own

new light liasion units at the Army Air Corps Centre. The acceptance of the Bingley

report and the setting up of the Army Air Corps was seen by the Air Ministry not

as a reason for strenghtening the JEHU but for disbanding it and using other

units to carry out the investigations required, after due consultation with the Land/
Air Warfare Committee.(76)

In the event a compromise was reached. The JEHU was kept in being for a further

two years, its Sycamores being replaced by more Whirlwinds as the supply position

permitted, and it gradually assumed the character of a tactical helicopter support

squadron, which was what it in fact became at the end of 1959, but in the shape of

No 225 Squadron RAF, to the disappointment of the Army Air Corps.(77)
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IMPLEMENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Between 1955 and 1960 the main problem was to resolve the conflict of priorities

which arose in the course of implementing the plans already made for the creation

of new helicopter units, some of which needed far more support than had been

expected—a notable example being Cyprus where the planned SAR flight suddenly

developed into a full tactical helicopter squadron. Meanwhile the Malayan commit

ment continued and a new task appeared in the form of helicopter support for the

units involved in the British atomic weapons tests on Christmas Island and in

Australia. This requirement had to be met from the United Kingdom as FEAF had

no spare capacity. At the same time far reaching decisions on replacement engines

and helicopter types were being taken which were to set the scene for the third

phase of RAF helicopter development.

The year 1955 was a period of unprecedented growth in helicopter units, with the

Air Staff seemingly the target of intense pressures from every direction and often

from a very high political level.

The situation was still far from satisfactory. With Malaya remaining the first

priority, the JEHU had to be content with Sycamores instead of Whirlwinds,(78)

although the SAR Sycamores promised for the Middle East in 1953 were at long
last being delivered. In the same area there were new SAR commitments in Aden

and Nairobi,*(79) which delayed the build up of the Fighter Command SAR

squadron (No 275) begun with two Mk 13 Sycamores. The squadron was thus forced

to borrow two Hiller 360 helicopters from the Naval training squadron to keep its

pilots in flying practice. Meanwhile, the shortage of Whirlwinds was also delaying

the build up of the Coastal Command SAR squadron (No 22) and two Sycamores

had to be borrowed from the Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit (ASWDU) to
it from disbandment.(80)

save

The shortage of Mk 2 Whirlwinds was due in part to the Malayan emergency and
the need to convert Mk 2s to Mk 4s for that theatre, and in part to a chronic
shortage of Whirlwind engines, itself partly caused by the unexpectedly short life

in Malaya of the reconditioned Wasp engines (only 100 hours at one stage).(81)
Another cause was the hope—in the event unfulfilled—of obtaining more S-55s from

the United States for service in Malaya (see p 79), which had the effect of delaying
orders for the Coastal Command and JEHU Whirlwinds as well as for those needed

in Malaya.

*With the withdrawal from the Suez Canal Zone the SAR Sycamores intended for

Abyad (Sudan) and Fayid were reassigned to Nicosia and Amman.
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A further complication appeared when the Foreign Secretary (Harold Macmillan)
informed the Air Minister that France had asked for 20 Whirlwinds for

Algeria and strongly urged that Britain should accede to this request.(82) The Air

Ministry replied that there seemed to be no way of doing so in the light of the
Malayan situation, especially as the United States would surely refuse the British

bid for 30 more S-55s when it was discovered—to everyone’s surprise—that

Westland apparently had spare export capacity.(83) The discussions were complex

and involved the Prime Minister, but it was eventually agreed that as the United

States had raised no objection,(84) eight Whirlwind Mk 2s should be delivered to

the French in the last quarter of 1955.(85)

use m

Apart from the problem of Whirlwind supply, however, there were many other

difficulties for the Air Ministry to resolve, always against the background of a

highly critical situation in Malaya: the Whirlwind’s performance defects and chronic

spares shortage. Sycamore deliveries to replace the Dragonflys in No 194 Squadron

and build up the Middle East Sycamore units, and the need to prepare a full

case in the hope of reversing the Treasury’s refusal to sanction communications

helicopters in the Commands.

After a detailed survey of this last problem the Air Ministry Aircraft Establish
ments Committee concluded that there was a case for 34 communications helicopters

divided between 2nd TAF, No 90 Group and the following Commands: Bomber,

Fighter, Coastal, Transport, Home, Maintenance, Flying Training and Technical

Training. Some of the helicopters were to be available for sharing with the Army,

in particular the eight allotted to 2nd TAF in Germany.

In an attempt to make the case more acceptable, it was suggested that a lower

figure than 34 might be put forward initially to allow experience to define the

requirement more accurately.(86) In the event financial approval was not given for

the purchase of any communications helicopters, but the course of events does at

least indicate that the Air Ministry can hardly be accused of lack of interest in

helicopters.

Meanwhile, the CFS helicopter unit formed in April 1954 to develop instructional

and handling techniques, and train flying instructors and, eventually, helicopter

pilots had lost one of its three Dragonflys to The Queen’s Flight and was spending

much of its time flying VIPs in the other two, when they were serviceable.*

*The unit was due to receive two Sycamores at the end of 1955 and might need

three if it was to undertake all pilot training.(87)
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Relations with the Royal Navy

No sooner, however, had relations with the Army been stabilised—for the time being

at least—by the formation of the JEHU than the Air Ministry discovered in April

1955 (a particularly hectic year) that the Navy appeared to be taking steps which

would have the effect of altering the agreement on the control of shore based squadrons

with a maritime role, a responsibility which had belonged to the RAF since its

formation.* The occasion was a paper by Admiral Creasy, Commander-in-Chief, Home

Station (designate) on ‘The Tactical Employment of Helicopters’, which stated that

Home and Channel Commands would require helicopters for ‘minesweeping, anti

submarine, communications, and control of merchant shipping’.(88)

The Commander-in-Chief, Coastal Command (Air Chief Marshal Boothman) pointed

out to the Air Ministry that the Sea/Air Warfare Committee had agreed that carrier

aircraft when temporarily shore based should be operated and controlled by the

appropriate RAF command, and that in any case the units proposed in Admiral

Creasy's paper would have to be established specifically for employment in the
Home and Channel Command areas where carriers would be most unlikely to

operate. The inference was that responsibility for these minesweeping and anti

submarine operations, when of necessity shore based, belonged to the RAF, and

Air Chief Marshal Boothman added that in any case operational control of aircraft

so employed would reside in Coastal Command. He also drew attention to the

implications of allowing established principles to be overturned in respect of

helicopters merely because they were considered ‘unconventional’,  as the same

argument could later be applied to fixed wing aircraft which ‘may eventually acquire

devices for partial or complete vertical take off’.(89)

There seemed however to be no hard evidence of Naval intentions which would

justify a direct approach to the Admiralty to resolve the issue, and in view of the

obvious similarity between possible Naval intentions and the Army’s recent efforts

to gain control of helicopters, it was felt unwise to reopen the argument so soon

after the agreement to form the JEHU.

On the other hand, to do nothing might well allow  a Naval order for large helicopters

to create a fait accompli, while at the same time leaving the RAF in its usual

position of second place in the production line behind the Navy.(90) It was decided

therefore to prepare an Air Ministry paper on the subject.(91)

*Relations between the Navy and the Air Force had been the subject of a special

investigation by a sub-committee of the Salisbury Committee in 1923. Its con

clusions were accepted by the government (see Hansard, 2 August 1923). RAF

responsibility in this area was confirmed by the Inskip Committee which separated
the Fleet Air Arm from the RAF in 1937.
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A month later RAF fears were confirmed by an article on ‘Mine-sweeping Helicop
ters’ by the Naval correspondent of The Times published on 25 May, and although

the Chief of the Air Staff confirmed to the Secretary of State for Air that a RAF

paper on the subject was in course of preparation,(92) subsequent events were as

predicted. By June the Air Ministry was explaining to Coastal Command that the

four Bristol 191s (formerly 173s) for the Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit could
not be delivered before the end of 1957 and that if the Navy did not cancel their
order for 65 191s the four for the RAF trials would be delayed until the first

quarter of 1958.(93) The 22 general purpose versions of the aircraft (B 192s) planned

for the RAF would be similarly delayed, as the Naval version had gained design
priority.(94)

In May 1956 the First Sea Lord (Lord Mountbatten) wrote personally to the

Minister of Defence (Sir Walter Monckton) saying with unmistakable irony that

the hehcopter minesweeping trials had been a complete success but because of the

government approved Inskip award, which he said forbad the Navy to use aircraft

for operational purposes from shore bases, the trials had been necessarily conducted

from the deck of an LST. Pointing out that the Chief of the Air Staff had no power

to alter a government decision even if he wished to, he agreed that ‘economical

and sensible’ progress was being frustrated because the correct procedure would

involve an infringement of the Inskip award. What therefore did the Minister

think should be the Admiralty’s next step?(95) No more was heard about RAF

responsibility for minesweeping by helicopter.

Development of the Bristol 192 (Belvedere)

Development of the Bristol 173 had come a long way since the Air Ministry had

identified it in 1953 as the project most likely in principle to fulfil the Army’s

requirements for a general purpose helicopter and had issued OR 325 in early 1954

as the target which it should meet. The inadequacy of the two Leonides engines

had long been apparent and their replacement by the Leonides Major was known

to be no more than a short term expedient to enable trials to commence. Accordingly,

four of the Leonides Major piston engined types were ordered against OR 326 (the

land based maritime helicopter); they were however to be restricted to development

work with the ASWDU because of their lack of single engine safety performance.

Hopes for the future fulfilment of OR 325 and OR 326 rested with the Gazelle

turbine engine version (96) and an order for 65 of this type (considered the most

likely helicopter to have fully adequate performance in all roles) was given design

priority and led the Bristol Aeroplane Company to defer to Naval specifications in

respect of fuselage shape, undercarriage type and size, etc.

The result was rather grotesque. The original 173, built for passenger use with a

low undercaiTiage and a level fuselage with windows along both sides, was replaced
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Prototype of the Bristol 113 (1954)—developed from the Sycamore and with
Sycamore rotor blades (front rotor blades reversed) and powered by two Leonides
piston engines, it was the forerunner of the Bristol 191 and 192 (the Belvedere).

The Bristol 192 pre-production version of the Belvedere with two Napier Gazelle
turbine engines and four bladed rotors, but still with wooden Sycamore blades
and fully manual controls: used for service trials. (In the background: Ampleforth
Abbey.)
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by an aircraft with a short fuselage {to fit an aircraft carrier lift), insufficient

headroom for standing {the new version would not be required to carry passengers),

a sharp nose up cant {to permit torpedo loading from the front) and an enormous

undercarriage designed to allow the aircraft to be dropped at 12 feet a second on

to a carrier deck rolling at 10 degrees.

Such was substantially the shape which the RAF inherited for the B 192 when the
Naval order was cancelled in 1956. The two three bladed Sycamore rotors used on
the 173 had each had a fourth blade added and the transmission had undergone

considerable development to accommodate the increased gas turbine engine power
now planned.

Problems however had been encountered with the interim Leonides Major engine

{mainly oil cooling difficulties) and the latest performance estimates for what was

now a heavier aircraft but still with piston engines were beginning to look less and

less attractive, particularly its lack of single engine safety.

Predictably the Navy was rapidly losing interest in an aircraft which, with its

weapon load, was thought to be too heavy for the carrier lift and too large unless
the rotor blades were removed. When the usual transmission development problems

were added to engine overheating difficulties after hovering trials in November

1956, the Navy took the opportunity to cancel their 65 aircraft altogether, a decision

which was swiftly followed by the cancellation of the three B 191s destined for the

Royal Canadian Navy.{97)

On the RAF side there were, in July 1955, firm orders for 21 Bristol 192s (half to

replace Sycamores in Malaya and half for Coastal Command SAR) and for four

Bristol 191s for the ASWDU.{98) There was no intention then to reduce these

orders and it was argued that an increase might be needed if the proposals for the

long term defence of Malaya after the Emergency were to be implemented—in the

event they were not.{99)

Every effort was therefore made to hasten the incorporation of the Gazelle turbine

engine in the B 191 and B 192 so that as few as possible of the piston engine

version would have to be accepted {and later fitted with turbine engines). At the

same time a number of suggestions were put forward which would have led to

more B 192s being ordered: 10 aircraft were proposed for the anti-submarine and

minesweeping duties then in dispute with the Navy;{100) twin engine reUabihty

made the B 192 a candidate for The Queen’s Flight; and it could also be used to

re-equip the JEHU and for a freighting unit in Transport Command.{101) None of

these suggestions received financial approval, but the attitude of the Air Staff was

once again clearly revealed and similar proposals were revived when the cancellation

of the Naval order for B 191s threatened production of B 191s and B 192s for the

RAF unless a further 16 aircraft could be ordered.{102)
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Meanwhile, however, the Navy had decided to buy a turbine engined version of the
American S-58 (later known as the Wessex) which Westland were proposing to

build under licence from Sikorsky. It was also intended at that time to use the

Rolls-Royce Dart engine and Westland suggested that any problem over lack of

research and development funds could be circumvented by spreading the cost over

the production aircraft, thus transferring it to the Naval vote and overcoming

Ministry of Supply objections on the grounds of research and development

expenditure.(103)

The RAF, however, was dismayed by the Navy’s unilateral cancellation of the

B 191, which had been a joint project, and at finding itself under pressure to follow

the Navy in backing the single engined Wessex and itself abandoning the B 191

and B 192.(104) The Air Staff argued strongly against doing so, pointing out that

it was about to bring into service the first helicopter in the RAF to have completely

adequate performance in all roles and theatres, together with twin engine rehability,

and an aircraft which was the most advanced hehcopter in the world in its class.

The Air Staff also questioned the propriety of the Navy’s action, especially as the

first reason given for cancelling the B 191 had been its inadequate performance in

the piston engined version, but when the Gazelle engine promised more than the

required performance the argument shifted to the S-58’s better deck handfing

characteristics. The Air Staff therefore argued that the RAF’s order for B 191s

and B 192s should be increased by 16 if that was the only way of keeping the

project going,(105) and pointed out that as the turbine engined S-58 had a less

adequate performance than even the piston engined  B 192 the RAF would still

prefer the latter, even if research and development support for the Gazelle engine
was withdrawn.(106)

This new threat had come about because of a recommendation by the DRPC that

expenditure on helicopter development should be cut by £2m as part of the current

attempt to reduce defence costs.*(107)

*The rise in government expenditure on hehcopter engine and airframe development

by industry over the years 1946-57 is shown below:(108)

Year £000 Year £000
1946-47

1947-48

1948-49

1949-50

1950-51

1951-52

115 1952-53

1953-54

1954-55

1955-56

1956-57

573
180 1164
127 2916
280 4000
192 4100

189

Research and development expenditure thus approximately doubled each year for

the first five years of Phase 2 of hehcopter development, (1952-56).
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The RAF, however, was successful in its campaign to keep the B 192 programme

in being, and was also able to save the Gazelle engine. This the DRPC then

recommended for the Naval S-58s, so creating the Wessex Mk 1.(109)

In March 1956 the planned distribution of B 192s was eight each for No 22

Squadron SAR and for FEAF, five for training and nine for the JEHU, a total of
30. The ASWDU allotment was cancelled and with it the B 191. Twelve of the 30 B

192s which the RAF was hoping to order were to be fitted with Leonides Major

piston engines initially, because to wait for the Gazelle turbine engine would mean

a delay of 12 months.(110) In the event only 25 B 192s were ordered for the RAF

(including substitution for the bid for four B 191s), with one more for the Ministry

of Supply, but the Air Staff considered that any attempt to justify more would

not be successful in the prevailing economic climate.(lll) No requests were therefore

made for the training and JEHU tasks,(112) and by mid 1956 the Air Staff had

resigned itself to a long, hard battle to obtain even the 25 B 192s asked for—the

minimum number which would allow production to go ahead and the maximum

which would have any chance of winning financial approval. The struggle was

longer and harder than most had expected and over the ensuing four years the

B 192 was almost constantly in danger of cancellation.

Apart from more general considerations of national prestige and the development

of industrial expertise in helicopter design, the justification for continuing the work

necessary to bring the Belvedere into being rested mainly on the recommendations

of the 1956 joint service Bingley committee, set up to consider future transport

requirements in cold and limited (non nuclear) war. Its recommendations endorsed

by the Chiefs of Staff, included a force equivalent to 12 Belvederes for deployment

to the theatre involved as part of the tactical transport force,(113) the Belvedere

being now seen exclusively as a tactical transport helicopter.

In June 1956 the Air Council agreed in principle that provision should ultimately

be made for a mixed force of twin engined helicopters and Pioneer type aircraft in

Transport Command,(114) but within months of that decision the Air Staff was

involved in a complex debate over the rival merits of the Belvedere and Wessex.(115)

On the one hand, it was argued that the Wessex performance was not far short of

that of the piston engine Belvedere, while on the other hand it was estimated that

12 Belvederes with Gazelle engines would equal 20 Wessex and that up to 45

Wessex would be needed to lift the same payload in tropical conditions.(116)

Equipping the whole Belvedere force, however, with Gazelles would be more

expensive than equipping the 14/11 mix at first intended. But against the Wessex

was the fact that it would be at least a year, and possibly two years later than the

Belvedere in coming into service.(117)
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The battle raged to and fro in early 1957 across the whole spectrum of policy

considerations, from air transportability to tactical suitability and political expedi

ency. The Ministry of Supply joined in with a recommendation that the Belvedere
should be retained and that all those ordered should be equipped with the Gazelle

engine, and added that certain technical problems had arisen with the Leonides

Major engine.(118) Among the many financial estimates prepared was one which

concluded that it would be more expensive to the Air vote to cancel the Belvedere

in favour of the Wessex and more difficult to justify publicly.(119)

Performance comparisons between the Gazelle and Leonides Major versions of the

Belvedere were made in every conceivable combination of circumstances, an example

being the payload which each could carry in tropical conditions at 5000 feet over a

range of 100 miles, the conclusion being 5500 lb in the case of the Gazelle and

850 lb in the case of the Leonides Major. Even in standard temperature conditions

at sea level with one engine failed the Gazelle version was expected to carry 3200 lb

over 250 miles and the Leonides Major version only 440 lb over 50 miles.(120)

In April 1957 the Air Council finally decided to ask for 25 Belvederes, all with

Gazelle engines.(121) The financial arguments continued, however, and in November

1957 the case for 25 aircraft had to be defended against a detailed calculation that 22

might be enough.(122) In reply, training requirements and wastage rates (assessed at

one a year for seven or eight years), together with the unforeseen commitments,

which experience had shown to be the normal lot of successful helicopters, were

used to justify the order for 25 aircraft to produce the 12 UE for the overseas

deployment specified in the Bingley report.

In early 1958 a new problem was put to the Air Staff: how could the Belvedere
task be carried out if the order for these aircraft was cancelled to save research

and development costs?(123) The question was made no easier to answer by the
fact that the War Office was understood to have thrown over the whole tactical

force plan agreed by the Bingley committee, on which the requirement for the 12
Belvederes was based.*(124) The Air Force answer was that there was no alternative

way of meeting the task laid down (or any similar task) which did not involve a

much larger expenditure on new helicopters, and that it would be very difficult to

explain to the Public Accounts Committee why the Belvedere project was being

abandoned at such a late stage.(125) Alternative ways, however, had still to be

explored, including such absurdities as the provision of 72-108 Whirlwinds with

Leonides Major engines,(126) but without War Office adherence to the Bingley

*The Air Staff suspected that the Army, knowing that there would be no Belvederes

allotted to the JEHU, saw the RAF’s purchase of that aircraft as a threat to its

control of tactical Whirlwinds, and perhaps S-58s, which in 1957 it was still hopeful
of gaining.
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report any references to the Belvedere were necessarily somewhat vague.* To clarify

the position DCAS had written in the previous month to DCIGS asking the Army

to confirm that it still required the Belvederes and in the numbers ordered,(128)

but DCIGS replied with no more than a short statement of confirmation but with

no explanation.(129)

It was, therefore, only with the greatest difficulty that the order for 25 Belvederes

for the RAF (and one for the Ministry of Supply) was kept in being until three pre-

production versions of the aircraft became available in late 1960. Even then financial

restrictions continued to play a part as development money was cut off before the
final work was finished.

As a result, this ‘ugly duckling’ entered the RAF with not only the topographical

peculiarities inherited from its earlier association with the Navy but also several

uncorrected design faults as well. Nevertheless, it represented a historic milestone

as it was the first helicopter in the RAF to be free of the problems which had

plagued its predecessors: the severe restrictions placed on payload and operating

profiles, especially in the tropics, by the performance Hmitations of their piston

engines. The power/weight ratios of its turbine engines enabled the Belvedere to

operate with such a huge reserve of power that in temperate conditions it rarely

needed to use more than half the power available with both engines running. The

Limiting factor now was no longer engine power but the design strength of the

transmission. Even at high altitudes in full tropical conditions, therefore, it suffered

no limitation of payload or deterioration in performance, but merely a loss of single

engine safety at the critical moments of take off and landing at maximum all-up-

weight in the most severe conditions.

The Belvedere was also the first helicopter to equal and even exceed in service the

most optimistic advance estimates of its performance, a fact which went a very

long way to compensate for its lack of refinement in other respects, eg manual

throttle RPM control, awkward fuselage shape, sundry maintenance problems and,

in particulai*, its unreHable engine starting system.

The foresight and determination which the Air Ministry showed in bringing the

Belvedere into service was therefore ultimately justified, and in the event its arrival

was most happily timed as the availability of 12 Belvederes for overseas deployment

enabled it to play a very significant and exclusive role in Aden and to contribute

most notably to the Borneo operations of 1962-66.

*For example, the Belvedere had, it was merely said, the ability to put down

‘comparatively large bodies of men in inaccessible areas, eg the Arabian Peninsula

and the Horn of Africa’ and a ‘reasonably good ferry range’, and would be of ‘great

value in internal security and other small operations’.(127)
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Development of the Whirlwind

It was in Malaya that the Whirlwind’s inadequate performance acquired critical

importance, a problem which was only partially alleviated by the drastic steps

taken in 1954 to enable the aircraft to fly at ail (see pp 73-74). Consequently, it

was in Malaya that the demands for the re-engining of the Whirlwind originated
once the initial difficulties had been overcome in 1955. There was, however, no

engine available in adequate numbers or with the necessary spares backing to meet

the demand. A few Wright Cyclone piston engines had been obtained for the Navy

to produce the Whirlwind Mk 3, but this expedient was of no help to the RAF in

the time scale required and the spares shortage was acute. At that time, too,

enough Bristol 192s were expected to be available by 1957 to meet the Malayan

problem,(130) and it was also thought that they would replace the Whirlwinds in
Coastal Command.

By 1957, however, the B 192 was being thought of as a tactical transport helicopter

and it was therefore necessary to deal with the inadequacies of the Whirlwind Mk 2

in the SAR role, the best hope seeming to be the Leonides Major engine. The
problem was now considerable because the Whirlwind had become firmly established

in No 22 SAR Squadron in the south of England and was due to be withdrawn

from Malaya to replace the Sycamores (with their smaller cabins) in No 275

Squadron in the north of England (see p 115). The need to provide eight Whirlwinds
to support the atomic weapons trials in Christmas Island led to the formation of
No 217 Squadron and confirmed the fact that the Whirlwind was here to stay and
needed to be improved. A trial of the Whirlwind Mk 2 in Cyprus, where the
Governor (Sir John Harding) was asking for a tactical troop lift helicopter, showed
that even there the temperature and height factors made the Whirlwind virtually
useless, and gave added impulse to the demands for re-engining.*(131)

In response to a plea from Coastal Command the Air Ministry reported in June

1957 that a detailed case would be prepared for re-engining the Whirlwinds with
Leonides Major engines as soon as the results were known of the intensive flying
trials being conducted by the Navy with the Naval Whirlwind Mk 7 which had

been fitted with that engine.(132) At the time there seemed to be a fair prospect of

success, as the Whirlwind gearbox could absorb an output of only 700 hp and the
850 hp Leonides Major engine would therefore have the additional reliability of a
derated engine and still provide more power than the existing Pratt and Whitney

engine of only 600 hp. The fact that the new engine was substantially heavier

seemed of little importance in the context of the problems which had arisen from

the Whirlwind’s significant lack of power. The surplus power from the Leonides

Major engine could also be an advantage in the ‘hot and high’ conditions of Malaya,
but its greatest attraction was that its use in the Whirlwind would reduce the

*The Cyprus requirement was eventually dealt with successfully by the Sycamore.
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compensation payable to the manufacturer following the decision to use the Gazelle

engine in the B 192 and not the Leonides Major for which materials had already

been purchased.(133)

With hindsight it is easy to see that it would have been an expensive mistake to

have re-engined the RAF Whirlwinds with the Leonides Major engine and that

serious consequences would have followed from attempting to meet the demands

of the Borneo campaign with aircraft so equipped. At the time, however, most of
the available evidence seemed to show that the Leonides Major engine was the

appropriate choice and there was considerable pressure from all those operating

Whirlwinds to give priority to the re-engining programme.

In the Navy the decision was taken early and Leonides Major Whirlwinds went

into service in place of aircraft with Pratt and Whitney engines. The experience,

however, was unhappy, and not only was the improvement in performance too

small to justify the upheaval and expense, but the engine was also technically

troublesome and, as a result, there were long delays in the re-engining programme

and several aircraft were eventually lost in the sea.

The RAF, on the other hand, mindful that both the Whirlwind and the Sycamore

would soon have to be replaced, and that its original operational requirement for a

small tacticiil troop carrying helicopter had not yet been met, was considering the

possibility that a much smaller turbine engine than those currently developed might

be used to power the small types of helicopter in place of the heavier piston engine

then in use. In November 1957 ACAS (Training) suggested that the turbine engined

version of the Sycamore then being designed by the Bristol Aeroplane Company

(B 203) might be considered as a replacement for both the Whirlwind and the

Sycamore, arguing that the Whirlwind with the Leonides Major engine would be

too heavy for the larger tasks and too large for the smaller tasks.(134) A few

months later details became available of two small private venture turbine engines

which seemed suitable for the size of helicopter needed to replace the Whirlwinds

and Sycamores. One of these projects was a completely new engine offered by

Armstrong Siddeley and designated P 181; the other was a version manufactured

by de Havilland of the American GEC T 58 which had already been developed and

installed in a number of American helicopters.

The advantages of fitting either of these engines in the Whirlwind were enormous:

both the full performance required for SAR and—in all significant respects—that

specified in the draft operational requirement for the projected Whirlwind/Sycamore

replacement due in 1963/65 would be achieved. The expense of substituting a

turbine engine for the Leonides Major would therefore by fully justified as it would

remove the need for a completely new helicopter.(135)
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The comparison between the Whirlwind’s capability with the Leonides Major and

the de Havilland Gnome engines was dramatic. Not only was there a weight saving

of 765 lb, but in temperate summer conditions the extra power (1000 lb shaft horse

power) enabled the take off weight permitting vertical climb to be increased to the

aircraft permissible fuselage all-up-weight, a further saving of 165 lb. In addition,

the cruising speed was increased from 70 to 90 knots, the net result being a payload

increase in a rescue task at 50 miles’ range from 1000 lb to 1800 lb.(136) The excess

of shaft horse power available in temperate conditions over transmission limitations

indicated that full performance would be maintained in ‘hot and high’ conditions

of considerable severity.

Consequently, at the end of 1958 the RAF abandoned its interest in the Leonides

Major engine at the very last moment and decided to re-engine its Whirlwinds with

de Havilland (later Rolls-Royce) Gnome engines.(137) Thus was born the Whirlwind

Mk 10, which entered RAF service in No 225 Squadron in late 1961 (a year after

the formation of the Belvedere Trials Unit), just in time to join the Belvedere at
the start of operations in Borneo. With the Belevedere it formed the main element

in all RAF helicopter operations in the 1960s, except those in Aden, and continued

in the SAR role beyond the end of 1975. The Gnome engine installation incorporated

computer controlled fuel supply maintaining constant free turbine speed for varying
power demands. The Whirlwind Mk 10 was thus the first RAF helicopter in which

the rotor speed was controlled automatically rather than by means of a manual

twist grip throttle operated by the pilot.
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CHAPTER 5

THE MIDDLE EAST:

KENYA. ADEN. CYPRUS, EL ADEM AND JORDAN

In the Middle East the era of the operational helicopter began in late 1954, at the

time when the Dragonflys in the Far East were being replaced by the Sycamore

Mk 14s and the first SAR Squadron (No 275) was forming in Fighter Command.

From then until the arrival of the turbine-engined Whirlwind in the early 1960s

the full burden of helicopter operations throughout the Middle East theatre was

carried by the Sycamores. Only in Cyprus was an attempt made to introduce the
Whirlwind Mk 2, but it was soon shown to be less adept than the Sycamore at

trooping in high temperatures at altitudes up to 4000 feet—one of the main

helicopter tasks there—and was kept on the island for low level communications
work.*

The first helicopter commitment in the Middle East arose out of the search and

rescue requirement proposed by Lord Dowding in 1953 on behalf of the fighter

squadrons based in the Canal Zone (see Chapter 4), and the three Sycamores

specified for the task by DCAS in June 1953 were expected to be of value in Jordan
and Aden as well as in the Canal Zone.(l) In the event, when the problems of

producing the Sycamore to operational standards had been overcome, circumstances

dictated that the first of the six helicopters promised to Lord Dowding for delivery

between September 1954 and March 1955 (2) went in October 1954 not to the

intended SAR unit in the Canal Zone or even to Cyprus, but to Kenya.(3) Later,

however. Sycamores were allotted first to Aden and Cyprus in May 1955 and then

during 1956 to Amman, Mafraq and El Adem.

Thus at the very outset the exclusively SAR function envisaged for the helicopter

in the Middle East was pre-empted by its tactical potential, and although the

single Sycamore sent to Nairobi was used mainly for military casualty evacuation,

development there and elsewhere in the Middle East followed closely the pattern

of tactical use already established in the Far East.

This was not, however, a deliberate policy and there was in fact no contact in the

early part of the period between the two helicopter fraternities in the Middle and

Far East. The former had grown up too soon to be aware of the latter’s experience,

let alone make use of it, and the CFS Helicopter Unit which was eventually to

*The record does not show why a Mk 2 Whirlwind was selected for this task. The

Mk 4 with higher supercharger gear for greater performance at higher altitudes as

used in Malaya would have made a better showing.
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forge a link between the two was itself still in its formative stages in the early
1950s. Even within the Middle East theatre there was no contact at operating level

between the helicopter crews in places as far apart as Nairobi, Aden and Cyprus.
The early pilots, nearly all new to helicopters and having received only the most
rudimentary civilian contract training, were in the true sense pioneers; almost totally

isolated from one another, they were expected to operate in hostile environments and

undertake unprecedented operational commitments which they frequently suspected
(and usually correctly) to be beyond the capabilities of their aircraft. In all, their

record can be seen as highly creditable.

Kenya

The environment which was most foreign to these inexperienced crews was undoubt

edly that of Kenya. At their base at Eastleigh, for example, itself more than 5000

feet above sea level, they were already operating at a greater height than they had

yet achieved elsewhere and some of the military operations against the Mau Mau

involved troop activity up to 9500 feet and occasionally higher. On the other hand,

there were compensations in the generally favourable weather, the exceptionally

good visibility and the absence of strong turbulence.* All the same, in no way

could the first two pilots at Eastleigh, Fg Off F  A Bernard and Fit Sgt Boucher,

have been adequately prepared for the very special handling techniques needed for
day-to-day operations at such altitudes.

As early as November 1952 limited performance trials conducted by A&AEE with
a Sycamore Mk 3 at Nairobi had shown that at maximum all-up weight at 5000

feet the aircraft needed a wind speed of 11 to 16 knots to climb vertically;

alternatively, if the ‘cushioned’ take-off technique was used (accelerating forward

from a low hover in ground effect) 300 to 400 yards were needed to reach a height
of 100 feet.(4) In spite of these limitations, the GOC East Africa was still eager to
have helicopters and GHQ Middle East Land Forces confirmed their acceptance of
an offer of a Sycamore (to be delivered by Bristol Freighter) and requested a pilot.

The Chiefs of Staff, however, were reluctant to agree, particularly as the only source
from which an aircraft could be drawn was No 1906 AGP Flight (see Chapter 6),

which had recently been supplied with three.(5) Also, VCAS pointed out that one

Sycamore by itself would not be enough to operate on a stand-by basis, and so

two months later, in January 1953, the Chiefs of Staff decided that the problems

were too great and, as the Governor of Kenya was by then less enthusiastic, the

idea should be shelved for the time being.(6)

*In the operational trials report the pilot stated: ‘The helicopter is virtually

unaffected by turbulence and therefore provides a much smoother ride for casualties

than conventional aircraft.’ The remark was true for passengers, but pilots from

Malaya, Aden or Cyprus would never have spoken in those terms.
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In October 1954, however, in response to further requests from the GOC East

Africa, the first operational Sycamore allocated to the Middle East arrived at

Eastleigh and on 29 October began operational trials. These were deemed complete

after 55 hours flying in little more than a month and on 7 December the aircraft

was declared operational.*(7) As the use of helicopters in Kenya had been the subject

of Parliamentary Questions, a written brief on the progress of the operational trials

was given to the Under-Secretary of State for Air who was visiting Eastleigh and

a precis was signalled to the Air Ministry on 13 January 1955.(8) A summary of
conclusions from these Phase 1 (sic) trials contained the following:

‘a. High altitude and temperatures caused appreciable loss of performance

and the latter affects load carrying capacity diurnally as well as seasonally.

‘b. Above 5000 feet sustained hovering outside ground cushion is impossible,
therefore the winch has been discarded.

‘c. Above 5000 feet (this figure was later amended to 7000 feet) vertical take

off and landing impossible. Alighting area required is clear space 60 yards in
diameter with no obstructions above 40 feet within 300 yards of line of approach
and take off.

*Helicopter performance trials by A&AEE under the aegis of the Ministry of

Supply were geared to a standard performance requirement derived originally from

Malayan conditions. The standard chosen was based on the ability to climb

vertically in still air at 200 feet per minute, and the variations of altitude, tempera

ture and weight at which this minimum performance could be obtained were
recorded.

Operational trials were supposedly based on practical applications of these criteria

in the theatre concerned, but in the 1950s and early 1960s this data was often not

available to the operational crews or was so unreliable, owing to significant differ

ences between the trials aircraft and the operational machine (in this case the Mk 3

and Mk 14 Sycamores) or to the difficulty experienced by the test crews (not at that

time experienced helicopter pilots) in obtaining accurate performance measurements,

that a mainly subjective pilot’s opinion of the aircraft’s performance was used

during operational trials to determine the aircraft’s capabilities in particular areas.

In the jungle-free conditions of the Middle East, the stringent 200 feet per minute

vertical climb requirement was less significant and consequently the practical

payloads offered at various altitudes after operational trials were generally consider

ably higher than those declared in Pilot’s Notes or Operating Data Manuals issued

later by the Ministry of Supply.
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‘d. Present experience indicates that aircraft should be able to uplift one
casualty from maximum 9000 feet and two maximum 8000 feet above mean
sea level.’(9)

The report concluded that although more detailed technical data might be needed
and trials using prepared tracks within the Forests* remained to be carried

out the feasibility of using heHcopters for casualty evacuation had already been
proved.**

Thus in contrast to the FEAF heHcopters which were already being described in

Air Ministry papers as a short range transport force, those destined for the Middle

East Air Force were being designated at this stage for search and rescue, casualty
evacuation being considered their primary function.(ll)

While the Air Ministry still awaited the full Sycamore operational trials report

from Eastleigh, Press reports were beginning to appear. One described a Sycamore

taking off at a height of 8430 feet and quoted RAF sources as saying that it was

the first time a hehcopter had risen from the ground at such a height in tropical
temperatures. Another mentioned the first heUcopter casualty evacuation in Kenya
when a soldier was brought from the Nyeri area to Nairobi.(12)

When the operational trials report was received in January 1955 it revealed that

take-off and landing performance had been measured at maximum all-up weight of
54001b at three airstrips between 6100 feet and 6400 feet, and with the winch

removed at 7700 feet and 8200 feet. Moreover, a final take-off and landing had been

carried out on the western forest edge of the Aberdares at 8500 feet with one

passenger. The pilot, Fg Off Bernard, had flown solo twice to 12000 feet, and

professing to be ‘happy’ with the situation offered room for two casualty passengers

up to 8000 feet and one at heights up to 9000 feet. Serviceability was described as

‘excellent’. The Sycamore had, in fact, been declared operationally ready for casualty
evacuation scandby in December 1954 and GHQ East Africa had issued instructions

on landing site areas and procedures at the same time.(13)

It was nine months later, in October 1955, that the CFS Helicopter Unit was able

to send out the first Qualified Helicopter Instructor (QHI). Fortunately this hap

pened before the first engine failure was experienced in flight.(14) The technique

*Much of the Mau Mau activity in Kenya was based in the Aberdare mountains

north of Nairobi, the main afforested area of the country and known simply as the
Forests.

**The casualty task forecast in Kenya was based on statistics for one year from
December 1953 in which 112 injuries (18 of which were battle casualties) were
sustained in the field.(lO)
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for dealing with such an emergency had not been taught, except perhaps for an

occasional demonstration at the civilian helicopter conversion courses used by the

RAF at that time, and CFS had some initial difficulty in persuading the overseas

units to practise a manoeuvre that seemed to them fraught with danger to an

aircraft which was both valuable and difficult to replace.

No objections, however, were raised at Eastleigh and after both pilots had been

declared fuUy competent in general handling techniques at high altitude, a satisfac

tory procedure for practising engine-off landings in those conditions (equally unfam

iliar to the CFS pilot) was worked out in conjunction with Fg Off Bernard. In

essence, this consisted of recognising a higher than usual collective lever setting

during the approach, a higher initial flare with reducing collective setting to obtain

maximum permissible rotor RPM or even a three per cent overspeed for up to five

seconds, followed by a sustained full pitch descent to touch down. The Sycamore

behaved most satisfactorily under this procedure and when a few weeks later

Fit Sgt Boucher experienced the unit’s first engine failure in flight he landed without

damage in a comparatively small area surrounded by tall trees.

The Sycamore in Kenya was at first not part of MEAF's SAR establishment, but

was supplied to the Kenya Government at a notional cost of £750 for delivery plus

£75 per hour of operational flying, with the Air Ministry providing a replacement

when a major overhaul was needed.*(15) Thus in mid-1955 a second Sycamore was

provided and shortly afterwards the original aircraft was withdrawn for major

servicing. Apart from this brief overlap there was only one Sycamore available for

the final two years of the Kenya operation. During that time it operated continu

ously, flying a total of 506 hours and evacuating 30 casualties.(16)

Apart from pilot training the aircraft was also used frequently in the reconnaissance
and communications roles, with area searches for terrorists a regular feature. In

December 1955, for example, there were ten terrorist search sorties in the wheat-

fields of the Rift Valley and others north of Lake Naivasha, while in February 1956

the Eastleigh Sycamore assisted in flood relief operations in Tanganyika. Later, in

October 1956, the aircraft was used extensively to transport HRH Princess

Margaret during her tour of Kenya, the pilot having been granted his VIP qualifi

cation just beforehand by an examiner from the CFS Helicopter Unit.

Operations against the Mau Mau had been at their height when the Sycamore

arrived in Kenya, but they reduced progressively over the following two years and

in February 1957 the aircraft was withdrawn to reinforce the helicopter unit in

Aden.(17)

*It became formally established in MEAF at the end of 1955.
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Aden

The arrival of the first helicopters—in May 1955—created less of a sensation in

Aden than elsewhere in the Middle East.(18) Khormaksar was already a large and

busy complex with numerous operational aircraft, and the scenes of active oper

ations were many miles away to the north and east. Aden was a long way from

Cyprus and even further from the UK and the Far East, and the operational

potential of the helicopter against a mobile and elusive indigenous enemy was far

less obvious there than it was in Cyprus and Malaya. Initially, therefore, the Aden

helicopters were seen as having no more than a SAR role, for which there was no

urgent demeind and which was inevitably only of minor importance. Aden, in fact,
seemed to see even less need for this eccentric form of aviation than FEAF had

done when the Casualty Evacuation Flight first appeared in 1950.

It quickly became obvious that the ground crews were inadequate both in numbers

and experience,(19) yet little effort was made to demand proper technical support,
and the supply of spares too was poor. Moreover, the two pilots (Fit Lts

C S Bamberger and C Clay), who had received only the standard training—50 hours

on the Dragonfly at Westlands followed by 10 hours’ Sycamore conversion at
Bristol’s Filton factory—had neither the rank nor the experience in helicopters to
rectify matters.

As a result, the Aden helicopter element never became a unit in its own right with

the duty of compiling its own Operations Record Book (Form 540), and its activities

therefore went largely unrecorded, attracting only the occasional comment amid

the record of all the other activities of its parent station. Starting as a very minor

part of the Aden Communications Squadron in June 1955, the SAR helicopters

were transferred briefly to No 84 Squadron in January 1957, in whose records they

were mentioned even less informatively than before. Five months later they returned

to the station establishment, where they remained, the only regular reporting

thereafter being references to servicing, engine changes and the occasional

respray.(20)

The first pilot. Fit Lt Bamberger, arrived in Khormaksar on 24 June 1955 and flew

18 hours 30 minutes in 21 sorties during the following month. The second.

Fit Lt Clay, arrived in August when only 1 hour 30 minutes was flown. Between

then and December the maximum monthly achievement of the one and only
Sycamore was 17 hours, but in November, when a second aircraft was uncrated, a

mere 5 hours 25 minutes were recorded.(21) Fit Lt Clay then returned to South

Cerney for CFS instructor training, returning to Aden in February 1956. Throughout

that year, in the face of persistent unserviceability, due in large measure to a

shortage of spares, the average monthly flying hours with two aircraft were under

20, with a peak in August of 44 hours 15 minutes (all of them training), when the

pilots—now numbering three—quahfied in winching from the sea.
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It was not until February 1957 that an operation took place away from Aden, when

Venoms and Shackletons provided air cover for a Sycamore recovering the Army
victims of an ambush and five wounded dissidents. There was now much dissident

activity in the hills, as well as Yemeni firing across the border, and with Venoms

and Meteors being used for strafing and Shackletons for bombing, it became normal

to include a Sycamore on major operations. Operating in the casualty evacuation

role it would often be deployed to forward landing strips together with Pembrokes

of the Aden Communications Squadron which carried patients on the longer journey

from the hills back to Aden. In March 1957, for example, when Operation Zipper

was mounted to clear dissident groups from the road to Dhala using twelve Venoms,

four Shackletons and two Meteors, a Sycamore was employed to recover one

tribesman and the body of a Meteor pilot to Thumier.{22) In June 1958 came the

first serious incident when a Sycamore carrying a casualty from Dhala to Aden

was hit by ground fire twice over Dubiyat while flying at 750 feet, but arrived

safely in Aden with rotor blade and fuselage damage.

The need for tactical troop-carrying helicopters for operations in the Aden Protector

ate was becoming more widely recognised, although it was 1963 before a Belvedere

squadron was formed there for this purpose. Meanwhile the opportunity was taken

in July and August 1958 to use the Royal Navy Whirlwinds from HMS Bulwark

to carry troops to garrisons in Lahej and employ them on tactical operations during
their short stay there.(23) A further task arose towards the end of that year when
increasing labour troubles in Aden itself led to the Sycamores being used in the
Internal Security (IS) role in the main base area. As a result of their rising
popularity the number of helicopters in Aden had been increased by the arrival of
the Nairobi Sycamore in 1957 and two more from the El Adem flight in 1958.

For the next five years the Sycamore SAR flight continued to operate in much the
same way, with four aircraft for most of the time and two separate stand-by
systems, one for maritime search and rescue in the Aden area and one for IS duties.

These entailed either working with troops to the north or flying reconnaissance and

security patrols, with occasional leaflet drops, around the main base area of Aden

itself as the local situation deteriorated. The unit, still without a formal title and

known simply as the Khormaksar Station SAR Flight continued unchanged, joining

in operations as required, even after the Belvederes of No 26 Squadron arrived in
1963.

Then in January 1964 came the first SAR Whirlwind Mk 10, followed by a second

in March, whereupon the four Sycamores were embarked in HMS Albion for return

to the UK. Even that was not quite the end of their story, because the two

Whirlwinds which were to complete the complement of four in Aden did not arrive

until July, and the shortage of cover was felt keenly enough to necessitate the

borrowing of a further Sycamore from Cyprus for the month of June.
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A small group of Sycamores had thus, after a very shaky start, successfully carried

the SAR responsibility in Aden and provided IS support for eight and a half years.*

Cyprus

It was not until May 1955 that the first two Sycamores arrived in Cyprus, some

two years after helicopters had been proposed for the SAR role in the Middle

East.(24) Much, however had happened in the interval; FEAF and Fighter Com

mand, for example, had put in competing bids for aircraft;(25) the Sycamore

production line had fallen well behind schedule; there had been many important

changes in Middle East deployments; and the first of the MEAF allocation of

Sycamores, which should have reached Cyprus in January 1955, had been sent to

Kenya instead.

The early days of the helicopter unit in Cyprus were remarkably similar to those

of the Casualty Evacuation Unit in FEAF five years before. Not only were the

pilots just as inexperienced, but the station and Air Headquarters staffs knew

nothing of the tactical potential of the aircraft put at their disposal. Two months

before the Sycamores arrived MEAF Headquarters asked the Air Ministry to

ensure that they had dual controls so that Communications Squadron pilots could

learn to fly them and Staff Officers be given familiarisation training. When the Air

Ministry replied that qualified helicopter pilots would be supplied with the aircraft,

the request was reduced to one helicopter with dual controls.(26) In fact, no dual

instruction was possible initially as none of the pilots was qualified to fly the

Sycamore Mk 14, with its centrally mounted collective lever control, from the left
hand seat.

While some Staff Officers expected the Sycamores to improve their chances of

personal travel,(27) there was considerable nervousness at Station level over the

whole situation, the Station Commander complaining that: ‘The operation of this

unit is hampered by the lack of directive, a proper estabUshment and agreed

organisation and any relevant information on the operation of helicopters.’(28) HQ

MEAF had in fact issued a ‘general policy’ for helicopters on 27 May 1955, but

naturally this envisaged that SAR would be their only role in Cyprus and Aden.(29)

It was this situation that the first unit commander, Fit Lt P Fahy, encountered

when he arrived in May 1955, his helicopter experience confined to the normal

Westland Dragonfly course and the Bristol Sycamore conversion course. With his

equally inexperienced NCO pilot colleague (Fit Sgt Harrison) he set about learning

his new role. Neither had done any winching over the sea or spent more than a few

*See Chapter 11 for subsequent developments in Aden.
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minutes hovering over a dinghy. Nor had either of them any experience of mountain

flying or operating at high ambient temperatures.(30) Nevertheless, they immedi

ately embarked upon an ambitious programme of experiments involving communi

cations tasks over both mountains and sea. The dropping of mail to Royal Navy

sloops was their first maritime task, while the regular conveyance of the RAF

C-in-C between his home near Kyrenia and MEAF Headquarters at Nicosia provided

useful experience in crossing the Kyrenia mountain range at different times of the

day.

Although mountain flying was not an officially recognised tactical role, the need to

understand the Sycamore’s limits in this respect was implicit in the pilot’s back

ground training and, encouraged by the personal interest of the RAF C-in-C as a

result of flying with them, a series of trials at various altitudes was begun.(31)

Landings were made at different heights up to 4800 feet, culminating in a scheduled

trial at Troodos (5300 feet) on 8 July. Finding crowds of sightseers assembled on

the intended landing area, which was also obstructed by tall trees. Fit Lt Fahy

selected an alternative site at a height of 6000 feet and after a number of trial

approaches decided that he had adequate power resources with three passengers

aboard. This proved not to be the case (or perhaps his technique was imperfect),

and after touching down inadvertently in an overpitched condition he attempted

recovery in forward flight and ended up on his side 30 feet down the slope. Nobody
was injured but a number of lessons had been learnt, and the unit had only one
aircraft for the next three months.(32)

Although their brief helicopter training had covered action in the event of engine

failure, there had been too little time for practice and further training was patently

necessary. But Fit Lt Fahy did not find it easy to obtain permission to practise a

manoeuvre which seemed to entail a high risk of damage to the aircraft. Eventually

the AOC Cyprus agreed to some practice engine-off landings which he himself

would observe from the co-pilot’s seat. Two demonstrations, however, were enough

to persuade him to forbid any further experiments. The pilot subsequently reported

that both landings had been safe and had caused no damage, but admitted that

his nervousness due to lack of experience was probably evident.(33)

With planned engine-off landings now forbidden, mountain flying regarded as highly

dangerous and one of the two Sycamores written off, those opposed to helicopters

seemed to be riding high. Then in October two things happened. Field Marshal

Sir John Harding became the new Governor of Cyprus and the CFS Helicopter

Unit sent a QHI to visit the unit and offer advice. While CIGS, Harding had taken

full advantage of the Sycamores belonging to No 1906 AOP Flight (see Chapter 6)

for communications flights and had used helicopters during a visit to Cyprus in

July 1955.(34) He was therefore fully aware of their tactical potential; he became a

regular passenger on trips to all parts of the island and insisted on exploring the

helicopter’s troop carrying possibilities in all their aspects. Mountain flying trials
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with three passengers (or their equivalent in ballast) now received a new and urgent

impetus, and with the arrival of a third Sycamore and more pilots, one well

experienced, satisfactory techniques began to be established. In this as in many

other ways Harding’s arrival had a major impact on the security forces in Cyprus,

similar to that achieved by Sir Gerald Templer in Malaya in 1952, and in several

broadcasts he let it be known that ‘while he was prepared to meet the Cypriots

half way, he would brook no nonsense.’(35)

The visiting examiner from the CFS Helicopter Unit (Sqn Ldr J R DowUng)

confirmed that operational development training was being properly conducted, but

said that unless engine-off landings were regularly practised there was every

likelihood of a catastrophic accident. At Station level there was still reluctance,

but the point was pressed, demonstrations were given and the practice insti

tuted.(36) Only three weeks later Fit Lt Fahy was flying from Government House

carrying Field Marshal Templer, who was on a visit to Cyprus, when he experienced

a total engine failure at a height of about 200 feet at an airspeed of 80 knots in the

vicinity of the airfield. Thanks to his recent practice, he was able to ‘avoid all the

buildings and wires and landed without damage just outside the airfield.(37) This

was one of three actual engine failures in flight that he experienced during his time

in Cyprus, in none of which was there any consequent damage.(38) Nevertheless,

practising engine-off landings in single-engined helicopters continued to arouse

opposition because of the risks, and it was several more years before it became

accepted as a standard requirement through the RAF.

By the end of 1955 the internal security situation in Cyprus was steadily deterio

rating and Service personnel and their families, many of whom were living out in

civilian hirings in Nicosia and elsewhere, were increasingly exposed to murder or

abduction. AHQ Cyprus, which co-ordinated security services in the island, therefore

instituted a system of ‘families wardens’ in the main towns and provided armed

RAF patrols in the living-out areas on a roster basis.(39) There was also growing

pressure for helicopter support for internal security operations and its potential for

this purpose was first demonstrated in November 1955 when a Commando unit

was engaged in arms searches in the Black Forest area of the Kyrenia mountains.(40)

With the withdrawal of AHQ Levant from Habbaniya in January 1956 and its re

formation in Cyprus, absorbing AHQ Cyprus, the helicopter unit—the Nicosia

Station Flight—became part of the Levant Communications Flight.(41) AHQ Levant

itself could see no prospect of increasing the number of helicopters on the island,(42)

but Harding was sufficiently convinced of their value to make representations at

the very highest level in Whitehall in much the same way as Templer had done

shortly after arriving in Malaya in 1952 (see Chapter 2). As a result, two more

Sycamores arrived in March, making three for IS duties, followed by three more in ■

June.(43) By the end of 1956 another four had been added making a total UE of
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13 with one Command reserve. Three were fitted with SARAH for the SAR task

and one was allocated for the Governor's personal use.

With the increasing size of the helicopter force crew training and the development

of operational techniques necessarily proceeded with considerable urgency. Little

was known in Cyprus of what had been happening in FEAF and certainly there

was no first-hand knowledge. The technique, for example, of deploying troops by

means of a knotted rope from a 20-30 feet hover (roping) had been used occasionally

in Malaya, but had to be virtually reinvented in Cyprus, where it was much more

often needed, the cost of the experiments being a series of minor and sometimes

major casualties among the troops.(44)

In Cyprus, unlike Malaya, troop deployments were almost always to precipitous

landing sites on mountain slopes or extremely narrow razor-backed ridges, preclud

ing any chance of landing the helicopter. Thus, roping from Sycamores, which was

not the main trooping helicopter in FEAF, became  a specialised art in Cyprus. The

aircraft was flown without doors, to save weight and permit rapid deployment from

both sides when landed or from one side when roping; the rope itself was secured

over a tripod on the starboard side using the mounts which carried the winch on

SAR sorties. The upper end of the rope was secured near the collective lever by a

special toggle with which the pilot could release it, so jettisoning the rope when

his three passengers had departed—there was of course no crewman to pull it in.

Teaching the troops roping procedures was of prime importance and became a

significant element in the monthly training task throughout the remaining three

years of the emergency and until the primary helicopter role in Cyprus reverted to
SAR in 1963.(45)

Tactical support operations were usually arranged at very short notice, often in

the middle of the night following analysis of the day’s intelligence reports. As there

was no planning staff with appropriate training in AHQ in early 1956, Army units

had to plan these dawn operations directly with the Flight Commander. Fit Lt

Fahy, who did not have enough points in the system to rate a married quarter
inside the bounds of the RAF station, would have to be contacted in his flat in

Nicosia and then, in defiance of the regulation that servicemen not travelling by

RAF bus should be accompanied by an armed member of the security forces,(46)

would load his revolver and drive cautiously to where the conference was taking

place. The troopUft would then be planned in very great detail with the Army

Commander concerned and a pre-dawn briefing prepared for the aircrew.(47) In

spite of the seemingly ad hoc nature of these early helicopter IS operations, they
were on the whole very successful.

The ranges for helicopter operations in Cyprus were short compared with those in

Malaya, and with most troop movements on the ground being carried out in full

view of the enemy, the speed with which the helicopter could move security forces
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between vantage points, and without laborious jungle clearing being required, made

the small Sycamore force in Cyprus all the more effective. What was clearly needed,

however, was a larger troop-carrying helicopter and in July 1956, following the

FEAF precedent, a Whirlwind was requested. As the Mk 7 version with the Alvis

Leonides Major engine was not expected to be available until 1957,(48) a Whirlwind

MK 2 was sent for trials in Cyprus. It arrived in June and such was the interest

that the C-in-C directed that the trials should proceed as rapidly as possible.(49)

The results were even more disappointing than those in Malaya in 1953 (see

Chapter 3). As Cyprus summer temperatures are only slightly lower than those in

Malaya, the Whirlwind Mk 2 with half an hour’s fuel could carry only four passen

gers and then only up to 3000 feet.(50) Most Cyprus trooping operations had to be

carried out at higher altitudes with the additional requirement of hovering without

ground effect and here the Whirlwind Mk 2 had a lower payload than the Sycamore.*

Its task was therefore confined to shuttling the mail between Episkopi and

Akrotiri.(52)

Concurrently with these first trooping operations in 1956, and the onerous task of

providing full operational training for new pilots, most of whom were as inexperien

ced as the flight commander when he had first arrived, there was much to be done

to develop the SAR role, for which the unit had been established initially. Sea

hovering, dry and wet winching exercises, and an SAR standby had to be organised,

and the fixed wing aircrews briefed and exercised in procedures. SAR development

received the enthusiastic support of the air staff, and in March 1956 twenty GD

Staff Officers at AHQ Levant were given wet winch training off the coast near

Kyrenia, a fortunate precaution as on 13 July two of them—one being AOC Levant,

AVM C D C Boyce, and the other his co-pilot—had to eject from a Vampire T 11

over Morphou Bay. Both were quickly winched into  a Sycamore, so becoming the

first jet aircrew to be rescued from the sea by a helicopter.

*Specifically, the requirement was for the roping of four soldiers at 4500 feet.(51)

It seems likely that this Whirlwind was restricted to operating under the officially

declared limits in which reserve power had to be available at all times to enable a

vertical climb at 200 feet per minute to be made outside ground effect, whereas the

Sycamores were using the less stringent criterion of what had been found after

two years’ experience to be an adequate power margin in Cyprus. If that was the

case, the Whirlwind need not have appeared quite so inferior to the Sycamore,

although it still could not meet the roping requirements for four soldiers at 4500

feet. When the official reserve power requirements to permit 200 feet per minute

vertical climb were applied to the Sycamores, but not until 1959 as described

below, the result was an immediate reduction of the passenger load from three to

two in hot high conditions, regardless of the fact that they had been carrying three

passengers for some four years.
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Sycamore in transit in North West Cyprus.

r.

Sycamore troop lift from Nicosia—Cyprus. Baggage and cabin doors have been
removed. Note extra passenger carried by rotating the co-pilot’s seat to face
aft.
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Troop training in Cyprus—deployment by knotted rope which is jettisoned by
the pilot in the absence of a crewman.

Cyprus rescue of the crew of the trawler
Suyeznik near Famegusta in January 1960.
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Sycamore in typical troop deployment position—Cyprus.
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Another problem affecting the Cyprus helicopters in early 1956 was low service

ability, and in view of the importance of the IS role the search for a solution was

given the highest priority.(53) The Air Ministry sent out a Sycamore Servicing

Demonstration Party and the Bristol Aeroplane Company a pilot and engineer to

advise on servicing and operating techniques, the latter reporting a serious shortage

of skilled servicing personnel. By late 1956, however, the serviceability rate had

reached a satisfactory level, especially at Nicosia where regular helicopter trooplifts

could now be planned, and by the end of the year the helicopter flight was carrying

out between thirty and forty operational sorties  a month.(54)

Some of these were pre-planned trooplifts and some were individual anti-terrorist
actions. There was in fact more to contend with than armed gangs operating mainly

in the hills; the civilian population contained many with nationalist sympathies

willing to resort to violence, including children who were sometimes actively

encouraged to engage in terrorist activities.(55)

By this time—late 1956—mountain flying techniques had been well developed,

roping procedures were established and troop training was a regular feature.

Moreover, Army Type WS 62 radio sets had been fitted to the Sycamores for

contact with ground troops,(56) and a Bren gun mounting had been developed for

side-firing from the aircraft.(57) On the other hand, an attempt to operate a powerful

loudspeaker (Sky Shout) from the Sycamore was not successful.(58)

In September 1956 the Air Ministry decided to form the Nicosia Helicopter Flight,

then part of the Levant Communications Flight, into a helicopter squadron, purely

as a temporary measure as the IS task in Cyprus was expected to disappear in the

following year.(59) Thus No 284 Squadron—last seen in 1945 flying Warwicks and
Walruses on SAR duties in the western Mediterranean—was reformed in Cyprus

in October 1956 comprising both the IS and SAR elements of the Sycamore unit.

By November all the crews were fuUy qualified in mountain flying, winching, roping

and night flying, the latter being needed for the casualty evacuation standby.*

At the end of 1956, however, with the achievement of 80% serviceability, staff

shortages were beginning to appear. A strength of 15 pilots (16 established) was

found barely sufficient, as was the crewman establishment of three navigators for

the SAR role. Ground crew were still being used as crewmen for refuelling,

*No 284 Squadron’s main IS operations were scarcely affected by Operation Mus
keteer, the Suez assault, in October/November. Much communications flying was

generated and an additional SAR standby was mounted daily at Akrotiri where a

temporary Rescue Coordination Centre (RCC) was established;(60) otherwise the

main effect was a suspension of engine-off landing practices while the Nicosia

runway was in heavy demand for fixed wing traffic.(61)
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marshalling and directing troops in IS operations, all tasks later undertaken by

specialist Mobile Air Operations and Field Refuelling units. In addition, another
task was added in December when a Sycamore was detached to El Adem to mount

an SAR standby for aircraft using the ranges near by, with one crew detached on

rotation from Nicosia.(62) The detachment became  a permanently detached flight
in 1959.

The anti-EOKA* campaign peaked in early 1957 and the Sycamores were used

extensively in a series of major troop operations. A typical procedure was to select

a number of observation posts (OPs) and deliver to each at first hght troops with

kit and enough water for 48 hours; a shuttle hft of a main force would follow if

required. In Operation Black Mac in January 1957, for example, eight Sycamores
left Nicosia 20 minutes before dawn and four were positioned at Kakopetria (2000

feet), two at Prodrhomos (4600 feet) and two at Platres (3600 feet). These were the

forward starting points for a dawn three-pronged troophft close to the scene of

operations. Each Sycamore deUvered twelve troops and 1000 lb of kit in six lifts,

taking between one and two hours; one of the landing sites used was at a height of
5300 feet. Aircraft were refuelled to a total of 20 gallons (40 gallons in winter

temperatures) from jerrycans, while the rotors were turning and troops or loads

being emplaned. After completing the first phase of the operation, four helicopters
remained under the control of the army commander for the first day. Thereafter,

two were provided each day for resupply, redeployment and casualty evacuation.(63)

Later, a new style of operation was developed, called ‘cordon and search’. In this,

hehcopters were used individually to drop firing parties at each of several locations

around a village or small area to prevent any movement while the ground forces

approached by road. The town of Kallaki at 2800 feet on the northern slope of a

steep ridge ten miles north of Limassol was dealt with in this way, with seven

Sycamores positioning 21 troops around the town in about two minutes. The ground
forces were then clear to enter the town from their position two or three miles

down the mountain road.(64) In February 1957 in Operation Nomad five aircraft

were used to make four drops each, delivering a total of 60 troops to the Kambos

area at first light. Twenty more aircraft sorties placed 43 troops on the high Mathari

ridge and two further aircraft positioned 21 troops overlooking the Amiandos and

Khandria valleys.(65) Also in February, the village of Ayios Theodores was taken

by surprise during the lunch hour when five Sycamores landed troops on the roof

tops, in backyards and elsewhere. Two troop drops were made on the north ridge

of Mount Olympus at 4900 feet and 4600 feet respectively, and roping was carried
out in four feet of snow.

*EOKA: the mihtary organisation seeking the union of Cyprus with Greece, a

development which was unacceptable to Britain.
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By March 1957 it seemed possible that final success in the EOKA struggle was

imminent,(66) and the following month Archbishop Makarios, the Greek Cypriot
political leader, returned to Athens from detention in the Seychelles and EOKA

declared a truce. Nevertheless, intensive security operations continued in order to
find Grivas, the EOKA commander, his armed bands and weapon stores, and while

Makarios persisted with his political demands, EOKA forces were organising
memorial services and issuing slogans, banners and leaflets in an effort to make an

impact.(67) Systematic cordon and search operations employing helicopters, there

fore, became regular occurrences throughout the island. For example, in June 1957,

described as a quiet month in the No 284 Squadron ORB, five Sycamores, each
with three troops, put an airborne cordon around the village of Kharch in the

Kyrenia mountain range. One aircraft dropped three troops in the village to

announce a curfew while the others surrounded the village. A bus and several

people attempting to leave were then turned back by the helicopters, and the cordon
was maintained for 45 minutes while the search was completed. Similar actions

took place elsewhere throughout the following eighteen months.

Altogether between April 1956 and May 1957 the Sycamores flew 2561 operational

hours delivering 3463 troops and 215000 lb of equipment; 4080 troops were trained
in helicopter operational roles. A typical month’s effort involved 70 reconnaissance

flights, 214 trooping sorties (449 troops), 407 supply drops (78000 lb) and 697

communications sorties (961 passengers), 12 casualty evacuations and two sorties

for the governor, a total of 338 hours flying.(68) Operations continued at a similar

rate throughout 1957 and the early part of 1958.

In November 1957 Sir John Harding left Cyprus, handing over to Major General

K T Darling as Director of Operations, while Sir Hugh Foot became governor.

Harding had played a major part in bringing the helicopter force into existence,

and before leaving he showed his interest and gratitude by paying a personal visit

to the unit, speaking individually to the air and ground crews and having a
photograph taken of the unit personnel with himself at the centre.(69)

By this time the demand for Sycamores in FEAF (see Chapter 3) was such that

the Air Ministry made an urgent request to MEAF to reduce their holdings, only

to be told that the IS situation in Cyprus was more dangerous than for many

months and large scale operations might be needed.(70) This expected increase in

sabotage was confirmed by MEAF in the following April,(71) by which time tension
was also rising between the Greek and Turkish communities.

Six months later, the introduction on 1 October 1958 of the British Partnership
Plan for Cyprus in the face of non-co-operation from the Greek Cypriots led to a
renewal of EOKA violence. Seven British civilians were killed, one of them a

woman deliberately shot. The monthly helicopter casualty evacuation record was
immediately broken with 34 casualties, 32 of whom were victims of gunshots and
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bombs.(72) Then, in November all Greek Cypriot workers in military establishments

were dismissed as a security measure.{73) With the situation growing increasingly

dangerous a JEHU detachment of six Whirlwinds arrived in December, together

with six Pioneers of No 230 Squadron, to provide reinforcements for the next two
months.

By then, happily, conferences in London and Zurich had achieved a solution of the

crisis and the stage was set for the return of Archbishop Makarios. His arrival

was not followed by an immediate reduction in hehcopter operations. Indeed, on

1 March, the day of his return, no less than 17 hours’ reconnaissance flying was

recorded and in the following month 475 IS sorties were mounted involving 165

flying hours.(74) There was, however, a change of emphasis, as most of these sorties

were communications flights and the drop in actual operational flying was sharp

enough for No 284 Squadron to request more exercise tasks.(75)

With military operations over, the squadron began to settle down into a regular

pattern of activity, less spectacular than before perhaps, but still substantial and

important: co-operation with the army generated a steady demand for helicopter

support, some 40 hours a month on average but considerably less than the 130 or

so hours a month devoted to crew training, including the development of night and

instrument flying capabilities, and the provision of an ambulance, VIP and SAR

standby service.

This pattern of activity continued with Httle variation until July 1963. The years

between, however, were not without incident. Two Sycamores left in June 1959 to

form a permanent SAR flight at El Adem, and the aircraft remaining in Nicosia

were divided into two flights, one for SAR duties and the other for IS support. In

August the squadron was retitled No 103 Squadron. Its aircraft estabUshment,

however, remained unchanged until January 1961 when it was reduced by two, an

acknowledgment of the very gradual tailing off in overall tasking; there was, in

fact, Uttle pressure to reduce the Sycamore strength in Cyprus significantly as the

Malayan Emergency was over and the UK SAR squadron had been re-equipped
with Whirlwinds.

ServiceabiUty, however, did cause some problems. An average rate of between 61

and 77% had been recorded throughout 1958;(76) thereafter there was a fail to

between 36 and 46%, coinciding with serious shortages of airframe mechanics

(50%), engine mechanics (30%) and aircraft assistants (60%), shortages which were

said officially to cause administrative rather than operational difficulties.(77) In

addition, the Sycamores were grounded temporarily owing to the rotor blade

problems which had come to light in Malaya (see Chapter 3); happily the grounding

occurred when military operations in Cyprus were already over.
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With the arrival of a new Squadron Commander in February 1959, special attention

was given to training, safety and, in particular, the question of overloading.*
Bathroom scales were used to weigh each passenger and it was discovered that the

maximum weight allowance would probably be exceeded when more than two
soldiers were carried. In November, however, it was conceded that three could be

carried in winter temperatures at low level.(78) Yet none of the accidents which

had occurred between 1955 and 1959—ground resonance, blade sailing, rolling
take-off, dropped stores hitting rotor blades, cable strikes, over-pitching and engine

failure—had been attributed to overloading, although the official weight limits must
surely have been frequently exceeded in the earlier days.(79)

on

In June 1963, however, squadron life changed abruptly. Helicopters were in urgent

demand in Borneo and No 103 Squadron immediately disbanded in Cyprus to re
form in Singapore, leaving two SAR ffights, No 1563 in Cyprus and No 1564 in El

Adem, as the only heHcopter units in the Mediterranean.

No 1563 Flight was in a sense no more than a continuation of the helicopter unit
which had been established there for SAR duties in May 1955, but with four
Sycamores instead of two, and six two-man crews instead of two single pilots. The
lessons of the intervening years had, however, been learnt and although SAR was
considered the primary role, the communications task remained of considerable

importance. The Greek and Turkish community leaders were, for example, among

the passengers carried by the flight in the first month of its existence.(80)

The SAR task in Cyprus was similar to that in the UK with the unit geared to the

rescue of ejected or ditched aircrews, but spending much of its actual SAR effort

on training and dealing with incidents of a non-Service kind such as those arising

out of small boat sailing, mainly by off-duty British servicemen, and the occasional

merchant ship in distress. In 1963 the proportion of operational flying (communi
cations and SAR) to training was of the order of one to three in a monthly flying
achievement of 120 hours.(81)

In December 1963 and January 1964, however, violence between the two communi

ties increased and the ratio between operational and training flying was reversed
again: a tripartite peace team was flown to a number of villages, and the RAF

C-in-C relied on the Sycamores to move him rapidly between his base at Episkopi
and the Joint Force Headquarters in the Carnero Hotel in Nicosia.(82)

*The term ‘overloading’ does not refer to exceeding the maximum all-up-weight
design limits, but to the weight at which, at a specific altitude and temperature,

the standard performance minimum of 200 feet per minute vertical climb in still

air could be obtained. See footnotes on pages 135 and 144 above.
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Then in February 1964 a United Nations force was introduced into the island to

attempt to keep the peace between the warring communities, and a new IS

communications task was therefore generated. This was taken over by a detachment

of No 230 Squadron from Gutersloh, equipped with Whirlwind Mk 10s. These

amalgamated briefly with No 1563 Fhght to form a Nicosia helicopter squadron, in

which the Sycamores retained the SAR responsibility.(83) But in the following

month the pattern was established which was to endure for the next 16 years or

more. The Whirlwind flight in Nicosia became part of the United Nations organis

ation, and No 1563 with its SAR task moved to the recently constructed airfield at

Akrotiri and re-equipped with Whirlwind Mk 10s.* Strictly, its establishment was

for only two aircraft, but to meet the RAF’s demand for communications flying,

as distinct from that for the United Nations force, it was allowed to retain for a

year the two Whirlwinds which had been earmarked for the SAR flight at El

Adem.(84)

El Adem

The need for a SAR flight of two Sycamores at El Adem to support the Armament

Practice Camp (APC) due to be estabUshed there in late 1956 or early 1957 was

foreseen by AHQ Levant in May 1956.(85) The main Air Firing and Bombing

Range in the Middle East was near by, and in addition several army units were

operating along the Libyan coast. Only a few minutes’ flying time away was Tobruk
harbour where a Marine Craft unit was located. El Adem was also a Transport

Command staging post and in due course became a base for major Army and air

support exercises.

In December 1956, with helicopter operations in Cyprus at their height, No 284

Squadron, newly formed there, had met the initial SAR requirement at El Adem

by detaching one Sycamore from Nicosia with a small servicing party and exchang

ing the pilot every month.(86) The SAR cover so established was to continue with

two breaks until the RAF finally left El Adem at the end of 1969.

In June 1957 the Station FHght at El Adem had two Sycamores established for

SAR duties, flying between 30 and 70 hours per month between them in spite of

an initial shortage of spares which caused one or other aircraft to be unserviceable

on occasion for periods of a month or more.(87) In May 1958 mounting pressure

from Aden resulted in the El Adem Sycamores and one of the pilots being reallocated

there, in spite of the fact that the bombing range was being used by Canberras

and Venoms from Malta and Cyprus, and by aircraft from the American 6th Fleet

*The Whirlwind Mk 10 was now replacing the obsolescent Sycamores and Whirlwind

Mk 2s and 4s throughout the RAF.
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in the Mediterranean; Army exercises in the area were also generating casualty

evacuation sorties, which sometimes necessitated flying to the British MiUtary

Hospital at Benghazi. For the next year Royal Navy Whirlwinds provided occasional

cover until two Sycamores were again established at El Adem in June 1959.(88)

The two aircraft and their crews became C Flight of No 103 Squadron* based at
Nicosia in December,(89) and so came at last under the control and standardisation

procedures of a fully operational helicopter squadron with a CFS-categorised QHI.

When No 103 Squadron re-formed in the Far East in August 1963 leaving No 1563
Flight at Nicosia, the El Adem unit became No 1564 Fhght, although QHI standard
isation was still provided from the Nicosia unit.(90)

Unlike other Sycamore units in the Middle East, the El Adem flight had
or even locjil riots to contend with; nor did it suffer from terrain or altitude

problems, its difficulties being confined to high temperatures in summer and

occasional strong winds. Nor did its tasks vary significantly, as its main purpose

was to provide SAR cover. Most of the monthly flying, therefore, consisted of
continuation training, SAR with the Marine Craft unit at Tobruk, support for
Army exercises, reconnaissance for desert survival courses, and the normal ad hoc

communications tasks which the very presence of helicopters tends to generate.

One special task was to maintain fuel dumps at Mechili, Derna, Giarabub and

Capuzzo, which took the Sycamores over the whole of northern Libya, and there

were also the inevitable SAR standby alerts when aircraft with technical problems

were due to land: the Vulcan, Valiant, Lightning, Canberra, Heron, Javelin, Argosy
and Hunter were all involved at one time or another.(91)

no wars

Although turbine-engined helicopters, the Whirlwind Mk 10 and Belvedere, were

being introduced elsewhere in 1960-61, the Sycamores in El Adem and Aden went

on until the mid 1960s before being replaced by the Whirlwind Mk 10 and Wessex

respectively. In October 1963, however, the more modern type of helicopter appeared

at El Adem during the largest joint exercise since the war. Triplex West.(92) Ten

Whirlwinds Mk 10 of No 225 Squadron and two Belvederes from No 26 Squadron,
all from Odiham, were flown out from the UK to Bomba, a coastal airstrip west of

Tobruk. Two other Belvederes of No 26 Squadron had already passed through El

Adem in February (Exercise Sandflight) on delivery flights from the UK to Aden.

In March No 1564 Fhght had been used for reconnaissance for the forthcoming

exercise and although it was not directly involved in Triplex West itself, some

communications flying was generated, notably when one of the Belvederes crashed.

The exercise came to an unexpected climax in November when the ten Whirlwinds

and remaining Belvedere, together with two more Belvederes hastily despatched

*Formerly No 284 Squadron.
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from the UK, were ordered to embark in HMS Albion and proceed to the Far East

(Operation Spine) for duties in Borneo. No 1564 Flight assisted the embarkation

by flying nine sorties to bring the Whirlwind crews from Albion to El Adem, before

realising that the Sycamore had not been cleared for carrier deck landings because
of its low rotor blades.(93)

The exercise over, No 1564 Flight settled back into its regular pattern of training

and communications flights with an occasional casualty evacuation, until in May

1965 two Whirlwind Mk 10s were delivered by Beverley in exchange for its

Sycamores. After crew conversion in Nicosia, the flight carried on as before until

it disbanded in December 1966. Re-formed briefly in May 1969, it finally disappeared

when RAF El Adem closed at the end of the year.

Jordan

In 1955, before the urgent need arose to expand the SAR helicopter flight in

Cyprus, Amman had been selected as the base for a helicopter rescue unit to

support the fighters based in Jordan. The first Sycamore was delivered by sea to

Aqaba, where it was erected and flown on 14 January 1956 to Amman, where No 249

Venom Squadron was stationed. The one and only pilot was Fit Lt J E McCrea.(94)

The Jordan flight had a short and only moderately successful fife. The country was
already in the turmoil which was to lead to the dismissal of General Glubb in

March, but it was April before two more pilots arrived and the second aircraft did

not appear until May.* The flight was used in the IS role on an ad hoc basis,

typical of its tasks being the delivery on 3 March of arms, food and ammunition to

a convoy stranded between Amman and Aqaba. Sadly, however it never succeeded

in building up a proper technical backing and rarely achieved more than 12 hours’

flying a month, the highest total, 18 hours 15 minutes, coming, perhaps significantly,

in the month following a visit by the touring Sycamore technical expert from the

Bristol Aeroplane Company, Mr Vicary.

In October 1956, at the time of the Suez operation, political pressures and the

presence in Amman of elements of the Egyptian Air Force compelled the RAF to

leave there and withdraw to new buildings at Mafraq. The Sycamores continued to

operate, but only for two or three hours a month, until the British forces finally

withdrew from Jordan following the termination of the Anglo-Jordanian Treaty in

May 1957. The Sycamores themselves left by sea from Aqaba.(96)

*One of the two Sycamores was later taken out of service as no pilot was
available.(95)
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CHAPTER 6

TRANSPORT, COMMUNICATION AND TRAINING UNITS IN THE UNITED

KINGDOM IN PHASES 1 AND 2 (1945-62)

Introduction

We have now seen how tactical support helicopter flying developed in the 1950s in
the main overseas theatres, and it is time to examine what was happening concur

rently in the United Kingdom where the rapid expansion during Phase 2 was no

less intense. This chapter will deal with the Joint Experimental Helicopter Unit

(JEHU) which set the scene for the growth of the European-based tactical helicopter

squadrons in the 1960s, and with the establishment of helicopters in the Queen's

Flight, the Metropolitan Communications Squadron and the Central Flying School.

First, however, we must consider their predecessor in the communications/transport

field—No 1906 Air Observation Post Flight.

No 1906 Air Observation Post Flight (1)

The origins of No 1906 AOP Flight have already been briefly mentioned in the

Prologue. Its precursor, No 1901 AOP Flight, flew R4 and R6 helicopters under

the Ministry of Supply at Beaulieu in 1946 from whence it was relocated with its

Squadron Headquarters (No 657 AOP) at Andover in 1947 with five R6 (Hoverfly

Mk 2) helicopters. The Squadron moved to Middle Wallop in January 1948 and No

1901 Fhght became attached to the Transport Command Development Unit at

Brize Norton. As its three remaining ageing aircraft ran out of spares, the Flight

became steadily less effective. The small handful of pilots dwindled to one, mainly

by voluntary retirement to civilian helicopter test pilot posts. Major Gow, shortly

before retiring himself, trained two more Army pilots—Major Repton and Captain

Spittal—to fly helicopters and they accompanied the Transport Command Develop

ment Unit when it moved to Abingdon in June 1949.  A year later the Hoverfly

Flight returned once more to its Squadron Headquarters at Middle Wallop and

was retitled No 1906 AOP Flight.

While this early Hoverfly unit had little effective operational capability, it had

experimented with a great variety of tactical roles in addition to AOP gun direction.

These had included field concealment, aerial photography, air/ground telephony,

motor transport convoy shepherding, radar trials, camouflage, night flying, W/T

tests, fighter evasion (with Meteors and Spitfires), comparative climb trials with the

Auster MK 6 (which proved to be better than the Hoverfly) as well as participation in

various roles in Army exercises. By 1949 it was becoming impossible to continue

all these activities but the Flight was tenaciously maintained to keep the principle

alive, to demonstrate the potential of the helicopter and to avoid losing altogether
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Mk 11 Sycamore of 1906 Air Observation Post Flight on exercise in Germany
(1952/4)—Major B Repton and Captain J Spittal—the only two pilots.

KnMrnfimn

Mk 11 Sycamore of 1906 Air Observation Post flight landing on HMS
Implacable for transit to Guyana—October 1953.
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whatever pilot expertise had been acquired in Army support roles, pending the

availability of more useful aircraft.

By the end of 1950, the only two reasonably complete Hoverflys remaining were

grounded because of corrosion and fretting of the main rotor blade spars. Neverthe

less, such was the determination of the last two pilots that they somehow obtained

permission to continue flying, accepting a restriction requiring them to remain

below 20 feet in the doubtful belief that they were thereby reducing the risks in

the event of a major component failure. The losing battle came to an end in April

1951 but it was a further six months before the long promised and eagerly awaited

Mk 11 Sycamores came to replace them.

The arrival of the Sycamore in September 1951 thus marked a second start for

RAF helicopters in the Army AOP and Light Liaison roles. The case for furnishing

No 1906 Flight with new helicopters had been persistently argued and there can

be no doubt that the success of the first year of operations of the Casualty

Evacuation Fhght in Malaya and the simultaneous dramatic events in Korea

eventually silenced the sceptics. Nevertheless, the modest provision of three

Sycamores could hardly be expected to satisfy the demand. They were larger and

heavier than was required and such a small number would be hard pressed to

demonstrate the practicability of the various operational roles it might be hoped

they could fill. There was however no other option since the hoped for Skeeter was

still a long way from satisfactory development. In fact, light liaison was the only

role these few Sycamores could properly fill. That role, however, had not acquired

the status which it later achieved, and throughout the early 1950s No 1906 Flight

was under periodic critical review as the RAF struggled to meet the pressing

demands for new operational heUcopter units both in the United Kingdom and

abroad. The AOP role was nevertheless stoutly defended by the Army, and No

1906 Flight survived largely on the reputation of its earlier Hoverfly years although

its Sycamores spent most of their time merely carrying VIPs on visits and appearing

at demonstrations, while providing reconnaissance and mobility facilities for Com

manders at Army exercises both in the UK and Germany.

The two Hoverfly pilots. Major Repton and Captain Spittal, were converted on to

the Sycamore in August 1951 at BAC Filton, collected their first aircraft in the

following month and took part in Exercise ‘Surprise Packet’ on Sahsbury Plain in
October. (This was the occasion when Mr Ken Reid of Westlands demonstrated the

S-55 with 11 troops on board as mentioned in Chapter 3). The Sycamore was still

in its proving phase and many of its component ‘lives’ were still very short (185

hours in some cases). By May 1952 two of the three aircraft delivered were expected

to be component life-expired within two months, and the third had only 25 hours

to go, while the communications and demonstration commitments were increasing.

(One aircraft had to be provided for the CIGS in Buckeburg that month). In August
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Whirlwind Mk 2, Sycamore Mk 14, Dragonfly Mk 4 of the CFS Helicopter Unit at South Cerney—
late 1950s.
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a component life increase to 250 hours alleviated the problem somewhat, but it will

be seen that the unit operated very much on an ad hoc basis.

During the remainder of 1952 many Army and RAF VIPs were flown; the Minister
of Defence was flown to the SBAC show; there was participation in an exercise

with 2nd TAF in Germany; the AOC No 12 Group, Air Vice Marshal Atcherley,

(in whose Group the unit was established) and the OC of the CFS Examining Wing,

Wg Cdr Lyster, were trained to first solo stage (8 hours 20 mins and 6 hours

respectively); night flying experiments were carried out, and during December 1952

and January 1953 the aircraft were prepared for a possible casualty evacuation in

Kenya. During February 1953 the projected task in Kenya was dropped and No

1906 Flight was involved in the emergency hehcopter rescue maximum effort

generated by the disastrous floods in Holland that year. In March three Sycamores

were provided as escort for HRH The Duke of Edinburgh who was touring Germany

in a civilian S-51 helicopter—the first Royal flight by helicopter.

There was still no properly organised helicopter pilot training organisation in the

RAF, and semi-official conversion to type tended to be done on an ad hoc basis by

those who could arrange it. The AOC No 81 Group, Air Cdre Hogan, having been

sent solo in a No 1906 FUght Sycamore in April 1953, experienced ground resonance

while attempting to land, tried to take off again, and was fortunate to escape

without any injury in the resultant disintegration.

In October 1953 a detachment of No 1906 Flight with one Sycamore was embarked

on HMS Implaccable for support operations in British Guiana. It was characteristic
of the state of affairs at the time that when the aircraft became unserviceable at

Exmouth en route for embarkation, a step ladder had to be borrowed from a local

bus company and spanners from a passing motorist to effect repairs. On arrival at

the scene of operations in Guiana, or as close as Implaccable was able to go, the

flight ranges required were so far beyond the capabilities of the Sycamore that

nothing could be done. The detachment got home to Middle Wallop a few days before

Christmas. In March 1954 a No 1906 Flight Sycamore was used in conjunction with

Police voice radio for crowd control at Aintree during the Grand National.

These are examples of the general nature of the tasks which came the way of

No 1906 FHght while the Sycamores were in use, but the main continuous role

throughout the years 1952-56 was really VIP transport. In the later stages

particularly, these aircraft were used mainly for the CIGS and GOC Southern

Command, with frequent visits to Germany and Holland to carry out similar tasks.

In October 1955, No 657 Squadron became No 651 Squadron. No 1906 Flight

continued as before. In January 1956 a Skeeter (Mk 6) at last became available for

a two-week trial with No 1906 Flight and generated considerable enthusiasm.
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although the first delivery of a Skeeter for unit use did not occur until January
1957 {Skeeter Mk 10).

The formation of the JEHU at Middle Wallop in 1955 did not, as might have been

expected, result in the absorption of No 1906 Flight. The JEHU became the natural

source of helicopters for special tasks, but No 1906 Flight continued to exist

although, apart from annual training exercises in Germany, almost exclusively in
the VIP and communications role. In April 1957 No 651 Squadron with its AOP

Austers moved to Feltwell, leaving No 1906 Flight with its Sycamores and

Skeeters independently at Middle Wallop. The formation of the Army Air Corps in
September with the all-up-weight limitation of 4000 lbs for Army aircraft, seemed

to remove the last possible objection to allowing the RAF to redeploy the No 1906

Flight Sycamores to help to relieve severe shortages elsewhere. Nevertheless, the

DCIGS wrote a strong plea to DCAS on 16 September (Lieutenant General Sir

Richard Hull to Air Marshal Sir Geoffrey Tuttle) for the three remaining No 1906
Flight Sycamores to be retained, until a substitute could be found, for use by

Members of the Army Council including the Secretary of State for War who was

described as an interested and frequent user. There was no longer any pretence of
tactical operational capability, nor was mention made of AOP or other specialist

roles.(2) DCAS replied on 24 September by pointing out that the Royal Air Force
could not afford to allow Members of the Air Council to use helicopters and neither
could other senior RAF officers use them for communications. It would be difficult

to retain helicopters to enable the Army to do something which a similar body of
people in the RAF could not.(3) Both sides must have been well aware that,

while the Treasury continued to deny funds for communications helicopters to be

established (see Chapter 4), for really urgent VIP tasks the Army could mis-employ

the JEHU and the RAF could continue to mis-employ the the CFS helicopter unit

which by then had existed for three years. So No 1906 Flight lost its Sycamores

which were redeployed by the RAF and the unit, now with Skeeters, was absorbed

by the new Army Air Corps in September 1957.

new

TRANSPORT HELICOPTERS IN THE UK

The 1953 decision of the Air Council to establish communication helicopters at
each RAF Command, eight in Germany, two at Hendon for Air Ministry use and

one or more in The Queen’s Flight and the Treasury refusal to agree (except for
the two at Hendon) was dealt with in Chapter 4. At the same time it was intended

to create a Tactical Transport Helicopter Unit in Transport Command—four
Whirlwinds to be replaced by four Bristol 173s in due course—but again Treasury
agreement was not forthcoming. Three years later the JEHU was formed.
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Jehu

The background to the 1954 decision to set up the Joint Experimental Helicopter

Unit was described in Chapter 4. It is important to understand the motives and

hopes of the Air Ministry at that time in order to explain the frustration and

disappointment felt by the unit at the end of its 4^ year life when it was erroneously

believed to be a proving ground to justify Army purchase and control of tactical

support heUcopters. The Air Ministry was already fully aware of the need for

tactical support helicopters and in December 1953 expected the Bristol 173 and,

later, the Wessex, to meet it. Until the Bingley Report in 1957 made the RAF

formally responsible for this role they could order no aircraft against the require
ment, but were aware of the need for development in two areas ie the integration,

control and tasking, to include cargo handling, of a force of support helicopters

with the Army in a forward area; and the development of aircraft navigation, night

flying and instrument flying techniques and equipment for a tactical environment.

It was to examine these two areas that a helicopter unit was first proposed in

Transport Command in 1954, and the acceptance of the JEHU which could under
take the first but not the second task was seen as of limited value. Thus it was

that the publication of the Bingley Report was seen by the Air Ministry as an

opportunity, at the end of JEHU’s projected two year life, to start specialised

development of this role, new in the European Theatre, while the JEHU saw it as

a chance to enlarge their charter to include all VTOL and STOL aircraft in the

tactical logistic role, and, in particular, to develop the ‘Utility’ helicopter for Army
Support.(4)

The Air Ministry recommended disbandment of the JEHU in 1957, pointing out

that they already had two squadrons of ‘Utility’ helicopters in FEAF and one in

Cyprus,(5) and the compromise reached to keep the Unit in being for a further two

years, as described in Chapter 4, was simply a holding action whilst the RAF was

not itself in a position to find the aircraft and resources to form a tactical unit in

the UK. That the RAF would eventually take over the unit, all of whose aircraft

exceeded the 4000 lb weight limit for Army aviation, was inevitable.(6) In the
JEHU itself, however, flushed with the success of the Suez operation and aware of
its unique position in the UK while all the RAF effort was devoted to the Far and

Middle East, the spirit was one of enthusiatic pioneers, with prestige and publicity

scarcely less important.{7) The announcement of the Unit’s disbandment in late

1959 therefore came as an unexpected shock to the Army members, including the

Commanding Officer, since they quite unjustifiably considered that they were

achieving their own aims with marked success in support of various major exercises.

‘Stunned amazement’ was described as a polite understatement of the reaction by
the Commanding Officer, Lt Col D W Coyle, MBE DFC RA.(8)

Although in 1957 the RAF considered that from its own specialised point of view

the JEHU had developed nothing of value not already discovered in Malaya and
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Cyprus, lacking as it did the capability (in RAF terms) to develop night, instrument,

navigation and underslung load techniques,(9) nevertheless very considerable pro

gress had in fact been made in the organisation and management of a force of

heUcopters in close support of ground and sea operations; and in introducing some

of the new facts of life to a variety of Army organisations with little or no previous

understanding of hehcopter capabilities and limitations. This is not to deny that

valiant efforts were made by the JEHU, particularly in its last two years, to

develop night techniques and to take part in radio and navigation equipment trials,

but these activities were regarded as amateur insofar as they were generated and

conducted within the unit. Where they became integrated with official R & D

bodies—Ministry of Supply, BEA and equipment manufacturers—as they often did

in the last two years, these trials were seen as not specific to the JEHU as such

but natural to the RAF Short Range Transport Squadron which the unit eventually
became.

In summarising the work of the JEHU it is both natural and convenient to start

with the Suez operation—more accurately to the assault on Port Said (Operation

Musketeer)—since not only was that the ‘launching pad’ from which the unit really

took off, but nothing much had happened before then. But first it is necessary to

explain the intended functions of the unit.

The JEHU came into existence on 1 April 1955, but for nearly a year had only six

Sycamores, a number of organisational and initial administrative  problems and a

very broadly worded jointly agreed directive—‘To collect information by practical
trials to enable the two Services to determine whether helicopters or such other

aircraft as may be allotted to the Unit, are Ukely to be a practical, efficient and

economical means of solving the Army’s problem of mobility, organisation and

administration in the field in a future war. This may include problems which are
shared with other Services in forward areas.’ More specifically, the tasks laid down

by the War Office were:—

‘a. To determine the hmitations of helicopters, operating as a unit under all
weather conditions.

b. To determine the problems of operating a helicopter by day and night.

c. To report on the practicabihty of high intensity flying by the unit in all

weathers. This requires trials of:—

Aspects of ground control such as those involved in reducing turn
round times,

(ii) Flying control at landing areas,

(iii) Control and guidance of aircraft in the air.

(i)
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d. To study the tactical problems within the unit such as evasion in the air

and concealment on the ground.

e. To determine the ground organisation required for a helicopter unit at

loading and unloading points.

f. To determine the flying task a logistic helicopter unit could accomplish.

To study the integration of this method of supply with the existing system

of supply by air to both Army and Air Force units in the forward areas ie the

Army/Air Transport Organisation, Rear Airfield Supply Organisation, Forward

Airfield Supply Organisation.

g-

h. To determine the best means of maintenance of tactical transport aircraft
in the field.'(lO)

It is hardly surprising that in December 1957 VCAS commented that the JEHU

had not completed any one of the tasks allotted to it by the War Office when it

first came into being in 1955, partly because of slow delivery of aircraft, partly

because of Suez, but chiefly because the tasks were beyond its technical capa-

biUty.(ll) In retrospect, it can be seen that, more than any other factor, the Suez

experience was the impetus which enabled the JEHU to make whatever progress

it did in later participation in various Army exercises.

It was not until March 1956, one year after formation, that it was possible to

supply the JEHU with its six Whirlwind Mk 2 aircraft, thus enabling the two

Fhghts to be formed—Sycamores for development of flying techniques and

Whirlwinds for trooping and logistic roles. An Army pilot commanded one FHght

and an RAF pilot the other. Equal numbers of Army and RAF pilots were

distributed in each Flight and as many as possible cross-trained on both aircraft

types.

Only four months later, in July 1956, the impending Suez crisis put a stop to a

planned unit move to BAOR for the autumn exercises. On 1 October JEHU was

embarked in the Light Fleet Carrier HMS Theseus for flying training at sea when

the procedures for handhng this helicopter force on the carrier deck and hangars
were rehearsed.

As the unit was to be employed as a close support transport squadron under RAF

control, the word ‘Experimental' was temporarily dropped from the title and the JHU

embarked on HMS Ocean (sister ship to HMS Theseus) in late October. Both ships

(HMS Theseus with No 845 Squadron RN having 10 Whirlwind Mk 22 (American
S 55) hehcopters met at Malta on 31 October and had a brief practice session in which

JHU from HMS Ocean and No 845 Squadron from HMS Theseus rehearsed lifting 45
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Commando RM from ship to shore. The JHU aircraft were stripped of 2nd pilot seats,

passenger seats and doors, enabling the Whirlwinds Mk 22 and 2 to carry seven and

five men respectively and the Sycamore three. 45 Commando was to be used as a
mobile reserve force for the assault and was to be lifted ashore by the JHU and

No 845 Squadron from HMS Ocean and Theseus respectively. Thereafter, the

helicopters were to be available for casualty evacuation and reconnaissance.(12)

Both Carriers sailed from Malta on 3 November 1956 and anchored nine miles

offshore at Port Said before dawn on 6 November. The complete helicopter force

from both ships flew in formation initially in four ‘waves’ at 70 knots low level

because the LZ, near the De Lesseps statue, could only accommodate six helicopters

at once. After the initial landing at 0610 hours  a shuttle ferry was maintained until

the whole of 45 Commando and its equipment was landed which took 1 hour 25

minutes for troops, weapons and ammunition and a further one hour for other

equipment. The JHU completed seven waves of aircraft totalling 178 marines and

12^ tons of equipment. The two helicopter squadrons together lifted 415 men and

25 tons of freight in the 2^ hour period. The operation was described as ‘the first

occasion in military history in which helicopters had been used in a full-scale

assault’, although the procedure had been in use in Malaya, albeit on a small scale,

since Operation Wellington II in 1953 (see Chapter 3, pages 61-63).

Following the assault and the casualty evacuations during and after it (96 including

some Egyptians on the first day) the JHU was employed in the numerous communi

cations, freight lifting and reconnaissance tasks in support of the continuing

operation, being based ashore at El Gamil airfield from 8-23 November (451 sorties),

after which the Unit was withdrawn. The Sycamores returned via HMS Eagle to

Malta, thence by HMS Ocean to the UK. The Whirlwinds, however, had been

grounded on 19 November suffering badly from airframe salt corrosion, and after

being transported by HMS Eagle to Cyprus for inspection by the Maintenance

Unit at Akrotiri, were dismantled and flown in Beverleys to the UK where they

underwent extensive repair at Westland. The Outline History of the JEHU records

that the cost of these repairs caused the Army Council to consider seriously whether

the JEHU should be kept in existence, but that ‘wisdom fortunately prevailed and

shortsighted opposition to the Unit was once again defeated’ there being ‘Httle

doubt that this was entirely due to the success achieved by the JEHU at Suez,

demonstrating indisputably on active service that the load carrying hehcopter could

play a vital part in modern mobile warfare.’ As has been shown there were quite

different reasons for questioning the continuance of the JEHU at that time.

The first quarter of 1957 was given over to reorganising, recovering the aircraft

and refitting trials equipment. The JEHU was now in a unique position. It not

only possessed a dramatic and even dashing operational campaign history, but it

was the only helicopter unit of any size in the UK with no dedicated operational or
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training task to inhibit its participation in any exercise or demonstration which

might serve to prove the importance of its tactical role to any remaining military

sceptics. Public recognition was also eagerly sought. Most of the RAF pilots were

already highly experienced from RAF overseas operations and the whole unit had

been welded into a well integrated squadron (in RAF terms) by the demands of the

Suez operation, so the JEHU was well poised for the second phase of its life—post

Suez. It exploited the situation with energy and enthusiasm.

This was the middle of the period of major helicopter expansion which started in the

mid-1950s and several firms were working on equipment to enhance the helicopter’s

capability—airborne TV, Decca navigation equipment, portable glide path indicators

for night approaches, Schermuly flares for emergency night landings etc. The RAF

helicopter units were either overseas or fully committed to training or SAR tasks

in the UK. The JEHU was available and eager to provide aircraft and crews for

practically any sort of development flying these manufacturers required, although

much of this experimentation was not carried out in accordance with the formal

trials procedures which the RAF would have demanded through A & AEE at
Boscombe Down.(13)

During the second part of 1957 and throughout 1958 and 1959, the JEHU figured

as prominently as possible in as many major Army exercises as it could, with both

regular units and the Territorial Army and in both the UK and BAOR. It twice
embarked aircraft in HMS Ocean and once in HMS Centaur for refresher training

cruises with the Royal Marines ‘to keep alive the operating techniques learnt at

Port Said’ and on three occasions provided the ‘Utility Helicopter’ (a phrase by

then frequently used in the JEHU) element for the annual Marines ship-to-shore

lift in the Joint Services Amphibious Demonstration ‘Runaground’ at Eastney.
This was the basis for the claim that the JEHU liaison with the RN and RM was

responsible for the development of the Commando Carrier concept.

Part of the JEHU was used operationally on one other occasion after Suez. In
December 1958 the Whirlwinds were dismantled and flown by Beverley to Cyprus

where they were based at Nicosia to reinforce the tactical troop movements and

resupply opc^rations being conducted with the Sycamores of No 284 Squadron. After

a number of mainly successful operations, and as  a result of the three-Power

negotiations to end the EOKA fighting held early in 1959, that activity ceased.

Before the Whirlwind Flight of JEHU returned to the UK, however, use was made

of the situation in which No 284 Squadron had on occasion found it necessary to

provide air-to-ground Light Machine Gun (LMG) fire from the helicopter cabin.

There was no policy at home to arm Support Helicopters and the JEHU had no

authority to investigate the possibilities. The situation in Cyprus, however, offered

the opportunity to circumvent this ban, and experimental mountings for light and
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medium machine guns in the open doorways of helicopters were designed and tested

at home in preliminary firing trials with the School of Infantry. Subsequently, test

firings were carried out on the Larnaca range in Cyprus, but no further work could
be done in this direction after the JEHU Whirlwind Flight returned home in March
1959.

During the last nine months of its existence, the JEHU plunged once more into

Army exercises and demonstrations but now more in the spirit of a crusade than

of experimental development. The attachment of four American piston-engined

H-34 (later Wessex) helicopters for Exercise Red Banner in September 1959 was

not just to provide increased lift but ‘to drive home the difference between our own

obsolescent aircraft and the type with which it was felt a British Utility Helicopter

Squadron should be equipped’. This was the period in which, as described in

Chapter 4, the Air Ministry was negotiating with considerable difficulty to introduce

the Belvedere for Army support, and considering (and rejecting at that stage) the
possibility of the twin-turbine Wessex in lieu. To have the JEHU, which according

to the Air Ministry should have been disbanded in 1957, now suggesting they

should have the piston-engined Wessex to replace their Whirlwinds, could scarcely

be taken seriously. In any case, the Secretary of State for War, Sir John Hare,

had in 1957 reiterated his agreement to the 4000 lb weight limit for Army air
craft.(14) But the attitude of the JEHU is revealed in the Outline History of the

JEHU, which quotes its Commanding Officer’s assessment of priorities shortly

after the return from Cyprus in 1959, followed by what were adjudged to be the

‘really important tasks’. This distinction is significant:

Tasks in 1959

On the return of the Whirlwinds to the UK in March 1959 the Commanding Officer
assessed priorities as follows for the remainder of the year:

1. Completion of the trials programme, particularly on the technical side,

and the following up of earlier Unit recommendations to higher authority.

2. Training with Units of the Strategic Reserve by day and night.

3. Maximum co-operation with all Arms Schools, to ‘sell’ the helicopter to

the widest possible Service audiences.

‘Minor commitments’ were therefore firmly cut out of the programme and the Unit

was thus able to concentrate on producing a 100% availability of aircraft for the

‘really important occasions’. These were:

Demonstration Runaground at Eastney, in which this year JEHU supplied all

the Utility helicopters taking part.
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Annual Demonstrations of the School of Infantry, School of Military Engineer

ing and School of Artillery as well as those of the Director-General of the

Army Medical Services and the Signals Officer-in-Chief.

Demonstrations at the School of Land/Air Warfare, Old Sarum for the Staff

Colleges and for various NATO and Senior Officers’ Courses.

RAF Transport Command’s contribution to the SBAC at Farnborough.

Annual Demonstration, School of Military Intelligence.

Regimental Day of the Parachute Brigade at Aldershot, including lifting in

Bailey bridge sections for a demonstration of rapid bridge building.

In addition, because of their publicity value, aircraft were provided for:

The SSAFA Searchlight Tattoo at the White City Stadium.

The Scots Guards Tattoo in the Tidworth Arena.

Battle of Britain Displays.

The JEHU was not really a joint unit at all. Half the pilots and all the engineering

support was RAF, but in all other respects it was an Army unit and the RAF took

no part in its direction or tasking because it conformed in no way to the RAF

concept of a Trials Unit with A & AEE direction. To the RAF therefore it did not

succeed even in meeting the development tasks laid on it by the Army since it

lacked the equipment and facilities which the RAF regarded as necessary for such
functions. The Unit came to see itself, however, as the innovator of a new era of

Army aviation in tactical support, and the experimental function implied by the

title consisted in finding out how to perform that task and then demonstrating to

as many significant people as possible that it could be done. The unit succeeded in

its aim and felt baffled and betrayed by its own Army authorities when it was
disbanded. The RAF knew it could not succeed as a Trials Unit, so was not

surprised when the time came to end it. The RAF bought the aircraft and used the

Whirlwind Flight to form No 225 Squadron as part of the Short Range Transport
Force.

The Queen’s Flight

The Queen’s Flight helicopter problem was temporarily solved by borrowing a

Dragonfly from CFS in October 1954, to be supported some months later with a

Naval S-55 (designated Whirlwind Mk 22). The provisional intention was to establish
two Whirlwind Mk 6 (VIP version of the Mk 7 Whirlwind with the Alvia Leonides

Major engine)(15) because they were expected to have a superior performance and

would have fully duplicated servo controls.(16) This intention was endorsed by a

Working Party on the Royal Use of Helicopters in 1957 with the caveat (fortunately,

as events proved) that no order should be placed until there was some experience
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of the behaviour of the Leonides Major engine in helicopters. In the meantime use
of the borrowed Naval Mk 22 should continue. The use of Buckingham Palace as a

helicopter LZ for single-engined helicopters was somewhat cautiously approved,

and flotation gear for emergency landings in the river was to be investigated, it
being understood that there was no intention at that stage of HM The Queen flying

in a helicopter, and certainly not in a single-engined one.

The decision to cancel the Leonides Major engined Whirlwind as a replacement for

the Mk 2 and 4 Whirlwind and to await the Gnome engined version (Chapter 4)

had the effect of leaving The Queen’s Flight with its borrowed Dragonfly and Naval

Whirlwind Mk 22 for as long as they lasted, which was until mid-1957. There

followed a three-year hiatus which, until two turbine-engined Whirlwinds (designated

Mk 8 for The Queen’s FHght version) appeared in February 1960, was partly filled
by a Whirlwind Mk 2 which was obtained in mid-1958 and although not cleared for

Royalty was suitable for use by VIPs. The turbine-engined Mk 8’s, when they

appeared, were equipped with dinghies.

A fuller account of helicopter progress in The Queen’s Flight in both Phases 2 and
3 is contained in Chapter 13.

Metropolitan Communications Squadron

At the very end of the queue for helicopters came the communications task for
VIP and senior Staff Officers in Whitehall, for which financial approval in principle

was given in 1953. However this was submerged in the later proposal to estabhsh

20 Sycamores for communications in the UK and Germany and was eventually
shelved by the Air Council in June 1956 because of cuts in the front-line units.(17)

So helicopter communications flying by VIPs in the UK continued on an ad hoc

basis, using the Dragonfly on loan to The Queen’s Flight for those of sufficient

rank and by misemploying the CFS Helicopter Unit for other RAF officers; No 1906

AOP Flight and the JEHU for Army officers; and Navy operational or training

helicopters for RN officers. SAR helicopters were also sometimes misused for urgent
ambulance tasks.

In 1958 there was considerable pressure to make some proper provision for hehcop-

ter communications tasks from the London area. It was pointed out that Treasury
refusal to approve expenditure on what seemed to them no more than an expensive

luxury did not prevent the flights—senior RN and Army officers and civil servants

always seemed able to find one of their own helicopters to carry out urgent
or prestige tasks which the RAF dechned because of training or operational

commitments—so merely had the effect of making the RAF appear unco-operative

and backward. Apart from use of the single Dragonfly in The Queen’s Flight the

RAF had to meet unavoidable demands under the guise of training sorties.(18)
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The Queen Mother alighting from the CFS Dragonfly borrowed later
and absorbed into the Queen’s flight—1956/7.
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The entire CFS Helicopter Wing in transit from
South Cemey to its new home at Ternhill in 1962.
9 Sycamores, 1 Skeeter, 3 Whirlwinds, one
Dragonfly.
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Three proposals were considered: to establish a Squadron of communication helicop

ters in the Metropolitan area; to add a further helicopter to the two Whirlwind

Mk 8 which The Queen’s Flight was expecting to receive shortly; and to establish

extra helicopters at CFS for communications tasks. The last proposal was rejected

on grounds of principle in terms of the CFS role, and the second did not offer

adequate scope for the task envisaged. It was therefore decided that it would be

best to begin by establishing a Helicopter Communications Squadron, albeit,

because of existing deficiencies in helicopter front line units, this could not be at

full squadron strength. A Helicopter Flight was therefore to be added to the

Metropolitan Communications Squadron at Northolt.{19) Two Sycamores Mk 11

arrived in December 1959 and training commenced on the last day of the year,(20)

almost seven years after the need for the unit had been identified and agreed. The

effective life of this unit therefore does not really start until Phase 3 of the history.

(See Chapter 13).

THE CENTRAL FLYING SCHOOL HELICOPTER UNIT

Ever since February 1952, Flying Training Command had been trying to establish

hehcopter technique study at either CFS or the Flying College at Manby, or both,

as recorded in Chapter 4. In 1953 approval in principle was achieved in respect of
CFS but it was decided to await the return from the Far East of one of the original

Casualty Evacuation Flight pilots to command the unit. In the event, two were

obtained: Fit Lt J R Dowling and Fit Lt A J Lee. The latter had been an R-4

(Hoverfly 1) pilot on The King’s Flight in the late 1940s and was destined to operate

one of the three CFS Dragonflys on attachment to The Queen’s FHght at Benson

where it became permanently resident. Fit Lt Dowling, who joined Fit Lt C Bartlett,

a fixed wing qualified flying instructor (QFI) of CFS who had been waiting some
weeks for the unit to be formed, first had to be turned into a QFI in order to

maintain the orthodoxy of the CFS instructors’ category. This was accomplished

on a Piston Provost—a pattern which was to be repeated for all the early Qualified

Hehcopter Instructors (QHIs) who were not already QFIs.

Established for three Dragonflys, the CFS Hehcopter Development Unit formed at

Middle Wallop in May 1954 and immediately undertook its first task which consisted

of a nine day trip around Germany—a proving flight for a forthcoming tour of

British Army Units in Germany by HRH Princess Margaret. Shortly after return

at the beginning of June, the unit moved to South Cerney where it was to reside

until 1962 alongside the CFS Fixed Wing Basic School flying Piston Provosts, and

later the aircrew Initial Training School. Thereafter the CFS Hehcopter Unit, now

a Wing, was to continue operations from Ternhill until moved to Shawbury in 1976.

There was just time in the last few days of June 1954 to start initial experiments

with dual control before setting off for Germany once more for the actual visit by
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HRH Princess Margaret. All three aircraft had to go, that for use by HRH being

sumptuously furnished in blue leather for the occasion and ultimately reserved

almost exclusively for The Queen’s Flight, although not formally established in

that role until much later. This occupied most of July so it was not until the end

of that month that proper CFS work could start in earnest. The absence of

established RAF helicopters in the communications role was a continual nuisance

to CFS for the first few years of the helicopter unit's life but good progress was

made in the first three years in contructing a sound training syllabus, preparing

the basis of an Instructor’s handbook, and writing a helicopter section for AP 129

(Pilot’s Handbook). Several pilots were trained in the process.

The initial procedure was to ‘borrow’ Provost QFIs from the CFS Basic School,

and experiment with different ways of teaching basic pilot helicopter skills. The

experience of these CFS instructor trainees in the fixed-wing field was invaluable

in obtaining critical assessment of alternative methods of introducing helicopter

initial training for fixed-wing pilots, so progress was rapid. By August the training

sequence to first solo was ready for demonstration and what might be called the

first initial pilots’ course was nominated. It consisted of the CFS Commandant-
Air Cdre G J C Paul, his PA—Fit Lt K V Panter, Station Commander South

Cerney—Gp Capt 0 I Gibson, and the Officer Commanding the CFS Examining

Wing—Sqn Ldr R S Radley. Fit Lt Panter, together with the first three QFIs

‘borrowed’ for experimental instruction (Fit Lts  C Evans, A Sharpies, and

J Liversidge) became so enthusiastic as a result of their contact with the helicopter

that they all elected to continue in that field and went on to achieve successful

careers as helicopter specialists.

By the end of 1954, the training pattern was sufficiently well developed to enable

the CFS helicopter unit to invite a controlled supply of pilots who would otherwise

have been processed through the 50-hour contract course at Westland Aircraft Ltd.
In November 1954, Fit Lt A Shafe was the first of these and he received a 50-hour

basic course on the Dragonfly followed by a 10-hour Sycamore conversion before

proceeding to Sylt in early 1955 to form the 2nd TAF SAR Flight which was to

remain there for seven years.

The CFS Unit was established at this time only with Dragonfly Mk 2 aircraft. A

convenient arrangement was however made so that both Sycamores and later

Whirlwinds could be used as required for study of instructional techniques as well

as pilot and QHI conversion. The build-up of Sycamores for No 194 Squadron in

the Far East, and No 175 (SAR) Squadron at Linton-on-Ouse, and Whirlwinds for

both No 155 Squadron in the Far East and No 22 (SAR) Squadron at Thorney

Island, produced a flow of new aircraft from Filton (later Weston-super-Mare) and
Yeovil to the Maintenance Units (MUs) for distribution. There were at first no

qualified helicopter pilots in Maintenance Command and so the CFS Unit was able
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to offer delivery of these helicopters to the MUs, thus providing useful instructor

flying experience on both types. Short loans of these aircraft to CFS on delivery

were negotiated as required for Sycamore of Whirlwind student pilots or QFIs to

suit both CFS technique development requirements, and pilot and QHI needs for

the operational units. This admirable arrangement continued throughout 1955 and

1956, CFS gradually training an increasing proportion of the operational pilots as

a by-product of their development of instructional and standardisation techniques,

until in early 1957 the civilian training contracts ceased altogether. The CFS

helicopter unit became a squadron responsible for RAF and Army pilot and QHI

training as well as QHI and helicopter unit standardisation world-wide for all three
Services in accordance with the CFS charter.

In August 1955, a Skeeter was made available to CFS for a 12-day trial and

evaluation period. It received a moderately enthusiastic assessment, a particular

point in its favour being its suitability as basic trainer common for pilots destined

for either Sycamores or Whirlwind helicopters. The Sycamore and the Whirlwind

Mk 2 were markedly dissimilar mainly, but not only, because the Sycamore controls

were fully manual while those of the Whirlwinds were hydraulically powered. The

Skeeter succeeded in imitating the main features of both, at least in the matter of

basic instructional technique. Unfortunately, an unrealistic standard of throttle/

collective lever harmonisation was demanded later by a test pilot at A & AEE

Boscombe Down who was inexperienced in helicopters, and in an attempt to meet

it, the then conventional relationship between throttle and lever became randomly

reversed in production Skeeters, and a valuable part of their training value was
lost.

One of the major flying technique developments in helicopter training accomplished

by CFS in the early 1950s was a thorough practical study of engine-off landings.

The requirement to be able to land successfully with no engine power available had

been evident since the first helicopters were developed, and the procedure would

have been fairly obvious to the earliest helicopter pilots who had flown autogyros.

The helicopter had the additional advantage of a collective pitch control with which

to employ rotor momentum to cushion the touch-down. While auto-rotation could

be practiced by keeping the engine idling and thus disengaged from the rotors, the

linking of the throttle to the collective lever meant that the lever could not be

pulled up for cushioning the touch-down without serious risk of violent engine re

engagement with catastrophic results, so the engine had to be stopped completely

for the full practice to be carried out. Thus, as soon as hovering take-off and landing

became possible in the first helicopters, voluntarily dispensing with the engine for

practice landing purposes seemed wantonly dangerous especially in view of the

limited numbers of purely experimental hehcopters available. Except perhaps for

test pilots, the ability to land helicopters successfully with no engine power was a
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matter of theoretical knowledge only to most of the pre-1950 helicopters pilots,

and this was also true of the Casualty Evacuation Flight pilots in Malaya who

were fortunate not to experience any total engine failures during the life of that

unit. By the end of 1954, CFS could demonstrate engine-off landings as an integral

part of the training course, and by April 1955 was able to teach QHIs the whole

sequence from any combination of practical heights and airspeeds including vertical

approaches from 700 feet with no initial airspeed. (Not appropriate to the Dragonfly

or Whirlwind but safe enough in the Sycamore and Skeeter). However the introduc

tion of these practices on the operational units even in their simplest form was to

take somewhat longer to accomplish, the inhertent risk of damage to the helicopter

being extremely difficult to quantify and having different degrees of apparent

importance in various theatres.

1955 and 1956 were crucial years for the CFS Helicopter Unit. During that period

the CFS succeeded in establishing itself as the central authority for training and

pure flying techniques on the helicopter as it already was for fixed wing flying.

This was not simply a matter of Air Ministry decree. A great deal of helicopter

expertise was being rapidly accumulated in the Far East and Middle East, and to

function adequately in the standardisation role the CFS unit had to establish its

credibility amongst a comparatively hard-bitten group of experienced pilots operat

ing under considerable pressure with underpowered aircraft in very difficult flying

areas and in tropical conditions. The status of the highly respected CFS Examining

Wing, to which a member of the CFS Helicopter Unit was attached for overseas

visits, undoubtedly helped in this respect, but care was taken to see that suitable

QFIs with helicopter pilot experience in Malaya were earmarked for QHI training

especially for CFS. Thus in early 1955 when Fit Lt Bartlett left CFS for Staff

College, he was replaced by Fit Lt W Pinner—short-toured from Malaya for the

purpose.

In January 1955 the first two fully CFS-trained helicoper pilots. Fit Lts Shafe and

Clark, were qualified and sent to Sylt to start the 2nd TAF SAR unit. Both were

trained on a borrowed Sycamore on delivery from Filton to the MU for despatch

overseas. This was the first CFS experience of the Mk 14 Sycamore which had only

one centrally mounted collective lever instead of  a separate lever on the left-hand

side of each seat. The nature and consequences of this awkward system, which the

CFS was unable to persuade the Air Ministry would have serious effects from a

training point of view, are described more fully in the detailed description of the

Sycamore at Appendix 1. Two of the three QHIs then on the unit carried out the

necessary trmning they both needed to fly the aircraft from the left-hand seat

(about 10 hours each) and somewhat nervously commenced dual instruction for
Shafe and Clark.

In May 1955 a QHI accompanied the CFS Examining Wing on liaison visits to

Canada and the USA, during which the American experience with the central
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collective lever in the Hiller 360, as described in Appendix 1, was recounted by a

member of the US Navy Institute of Aviation Medicine at Pensacola.

The Skeeter trials already mentioned took place in the last part of August 1955.

In September, the first categorisation visit to overseas units was made in conjunc

tion with the CFS Examining Wing who at that time had their own Valetta which

they had used to visit as far afield as Cyprus, Aden and the Far East. The purpose

of this first visit by the CFS Helicopter Unit was to observe the standards of the

wholly civil contract trained pilots, to advise on appropriate flying techniques in

relation to current theatre requirements, and to ‘sell’ the idea of practising engine-

off landings as a regular monthly exercise. Little could be done in Aden because

nobody seemed to know how to maintain their two Sycamores. The pilots refused

to fly one of them which had distorted engine cooling fan blades although the
technicians assured them it was serviceable. The CFS visitor was able to assure

the technicians that the pilots were quite right—such was the state of affairs in

late 1955. (A curiously similar situation with the Belvedere developed in Aden in

1964/65). In Nairobi, experiments had to be done by the CFS pilot to establish on

the spot appropriate technique for engine-off landings at an airfield altitude of

about 6000 feet. (A few weeks later a Sycamore experienced engine failure near

Nairobi and the pilot landed without damage in a space almost too small to permit

a safe take-off after repairs). Demonstration engine-off landings were done at Kuala

Lumpur, but the risk to the aircraft was considered by the FEAF authorities to be

too high at that stage to permit the procedure to be practised there as a regular

exercise. In Cyprus, however, the Station Commander, Gp Capt Ivers, was convin

ced by the demonstration he was given and accepted CFS advice that engine-off

landings should be practised. Fit Lt P Fahy, the Officer in Charge of the helicopter

flight at Nicosia, reported afterwards that without this practice he doubted whether

he would have survived the three actual engine failures he experienced while in

Cyprus (one with General Templer on board) all of which resulted in landings

without damage. (See Chapter 5). In this and in similar ways, the CFS Helicopter

Unit was able to develop its reputation in the helicopter world and thus provide a

generally welcome central authority for dissemination of sound doctrine.

In October 1955 CFS ‘hosted’ the first Helicopter Instructional Technique Confer

ence, attended not only by HQ No 23 Group and Flying Training Command, but

also representatives for the Army, Navy and civilian helicopter firms. This was to

be repeated in various forms on a regular basis thereafter.

VIP flights still intruded from time to time, a notable one in 1955 being when on

6 September the Prime Minister (Sir Anthony Eden) was flown from Chequers to

Farnborough for the SBAC show, and back.

It was impossible to devise a system for simulating instrument flight in the

‘greenhouse’ style of cockpit of the Dragonfly, but some initial experiments were
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done with fabric curtains in the Sycamore in 1955. There was, however, no pressure

whatever from the operational units for this development, and a similar lack of

enthusiasm for night flying existed since neither techniques were required in Malaya
or initially in Cyprus and were in any case regarded as too dangerous in the Far

East for reasons of weather. The CFS Helicopter Unit had perforce to relegate
both procedures to a low priority in their range of activities but nevertheless

continued to experiment when possible with two stage amber, hessian screens and

head-mounted visors for the Sycamore. For night flying lighting patterns the unit

went no further in the mid-1950s than to suggest that a horizontal ‘bar’ bisected

by a ‘tail’ in line with the approach path and thus forming a ‘T’ pointing into wind,

would probably be a good starting point for investigative trials. The foundation

was thus laid for a dispute which was to last well into the 1970s, frequently rising
to quite extraordinary levels of acrimony. All the CFS Helicopter Unit could do at

this early stage was to affirm that there was no reason why night flying in clear

weather should not be perfectly feasible, but that no opportunity had yet occurred

to enable the best lighting system to be decided.

During 1956, much progress was made in liaison work with the Royal Navy, the
Army and civilian helicopter firms. Examining visits were made—really standardis

ation investigation—on the training provided by Westland aircraft at Yeovil and

the Bristol Aeroplane Company at Filton. This was the first time the RAF had an

opportunity to make any kind of critical examination of the flying training which

had been given to the bulk of heficopter pilots then flying. In the absence of any

formal syllabus and any kind of standard system corresponding to the principles

of flying training as understood by the RAF, the results were predictably variable.

Inevitably, the consequence was a progressive increase in the number of pilots

being channelled through the CFS Unit until in 1957 it was accepted that all

helicopter pilot training should be undertaken by CFS. The pattern was thus

established whereby the CFS Helicopter Unit became responsible for running both

instructor courses (the normal CFS task) and pilot training courses which would

normally be done at a separate Flying Training School. The comparatively small

numbers involved coupled with economic factors and the shortage of helicopters

dictated this course, and these considerations remaining, the pattern became
permanently established.

Also in 1956 the first standardisation visit was paid to the Royal Navy, No 705

Squadron at Lee-on-Solent acting as hosts in April. Lt Cdr E C Spreadbury, their
senior pilot, spent ten days in October studying the CFS standardisation procedures
at South Cerney so that the RAF and RN systems should be properly aligned.
General agreement was reached. A visit was also paid to the civil pilots’ training
school at Hamble where about 10 hours flying on the Hiller 360 was provided for
each of the two CFS QHIs. The Hiller was assessed as inferior to the Skeeter in

the CFS training role since it did not provide such a good imitation of the
characteristics of the RAF operational aircraft.  A further examining visit to the
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Middle East was made in June to see the four Sycamore pilots at Amman and to

qualify Fit Sgt Bousher at Eastleigh as a VIP Sycamore pilot for a forthcoming

visit to Kenya by HRH Princess Margaret. He was taught to do engine-off landings.

A final event of some significance in 1956 was the appearance of a CFS Sycamore

at the Woolwich Tattoo in September. The helicopter was required to perform after

dark and both Army and RN helicopter units had declined the offer. The organisers

turned to CFS and a most interesting session of Sycamore night flying was then

done each night for a week in the Woolwich stadium. The helicopter was parked

each night, after the performance, outside the Royal Artillery Officers’ Mess, the

‘T’ pattern of lights previously described being used on the cricket field as a landing

position indicator. By 1957 the 50-hour pilot training syllabus was well established,

together with a ground school syllabus. The instructors’ training syllabus, still

exclusively for existing fixed-wing QFIs, was well proven and the instructors’

handbook existed in draft form. The appropriate chapter for AP 129 (Pilots’ Hand

book) had been issued and regular pilot and QHI training was in progress. Until

November 1957 courses still consisted of only two or three pilots and two trainee

QHIs but then No 9 Instructors’ Course had an intake of four. The 19th Pilots’

Course started in December 1957. CFS by then had two Dragonflys and had

acquired a Sycamore of its own, but still relied on borrowing Whirlwinds and

additional Sycamores from delivery flights as the situation required. One Skeeter

Til arrived in February 1957. The Skeeter pilot training syllabus, used initially

mainly for Army pilots and instructor training, consisted of a compression of the

50-hour Dragonfly syllabus into 30 hours, followed by type conversion of 20 hours

on Whirlwind or Sycamore as appropriate. A copy of the Skeeter pilot training

syllabus is included in Appendix 2.

During 1957 liaison visits were made to the British European Airways helicopter

training unit at Gatwick, and to Shorts in Belfast where a helicopter simulator was

being designed. This never came to fruition since it was cheaper and easier to

use a real helicopter. The Army AOP Helicopter Flight (No 1906) received a

standardisation visit in April. A further examining visit was made to the Far East

in April, and on this occasion the AOC No 224 Group (AVM Kyle) was persuaded

to institute engine-off landing practice at Kuala Lumpur by Squadron QHIs after

a personal demonstration session with the visiting CFS QHI. This was the first

time practice engine-off landings were carried out in FEAF. Also on this trip a

visit was paid to the Royal Ceylon Air Force*. In May 1957 the basic (Provost)

*One of the two pilots presented for standardisation test (Pilot Officer Situnayake)

was found to have a natural ability far in excess of what could be expected from

the very rudimentary and unsatisfactory Dragonfly training he had previously

received. He subesquently made his own way to England, obtained entrance to

Cranwell, and by the early 1960s was one of only two RAF Belvedere QHI and

test pilots in support of the Belvedere forces then deployed in Aden and Singapore.
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part of CFS was withdrawn to the main CFS base at Little Rissington, leaving the
airfield at South Cerney to the helicopter unit which by now had become a CFS

squadron. During the previous month, an assessment in the training role had been

made at CFS of the Widgeon, a modified Dragonfly having side by side pilot seats

and a Whirlwind rotor head and blades. It was not regarded favourably since it

was much easier to use a Whirlwind for Whirlwind pilots and the aircraft had little

relevance to the Sycamore training.

At the end of 1957 the CFS Examining Wing was disbanded, but by then the

helicopter unit was sufficiently well known and experienced to stand on its own

feet in the examining role. Ultimately, in 1961, the CFS Helicopter Squadron was

to become a Wing having its own Examining Squadron. There was still no regular
night flying and the role did not officially exist. However, an opportunity to

encourage it occurred when the C-in-C Flying Training Command (AM Sir Richard

Atcherley) used a CFS Sycamore to pay a formal visit to a function at his old

school at Oundle on 5 July 1957. The proceedings went on until well after 10 pm

and when the Air Marshal was ready to leave, the CFS heficopter pilot pointed out

that he could still perfectly well do so in the Sycamore, which required only his

authority for the night sortie involved. The AM accepted the advice, authorised

the flight and was duly delivered at Blackbushe shortly before midnight. This one

event helped considerably in encouraging development of night and instrument

flying but in fact the small CFS squadron was by then fully committed to the task

of coping with the flow of pilot and instructor courses and had little time or

opportunity for the development work needed. It was not until 1959 that formal

training in night and instrument flying could be instituted on a regular basis.

The solitary Skeeter Til spent most of 1958 unserviceable having broken its nose

wheel doing a running landing in April. During the same year the CFS Squadron

acquired its first Whirlwind and for the next three years a third category of course
intake was added to the Pilot and QHI courses—that in which Sycamore operational

pilots were converted to Whirlwind pilots or QHIs. (In the Far East these pilot

conversions had perforce to be carried out ‘in situ’ as the Sycamore/Whirlwind/

Sycamore changes were made in response to technical problems—see Chapter 3).

The introduction of a separate Army Aviation organisation precipitated, at the end

of 1957, high level discussions on joint Service helicopter pilot training as described

in Chapter 4, It was clear that unless some special arrangement was made, the

separate RN/RAF helicopter training would become  a three element system because

the Army intended to carry out its own pilot training. In Apil 1958 the annual

helicopter treiining requirement was assessed as follows:

RAF —28 pilots, 8 QHIs (mixed Whirlwind and Sycamore).

RN —50 pilots, 5 QHIs (all Whirlwind). (The Navy required a further 10

QHIs but only put one third of their QHIs through CFS).
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Army—26 pilots, 4 QHIs (all Skeeter).

The Army, although preferring Middle Wallop, reluctantly agreed with the RAF

that if there were to be a joint Service establishment for helicopter training, it

would be best to have it at South Cerney where the CFS unit was operating, and

which was close to the Army Air Corps Centre. The Air Ministry was supplied

with expert advice which the CFS HeUopter Unit was now competent to provide.
What the RAF recommended, as a result of specialised detailed study of various

alternatives, was a combined basic and advanced tri-Service helicopter pilot training

school co-located with the CFS helicopter element, and acting also as a helicopter

ground crew training centre. RAF SAR operational training could well be co-located

with Naval operational training. Retrospectively it can be seen that the CFS

Helicopter Unit had achieved a thoroughly well-founded understanding of current

and future problems. However, as reported in Chapter 4, the scheme foundered in

the Joint Committee of Helicopter Pilot Training because of the RN claim to

superior helicopter knowledge and experience, and the determination that the

estabUshment of a single school elsewhere than Culdrose would be unacceptable

for the training of Naval pilots. Culdrose was not acceptable to the Air Ministry

because the CFS experience in developing training techniques showed that the

weather conditions at Culdrose were too often unrepresentative of the circumstances

for which the majority of RAF and Army pilots had to be trained. There were

many other subsidiary disadvantages also, but the RAF view was based on the

solid progress made by the CFS Helicopter Squadron in formulating standard

instructional techniques and ground school syllabi in accordance with established

RAF training principles while, in contrast to the claims made for it, the Naval

training squadron with its rapidly changing personnel (average tour length 18

months) had made no such progress. Contact between CFS and the Naval training

squadron (No 705) had been hard to achieve and the consequence was that not

more than one or two instructors on No 705 Squadron could meet RAF instructional

standards. The inevitable consequence was that the three Services went their

own way, although CFS did succeed in maintaining its centralised instructor

categorisation and standardisation role. (Ten years later, the divergence had become

even more pronounced and a similar amalgamation attempt foundered much more

quickly).

During 1958, 1959 and 1960, the CFS Helicopter Squadron continued its main task

of training pilots, instructors and providing Whirlwind type conversions, reaching

Course Nos 31, 32 and 10 respectively, while paying examining visits to all Service

helicopter units at home and overseas, aiming at  a frequency of once every one or

two years, as appropriate, for each. VIP and special demonstration flights still

intruded from time to time, edthough the Air Ministry did its best to restrict them

as far as possible—the Metropolitan Communications Squadron did not come into

existence until the beginning of 1960—but apart from special passenger flights
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there were other tasks of overriding importance which still had to be done. The

two major diversions during 1959 were the Daily Mail Air Race in July and the

provision of a 30-minute frequency shuttle service for three days between Chequers

and London for the White House Press Corps, headed by Mr Hagerty, on the
occasion of the visit of the US President, General Eisenhower to the Prime Minister,

Sir Harold Macmillan in August 1959. The Westland Heliport at Battersea was

considered far too inconvenient for this operation and, in the planning stages, the

Air Ministry had suggested that a possible solution would be to construct a floating

platform made from Storey Uni-flote sections, to be moored on the Thames near
the RAF Memorial and connected to the Embankment wall by a pivoted Bailey

Bridge. This was considered too radical a solution by the Foreign Office and the

operation seemed likely to be shelved until the American Ambassador offered the

grounds of his residence in Regents Park (Winfield House) as a temporary helicopter

terminal. This proved very satisfactory from a helicopter point of view and CFS

set up the necessary local control there and at Chequers and operated the shuttle

for the required three days to the satisfaction of all concerned.

For the Daily Mail Air Race in July 1959 the requirement was to transport a

passenger between Marble Arch and the Arc de Triomphe. The RAF entry was

carried by motor cycle between the starting and finishing points and Chelsea Bridge

and Issy les Molineaux respectively, by helicopter between Chelsea Bridge and

Biggin Hill and between Villacoublay and Issy, a dual Hunter flashing at low level

between Biggin Hill and Villacoublay. CFS provided the helicopters using the bed

of the Thames exposed at low tide near Chelsea Bridge for the London end of the

operation. A round trip was flown at low tide each day for four days, the RAF

finally winning the race by a matter of seconds.  A very advanced form of helicopter

handling was required to achieve the necessary advantage.

By the end of the 1960s the CFS Helicopter Squadron had completed just over 30

pilot training courses and about the same number of instructor training courses.
Eleven Whirlwind conversion courses had been conducted and many senior Staff

Officers had received helicopter familiarisation courses. This latter course was

necessarily an informal type of training, being arranged both in time and content

to suit the circumstances of the usually very senior officer concerned. It had

originally been found necessary in 1954/55 to devise some policy in response to the

repeated demand for helicopter experience for senior Staff Officers in various posts,

since such experience was totally lacking. The CFS Helicopter Unit was acutely

aware of the possible consequences of continued ignorance at these levels, with the

central collective lever arrangement in the Sycamore as a constant reminder and

example of the errors likely to be made in this field. It was also clear that with

helicopters still, in the early 1950s, regarded with either grave suspicion or casual

indifference, it was important to strike the right balance between generating

enthusiasm and demonstrating the pilot’s problems without appearing to invest
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the art with mystery. It was observed at an early stage that experienced fixed-

wing pilots were generally greatly dismayed (usually secretly) at their initial

inability to learn by conscious effort how to hover and carry out transitions to the

hover. They usually showed symptoms of loss of confidence in themselves and

unless this condition was relieved, were quite unable to appreciate the finer points

of more advanced exercises designed to demonstrate the special qualities and

limitations of the helicopter. (None of these helicopters had stability augmentation

systems, all had manual throttle control and the Sycamore and Skeeter manual

cyclic as well). The older fixed-wing pilot had to be sent solo at the earliest possible
moment, otherwise continued instruction or demonstrations of manoeuvre proved

counter-productive. Those having difficulty were therefore taught to fly a circuit as

in a fixed-wing basic trainer, arrangements being made to ensure the entire airfield

was available for the aircraft to be landed safely wherever the student was able to

bring it almost to a stop. Futher instruction could then be assimilated. The nearest

thing to a syllabus for this course was designed in 1955, and aimed at a two-week

period. In the first week normal rate of detailed instruction to first solo was given.

In the second week, the entire remaining instructional syllabus was packed into

about 10 or 15 sorties. Suitably adjusted for personal idiosyncrasies, this procedure

could be made to produce the right balance of enthusiasm for the helicopter and

appreciation of the problems. The expectation that this Staff Officers’ Familiaris

ation Course would gradually cease to be necessary after four or five years as

helicopter pilots were promoted into Staff appointments was never realised. In one

form or another, a corresponding procedure was still in use at CFS 20 years later,

although the pyschological problems were scarcely of the same order; ubiquity and

respectability of the helicopter had been achieved, refinements and automation of

its most awkward controls developed and virtually unlimited power made available

to recover gross errors.

In January 1961 the Skeeter T 12 was added to the aircraft inventory which
consisted otherwise of Sycamores, Whirlwind Mk 2, Skeeter Til and one remaining

Dragonfly which was still used as a back up for the Whirlwind. It could be profitably

used for the early instructional technique exercises for student QHIs destined for

the Whirlwind (but not the Sycamore or Skeeter), and also for Staff Officers’
familiarisation. The relative utilisation of these types may be adduced from the

monthly flying totals for July 1961: Sycamore 272 hours; Whirlwind 45 hours;

Dragonfly 35 hours; Skeeter Mk 114 hours; Skeeter Mk 12 16 hours. At this stage

the Skeeter was used exclusively for Army Student QHIs.

On 10 August 1961 the CFS Helicopter Wing moved to Ternhill, flying in formation

all 14 of the aircraft it then possessed. Training continued unbroken after the

weekend on 14 August. The newly formed ‘Wing’ was commanded by Wg Cdr

J Corbishley appointed as Chief Instructor CFS(H). No 1 Squadron was responsible

for all pilot and QHI courses, and No 2 Squadron carried out all aircraft type
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conversions and whatever operational training (tactical and SAR) would have been

provided by an Operational Conversion Unit had one existed. No 3 Squadron was

the Helicopter Examining Unit with QHI categorisation and pilot standardisation

responsibilities for all Service heUcopter units worldwide (including by invitation

such units as the Hong Kong Auxihary Air Force and the Royal Ceylon Air Force

Hehcopter Flight).

In November 1961 the first turbine-engined helicopter (Whirlwind Mk 10) was issued

and delivered to CFS(H) at Ternhill. This marks the end of Phase 2 of this history

in respect of the Central Flying School.
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CHAPTER 7

MARITIME HELICOPTER UNITS IN PHASES 1 AND 2 (1945-1962)

Introduction

The Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit had the first RAF maritime helicopters in

the period described in the Prologue—that is preceding Phase 1. An outline of its

development activities leads on to an account of the formation of the two Search

and Rescue squadrons which superseded it and became a permanently established
SAR service.

Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit

When the first helicopters appeared in the late 1940s, and even when the first

Sycamores became available to Coastal Command in early 1952, the Command was

much concerned with anti-submarine aspects of the helicopter role, and the first

RAF maritime helicopters were examined in both the anti-submarine and SAR roles,

insofar as that could be done with helicopters not having specialised equipment for
either role.

The Air/Sea Warfare Development Unit (ASWDU) shared with No 657 AOP

Squadron the experience of experimenting with the Hoverfiy helicopter in the late

1940s in the period described in the Prologue. The ASWDU actually toyed with

the early R-4 (Hoverfly 1) shortly before the R-6 (Hoverfly 2) was made available

to the Army pilots of No 657 Squadron, and was the first fully RAF aircrew manned
unit to do so. It also discarded them before No 657 Squadron when it became

apparent that they had no useful function in operational terms, that is in maritime

rescue or anti-submarine operations.

Helicopters in the ASWDU reappeared in a more practical form with the advent

of the early Sycamores (Mks 11, 12 and 13) in early 1952; four were established at

about the same time as the three provided for No 1906 Flight of No 657 Squadron

in late 1951, although it was February 1952 before the first one was available for

the ASWDU. The first three pilots* were posted in December 1951—the month

when the headquarters of the ASWDU moved from Calshot to St Mawgan—and in

January they were given Sycamore conversion training by the Bristol Aeroplane

Co Helicopter Division at Filton. Evaluation in the visual search role by the

ASWDU started immediately afterwards in February 1952, with the arrival of their
first aircraft.

*Flight Lt J I G Minifie, Fg Off F A Bernard and Fg Off J I Williamson
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Navigation trials were commenced in April 1952. This particular aspect of helicopter

flight was to remain as the one constant development task throughout the life of

the helicopter unit in the ASWDU, SAR and anti-submarine trials being attempted

fitfully as equipment, aircraft serviceability and opportunity varied. There was

considerable suspicion that the helicopter, being capable of sideways flight in the

hover, could not be relied upon to travel in the direction in which it was pointing

when in the cruise, and this made the prospect of successful DR navigation over

the sea a subject of continuous concern. There was no navigational equipment

apart from a compass. Winches were not initially available, and for the first few

months there was little to be done except navigation trials and aircraft handling
exercises, and of course the inevitable demonstration flights, including one for HRH

The Duke of Edinburgh in May. Night and instrument flying trials were recorded

as occurring in June, but no description exists of their nature. Both Sycamores

then on the unit took part in a Seaward Defence exercise with the Shackletons at

RNAS Donibristle (Exercise Castanets) during which shadowing of sumberged
submarines was described as ‘successful’. Generator spares were delivered to a ship

cruising at 20 knots.

Other maritime tasks were tried in the ensuing few months such as sighting

‘snorkelling’ submarines (3-6 miles achieved) and hovering with a hydrophone on

the end of 140 ft of cable—even with the hydrophone submerged 40 feet and 100

yards from the submarine, the cavitation noise from the submarine’s propellers

was completely drowned by the noise from the helicopter rotor. In between, VIP

sorties and demonstration flights proliferated—CAS (Sir John Slesslor) was flown

to Rugby School—but in September 1952 a disastrous crash occurred during a

public demonstration after dark in the Speedway Stadium at St. Austell. The

aircraft is thought to have over-pitched on take-off. It crashed in the coach park

killing one civilian and seriously injuring another. Seven others were less seriously

injured by rotor blade fragments and the pilot (Fit Lt Minifie) died a few hours

later. Over-confidence and lack of experience are obvious conclusions retrospectively,

but the fact that such a demonstration was attempted after dark in a confined

space in the presence of the public and with such limited performance aircraft,

gives a clear indication of the boundless enthusiasm but ignorance of realities which

existed at that stage.

SAR equipment at the end of 1952 consisted of a rope ladder and safety line, these

being fitted at the cost of the dual controls and the second pilot’s seat. It is hardly

surprising that during Exerise Ardent, when a Sycamore was based at Linton-on-

Ouse for daily SAR standby at Patrington, the conclusion was reached that a

winch would be essential for sea rescue operations. There were, however, no winches

yet available and when the first one did appear in early 1953, the aircraft was

immediately diverted to A&AEE Boscombe Down for MOS clearance. On its return

in June 1953, it was immediately allocated to the newly forming No 275 Squadron
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and sent to Odiham to lead the formation flypast for the Royal Review of the

RAF—the only helicopter to take part.

Meanwhile, concentration on the problem of navigation over the sea was relentlessly

maintained, a determined effort to produce some data having been made in December

1952 when a series of reciprocal track flights was made between Plymouth and

Newquay (33 miles) accompanied by an Anson with a drift sight to calculate the
wind in order to eliminate a variable which would otherwise have disguised the

deeply held suspicion that the hehcopter might be flying sideways. In a further

attempt to find out which way the helicopter was going, a 10-inch length of cord

was attached to the outside of the centre lower nose perspex, and its trail angle

compared with a line drawn on the perspex parallel to the aircraft’s longitudinal

axis. It was recorded that it worked satisfactorily above 55 knots, but the conclusion

that the helicopter did in fact go the way it was pointing above these speeds (in

balanced flight) was evidently not made, and navigation flight trials remained as a

constant task thereafter. Indeed, in January 1953, after a tail rotor drive shaft
failure, it was decided that no more maritime reconnaissance role evaluation would

be possible, and future trials would concentrate exclusively on navigation. It seems

not to have been noticed that pilots in Malaya at this time frequently relied

absolutely on the helicopter behaving exactly like a fixed-wing aircraft in respect

of compass headings when crossing areas of featureless jungle or when doing timed

runs to a clearing.

Throughout the remainder of 1953 and 1954 activities such as those described

continued at low frequency, aircraft availability being a continuing problem with

the Sycamore still in the teething trouble stage, while the formation of No 275

SAR Squadron with Sycamores at Linton-on-Ouse in early 1953 lost the ASWDU

its preferential position in the queue for Sycamore winches. In June 1953, for

instance, of the three ASWDU Sycamores, the one with the broken tail rotor drive

shaft was still at the contractor’s factory at Weston-super-Mare, the winch-fitted

aircraft from A&AEE had been returned but had gone immediately to Odihara for

the Royal Review as already mentioned, and A&AEE had now got the third one.

Nevertheless in August a sea search for a Sabre pilot was carried out (he was

picked up by ASR launch) and in September two Sycamores recorded 51 hours

‘uneventful operations’ at RNAS Abbotsinch including several VIP flights and

dropping of sandbags to simulate mines. In September 1953 the unit was declared

ready for ‘live’ winching operations when aircraft were available.

Little flying was achieved in 1954—one Sycamore carried out exercises with the

Royal Navy at Eglinton and Roborough and in November a Meteor pilot was

located by an ASWDU Sycamore and rescued in co-operation with a Royal Naval

helicopter. SAR and navigation trials continued.
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In 1955 a navigation aid was at last provided. GEE was installed in one aircraft,
and an in-shore anti-submarine role was added to the trials programme. In February

the ASWDU joined in the emergency helicopter food Hft (Operation Haylift)

dropping hay for moorland ponies and supplies of animal foods to farms cut off by

widespread snow. In March 1955, the ASWDU had to lend two of its three

Sycamores to the newly formed No 22 (SAR) Squadron at Thorney Island because

the delay in supplying that Squadron with Whirlwind SAR helicopters threatened
disbandment of the unit before it had been able to start flying.

It was cleaj* by then that the ASWDU anti-submarine roles for helicopters could

scarcely advance until much better helicopters were available, and it was decided

that SAR tasks as well as future development of this role would henceforth be

done by the recently formed Nos 275 and 22 SAR Squadrons. In June 1955 the

ASWDU Sycamore establishment was reduced to two, and they started to be used

for light liaison tasks—both went to Wildenrath that month to help in an Army

Excercise, Carte Blanche. Nevertheless, the rising need for helicopter SAR for

civilians was already being felt, and in July an attempt was made to rescue two

holiday makers cut off by the tide. Fitting of winches to the ASWDU Sycamores

had already been abandoned and the rescue failed because ‘the woman would not

climb the rope ladder’. The police were summoned to deal with the problem. In

November 1955, the last of many co-operative ventures with the Royal Navy is

recorded for the ASWDU helicopters when in-shore anti-submarine trials were

conducted together with No 845 (RN) Squadron at RNAS Lee-on-Solent. In

December 1955, helicopter operations with the ASWDU finally ceased, pending the

arrival of the Bristol 192 expected in 1958. Trials still listed for the ASWDU

helicopters in their last month included SAR, in-shore anti-submarine and, inevi

tably, navigation. However, by the time the B.192 had become the Belvedere (1960)

it had also become exclusively a tactical transport helicopter as explained in Chapter

4. The two SAR squadrons were doing all the rescue work, of which there was a

great deal (mainly for civilians), and the need for a special development unit for

RAF maritime helicopters had disappeared along with the anti-submarine role

which, for helicopters, passed wholly to the Royal Navy.

The helicopter unit in the ASWDU had lasted just under four years and apart

from the dramatic accident in the first year (1952), had acquitted itself remarkably

well. It was the first RAF unit to be equipped with Sycamores (apart from No 1906

Flight of No 657 AOP Squadron which had a mainly passenger-carrying role) and

these early Sycamores were particularly unsuitable for the ASWDU tasks. They

were designed as passenger vehicles and the cabin was more like that of a five
seater motor car, a non-removable bench seat for three occupying the space behind

the side-by-side pilot and co-pilot seats. There were depressions in the floor to

accommodate the passengers’ feet. The pilot training was rudimentary—50 hours

on the Dragonfly at Westland’s in Yeovil, followed by a 10-hour type conversion
at Filton. There was no CFS unit to advise or control techniques until the unit was
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about to disband. For most of the time they could not obtain winches, and when

they did they had to devise their own techniques. In spite of this they not only

succeeded in laying the foundations of the SAR Squadrons which formed in 1953

(No 275) and 1955 (No 22), but attempted night flying trials and even devised their

own two stage amber screens with which to try instrument flying. If they failed to

make significant progress in their assigned tasks, it was certainly not for want of

enthusiasm and imaginitive effort.

Helicopter Search and Rescue

Although prior to 1957 all the RAF operational helicopters (as distinct from ‘trials’

aircraft) for which financial approval was given by the Treasury were ostensibly

for rescue duties (tactical uses in Malaya and elsewhere being regarded as special

cases from a financial point of view) as explained in Chapter 4, the SAR task in

the UK was never seriously interrupted by military tactical demands (except in

Northern Ireland and briefly in Christmas Island) and was therefore never relegated

to second priority. In contrast to overseas theatres, the UK-based SAR force grew

up with total dedication to rescue as an exclusive role while for obvious reasons

activity was almost from the beginning meiinly directed towards the maritime

environment. The UK-based SAR helicopter force was thus a basically different

type from that which developed in overseas theatres and, later, for Army support

in the UK. It has remained quite separate ever since, having its own operational

training, standardisation and categorisation authority, originally under Fighter and

Coastal Commands and later No 18 Group in Strike Command.

Policy Decisions Accompanying the Formation of the SAR Squadrons

In October 1952 the global strategy envisaged two SAR squadrons of 16 helicopters

each, one in Coastal Command with S-55s (Whirlwinds) and one in Fighter Command

with S-51s (Dragonflys). Almost immediately, a 12% cut in expenditure caused

these figures to be halved while the Sycamore was to be substituted for the

Dragonfly in Fighter Command.(l)

In February 1953 the Treasury at first declined to authorise the purchase of the S-

55s on the grounds that Sycamores were already being obtained.(2) The Air Ministry

had to explain that the Sycamore was suitable for fighter crews, but the increased

range, payload and cabin size of the S-55 was needed for the heavy aircraft crews

(five men at 100 nm range) and added that the RN was already planning to use the

S-55 for SAR tasks. At this stage the failure of the Westland Whirlwind to match

the performance of the American S-55 was still not recognised. However, by May

1953 the firm plan was for eight Whirlwinds and eight Sycamores for Coastal

Command and Fighter Command respectively; and a month later, three Sycamores

were approved for SAR duties for the Middle East Air Force in response to a
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demand by Lord Dowding. (The modification of the Sycamore to produce the Mk 14,
and the overriding priority for the Malayan Theatre were to delay their arrival for
over a year as mentioned in Chapter 4).

During the latter part of 1953, having achieved the setting up of No 275 SAR

Squadron in Fighter Command and agreement for No 22 Squadron in Coastal

Command, the Air Ministry continued attempts to enhance their capabiUty, briefly

considering a scheme to re-engine the Whirlwind with two Leonides engines,(3) but

concluding that the twin rotor B-173 would be a better alternative to meet the

operational requirement which had been defined (OR 280). By the end of the year

the Air Council was considering plans to increase the eight Sycamores for No 275

Squadron to 16, changing the eight Whirlwinds of No 22 Squadron to eight B-173s

during 1956 and providing three B-173s for the ASWDU in the same year.(4) No 22

Squadron remained scheduled to receive eight Whirlwinds.

As described in Chapter 4, the period from 1954-1960 was one of considerable

turmoil in the helicopter world due mainly to pressure of expanding operational

needs in FEAF and MEAF. But this was also the period when the UK helicopter

SAR force was coming into existence. The CFS Helicopter Unit was trying to

expand to take over helicopter training from the less than satisfactory civilian

contract training, BFAP required SAR helicopters in Aden and Kenya, helicopter

SAR was wanted for the Fighter Armament Practice Camps at Sylt, a SAR/IS

presence was wanted in Northern Ireland, the JEHU had to be built up, and a

hehcopter SAR/Communications Unit had to be provided to accompany the nuclear

testing programme in Christmas Island. The Queen’s Flight and Metropolitan

Communications Squadron were both waiting for their own helicopters. No advance

provision existed for all these essential commitments and, to make matters worse,

the entire Whirlwind force had to be re-engined in the latter part of this period by

means of a comparatively radical and therefore time consuming operation to install

turbine engines.

It was hardly surprising therefore that when, in September 1960, the recently

formed Arm}'^ Air Corps experienced technical problems which threatened to ground
all their Skeeters for a considerable time, and RAF help was requested on behalf

of No 1 British Corps in Germany, all that could be offered was three Dragonflys—

to the chagrin of CFS who were using the remaining Dragonflys for the Staff Officer

Familiarisation Course.(5) (In the event the Skeeter problem was not as protracted

as feared and only two Dragonflys had to go, but three RAF pilots had to be re

converted on to the Dragonfly to go with them).

Throughout all the negotiations to resolve these conflicting priorities, pohcy for

SAR operations in the UK remained consistent with the principle conceived in 1945

when the first R-4 Hoverflys came to England, and specifically defined in 1952.

Nevertheless it took about three years (1953-1956) to build up the force to the
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point where the nine planned deployed Flights were able to offer standby cover
over the whole of the East and South Coasts, Wales and part of the Irish Sea.

(The Whirlwind 2s and Sycamores had an effective maximum radius of action in

the SAR role of 50 nm). During the first two years the embryonic No 275 Squadron

spent much of its time dashing to and fro with a mere handful of Sycamores in an

attempt to provide cover where fighter exercises were taking place. But by the end

of 1956 the pattern of nine deployed Flights of two aircraft each shared by Nos 275

and 22 Squadrons was in being and has scarcely altered since.

RAF ResponsibiUty for Civilian SAR

The RAF Search and Rescue organisation, consisting of maritime patrol fixed-wing
aircraft and Marine Craft Unit launches, which had expanded so notably during

the 1939-45 war years, provided cover for civilian rescue operations as an ‘act of

grace’.(6) In February 1947 the Ministry of Civil Aviation had proposed that the

Air Ministry should assume responsibility for operation and administration of aU

SAR arrangements for both civil and military aviation. The Air Ministry and MCA

had agreed as follows:

‘(a) The Air Ministry will assume responsibility for the operation and adminis

tration of all seach and rescue arrangements for military and civil aviation in

the United Kingdom and in those areas overseas in which the Royal Air Force
maintain facilities.

(b) The Air Ministry will make available to civil aviation the facilities of the

search and rescue organisations at present in being.

(c) The Air Ministry will not be pressed to make any increase in estabfish-

ments of personnel, aircraft or other equipment on account of the requirements
of civil aviation for search and rescue. If it becomes necessary to provide

increased facilities for civil aviation, the Ministry of Civil Aviation will provide

them, or (if for example facilities are called for overseas which the Ministry of

Civil Aviation cannot provide) will report the position to the International Civil

Aviation Organisation (ICAO). Operational control of any facilities provided in

the United Kingdom by the Ministry of Civil Aviation will rest with the Air

Ministry.

(d) The Air Ministry will make available for publication by ICAO all infor

mation about arrangements for search and rescue which is not secret.

(e) The Ministry of Civil Aviation will be responsible for international negoti
ations about search and rescue, but will be advised by the Air Ministry. At

conferences an Air Ministry Adviser will be attached to the Ministry of Civil
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Aviation for the conference and will be regarded as a representative of the

Ministry of Civil Aviation during that period.

(f) The Ministry of Civil Aviation will reimburse to the Royal Air Force the

extra cost incurred in operating for civil needs RAF search and rescue aircraft
and other RAF facilities. This reimbursement will take the form of the annual

provision in Estimates of a sum based on the average extra expenditure

actually incurred over a period. The Ministry of Civil Aviation will decide in

what cases charges should be made against aircraft owners for search and

rescue operations, and will collect and keep the sums in question, consulting

the Air Ministry about the amount of the charges.(7)

This agreement was in force when the SAR heUcopters first appeared. Consequently,

in November 1959, when a critical shortage of Whirlwinds (caused mainly by

corrosion problems)(8) made it necessary temporarily to close one of the SAR

detachments, and Thorney Island was selected as having the least urgent oper

ational task in relation to RAF operational fighter activity, the Air Ministry was

not prepared for the outcry which resulted. It was easy to silence the request from

Flying Training Command for a special helicopter detachment at Thorney Island

for Cowes Week, but not so simple to refuse the request from the Chief Constable

of Sussex that the detachment should re-open ‘for the coming summer months’,

especially in the presence of several letters from the Mayors of South Coast towns

to the Secretary of State, and two ParHamentary enquiries.(9) The possibility of

providing occasional detachments to Thorney island from other Flights was exam

ined, but there was no way of doing this without losing RAF operational standby

cover elsewhere. Of more long term importance, it was recognised that as a matter

of principle RAF helicopters had to be deployed strictly in accordance with Service

requirements, so the 1947 Agreement had to be invoked.(lO) Nevertheless, from

this time onwards it became progressively more difficult for the RAF to withdraw

a SAR Fhght for purely mihtary reasons, the public (including coastguards and

poUce) having become accustomed to having a rescue facility available locally,

especially in heavily populated hoUday areas.

Although in this case the RAF’s position was maintained, action was taken to

replace the missing SAR cover on the South Coast as soon as the aircraft supply

position eased by deploying the Felixstowe Fhght to Tangmere in June 1961,

Tangmere being chosen at least partly ‘because it is nearer to those South Coast

towns where most incidents can be expected in the summer’.(11) (The Fefixstowe

detachment was replaced by one at Manston which itself became the subject of a

similar controversy when the RAF later withdrew it for purely RAF reasons and

then wished to re-open it in the 1970s).

By March 1961, the Air Staff was able to promise that when the Tangmere and

Manston detachments were operational (the latter in August), continuous heUcopter
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cover would again be available from Montrose in the North East to Weymouth.

Practically the whole of Devon and Cornwall as well as South Wales was to continue

being covered from Chivenor with the Valley detachment covering North Wales

and the Liverpool Bay area. No mention was made of the helicopters then in

Northern Ireland (see below) as they were no longer regarded as primarily for SAR

purposes.

Although the build-up of the UK SAR force faced conflicting aircraft supply

priorities and seemed frustratingly slow to those involved, it can be seen retrospec

tively in a different light. Apart from rescue technique to be developed, and the

major difficulty of establishing workable communications with the various sources

of demand for assistance, both in summoning helicopter attendance and then in

dealing with it when it arrived, the record shows that each time a SAR Flight was

established it seemed to be almost immediately operationally involved to the limits

of its capability.(12) Neither the size nor nature of the commitment to civilian

rescue had been foreseen, and although the cautious provisos of the 1947 Agreement

could not be denied, it became from the beginning progressively more difficult

politically to operate or deploy the SAR Flights exclusively in respect of purely

Service interests. Fortunately conflict of interests was rare, being confined to those

occasions when a SAR Flight had to be closed down (eg Thorney Island in 1959).

Nobody (apart from the Treasury) ever objected to one being opened. The Thorney

Island detachment had to be closed temporarily because there was no way of

providing enough aircraft for all Flights then in being, but apart from Mansion in

the early 1970s (Phase 4) it was generally found possible to align Service and

civilian requirements in all the areas, even where the purely Service needs in respect

of SAR standby seemed to be diminishing.

Communications equipment posed other problems. Whilst the radios provided for

the helicopters were compatible with those used by other Service aircrews for whom

the SAR service was provided, they were not compatible with any of the differing

types used by the Police and Fire Services, the Coastguards and the Royal National

Lifeboat Institution. Since uniformity of equipment was not, for financial and other

reasons, a feasible proposition, the problem from an official viewpoint continued

unsolved for over 20 years by which time another dimension in the form of civilian
Mountain Rescue Teams had been added to it.

It was, however, dealt with unofficially to the benefit of all concerned. Initially the

main users of the SAR helicopter service, and virtually the only civilian contacts,

were the Coastguards and the RNLI. As the personnel of the deployed Flights

became acquainted personally with these local civilian authorities, it became very
obvious that it was essential in their mutual interests to provide radio communi

cations. Accordingly, the practice grew of borrowing radio sets from the organis

ation concerned, and carrying them (without formal authority) in order to achieve
the desired result. Later, when land rescues became more frequent and the Police
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were involved, a new difficulty arose because of  a Home Office regulation of

considerable antiquity which forbade any radio set to be operated on a Home Office

frequency unless by a poHceman or fireman. This difficulty had still not been

officially overcome in the early 1970s but most Chief Constables readily authorised

the loan of radios to the SAR Flights when the occasion demanded.

In these and many other ways the SAR Flights became integrated with the local

rescue services, and this process was officially endorsed in November 1955 when

No 275 Squadron was authorised to undertake direct liaison with the Coastguard

and RNLI in their various areas.(13) A limited degree of autonomy was thus passed

to the Flights at an early stage, it being recognised that where immediate response

to an urgent rescue call was vital to success, higher authority to react could not

necessarily be obtained in time.

Command and Control

Initially the first SAR helicopters, being in Fighter Command, were operated under

the Figher Sector Controls. When the two UK Rescue Co-ordination Centres were

set up in November 1969 at Pitreavie Castle near Edinburgh and Mountbatten

near Plymouth, permanent operational control of the SAR Flights was passed to

the appropriate RCC. Although from time to time the Coastguards, having official

responsibility for action in respect of all marine incidents offshore, voiced the

opinion that they should have executive control of helicopters allotted to deal with

such incidents, the RAF could never consider passing operational command of its

helicopters to a civilian authority. From the very beginning however the sensible

and necessary delegation of authority for immediate response to individual FUght

Commanders, and their personal liaison with local Coastguards, allowed a good

practical working relationship to develop, and no significant disputes occurred at

any time in the following 20 years. The SAR Units were initially established with

Squadron Leaders in command of Squadrons and Flight Lieutenants in charge of

Flights—a situation which became unique in RAF aircraft operational units and
still continues.

Nos 118 and 217 Squadrons

Apart from the difficulties of priority encountered in building the UK SAR helicopter

force, two diversions infringed directly on the SAR squadrons themselves. In July

1957 No 275 Squadron opened a SAR Flight at Aldergrove in Northern Ireland,

while in late 1956 No 22 Squadron formed ‘GRAPPLE’ Flight at St Mawgan

and despatched it to Christmas Island in February 1957 to provide SAR and

communications services for the British nuclear test programme. The Northern

Ireland Flight behaved like the overseas helicopter units and acquired a tactical

role which gave it a permanence not originally expected. In January 1958,
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GRAPPLE Flight, now expected to operate eight Whirlwinds until beyond 1970,(14)

became No 217 Squadron and in April 1959 the Aldergrove SAR Flight, already

involved in internal security operations, became No 118 Squadron equipped with

three Sycamores. In the event No 217 Squadron reduced from eight to five

Whirlwinds in February 1958,(15) ceased operations in October 1959 and was
disbanded with the withdrawal of the nuclear task force. No 118 Squadron, on the

other hand, although regarded as of a temporary nature, became the subject of

repeated pleas for its continued existence by various authorities in Northern Ireland

when the general shortage of Whirlwinds elsewhere tempted the RAF to withdraw

it. In February 1960 the Squadron Commander (Sqn Ldr David Toon) argued that

the unit would be needed indefinitely and that it should be deployed forward from

Aldergrove (ie nearer the border).(16) The Air Ministry did not foresee it continuing

beyond September 1960. (The Helicopter Short Range Transport Force was by then

building up and it was assumed that the Army support being provided by No 118

Squadron would become the responsibility of Transport Command and possibly

met by a detachment from the new (ex-JEHU) No 225 Squadron).(17)  In August

1960 the RUC joined in the demand for the retention of No 118 Squadron and in

September the Air Ministry agreed to a further unspecified period of existence for
the unit.(18)

By March 1961 the question of retention of No 118 Squadron had become the

subject of correspondence between the Secretary of State for Air (Julian Amery)

and the Home Secretary (R A Butler). The Prime Minister of Northern Ireland

(Lord Brookeborough) had intervened at the last minute to prevent the disbandment

of No 118 Squadron and in April 1961, Mr Amery granted a further indefinite stay
of execution.(19) The unit in fact continued until the second half of 1962.

End of Phase 2 for SAR

As far as the main UK SAR force was concerned, the exchange of Sycamores for

Whirlwinds with FEAF in 1959, following the transfer of No 275 Squadron to

Coastal Command in the previous year, ended the ‘ad hoc’ experimental initial

period for UK helicopter SAR by creating a homogeneous Whirlwind SAR force in

Coastal Command which practically coincided with the decision to re-engine the

Whirlwinds with the Gnome gas turbine, thus setting the scene for the whole of
Phase 3.

THE SAR SQUADRONS

No 275 Squadron (later No 228 Squadron)

No 275 (Search and Rescue) Squadron was re-formed in No 13 Group of Fighter

Command at RAF Linton-on-Ouse on 13 April 1953 with three pilots (including the
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Squadron Commander—Fit Lt D C Kearns) and three crewmen/navigators. The

second of the two Sycamores Mk 13—the original complement—arrived on 16 April,

and SAR standby commenced on 20 April—10 minutes readiness during normal

working hours and one hour otherwise, daylight operations only. An abortive search

for a reported ditching was the first operational sortie and was carried out on 18

April.

Throughout 1953 and 1954, the acquisition of Sycamores to fill the estabhshment

was agonisingly slow, No 275 Squadron being in competition with the New No 194

Squadron in Malaya for the Mk 14 Sycamores. Nevertheless, with its two Mk 13

Sycamores the squadron immediately started to respond to a series of demands

for operational SAR standby tasks at various places on the East Coast, simulating

the later pattern of fixed detachments by appearing for a few hours or days at a

time, for example at Patrington, Strubby, Sutton-on-Hull, North Weald, Coltishall,

Boulmer, Acklington, Leuchars, Bridlington Bay, Manston, Marham, Thornaby,

Horsham St Faith and Bampton.

In June 1953 the Squadron rushed the TV films of the Coronation from Alexandra
Palace to Heathrow and Blackbushe for onward travel by Canberra to Canada, and

in the following month, after leading the Royal Review flypast at Odiham (when

the RAF Ensign was flown from the Sycamore’s weighted winch cable), the TV

film of that event was flown by No 275 Squadron helicopter from Biggin Hill to
Alexandra Palace.

Apart from these dramatic diversions there was little scope for misuse of the two

Sycamores on non-SAR tasks and the crews were occupied in whatever time

remained after positioning flights with providing SAR standby at a very large

number of places, with educative demonstrations and teaching themselves how to

carry out winching operations with a crew consisting only of pilot and navigator.

In the early and mid-1950s the proportion of incidents involving aircraft crashes

on land for which helicopters were alerted in eastern England was much higher

than was the case later. A large number of Venoms, Vampires and Meteors were

flying at that time and crashes and bale-outs were comparatively frequent. The

first actual rescue carried out by No 275 Squadron was of a Venom pilot recovered

from Boulmer (disused at the time) to Acklington in August 1953.

Early in 1954, at the end of the first nine months of operations after a brief

grounding of the Sycamores (torque limiting clutch slipping), it was found necessary

to augment the Auster Mk V which had been acquired to keep the crews in what

was described as ‘flying practice’, with two Hiller 360 helicopters borrowed from

the RN Helicopter Training Unit at Gosport. These were much appreciated and in

March 1954, when they arrived, no less than 148 sorties were flown. In the following
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month both the AOC and the SASO of No 13 Group were trained to first solo

standard on these little two/three seater helicopters.

Throughout 1954 meetings and planning continued for the eagerly awaited Mk 14

Sycamores but Cyprus and Aden now joined FEAF in competing for Sycamores

and it was not until February 1955 that a third Sycamore arrived. The first

permanent No 275 Squadron detachment was promptly formed at North Coates.

In the meantime, the trickle of crews arriving on the Squadron all required not only

Sycamore conversion but general flying practice and No 275 Squadron developed its

technique for acquiring alternative aircraft. In August 1954 only three sorties were

flown by Sycamores against 21 by Hillers, 13 by Anson, 15 by Auster, nine by

Chipmunk and three by Oxford. The Mk 13 Sycamores were now used only in the

training role for the new crews (four of the seven crews being held in readiness for

overseas duty in MEAF or FEAF), the Hillers were used for land rescue and the

Anson for sea searches. The Squadron HQ and basic standby moved from Linton-

on-Ouse to Thornaby in November but no sea rescue was possible for most of the

last part of 1954 although some sort of standby was maintained as it had been

since the Squadron came into existence, perhaps prematurely, in April 1953.

1955 was the year when the renaissance of the helicopter became effective in all

theatres, not least in the UK SAR world. No 22 Squadron was formed at Thorney

Island with Whirlwinds (although its beginning was almost as frustrating as that

of No 275 Squadron as described later). No 275 Squadron started a steady build

up of operationally capable heUcopters (Mk 14 Sycamores) and by May both HiUers

had been returned to the RN. The Squadron managed somehow to hang on to its

two Chipmunks for a further year, and the two Ansons became permanently

established for communication duties, but the Squadron started to assume the

operational heflcopter posture which was to last for many years. As aircraft and

crews arrived, permanent Fhght detachments of two aircraft were rapidly set up

to provide practical emergency cover—North Coates in February, Leuchars in June

and Horsham St Faith in September, with the Squadron Headquarters co-located

with the Flight at Thornaby.

Until June 1953, the pilots were all trained on the Dragonfly, having received a

50-hour course at Westland. The CFS helicopter unit then started to supply crews

more appropriately trained and fully Sycamore converted. This was fortunate in

the case of No 275 Squadron because by then they only had one Mk 13 Sycamore

left—that is, with fully duplicated flying controls for training purposes—and that

was crashed in November. The Mk 14 Sycamore had only one collective lever,
centrally mounted, which meant that the instructor, sitting on the left, had to use

opposite hands for cyclic and collective controls from the standard right and left

conditions to which everyone was trained. (This problem affected CFS as reported

in Chapter 6). Only after a special course could pilots successfully accompHsh this
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change, and even then not always satisfactorily. The consequence was that no

further dual instruction on the Sycamore was possible on the Squadron, at least

until the first ambidextrously trained instructor could be provided by CFS, and

that was not until April 1956.

As already mentioned RAF CFS-trained pilots only began to be provided in mid-

1955. It was not until April 1956 that CFS was able to produce a Sycamore QHI

for the Squadron training officer post. Prior to that, the pilots were generally

ignorant of many aspects of helicopter flight, and none were qualified to carry out

practice engine-off landings.

There was an illuminating example of this lack of background knowledge in March

1956. It was the practice to simulate instrument flying conditions by means of a

locally made vision restricting visor, the navigator sitting in the left hand seat

(without controls) as a look-out. On this occasion the pilot was simulating an

instrument approach to land, using 3000 feet as notional ground level. Having

accidentally lost all airspeed in the later stages of this simulated approach, the

aircraft suddenly built up an alarmingly increasing rate of descent. As it passed

800 feet at 3-400 feet per minute descent, the navigator reached over and removed

the pilot’s restrictive visor, and both were equally surprised that after applying

full power the pilot was unable to reduce the descent sufficiently to prevent the

aircraft crashing although it was checked sufficiently to allow them both to survive

unhurt. The pilot was on the point of receiving full blame for this incident. When

at a later date, it was reported to CFS the event was immediately recognised as

due to Vortex Ring (see Chapter 2), a condition in which the pilots had clearly

received inadequate instruction; nobody on the Squadron seemed aware of this
obvious conclusion, still less of the avoidance and recovery procedures.

From September 1955 and through 1956, No 275 Squadron developed steadily in

the pattern which was in future to become typical for the helicopter SAR units. In

January the use of the aircraft as an all-round rescue vehicle became appreciated

in snow rescues and emergency supply deliveries, and proper liaison with HM

Coastguards and the RNLI was authorised on a formal basis. In February 1956

the first ship rescue was carried out when 11 seamen were ferried from the stranded

Norwegian vessel Dovrefjell in four sorties from the Pentland Skerries. There was

at that stage however little discrimination in the choice of tasks accepted—at the

behest of the RSPCA food supplies were carried to  a group of swans distressed by

the freezing over of Hickling Broad. In April, the first RAF pilot was lifted direct

to a civilian hospital and the Neil Robertson stretcher (see under Techniques below)

was used for the first time in lifting a patient from a boat. Also in April, the first

CFS-trained QHI arrived to fill the training officer post, dual training again became

possible on the Squadron and, most importantly, training in the technique of

carrying out engine-off landings could at least become general. This was just in
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time for the first engine failure over the sea in June which occurred without injury
to the crew.

In the absence of any Operational Training Unit it was inevitable that No 275

Squadron would have to fill this role. In fact, it not only had to perform that

function for its own build-up of detached Flights, but also for the Sycamore units

being formed in Sylt, Aden and especially Cyprus.

For No 275 Squadron the second half of 1956 was bedevilled by the unexpected

build-up of Sycamores (and pilots) in Cyprus. By September the strength was down

to seven Sycamores against an establishment of 16 but by the end of the year the

situation was improving again. In June and July 1957, two new detachments were

opened—Chivenor and Aldergrove—the latter being the first helicopter SAR unit

to be based in Northern Ireland. The North Coates Flight was moved to Leconfield

to where the Squadron HQ also moved from Thornaby in September. In October

the Flight at Thornaby moved to Acklington and by the end of the year, the full

complement of six Flights was established with a total strength of 15 Sycamores

at Leuchars, Acklington, Leconfield, Chivenor, Coltishall and Aldergrove, thus

providing cover over much of the east and west coasts. Night flying exercises were
started in earnest.

By April 1958 aU No 275 Squadron crews were fully trained for night and instrument

flying and practiced in engine-off landings, and in May were officially cleared for

night transit flying and rescue sorties over land. There was a comparatively large

number of land rescues during this period as the RAF still had many fighter aircraft

exercising in the northern and eastern areas of the country. In July, for example,

aircraft incidents necessitating the call-out of No 275 Squadron involved an Auster,
a Provost, a USAF B66 bale-out, a Sea Venom short of fuel, and a parachute

sighting, as well as a submarine search, a range accident, several medevacs and

numerous bathers in difficulty—in all 24 operations. In August, one of the busiest

months of the year, 21 operations of this nature were carried out. In May 1958,

Coastal Command assumed responsibility for all Search and Rescue, and No 275

Squadron was transferred to No 18 Group. In the following November the Chivenor

FUght handed over to a No 22 Squadron Flight. In April 1959 the Aldergrove SAR

FHght was withdrawn, but by then the tactical capabilities of the helicopter in the

internal security role were being realised and it was replaced by a new Sycamore

Squadron—No 118. By then, the No 275 Squadron Sycamores were being replaced

by Whirlwinds as the exchange with FEAF started to occur, but almost immediately

the transfer of aircraft stopped following the prolonged grounding of the Sycamores

in Malaya. From May 1959 the Squadron operated a mixture of Whirlwinds and

Sycamores until in December the Whirlwind conversion could be resumed with the

Whirlwind Mk 4s starting to arrive from FEAF as the Sycamores there revived
with new blades.
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In September 1959, No 275 Squadron was renamed No 228 Squadron. In May 1960

the last Sycamore SAR operation was carried out, consisting of a medevac from

Colonsay to Oban and, with 11 Whirlwinds established, SAR operations continued

unabated with Flights at Leuchars, Ackhngton, Leconfield (Squadron HQ) and
Coltishall.

Techniques

The initial intention that a survivor would be presented with a strop on the end of
the winch cable to which he would attach himself was clearly unsatisfactory since

many survivors did not know what to do, and many of those who did were physically

incapacitated. Almost since the Squadron formed experiments had been going on

with a net designed by Lt Cdr Sproule RN with which a survivor could be scooped

out of the water without taking any active part in the rescue himself. The Sproule

net had been designed for use with the Dragonfly and although some satisfactory

results had been obtained with the Sycamore, there was a problem with the position
of the engine exhaust which tended to burn the net, and sometimes the survivor
as weU.

By July 1955 the awkward conclusion had to be faced that the only really

satisfactory solution was for the navigator/crewman to go down on the winch cable,

the winch being operated by the pilot in response to crewman directions via an

extremely long inter-com cable. This produced technical and handling problems of
its own, and experiments with the net as an alternative were continued throughout
the following years and into 1958. However, in December 1955 during a practice
lift a Sycamore struck the Bell Rock Lighthouse and both pilot and crewman were

killed. Recovery of the bodies by helicopter turned out to be impossible because

the net could not be used on land, and there were problems with the long inter
com cable which prevented a ‘double lift’ (ie with the crewman going down on the
bottom of the winch cable).

The only satisfactory solution was now seen to consist of adding a third crew
member to operate the winch with the crewman on the end of the winch cable,

notwithstanding the loss of range and cabin space that this entailed. By January

1956 this conclusion was starting to be reluctantly accepted for the Sycamore
squadron—it having been adopted at the outset for the Whirlwinds of No 22

Squadron with their much larger cabin space. Nevertheless, the carriage of a third

crew member was still regarded as such a disadvantage that experiments in the

Sycamore continued for a further year with the long inter-com cable and mirrors

through which it was hoped the pilot could see enough of what was happening to
operate the winch satisfactorily. It was not until August 1957, however, that

crewmen started to be trained purely as winch operators for No 275 Squadron to

be added to the previously standard basic crew of pilot and navigator; meanwhile
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Trawling for survivors with ‘Sproule’ net.

Helicopter crewman preparing casualty for
helicopter lift while the rescue helicopter stands off
out of danger from pitching superstructure.
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development of the Sproule net still continued, until in June 1958 a satisfactory

version was able to be put into production—only nine months before all the SAR

Sycamores were to be exchanged for Whirlwinds ex Malaya.*

Towards the end of this period, therefore, pilot operation of the winch was going

out of favour, largely because of unreliable communication with the crewman on

the end of the cable, and where the rescue net could not be used, it was recognised

as essential that a third crew member had to be employed.**

Until the fitting of Decca, which was still under consideration for the Sycamores

in 1958, the only navigation aid was the VHP fixer service provided by the Sector

Control operated primarily for the fighter force. For homing on survivors, the

Squadron Anson was equipped with SARAH in June 1954, and the Sycamores

shortly afterwards. In September 1955, SARAH Mk 2 was standard fit in SAR

helicopters and it and its successor (SARBE) remained so for more than 25 years.

The standard stretcher used for lifting casualties by helicopter was the ‘Neil

Roberston’—a rigid board with enveloping wrap-around sides stiffened with wooden

slats. The subject is thus cocooned in a stiffened body length ‘straight jacket’ and

the stretcher can be safety suspended from the winch cable and generally manhan

dled as required. The Neil Robertson stretcher became standard equipment in

helicopters from 1956 onwards.

End of Phase 2

In October 1962 Whirlwind 10s started to replace their piston-engined predecessors

(Mks 2 and 4) in No 228 Squadron; in November some were on SAR standby and

by December the changeover was complete, thus ending Phase 2 for this unit.

No 22 Squadron

Coastal Command had to wait until 1955 before being able to set up its helicopter

SAR squadron using Whirlwinds, pending expected substitution of the Bristol 173
at a later date. Even then, the shortage of Whirlwinds because of the Malayan

demands very nearly ruined the unit at the outset. No 22 Squadron re-formed as a

*It will be appreciated that much of the pressure to exchange the SAR Sycamores

for the Malayan Whirlwinds was generated in 1957 by these cabin space/perform

ance considerations, and not only because of the reduced confidence in the Whirlwind

and the popularity of the Sycamore in Malaya. See Chapter 3.

**20 years later, with winch cables in excess of 200 ft in use, the requirement for
the crewmen to have voice communication with the aircraft had again become vital

and was being dealt with by use of small radio sets.
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helicopter SAR squadron at Thorney Island in No 19 Group in February 1955, its

tasks being sea rescue and search and rescue over land and adjacent waters to a

range of 60 nm. It had an initial establishment of eight Whirlwinds Mk 2 and was

planned to operate four detached Flights to provide SAR cover over the South and

South East coast and Wales, one being located at Thorney island together with

the Squadron HQ, operational training facilities and second line servicing. The

Whirlwind crew was to consist of pilot, navigator and crewman, pilots initially

being transferred from the ASWDU.

The very next month there were well-founded rumours of imminent disbandment

as no aircraft had arrived, and all postings to the Squadron were suspended.

However, two Sycamores were allotted from the ASWDU to enable the Squadron

to continue forming and by May 1955 the unit had two Sycamores and an Anson,

and was looking and functioning very much like a Flight of its predecessor, No 275

Squadron, in its early days.

The critical shortage of aircraft was not of long duration and when in the following

month four Whirlwinds arrived, the first two Flights were immediately set up, one

at Thorney Island and the other at Martlesham Heath. The inexperience of the

crews did not prevent them from carrying out a successful public demonstration of

the Sproule Rescue Net on the Welsh Harp in the same month.

With the main cabin below and behind the Flight Deck the need for a third crew

member in the Whirlwind was more immediately obvious than had been the case

when No 275 Squadron had started with Sycamores, and provision had been made

in the Unit Establishment for them. A specific crewman trade did not, however,

exist, and while in Malaya the deficiency had been made up by using technical

ground tradesmen, the servicing problem away from base was not so pressing for

No 22 Squadron and in July 1955 three administrative orderlies were allotted for

crewman duties, receiving an extra one shilling and sixpence per day for the
privilege.

The ‘double lift’ technique (crewman descending on the bottom of the winch cable)

later found to be necessary in many cases in No 275 Squadron was adopted at the

outset and in August 1955 the first live rescue by No 22 Squadron was carried out

successfully, two double lifts being made to lift two people stranded under overhang

ing rocks near Beachy Head. These involved the crewman wading ashore under the
cliffs to reach the survivors.

In September 1955 the third Flight of No 22 Squadron was established at Valley

to provide West Coast SAR cover and became operational the following month-
nine months after the Squadron was formed. It was the first SAR Flight to have a
navigator as Flight Commander.
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Bringing a casualty aboard in the Neil Robertson stretcher.

SAR training by the CFS Flight at Valley.
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SAR cliff rescue training by the CFS Flight at Valley.

SAR training with Mk 10 Whirlwind with crew of
three.
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There followed a further brief period when aircraft were in very short supply—one
Whirlwind was taken away to be sent to FEAF and another was found to be

suffering from the corrosion which was to be the bugbear, particularly of the

magnesium alloy Sikorsky Helicopter used in a maritime environment, for many

years to come. A Sycamore had to be borrowed again from the ASWDU to maintain

the SAR standby on the South Coast.

By April 1956, just over one year since formation, No 22 Squadron was operational

with all four Flights, the last one being at St Mawgan where the Squadron HQ

also moved in June of that year. The Flight at Martlesham Heath moved to

Felixstowe in April.

The Flights at Thorney Island, St Mawgan and Felixstowe were controlled by the

Southern Rescue Co-ordination Centre (SRCC) at Plymouth, that at Valley being

in the geographical area covered by the Northern RCC at Pitreavie Castle. Oper

ations only differed from those of No 275 Squadron in that there were more holiday
boating accidents to deal with on the South Coast than in eastern England and

the area was not so heavily involved with military air traffic as in the east and

north east. Decca replaced GEE as a navigation aid in 1958, the latter having been

inherited from the ASWDU, and SARAH was in general use for locating military

survivors by 1955.

No 22 Squadron gave birth to a further SAR Squadron in the Far East in 1958-

No 217 Squadron—through a detached Flight of No 22 Squadron sent to Christmas

Island in February 1957 to provide SAR and communications flying for the task

force concerned with the British nuclear tests (Operation GRAPPLE) in the Far

East. ‘Grapple Flight’, as it was called, formed at St Mawgan in October 1956 with

four crews and two aircraft of No 22 Squadron. The Flight embarked on HMS

Warrior on 30 January 1957, and after SARAH and winching practice in the

Azores, some continuation flying training in Haiti, two days in Jamaica and

occasional turns at ‘Plane Guard’ for the RN fixed-wing aircraft, arrived in
Christmas Island on 4 March 1957 and commenced SAR standby on 6 March.

Characteristically the helicopter facility became indispensable and consequently

grew so that after nine months of mainly communications flying but with continuous

SAR standby. No 217 Squadron was formed to carry on the task, and residual

GRAPPLE FHght personnel returned to be once more absorbed in the main

element of No 22 Squadron. A lecture on SARAH was given by request to the US

Coastguards as the party passed through Hickham Air Force Base (Honolulu) on

the way back to Lyneham in January 1958.

The pattern of operations established in the UK as soon as the deployed FHghts

were operational remained substantially unchanged for many years. The aircraft

were tasked at 30 hours flying per month each and thus a total of about 240

hours was flown annually. This figure remained substantially constant while the
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operational call-outs fluctuated seasonably with weather and holiday patterns,

averaging about 200 per year from mid-1957 onwards. A typical figure for land as

opposed to sea rescue call-outs would be 10%.

In November 1958 the No 22 Squadron Flight at St Mawgan moved to Chivenor to

replace the No 275 Squadron Flight which was withdrawn as part of a geographical

rationalisation of responsibility, and a Headquarters Flight formed at St Mawgan

mainly for training new crews but also having a SAR standby facility. This training

Flight acquired the status of an OTU in July 1959 and continued to maintain a

limited operational capability while providing SAR operational training for the new

pilots arriving from the CFS Helicopter Training School and Navigators/Signallers

arriving direct.

In December 1959 the Flight at Thorney Island had to be temporarily withdrawn,

leaving SAR cover on the South Coast on an ‘ad hoc' basis by the Royal Navy

until in May 1961 the Felixstowe Flight was moved to Tangmere and was replaced

on the South East Coast in July by the fourth Flight at Manston. The OTU was

then in a position to provide standardisation checks for No 275 Squadron, the whole

SAR helicopter force by then being equipped with Whirlwind Mk 2. Conversion to

the turbine engined Mk 10 Whirlwind started in May 1962 and was complete by

September of that year, thus concluding Phase 2 for No 22 Squadron.

SUMMARY OF THE SITUATION IN 1960

In the first phase of its development the helicopter had shown that, in theory at

least, it had the capacity to improve substantially the flexibility and capability of

any unit engaged in tactical situations unsuited to motor transport. In the second

phase this capacity had been generally recognised as an essential element in nearly

all forms of military activity. In the RAF, however, the helicopter had come to

maturity in a period of the greatest difficulty. The development of the nuclear

deterrent and the emphasis placed on the bomber, fighter and maritime roles,

combined with ever present financial stringency, produced a very unfavourable

climate for the development of what some still saw as an aeronautical aberration.

Inter-Service Relations

The arrival of the demonstrably practical helicopter had produced a reaction on

the part of the other two Services reminiscent of what had taken place between
1912 and 1918. On that occasion the situation had been resolved by the formation

of the Royal Air Force, a step taken with the full backing of government. No such

support was given now and, left to itself and beset by many other problems, the

RAF was by no means certain that it wished to embrace the whole helicopter
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element. The Fleet Air Arm, in one sense, had not been its concern since 1937;

did there seem to be any sound reason for re-estabhshing a new version of the old
Army Co-operation squadrons to undertake with ultra light heHcopters the AOP
and light liaison tasks. On the other hand, this was clearly a line of thought which

could not be allowed to go too far, and the dividing line between Army and RAF
responsibihty was therefore arbitrarily drawn to exclude anything much larger than
the Skeeter or Fairey ultra light hehcopter, ie at 4000 lb weight. The problem was
thus shelved for the time being, but not solved, as an artificial Unfit of this kind

would inevitably be eroded as heUcopter technology developed. The seeds of trouble

sown in the 1950s germinated in due course: the developed Skeeter became the
Scout and Wasp, which turned into anti-tank and anti-submarine weapons carriers;

the Scout replacement became the cargo/troop carrying Lynx and so the dividing

fine between Army and RAF responsibility became progressively more difficult to

distinguish—a situation which promised conffict at some future date.

nor

Operational Achievements

Within the area of activity which seemed proper to the RAF there were grounds

for satisfaction, in that all urgent operational demands had been met, although

only just. The Malayan operations had been satisfactorily concluded and heUcopter

support maintained throughout by one means or another. The nuclear weapons

trials in the Pacific had been supported by a Whirlwind squadron and in Cyprus
the struggle against terrorism had been transformed by the arrival of tactical

heUcopters. A limited casualty evacuation service had been provided in Kenya;

SAR detachments had been set up in Malaya, Cyprus, El Adem, Jordan and Sylt,

and a squadron of Sycamores had been sent to Northern Ireland in 1959. In

England a basic SAR service with somewhat limited performance was provided by

two permanent Whirlwind squadrons deployed along the east and south coasts; in

addition. The Queen’s FUght had two Whirlwinds and the MetropoUtan Communi

cations Squadron was on the point of opening a VIP and staff heUcopter service
from Northolt.

The Development of Roles

At the end of the 1950s the JEHU had been transformed into a tactical heUcopter

support squadron. Thus the tactical heUcopter role was officially accepted as

an RAF task, whereas previously SAR, casualty evacuation and, exceptionally,

communications had been the only roles which the RAF could specify in its

appUcations to the Treasury for new heUcopters, except when the Army was already

committed to a conflict and the appUcation was therefore too late.

AU heUcopter deployments in the 1950s—in the Far East, the Middle East, Aden

and Northern Ireland—began as casualty evacuation or SAR and went on to play
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an essential part in tactical operations, living up to their reputation in that role.

The lesson was obvious and gave added impetus to helicopter development in both

the technical and philosophical spheres. What was not appreciated so readily was

that tactical demands overseas, being more urgent than the SAR standby role and

therefore usually taking precedence, soon ceased to be regarded as a diversion of

effort from the primary task. All the overseas units became ‘de facto’ tactical units

and the SAR task was carried out as a secondary role when circumstances allowed.

Only in the United Kingdom (excluding Northern Ireland) did this reversal of role

not take place, the obvious reason being the absence of any operations requiring

tactical helicopters. Communications flights were therefore the only diversion which

the SAR standby helicopters had to resist and such resistance was not difficult.

Thus the SAR units in the United Kingdom, originally established for Coastal and

Fighter Commands, retained their exclusive SAR status when those Commands

disappeared and their role continued to be regarded as completely distinct from

that of the tactical helicopter units of which the first to be established was No 225

Squadron at the end of this second phase of helicopter development.

In the overall picture, however, these SAR units had been relegated to second place

and in the 1950s their formation and build up were substantially delayed by the

shortage of helicopters caused by the proliferation of tactical tasks overseas

carrying a higher priority. With hindsight it can be seen that it was the exclusive

nature of its SAR role, as developed in the United Kingdom in the 1950s, and

maintained automatically in subsequent years, which eventually enabled the United

Kingdom SAR force to generate its own operational requirement for a new type of

helicopter—the Sea King—without reference to the needs of the tactical helicopter

force, rather than having to content itself with  a modified version of an aircraft

suited to tactical operations.

Some confusion, in fact, arose from the differing attitudes of the SAR organisations

maintained by the RAF and the Navy, the latter being operated more in the manner

of the RAF units overseas. In 1954, for example, the Minister of Transport and

Civil Aviation asked the First Lord of the Admiralty why Naval SAR helicopter

services were not available on Sundays and public holidays, and for periods of

about two weeks at Christmas, Easter and in August, while the RAF’s SAR service

was continuous.(138) The First Lord replied that Naval SAR services were provided

on an ad hoc basis by helicopters disembarked from ships and, as such, were part

of a training and not an operational command.(139) In other words the SAR service

so provided was a peacetime bonus rather than a formally established commitment

and the manpower and technical backing was provided accordingly. This difference

in approach to SAR in the United Kingdom was to reappear from time to time in

later years.
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Training

By the end of the second phase of helicopter development the Central Flying School

helicopter unit had been in existence for six years. Originally established in 1954

to develop helicopter instructional and handling techniques and train a nucleus of

flying instructors,(140) it had compiled the ofiicial air publication dealing with

training helicopter pilots and instructors including a categorisation scheme, and

was currently training and testing helicopter instructors for all the Services in
accordance with the CFS charter.

It was also responsible for training RAF helicopter pilots. The original conception

in 1954 had been that when Service pilots were trained by the Services themselves,

and no longer by the aircraft manufacturers on an ad hoc basis, a joint Service

organisation was obviously desirable. With the small numbers involved the accept

ance of this idea seemed to be guaranteed by the economies it would produce.(141)

But in the event it appeared that the intensity of Naval feelings on the matter had

been sadly underestimated.

Later, in 1957, when the Army Air Corps came into being, a further formal attempt

was made to arrange joint Service pilot training and a joint Service committee was

formed to agree basic principles. However, no agreement could be reached even on

the location of a joint unit, the Army and the RAF being prepared to defer to each

other if necessary and accept either South Cerney (CFS) or Middle Wallop (AAC).

But neither was willing to accept Culdrose where the Navy was determined to

remain (and with a Naval captain in charge). Helicopter pilot training therefore

remained irredeemably single service.

Aircraft Type Development

Through all the pressures, and occasional dramas, of this second phase the Air

Ministry had succeeded in avoiding the temptations of committing itself to ill

founded, if initially attractive, courses of action over the many helicopter projects

being urged on it from various quarters. Although there were very few staff officers

in the Air Ministry with helicopter experience, the Air Staff emerged from this

hectic period with no costly millstones round its neck. On the contrary, the RAF

was entering the 1960s with two splendid examples of helicopter technology: the

Belvedere with its remarkable lifting capacity and the economic and efficient

Whirlwind Mk 10, backed by the cheap and reliable Sycamore which maintained

essential operations during the changeover period and thereafter remained available

for the less onerous training and communications tasks weU into the 1970s.
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